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INTRODUCING The Medieval Globe
Carol SymeS
WhEN A CERTAIN Genoese mariner sailed southward to find the elu­
sive Indies, he was guided by two favorite books. We know one as The 
Travels of Marco Polo: the product of a collaboration between that Venetian merchant­adventurer and his cellmate in a Genoese prison, a purveyor of popular romances named Rustichello of Pisa. This book was 
composed around 1298, in a literary creole designated today as “Franco-
Italian,” but it was soon circulating widely in many different languages and editions. (There is no “original” text; the copy owned and annotated by that famous mariner was a later Latin translation.1) The other book, 
attributed to one Johan (or John) de Mandeville, was published around the middle of the fourteenth century, in the French dialect then prevalent 
in England. It, too, survives in numerous variants, none of which is the 
“original” text. In its own time, the former work was often titled Le devise-
ment du monde (The Description of the World), Le livre des merveilles 
(The Book of Marvels), or Il milione (The Million). The latter work was also known as Le livre des merveilles. 
Along with their titles, these influential texts share some other salient characteristics: authorial and linguistic indeterminacy, a tangled history of transmission and reception, the tendency to imprint ancient imaginar­
ies on a mesh of contemporary fantasy and observation. What were these 
books supposed to be about? How were they understood by generations of readers? To what extent do they constitute evidence for contemporary 
worldviews? Such questions are open to debate. In essence, these books are not travel narratives or practical manuals: they are mises-en-abyme. The mysterious conditions of their making underscore the challenges of 
knowing anything about the world they purport to describe—the diffi­culty, even, of talking about that world in terms that mirror its own con­
ceptual categories. (“Franco-Italian,” “the French dialect of England,” the 
literary work as a fixed entity: all of these are anachronisms.) Yet like so 
many readers before me, I have drawn inspiration from one of these books.
1 It is now in the library of the Institución Colombina in Sevilla (Spain). For an 
excellent introduction to this multi-layered text, see Gaunt (2013). See also Kinoshita 
(2013), whose new annotated translation of the text is forthcoming. On the reasons 
for the southerly course charted by Columbus, see Wey Gómez (2008).
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On this topic, I’ve many times recalled something I heard when I was young, about how a brave man once left our parts in order to explore the 
world. So he passed through India and the islands beyond India (where 
there are more than five thousand islands) and went so far by sea and by land—so far around the world for so many seasons—that he found an island where he heard his own language spoken, and even heard the oxen being called in the very same words as in his own country, so that he was 
much amazed. Because he did not know how that could ever be. But I say that he had gone so far by land and by sea that he had gone around the 
whole earth, that he had come right back around to his own borders. And if he had only gone a bit further on, he would have found his own lands and his own knowledge. But he went all the way back the way he had come and so lost much of his effort, just as he himself said, a great while 
after, when he finally returned.2This story captures the alienation experienced by anyone who ventures 
beyond the bounds of homely knowledge. It warns that my own neighbor­
hood will come to seem so strange, in a global context, that I won’t recog­
nize it. But it also holds out hope that I’ll achieve, in time, a broader vision.
The Medieval Globe is dedicated to exploring varieties of connectivity, communication, and exchange during a period central to human history: 
the millennium or so prior to 1500. It is an interdisciplinary journal for all scholars studying any aspect of this era, including those who work in parts of the medieval world that may seem well trodden and familiar (in 
my case, Western Europe). A global approach to medieval studies need not encompass the globe in any territorial sense. Rather, The Medieval Globe seeks to advance a new theory and praxis of medieval studies by encour­aging the investigation of phenomena that have been rendered practically or conceptually invisible by modern categories and expectations: move­
2 “Et pur ceo m’ad il souvenuz mointefoiz d’une chose qe jeo oÿ compter quant jeo fuy jeovenes, comment un vaillant homme s’em party jadis de noz parties pur aler ceercher le mounde. Si passa Ynde et les isles outre Ynde ou il y a plus de Vm isles, et tant ala par mer et par terre et tant envirouna le mounde par mointes saisouns q’il troeva un isle ou il oÿ parler soun langage et toucher les boefs en disant tieles paroles come l’em fait en son pays don’t il s’enmerveilla moult. Qar il ne savoit coment ceo 
poait estre. Mes jeo dy q’il avoit tant irré par terre et par mer q’il avoit environé toute la terre, qu’il estoit revenuz envyronant jusqes a ses marches, et s’il vousist avoir 
passé avant q’il eust troevé et son pays et sa connaissance. Mes il retorna ariere par illecques ou il estoit venuz, si perdy assez de ses peines si come il mesmes le disoit un grand piece après q’il fust revenuz” (Mandeville [c. 1357]/2000: 337, my translation). On the manuscript history and variants of this text, see the editorial introduction of Christiane Deluz (Mandeville [c. 1357]/2000: 28–84). 
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ments, networks, interactions, affinities, borrowings, ways of knowing, forms of agency, systems of belief. This enterprise has the potential to expand our understanding of long­term global developments while simul­taneously transforming the ways that we approach this particular age.
Although “the medieval globe” might seem to be a contradiction in terms, its components have an old and complicated relationship. The “dis­covery” of a “new world” unsettled Europeans’ understanding of their place in world history at a time when the expansion of the mighty Otto­
man empire, and intensified contact with the civilizations of South and 
East Asia, were also posing new threats and opportunities. Meanwhile, notions of territorial sovereignty in Europe itself were being based on 
powerful historical fictions that some states had a warrant to colonize 
others. Although the terms “medieval” and “Middle Ages” were not coined 
until the early nineteenth century (Stein 1995), the complex associa­tions that eventually crystallized in these terms were already forming in 
the very early sixteenth (Dagenais and Greer 2000; Summit and Wallace 
2006; Davis 2008). On the one hand, this medieval past became a source of legitimacy and identity, an object of reverence and nostalgia; on the other, it was construed as a “feudal age” of cruelty and ignorance. Non­European cultures were accordingly described as “medieval” in order to 
subordinate and denigrate them (Wolf 1982; Davis and Altschul 2009). The current use of “medieval” as a synonym for “primitive” or “inhuman” 
continues this trend (e.g., Holsinger 2007); at the same time, the Middle 
Ages continues to be the cradle of the West’s vaunted superiority, the font 
of romantic mythologies and “natural” rights (Geary 2002; Symes 2011a; 
Geary and Klaniczy 2013). 
In many ways, then, the concept of “the Middle Ages” made possible “the modern world-system” heralded by Wallerstein (1974); “the medi­
eval” and “the global” defined each other. If they now appear to denote mutually exclusive realms of inquiry, that is because triumphal narra­
tives of modernity require them to remain separate (Abu-Lughod 1989; 
Gaonkar 2000; Bennett 2006; Goody 2006; Sassen 2008; Symes 2011b). Nationalist origin stories and universal teleologies do not work when events and their outcomes are viewed as the products of chancy, contin­
gent forces (Smail et al. 2011). Only in the past two decades, for exam­ple, have Europe’s component regions—and “Europe” itself—been rec­
ognized as colonized and postcolonial spaces (e.g., Bartlett 1994; Cohen 
2000; Fernández-Armesto and Muldoon 2008; Murray 2009). Yet there is still tremendous resistance to critical approaches that would threaten claims of political autonomy or territory staked in medieval precedent. New paradigms that would debunk the presumption of an essential binary 
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between “East” and “West” (or “Muslim” and “Christian,” for example) also generate resistance, and are consequently all the more important (see, 
e.g., Lieberman 1999; McCormick 2001; Grabar 2006; Komaroff 2006; 
Lieberman 2007–09; Sizgorich 2009; Flood 2009; Foltz 2010; Mallette 
2010; Beihammer 2011). For all of these reasons, the problem of how we conceptualize and 
study a global Middle Ages is not going to be easy to solve. How can we even discuss this era meaningfully, given the value­laden vocabulary we 
must use? What should we call the communities and regions of encounter that formed and reformed throughout this period when they do not map 
onto discrete territories or modern nation-states? What names might we 
give to peoples or religions that better reflect indigenous identities and 
beliefs? How do we deal with the fact of asynchronous developments 
within and between societies as diverse as Heian Japan, classical Angkor, the Delhi Sultanate, Song China, Carolingian Europe, the Emergent Mis­
sissippian Culture of North America, and the Aztecs of the Postclassical 
Period? Yet the difficulty of the task is part of the reason for undertaking it. No human endeavor can be divorced from global phenomena, and it is imperative that we learn how the interconnected pasts of medieval societ­ies shaped the complex world we have inherited from them. 
In pursuit of this goal, The Medieval Globe (TMG) will promote schol­arship in three related areas of study: the means by which peoples, things, and ideas came into contact with one another; the deep roots of global developments; and the ways that perceptions of “the medieval” have been 
(and are) created around the world. TMG is also committed to support­ing innovative, collaborative work in a variety of genres: full­length arti­cles, scholarly dialogues, multi­authored discussions of critical problems, review essays, editions or translations of source materials, and other formats. The common denominator among articles accepted for publica­tion will be their authors’ willingness to explore points of convergence or 
movement (potential or actual), to address topics of broad scholarly inter­est, or to pioneer portable methodologies. The need for such a forum is clear. Many programs and research cen­
ters traditionally devoted to the European Middle Ages are being recon­
figured to enable the study of co-eval cultures across the world; these 
include my own Program for Medieval Studies at the University of Illinois, the launching pad for TMG. Students entering the many specialized fields and disciplines embraced by this globalized medieval studies will need to 
be trained accordingly (Heng 2009) and will also need appropriate out­
lets for their work. Scholars of other eras, dissatisfied with the modern­
ist (Western) perspectives that have dominated global studies to date, 
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will also find a home in this emerging community. TMG envisions a new place for “the medieval” in global studies, but it also insists that all ages have been fundamental to the formation of our world (Shryock and Smail 
2011; Smail and Shryock 2013). Its role is to mediate, to make the medium 
ævum truly an “age between”. This inaugural double issue of The Medieval Globe is a special showcase 
for these aspirations. Its editor, Monica H. Green, has assembled a team of experts from many diverse disciplines to address a global, medieval phe­nomenon that is still affecting human beings and ecosystems around the world. She has also nurtured communication among these contributors and ensured that their work engages the broadest possible audience. The essays gathered here, individually and collectively, bring state­of­the­art 
scientific and humanistic methods to bear on both new and old bodies of evidence. They greatly advance our understanding of the medieval Black Death, and they also reveal how much our current knowledge of this pan­demic—its causes, effects, and more recent manifestations—has been 
limited by assumptions that have not yet yielded to those methods. As 
important and far-reaching as this issue is, it is not intended to be defini­
tive; rather, it provides a series of firm footholds for future scholarship 
and lays out an ambitious agenda for collaborative research. I cannot think of a better introduction to The Medieval Globe. 
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EDITOR’S INTRODUCTION TO  
PandeMic disease in The Medieval World: 
reThinkinG The black deaTh
moniCa H. Green
AFTER ThE JUSTINIANIC Plague (c. 541–c. 750), which has been called the First Plague Pandemic, the Black Death or Second Plague 
Pandemic was likely the first semi-global phenomenon that fully merits the name—affecting “all people” (pan + demos).1 Total (absolute) mortal­ity would be higher from several nineteenth­century cholera outbreaks, 
the 1918–19 influenza pandemic, or the current HIV/AIDS pandemic. But when expressed as a percentage of the population, the mortality caused by the Black Death is the highest of any large­scale catastrophe known to humankind, save for the impact of smallpox and measles on indige­
nous peoples in first-contact events of the early modern period. The Black 
Death killed an estimated 40% to 60% of all people in Europe, the Middle 
East, and North Africa when it first struck there in the mid-fourteenth 
century. Its demographic effects are well known (particularly with respect 
to Western Europe), and there is a considerable body of historical schol­arship on population losses and the economic and political changes that ensued. Such questions about its aftermath are important, of course; but 
so, too, are questions of why and how the pandemic happened in the first place and how it was sustained. For these questions, we currently have no 
definitive answers. Even its full geographic extent is still unknown: we are 
only now beginning to engage with scientific and documentary evidence 
1 On the modern definition of “pandemic,” see Morens, Folkers, and Fauci (2004), who identify wide geographic extension, disease movement, high attack rates and explosiveness, minimal population immunity, novelty, infectiousness, contagiousness, and severity as the most commonly used features in describing disease outbreaks as “pandemic”. Of these, only contagiousness does not commonly apply to plague since it is normally spread by an arthropod vector, except that pneumonic plague 
(one of plague’s most lethal forms) is directly contagious from person to person. In 
this essay, I use the term “the Black Death” as synonymous with the Second Plague 
Pandemic as a whole. Individual contributors to this special issue retain the original 
usage, applying the term to the first wave of plague that struck the Mediterranean and 
Western Europe in the mid-fourteenth century. On the issue of plague’s chronology 
and periodization and the definition of “pandemic,” see below.
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for plague in East Asia, and we can only suspect (as we will see) whether 
the disease might have also reached other regions of Afroeurasia as well.
A catastrophe of this magnitude demands explanation. The present collection of essays starts from the premise that studies of the Black Death 
must embrace a new reality: the fact that the field of microbiology has, in the past two decades, leapt past the barriers of the late nineteenth­cen­tury biological laboratory and created new ways to explore the history of pathogenic organisms. Microbiology has effected a transformation in our 
understanding of the disease’s history. It has reconstructed the phyloge­
netic (evolutionary) history of the plague organism, Yersinia pestis, from modern molecular samples, and it has developed techniques to retrieve and reconstruct genetic material of the pathogen from historical remains. 
The question “What was the pathogen?” has been decisively resolved. 
In 2011, over a decade of innovative research (and controversy) in the 
retrieval and analysis of ancient DNA (aDNA) fragments and other pro­teins culminated in the reconstruction of the full genome of Yersinia pes-
tis, using the remains of persons buried in London’s famed Black Death 
cemetery (East Smithfield), which can be precisely dated to the first out­
break of plague in London, in 1348–50 (Bos et al. 2011; see also DeWitte 
2014, in this issue).2 Even if we cannot yet rule out the possibility that there was more than one organism or other causative factor leading to the mass mortalities in this period, there is no longer any question that 
Y. pestis was a key player. 
The essays in this first issue of The Medieval Globe take the new micro­biological consensus on the Black Death as a given. Yet the assembled con­tributors do not contest a key point raised by so­called “plague deniers,” who in the past several decades have raised doubts about the role of 
Y. pestis in the pandemic.3 Their skepticism arose from the fact that the speed of the disease’s spread, and the level of well­documented human mortality it caused during the fourteenth century, in no way match the patterns seen in the Third Plague Pandemic, which is normally dated from 
around 1894 to the 1930s and during which the foundation was laid for our modern bacteriological and epidemiological understandings of the pathogen and the disease it causes in animals and humans. There is good 
2 A superb summary of the developments in microbiology as it relates to historical 
plagues can be found in Little (2011). The presence of Y. pestis in remains from the 
time of the Justinianic Plague has now been documented as well. See Green (2014, in 
this issue) for further details on the contributions of genetics to plague studies.
3 Benedictow (2010) summarizes these perspectives and, in the tenor of his own arguments, reveals how contentious the issue has become.
 EdITOR’S INTROdUCTION TO PandeMic disease in the Medieval World 11reason, now, to question the role that early twentieth­century epidemiol­ogy has played in our general constructions of plague’s histories, because plague is not always or everywhere the same in its vectors or animal hosts 
(Royer 2014; see Varlık 2014 and Carmichael 2014, both in this issue). Nevertheless, rather than dismiss the skeptics’ focus on the discrepancies between twentieth­century understandings of plague’s epidemiology and our medieval evidence, this collection of essays is motivated by an accep­
tance of the discrepancies. We concede that there is currently no plau­sible, comprehensive theory that can explain in full detail how the non­motile, single­celled organism that modern science knows as Yersinia pes-
tis—which may have originated as a new species as little as about 3000 to 
4000 years ago (Cui et al. 2013)—could, in an age before steam­powered 
(let alone jet) travel, have been disseminated across so much of the Eur­
asian and North African landscape in just a few decades.
Admitting ignorance of the full epidemiological character and amplify­ing factors of the Second Pandemic does not, however, mean that we have no useful knowledge at all. This may still be terra incognita, but we are 
not without a compass. Genetic science confirms the very close identity of the strain of the Y. pestis bacillus found in fourteenth­century human remains and the organism as it is found disseminated now throughout 
most of the inhabited world (Bos et al. 2011; Cui et al. 2013).4 The organ­ism itself, therefore, serves as a tracer element, a living chain of evidence that can tie together vastly distant times and places. To borrow a phrase 
coined by the French historian Emmanuel Le Roy Ladurie (1973), back when the possibilities of modern genetics analysis could barely be fan­
tasized: we have here a “microbial unification of [half] the world.” That biological fact enables us to take an interpretative stance: given the same pathogen, more or less the same epidemiological parameters can be inferred in terms of necessary environmental conditions, modes of trans­
mission, and symptomatologies in infected hosts. We may not yet know all the species of arthropod vectors or mammalian hosts we need to search out; we may not yet know all the climatic and other environmental factors that contributed to the propagation of Y. pestis. We certainly do not know 
4 Ancient DNA (aDNA) retrieved from the period of the Justinianic Plague also fits into phylogenetic understandings that have already been postulated for the evolution of Y. pestis since its divergence from its most recent common ancestor; see Harbeck 
et al. 2013 and Wagner et al. 2014. On the dissemination of Y. pestis in the Third 
Pandemic, see Morelli et al. 2010. Plague foci currently exist in North and South 
America, Africa, and Eurasia. Although plague reached Australia in 1900, it does not 
seem to have established permanent foci there; see Curson and McCracken 1989.
 12 MONICA h. GREENall the human factors of trade in grains or textiles or other material goods and foodstuffs that created the microenvironments allowing Y. pestis to spread. But we do know that we need to search out those connections.
Accepting the precepts of an evolutionary perspective on the history of Y. pestis suggests that the field of historical plague studies as it relates 
to the Second Pandemic must be redefined in three dimensions: its geo­graphic extent, its chronological extent, and the methodological registers we use to investigate it. The essays in this volume pursue, from various perspectives, all these agendas.First, the geography of the Second Pandemic must be expanded. Black 
Death studies can no longer be defined as if the disease struck only West­ern and Central Europe, as is often depicted in maps, sourcebooks, and textbooks.5 Analyses of the evolutionary history of Y. pestis from mod­
ern samples have suggested since 2004 that the geographic origins of 
the pathogen were likely on the Tibetan-Qinghai Plateau (Achtman et al. 
2004).6 Y. pestis had to move across as many animal species (arthropod 
vectors as well as mammalian hosts) as climatic zones in order to cause the massive mortality in human bodies that it did in the fourteenth cen­
tury (and episodically thereafter). But again, the microbiology makes clear that it did move. Contributors to this volume cover geographic ter­
rain from China to all sides of the Mediterranean and on to England. In 
my own essay, I suggest that even the Indian Ocean basin merits explora­tion as a route possibly as important as the Silk Roads; at least, that is a possibility worth exploring given that genetics research ties sub­Saharan 
Africa to our premodern plague narratives. The call for an expanded geog­raphy also includes calling for a veritable menagerie of possible hosts for the organism. Y. pestis always needs precise microenvironments to thrive and even more precise circumstances of transfer across species to create human plague. But limiting plague’s narrative to one or two kinds of rats 
and fleas occludes too much: it defies the evidence that modern entomol­ogy and zoology have brought forward, which reminds us repeatedly that human plague is a relatively rare epiphenomenon in Y. pestis’s evolution. 
Although humans have regularly been involved in plague’s long-distance spread, Yersinia pestis survives because it establishes itself in microen­vironments that more or less replicate those of its origin. Marmots and 
gerbils (and guinea pigs and prairie dogs) are more important for that long­term survival than rats. 
5 Even for Europe, such maps pose major interpretative problems (Mengel 2011). 
6 A summary of debates on the geographic origin of Y. pestis can be found in Green 
(2014, in this issue); see also Hymes (2014, in this issue).
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term “Black Death” has often been used to denote just the first “wave” of 
plague that struck the Mediterranean and Western Europe between 1347 
and 1353. Usage of the term in that narrow sense is still justified, espe­cially when examining many kinds of synchronous sources at the period 
of the highest collective human mortality. However, beyond its Eurocen­
tricity, the narrow time frame beginning in 1347—or 1346, if we include the outbreak in Kaffa, where besieging Mongols are famously said to have hurled infected bodies over the city walls—obscures two epidemiological 
facts that must be addressed: first, that plague came to Kaffa from some-
where; and second, that plague did not simply come to Western Eurasia, it 
stayed. How much earlier than 1346/7 we must look for the “origin” of the 
Black Death is not yet clear. In 2013, microbiologists Cui and colleagues proposed a polytomy, a sudden divergence or “Big Bang” of Y. pestis into four new lineages, likely caused because it was moving into new host spe­
cies (Cui et al. 2013). They suggested a median date of c. 1268 with a 95% 
confidence interval of 1142–1339. As Robert Hymes suggests in his epi­
logue to this collection, “A Hypothesis on the East Asian Beginnings of the 
Yersinia pestis Polytomy,” Cui and colleagues’ proposed dating coincides 
intriguingly with events taking place in the first decades of the thirteenth century near the edge of the Tibetan­Qinghai Plateau—events that might possibly serve as the “disseminating factor” necessary to start the process of Y. pestis’s spread to other environments. The possible role of climatic change in catalyzing the thirteenth­century polytomy, or, indeed, in any 
other major outbreak of plague, has not yet been defined decisively, but evidence is increasingly suggesting that though small localized outbreaks of plague occur regularly wherever it has established enzootic foci, the commonality of more widespread outbreaks is due to climatic factors.8
7 This issue of chronological definition was addressed by Little (2011: 271): “the Black 
Death [is] a name that many historians restrict to the massive mortality throughout 
Europe between 1347 and 1353 but is better understood as a pandemic that began in 
Central Asia in the 1330s, subsequently spread through Europe and the Middle East 
starting in the late 1340s, and made frequent returns in those regions for over four 
centuries.” And just as this issue argues for extending the Second Plague Pandemic forward into the nineteenth century, arguments are also being made to extend the Third Pandemic back into the eighteenth century; a beginning date of c. 1772 is implied 
by Benedict (1996) and taken as the foundation for research in Xu et al. (2014).
8 On the correlation of climate with widespread outbreaks, as established by modern observational science and predictions about what current climate change might do to 
plague dynamics in the future, see, e.g., Stenseth et al. 2006; Ben Ari et al. 2011; and 
Gage 2012. In-progress work by Bruce Campbell (2013) suggests that major climatic 
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As for the end date of the Second Pandemic, we clearly must look well 
beyond 1353. For Western Europe, we have long known that plague out­breaks continued to occur up through the early eighteenth century, but 
even such oft-cited dates as 1679 (for the last plague outbreak in Eng­
land) and 1722 (for the Continent, following the last major outbreak in 
Marseille, 1720) may be illusory (Cummins, Kelly, and O�  Gráda 2013; 
Ermus 2014). If, moreover, we add in the Islamicate world, the 1722 end date for the Second Pandemic becomes meaningless. Outbreaks in North 
Africa, the Ottoman empire, and even Russia certainly continued well into 
the nineteenth century (Varlık 2014, in this issue; Mikhail 2012; Robarts 
2010). Were all these outbreaks repeated importations from enzootic 
loci “elsewhere”? Or do they reflect local cases of plague persistence? 
Because we currently lack any aDNA from sites in Central Eurasia, we can­not settle these questions now. For example, a strain of Y. pestis recently 
documented in Libya comes from Branch 2 of the general phylogenetic 
tree, which diverged from Branch 1, the lineage involved in both the Black 
Death (as documented from London remains) and the global Third Pan­demic; this divergence occurred some seven hundred to eight hundred 
years ago (Cui et al. 2013). Since strains from Branch 1 are also docu­
mented in other parts of North Africa, the Libyan case suggests that we may well be looking at the remnants of more than one pandemic leaving its traces in that region (Cabanel et al. 2013). There may, in other words, 
have been multiple amplifications of Y. pestis in the late medieval and early modern periods that have left living descendants to this day. Can we really say that the Second Plague Pandemic ever ended?Third, it is now obligatory that plague studies be broadened into a 
multidisciplinary mode. There is no single discipline or investigative approach that can be privileged: microbiologists may study the evolution or particular genetic characteristics of the pathogen, but that single­celled organism only creates “plague” when it passes through various environ­ments, different hosts as well as different ecosystems. Entomologists must study the arthropod vectors, zoologists must study the many differ­ent possible mammalian hosts for the disease, from the tiniest rodents up through carnivores and camels. Bioarcheologists are the guardians of 
all aspects of retrieval, classification, and analysis of material remains, not only of humans and their artifacts but also all the species that form 
changes occurred throughout the northern hemisphere in the early 1340s, which may have been a particular precipitating factor for the events that pushed plague into the Black Sea and Mediterranean basins. On climate and the Justinianic Plague, see Green 
2014, in this issue.
 EdITOR’S INTROdUCTION TO PandeMic disease in the Medieval World 15the chains through which Y. pestis passes. And finally, humanists—histo­rians, but also linguists and art historians and others who painstakingly interpret the cultural products of human societies—are needed to recon­struct not only the ways in which humans contributed to the creation of 
conditions ripe for amplification of Y. pestis on pandemic scales, but also the many human responses to plague and catastrophic mortality, be they medical or religious, palliative or murderous. The following essays attempt to lay out a forward path for studies of 
plague in this multidisciplinary and collaborative mode. In the opening 
essay, “Taking ‘Pandemic’ Seriously: Making the Black Death Global,” I ask what the implications are for our histories of the Black Death when we take into account the major transformations in the biological sciences 
during the past fifteen years. I argue that approaching plague studies from the perspective of global health history allows the creation of frameworks of analysis that are both richly multidisciplinary and productive of new 
research agendas. The field of global history writ large is already known for embracing broad expanses of both time and place, literally covering 
the globe but also (in its mode as Deep History) going back to the time of human origins—and, in some cases, beyond. Global history is also gen­erally quite interdisciplinary, recognizing that narratives at those levels of scale cannot rely solely on written documentation. But with different 
sources and methods come different research goals. What the microbiolo­gist or historical epidemiologist wants to explain is different from what the historian of religious persecution or public health seeks to document. 
A major obstacle to fruitful dialogue between the humanistic and scientific approaches has been historians’ aversion to agendas that smacked of “ret­
rospective diagnosis”: the imposition of modern categories of scientific 
disease classification on evidence from the past; this aversion has been especially strong among recent generations of historians of medicine. My essay suggests that using the categories of modern science to reconstruct plague’s histories—adopting an outsider’s (etic) perspective on the mate­rial history of plague—is actually essential to reconstructing the history of participants’ experiences of those material conditions and the resulting experiences of sudden death, economic devastation, and social chaos (an 
emic perspective). Both are valid, and both are necessary to a historical enterprise that unites the efforts of scientists and humanists alike. 
As has been noted, the common practices of long-distance trade or ani­mal husbandry that facilitated the spread of Y. pestis to lands far distant from the Tibetan­Qinghai Plateau are yet to be discovered. But spread it did, and it is certain that human activities, unwitting though they may have been, were responsible. Epidemiologically, we would now “blame” 
 16 MONICA h. GREENthe grain distributor or the trader in furs or the second­hand clothes dealer for creating mobile microenvironments that facilitated the spread of Y. pestis. But these causes would not have been apparent to medieval actors, and it has long been known that, in their terror, people in the four­
teenth century looked in many directions to answer the question “Why?” 
In Christian Europe, reproachful eyes often turned toward resident Jew­ish communities.9 In “The Black Death and its Consequences for the Jew­
ish Community in Tàrrega: Lessons from History and Archeology,” Anna 
Colet, Josep Xavier Muntané i Santiveri, Jordi Ruı�z Ventura, Oriol Saula, M. Eulàlia Subirà de Galdàcano, and Clara Jáuregui unite an emic approach to the perspectives of historical human actors with the etic approach implicit in archeology’s reconstruction of material culture. Beginning in 
2007, excavations were undertaken on the Maset hill in a suburb of the 
Catalonian town of Tàrrega: a site subsequently identified as that of the 
town’s medieval Jewish cemetery. Analysis of the human remains found 
in several communal graves (a burial practice rare among medieval Jews) shows that many had suffered a violent death. Linking this material evi­dence to written documentation of attacks against the Jewish community 
of Tàrrega in July 1348, Colet and her colleagues find astonishing paral­
lels between two very different kinds of evidence. Arriving in the port of Barcelona, the plague had spread inland to Cervera and then to Tàrrega. 
And immediately on the heels of the plague spread waves of hate, accord­
ing to official records kept by the Crown of Aragon, which reports that twenty Jews were killed in Barcelona, eighteen in Cervera, and three hun­dred in Tàrrega. This contemporary record of mass murder in Tàrrega, one of the earliest to be associated with the plague’s arrival on the Euro­
pean mainland in the spring of 1348, is now confirmed by the archaeo­logical evidence published here. This evidence corroborates not only vio­lent deaths and the postmortem desecration of some bodies, but also the careful attempts, probably by the community’s surviving Jews, to give the deceased a ritually appropriate burial. 
Archeology takes us in a very different direction in Sharon DeWitte’s 
contribution, “The Anthropology of Plague: Insights from Bioarcheologi­
cal Analyses of Epidemic Cemeteries.” Bioarcheology is a relatively recent designation for archeological work that encompasses paleopathology (the 
determination of disease or nutritional deficits from human remains) and combines it with fuller contextual analysis to create a rich understanding 
9 It has long been recognized that minority Jewish communities were not targeted 
in the Islamic regions of the medieval world (Dols 1974). On the varied attempts to 
explain the contagion, see Stearns 2011.
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of how whole communities lived (and died). As recently as a decade ago, it was believed that plague was one of the diseases that bioarcheology could not reconstruct. The “osteological paradox” holds that bone only reacts 
slowly to most stressors. Whereas violent trauma (as in the case of the 
Tàrrega victims) will immediately create lesions in bone, disease or nutri­
tional deficits take time to work their destructive effects. Hence, anything that kills quickly (like plague, which can strike a human down in anywhere 
from two to ten days) does not have time to damage the bone in any dis­cernible way. Now, of course, bioarcheology is at the forefront of historical plague studies, not simply because Y. pestis aDNA can be extracted from teeth excavated by archeologists, but because new innovative techniques of epidemiological analysis at the population level allows us to assess the health state of victims, and also the cultural attitudes and responses toward mass mortality as evidenced in burial practices themselves. Exca­vations of mass gravesites in London have been particularly revelatory because the sites can be precisely dated and contextualized from support­
ing documentary information. DeWitte’s summary of current research 
(much of it her own) also allows us to see some of the directions in which multidisciplinary work on plague and other epidemic diseases will take us in the future.
In his essay, “Plague Depopulation and Irrigation Decay in Medieval Egypt,” Stuart Borsch examines plague depopulation’s very direct effect on the economic infrastructure of Egypt in the late medieval period. Several essays in this volume focus on the ecologies that facilitate plague mainte­
nance, amplification, or transmission. Borsch, in contrast, reminds us that plague can create a new ecology for humans. By eliminating human actors whose agricultural practices had regulated the environment, plague liter­
ally transformed the landscape of Egypt. Irrigation systems and the social and technological institutions that had built them up over many millennia fell into ruin because major population losses, caused by recurrent out­breaks of plague, severely circumscribed the amount of labor available to maintain this elaborate infrastructure, designed to control and exploit 
the flooding of the Nile River. By 1468, Egyptian officials themselves could 
not explain why their predictions for the annual flood had failed for the 
first time since records began to be kept, in the third millennium BCE. The magnitude of mortality from plague, which seems to have been far more extreme than can be documented for other disease pandemics, is likely the key factor in Egypt’s drastic economic decline.
In her essay “Plague Persistence in Western Europe: A Hypothesis,” Ann G. Carmichael explores an issue hinted at in Borsch’s account of recurrent 
plague in Egypt. Although we do not know the precise mechanisms of its 
 18 MONICA h. GREENspread, there is little reason at this point to doubt medieval reports that 
the “great mortality” in Western Europe and North Africa came via ships, 
arriving first in the seaports of the Mediterranean and then at other ports 
on the Atlantic and North Sea coasts. But our modern knowledge of Y. pes-
tis—drawn from studies of sylvatic (or “maintenance”) foci of the organ­
ism in North and South America, Africa, and Asia—shows that Y. pestis can be readily established in rodent communities within a few years of its introduction to a new geographic area. Often, those new foci are estab­lished at high elevations.10 Carmichael raises the question of whether the 
Alps became one such area where local foci were established in Europe, causing recurrent plague outbreaks in the early modern period. That is, documented waves of the plague in later centuries came, not through reintroductions of the organism via long­distance trade networks linked 
to Central Asia (though that may also have happened), but from Northern Europe’s own sylvatic foci in local mountainous areas. Beginning her nar­
rative with a handful of deaths in small mountain villages in 1567, Carmi­chael moves both forward and backward in time, ending with the second 
wave of the epidemic in Western Europe, that of 1359–63. As was noted at 
the time, this epidemic moved down from upland communities into metro­politan centers such as Milan, not from coastal cities into the interior; this was the mortality so famously recorded and bemoaned by the poet Fran­
cesco Petrarca (d. 1374), who had already lost his beloved Laura to the 
Black Death in 1348, and who was now to lose his son and a good friend 
in this new epidemic. In order to lay out this hypothesis (itself a wonder­ful example of how the new science of plague can stimulate new research 
questions for historians), Carmichael is impelled to raise questions about what animal species may have served as local hosts for Y. pestis. The fact 
that the European Alps, like the Tibetan-Qinghai Plateau, had a resident species of marmot is, she suggests, likely one part of the answer to how 
plague came to persist in late medieval and early modern Western Europe.
Like Borsch and Carmichael, Nükhet Varlık shows how command of what she calls “local knowledge” can, when set into larger frameworks 
of epidemiological and scientific analysis, yield results that enlighten not only contemporaries’ experiences of plague in one part of the world, but 
our larger understanding of plague’s causes and effects. In her essay “New 
Science and Old Sources: Why the Ottoman Experience of Plague Matters,” 
10 This phenomenon has been noted for individual localities but has not been 
studied systematically, so far as I have been able to determine. See, for example, 
Eisen et al. 2010; Neerinckx et al. 2010; MacMillan et al. 2011; Eisen et al. 2012; 
Andrianaivoarimanana et al. 2013; and Schneider et al. 2014. 
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Varlık begins by noting that Eurocentric narratives of plague history have rendered invisible the geographic and temporal extent of plague—and, thus, human experiences of the disease—in other areas of the Eurasian 
world. While the Second Pandemic may have started at approximately the 
same time in Western Europe and in the lands that would later form the Ottoman empire, outbreaks of plague continued in Ottoman territories well into the nineteenth century, far beyond the chronological parame­ters that have been established with reference to European cases alone. 
Like Carmichael, Varlık explores the historical importance of determining whether plague established urban or rural foci, allowing Y. pestis to per­
petuate itself independently of newly imported infections. And like Green 
and Carmichael, Varlık stresses the importance of adopting more complex models of plague­transmission, models which pay special attention to 
interspecies dynamics. Importantly, Varlık also gives us a lesson in seeing 
science itself as dynamic. Although the contributors to this special issue 
regularly rely on scientific claims about Y. pestis’s evolution or ecology or physiological effects, we recognize that this body of knowledge is ever changing. Just as the universalist claims of science must be made locally 
specific in the hands of the well-trained historian, so too must the scien­
tific understandings of the past be recognized as the products of culturally 
specific moments. Varlık suggests the need to re-examine the ways that some basic tenets of plague science were formulated in the early twen­tieth century. “These imagined divisions of epidemiological experience,” she says, “have resulted in separate histories of plague in Europe and the 
Middle East/Islamic world” (Varlık 2014, in this issue, p. 205).Recognizing that plague remained a repeated threat in many commu­nities into the nineteenth century—and remains a threat today for those human populations living around established plague foci—Fabian Crespo and Matthew B. Lawrenz bring the perspectives of biological anthropology 
and microbiology to bear in their essay “Heterogeneous Immunological 
Landscapes and Medieval Plague: An Invitation to a New Dialogue between 
Historians and Immunologists.” Modern scientific understanding of mam­malian immune systems has been transformed in the past four decades, in 
part because the HIV/AIDS pandemic made such knowledge desperately urgent. Certain misunderstandings of immunity have been widespread in discussions about historical plague, among them the misleading idea that whole populations can suddenly and permanently “acquire” immu­nity to certain pathogens if a part of that population survives an epidemic event. Crespo and Lawrenz are concerned, rather, to lay the foundation for experimental investigation of whether any immunological characteristics 
(innate and acquired) already present in Western Europe’s diverse gene 
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of some exposed individuals rather than others. Just as DeWitte finds evi­dence for differential survival based on an individual’s prior exposure to compromised nutrition or other stressors, Crespo and Lawrenz wish to explore from an immunological perspective the basic question of differ­ential survival that is the foundation of all epidemiological investigation. Crespo and Lawrenz’s articulation of these questions shows how fruitful 
dialogue between the many historicist disciplines can be. As they note, “historians must step in and help scientists put all these biological differ­ences into context.”Our next essay, “The Black Death and the Future of the Plague,” written by Michelle Ziegler, a microbiologist and specialist in disaster prepared­ness, considers the reasons why this most “medieval” of diseases remains 
of urgent concern today. As noted above, much of our modern understand­ing of plague’s human epidemiology comes from studies made during the Third Plague Pandemic in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centu­ries: right at the time when germ theory was establishing a new paradigm 
for understandings of disease. Current scientific concerns are related not simply to fears of biological warfare (already attempted earlier in twen­
tieth century) but also to threats of disease re-emergence and antibiotic 
resistance, threats that have only become fully apparent since the 1990s. The complete reconstruction of the genome of Y. pestis from fourteenth­century samples shows that the organism as it existed then is not radically different from the organism that exists in numerous strains throughout 
the world in the present day. In other words, in terms of the pathogenicity 
or virulence of the organism (and, probably, human susceptibility to it), the Black Death could happen all over again today, given the proper condi­tions. That raw fact is what propels millions of dollars of new research on 
Y. pestis. The medieval Black Death, therefore, is far more than a mere his­torical curiosity; it is, in all its complexity, the source of vital data that can help us to establish scenarios for pandemic disease now and in the future.Late in the process of assembling this collection, we had the good for­
tune to be put in touch with Robert Hymes, a historian of China whose 
epilogue now rounds out our narrative. While Ziegler brings the Black 
Death’s narratives into the twenty-first century, Hymes takes us back to its beginning—or, at least, the beginning as currently hypothesized by 
genetics science. Hymes offers a tentative rereading of Chinese historical sources from the thirteenth century, more than a century before plague 
arrived in the Mediterranean basin. Historiography on China has long 
been reluctant to see plague as a factor in East Asian history, where refer­ences to epidemics are abundant but descriptions of what could be inter­
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preted specifically as “plague” are exiguous: even the recent publication of 
major genetics studies asserting an Asian origin of Y. pestis did not shake the fundamental skepticism of those who maintain that human plague 
was not a major factor in China’s medieval history (Buell 2012). Hymes, however, takes the sudden divergence of Y. pestis postulated by genet­
ics in 2013 (the polytomy mentioned above, estimated to have occurred 
between the twelfth and early fourteenth centuries) as an invitation to begin assembling several pieces of a scattered puzzle: the sequence of Mongol raids against towns on the northern border of the Tibet­Qinghai 
plateau starting in the 1210s; the reports that the Mongols themselves were experiencing unaccustomed illness on these campaigns; reports of 
epidemics in major cities, and so forth. He calls for a new reading of the Chinese sources from the period, one more sensitive to the claims that they themselves are making: including the claim that contemporaries were witnessing an epidemic that appears to have been new in its mani­
festations. Although Hymes’s study is, like Carmichael’s, presented as a hypothesis, the interpretative power of both essays comes from taking the historical sources as seriously as the science. Such meticulous scholar­ship has the potential to recreate, at a level of detail never before imagin­able, the paths that different strains of Y. pestis might have taken as they reshaped the populations and landscapes of Eurasia.Finally, in the interests of making new historical documentation avail­able—and to allow students to see for themselves how historians craft understandings of the past—we offer a “featured source”: “Diagnosis 
of a ‘Plague’ Image: A Digital Cautionary Tale.” This essay returns us to 
London, the site of the Black Death cemetery at East Smithfield whence the Yersinia pestis genome was retrieved in 2011. Much of the work that 
geneticists have done in the past fifteen years has been premised on dra­matic advances in computerization, which allow manipulation of many terabytes of genetic data simultaneously. For the humanities, comput­
erization, and specifically the Internet, has made possible the wide dis­semination of texts and images. That such new freedom should generate errors, too, is to be expected. The surprise lies in what we found while cor­recting the error of a “misdiagnosed” image of “plague” using appropri­ate humanistic analysis of its manuscript context and situated meaning: we were soberingly reminded that plague was not the only disease that 
troubled people in the middle of the fourteenth century. Although science 
plays no role in this analysis, I and my coauthors—historian of medicine 
Kathleen Walker-Meikle and canon law specialist Wolfgang P. Müller—happily acknowledge our debt to scientists who for many decades have 
been modeling the benefits of collaborative work. 
 22 MONICA h. GREENThis volume, the inaugural issue of The Medieval Globe, is put forward in the belief that dialogue between historical records and modern science, 
between quantifiable assessment of material remains and the intangibles of humanistic method, is not an exercise in presentism but an opportunity to take seriously the task of reconstructing the world that historical actors 
inhabited, right down to the microbes that killed them. In an earlier draft 
of her essay, Ann Carmichael quoted the environmental historian Richard 
C. Hoffman, who observed that we are dealing with events that “took place 
before we were in a position to see [them]” (Hoffman 1995: 59). We are in a position to see so much more now—from both emic and etic perspec­tives—and what we see is an enlarged, more dynamic, and more complex medieval globe.
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Abstract Extraction of the genetic material of the causative organism of plague, 
Yersinia pestis, from the remains of persons who died during the Black Death has 
confirmed that pathogen’s role in one of the largest pandemics of human history. This then opens up historical research to investigations based on modern science, which has studied Yersinia pestis from a variety of perspectives, most importantly its evolutionary history and its complex ecology of transmission. The contribu­
tors to this special issue argue for the benefits of a multidisciplinary and collabo­rative approach to the many remaining mysteries associated with the plague’s geographical extent, rapid transmission, deadly outcomes, and persistence.
Keywords Yersinia pestis, Second Plague Pandemic, Afroeurasia, anti-Jewish vio­lence, bioarcheology, biological anthropology, microbiology, historical method.
TAKING “PANDEMIC” SERIOUSLy:  
MAKING THE BLACK DEATH GLOBAL
moniCa H. Green
IN 2009, whEN the most recent major monograph was published on 
life in an Italian city of the mid-fourteenth century, its author deferred 
judgment on whether the disease that struck Italy in 1348—“an infinite 
mortality the likes of which ha[ve] never been seen on earth”—was in fact 
plague as defined by modern science (Wray 2009: 1). The authors con­tributing to this, the inaugural issue of The Medieval Globe, no longer feel 
that such caution is necessary. Since 1998, several international teams of microbiologists have tested and contested the possibilities for establish­ing the presence of plague’s causative organism, Yersinia pestis, in the physical remains of Europeans who died at various moments in premod­ern history when major epidemics were raging. The reason that there is 
scientific consensus now, when there was not before, is a function of two developments, both of them having to do with trajectories in genetics research in the past thirty years that have come together quite recently. On the one hand, researchers have been exploring methods to capture 
and analyze “ancient” DNA (aDNA), by which they mean any genetic mate­rial from older remains. Because Y. pestis would be circulating through­out the bloodstream by the time it kills a person, and because the hard enamel of intact teeth could potentially preserve small amounts of blood found within the dental pulp, teeth became the focal point of attempts to retrieve Y. pestis from human remains. But the challenges of develop­
ing viable methods of extraction and analysis were significant. DNA, like 
In addition to the individuals and institutions thanked in the Editor’s Intro duction 
to this volume, I would here like to acknowledge my debt to the par ticipants at 
a conference held in Oxford, “Proto-Globalisation in the Indian Ocean World,” in 
November 2013, and to Patrick Manning, Mark Horton, and Neil Kodesh for their 
guidance on incorporating Africa into this narrative. Funding for this project was 
provided by fellowships from the Institute for Advanced Study at Princeton (with 
funds from the National Endowment for the Humanities and the Willis F. Doney 
Membership Endowment) and the World History Center of the University of 
Pittsburgh (which has also subsidized open-access publication of this volume). Any 
views, findings, conclusions, or recommendations expressed in this publication do 
not necessarily reflect those of the National Endowment for the Humanities.
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 28 MONICA h. GREENevery other part of the body, begins to decay immediately after death, so 
degradation of the genetic material was the first of the challenges encoun­tered by researchers. For example, the full genome of Yersinia pestis is 
about 5.6 million base pairs long. The fragments that researchers have 
had to deal with are rarely even fifty to seventy-five base pairs long. Add to this issue the problems of the material’s possible contamination (which 
could occur when collecting it in the field, or in the lab, or at any point in 
between), and it is quite understandable, looking back on them now, why 
the “aDNA debates” of the late 1990s and 2000s were so intense. Already 
in 2004, however, another diagnostic mechanism—a protein assay that tested for an antigen produced uniquely by Yersinia pestis—was shown to be useful in determining the presence of Y. pestis not simply in modern diagnostics and epidemiological surveys, but also in historical samples. Meanwhile, studies reporting success in extracting Y. pestis aDNA kept 
appearing, each with more confidence, and by 2011 it was announced that the complete genome of Y. pestis, assembled from fourteenth­century 
remains, had been sequenced (Bos et al. 2011; Little 2011).
At the same time as this aDNA work was being pursued, highly sophis­ticated studies were being done of modern samples of Y. pestis, which is 
now a globally distributed pathogen. Scientific studies of Y. pestis have been going on since the late nineteenth century, but have increased in pace and intensity in recent years, both because Y. pestis is a useful model for studying pathogen virulence, and also because there are heightened 
concerns of bioterrorism and disease re-emergence (Ziegler 2014, in this 
issue). One main objective of phylogenetic studies of Y. pestis’s modern 
genome (which was first fully sequenced in 2001) has been to recon­struct the organism’s evolutionary history. The principle is simple: by categorizing like genetic variations with like, the modern samples can be grouped into clusters, from which phylogenetic relationships can then be 
inferred. In other words, different modern strains are placed at different end points of a family tree, with inferred branches connecting back down to a common root. Doing this on the basis of long sections of the genome (or now, more commonly, using multiple samples of the whole genome 
itself) allows for analysis of the organism’s phylogeny down to the level of individual base­pair changes (what are called single nucleotide polymor­
phisms, or SNPs).The most critical development comes from the fact that both of these lines of research have now converged. Fusing the phylogenetic work and 
the aDNA work shows that the fourteenth-century genome does in fact fit onto a branch of the phylogenetic tree that had already been postulated 
(Cui et al. 2013; see Plate 1 below). In other words, the organism found in 
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too far distant in its genetic structure (and in its potential virulence) from 
the organism known in the world today. Is it possible that other patho­gens were involved in causing the extreme mortality levels of the four­teenth century, in addition to Y. pestis? Yes, or at least we cannot rule out 
that possibility now. Is it possible that other strains of the organism might 
be found that complicate the narrative I have sketched above? Absolutely. 
Is it possible that science will keep doing what it always does, making new 
discoveries? We should hope so.1 But the microbiological science, whose rigorous methods are becoming standardized and are proving equally fruitful in exploring the histories of other pathogens and organisms, is building up a mounting body of evidence.2 This confirms that we know enough about the history of Y. pestis as a biological organism to structure research programs around certain shared assumptions about its charac­
ter and behavior. This is not “fringe” science. It is leading-edge work and it demands the serious attention of historians and all others investigating plague in history.
But the skeptic will ask: So what if we can say definitively that people died of Y. pestis infections in disease outbreaks of the past? How does that change the work of historians or those working in other historicist dis­
ciplines? It is the purpose of this special issue of The Medieval Globe to argue that the new microbiology matters not simply because it solves the 
question “What was the disease?,” but because in solving that question (as 
I believe it does) it opens up entirely new questions, ones we did not previ­ously know we needed to ask. First and foremost, it grounds plague history 
in the eastern part of the Eurasian landmass. As will be explained in more detail below, study after study is narrowing in on the Tibetan Plateau and Qinghai as the likely place where Yersinia pestis diverged from the rela­
1 I have omitted from this assessment a survey of climate science that may even-tually implicate major geological or other events in the disturbed ecosystems that 
initiated the premodern pandemics. Although there is now compelling evidence for coincidental events (e.g., the dust­veil event of c. 535 as background to the Justinianic Plague, and a volcanic explosion c. 1257 as well as major climatic events in the 1340s 
that may have contributed to the Black Death), no evidence has yet been brought forth that would link such events directly to the biological evolution of Y. pestis. Such evidence may soon be forthcoming, however, since it is clear that alterations in the 
weather (like excessive rain) contribute to flea production and hence to the possibility of the spread of Y. pestis.
2 On continuing efforts to make aDNA research as methodologically rigorous as 
work on modern genetic materials, see Seifert et al. 2013, and papers presented at the 
2013 aDNA conference at the Royal Society in London.
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most highly lethal organisms in the world. Plague’s history is now firmly on the map in a way it has never been before, and that (as well as other con­
siderations) demands that we rethink almost everything that has been said 
to date about the disease. As historian Lester Little noted, referring to the 
significance of the Tübingen-McMaster study of 2011 that reconstructed 
the Black Death genome from a London cemetery (Bos et al. 2011): They are calling for work on the contexts of particular epidemics, includ­ing such factors as climate, presence and characteristics of vectors, inter­actions with concurrent diseases, living conditions, and means of com­
munication and travel. If nothing else, this finding is an open invitation 
to historians, among others, to re-enter the fray. (Little 2011: 289–90)That “fray” is already quite active, with various participants coming from different disciplinary backgrounds and, with some cause, bringing with 
them a wariness of differing approaches. At the conference “Human 
Evolution, Migration and History Revealed by Genetics, Immunity and 
Infection,” which was held in London in 2011, the organizers (two biolo­
gists and a physician) expressed concern that relying on what was already known to historians offered too limiting a view of the history of pathogens and human evolution.
[W]e have, often, an equally fragmentary account of the historical time­line to which we seek to tether the twists and turns of the biological story. The warning is that we should resist the temptation to link relationships casually through cherry picking those milestones in human history that 
are best recorded. While it is tempting to look for the correlates in evolu­tionary selection of the Black Death, the fall of the Roman Empire or the 
colonization of South America, how many equally or more dramatic bot­tlenecks have been imposed in the past millennia by pathogens, climate change or natural disasters for which we lack a good historical record (or 
any awareness at all)? (Altmann et al. 2012: 765–66, my emphasis).
Altmann and colleagues then go on to suggest that Yersinia pestis should be excepted from this caution on the grounds that it is of relatively recent 
origin and genetically monomorphic (not showing significant levels of 
genetic diversity). Yet from the historian’s perspective—we who study humans and only secondarily the pathogen—plague’s history is still stunningly lacunous. Yes, there is no question that a major plague out­
break happened between 1347 and 1353 in the Mediterranean basin and 
Western Europe. Whether we estimate its highest mortality rates at 30%, 
40%, or 60% (as have variously been proposed), its effects were cata­
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many centuries, a defining feature not only in the landscape of Western 
Europe, North Africa, and the Middle East, but also in Russia, India, and 
East and Central Africa: all the latter being places where it still remains 
in enzootic foci. As will be noted below, most of the new plague science is also relevant to studies of the First Plague Pandemic, the Justinianic Plague which raged, at least in the Mediterranean basin, from c. 541 to 
c. 750 (Little 2007; Mitchell 2014). This essay, then, argues that it is no longer helpful for historians to take 
a posture of scientific agnosticism when it comes to the history of plague. 
I will focus here mainly on the Second Pandemic, sketching out two areas where we have yet to search fully for plague’s historical effects: its range across different host species and its geographical extent outside of the Tibetan Plateau and Qinghai region. The revised zoology reminds us to take into account not only the incidental animal species that immediately spread 
Y. pestis to humans in epidemic outbreaks, but also the many other species involved in the long­distance spread of the disease. Taking the genetics sci­ence seriously also demands that we revise our geography of plague’s his­tory. This new geography is not limited to the Mediterranean and the lands 
surrounding it. It extends from the Tibetan highlands and Western China 
overland into Western Eurasia but also, I will suggest, southward, into the 
Indian Ocean basin and nearly all points connected to it.3 
An Elephant of a Disease: Widening the Zoological Lens
The Indian tale of the six blind men and the elephant is a useful metaphor for thinking about plague. Believing that the elephant was like a fan (by 
touching only its ear) or like a tree trunk (by feeling only its thick legs), individual blind men could not perceive the huge and complex beast in 
its entirety. In thinking about plague, we too need to keep in play all the elements that allowed a single­celled, non­motile bacterium to become a 
(semi-)global pandemic. There is plenty of scientific literature to explain 
3 On the possibility that plague spread east and southeast from the Tibetan­Qinghai 
Plateau in the medieval period, see Hymes 2014, in this issue. To date, I know of no evidence—genetic, skeletal, or documentary—that suggests that plague reached 
either Madagascar or Australia prior to the Third Pandemic radiation at the end of the nine teenth century. 
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mediate) hosts, environmental and climatic factors, and human elements. On some issues there is widespread consensus; on others, research is only 
beginning. Here, I wish to focus on the need for more historical study of 
the animal hosts that may be involved in plague transmission. We need to look at more than the elephant’s tail.The Tibetan­Qinghai Plateau, whose average elevation is several thou­sand meters above sea level, is as far removed in its climatic and ecologi­cal environment from most of the areas hardest hit by plague in the four­teenth century as it is in geographic distance. Y. pestis had to move across 
many animal species (arthropod vectors as well as mammalian hosts) as well as climatic zones in order to cause the massive human mortality 
that it did in the fourteenth century (and episodically thereafter). Tracing 
Y. pestis across many animal species will be a necessary part of retracing its geographical spread. That includes re­examining the role of one par­ticular species, Homo sapiens, who is likely responsible for plague’s most extensive dissemination. But we’ll get to that species later.
As Michelle Ziegler explains (2014, in this issue), the trifold litany of plague modes usually cited in historical accounts—bubonic, pneumonic, and septicemic—needs to be broadened now to include the gastrointes­
tinal. As Ziegler notes, these different presentations of plague are better thought of by their method of transmission: insect bite and abrasion or 
cutting (bubonic and septicemic), inhalation (pneumonic), and ingestion 
(gastrointestinal), respectively. These are not different diseases, of course. They are all caused by Y. pestis. They differ only in the path by which the organism enters the body and the speed with which it reaches the blood­stream, and, in clinical terms, by the symptoms induced when different immune responses are triggered, depending on what tissues the organ­
ism first encounters (Pechous et al. 2013). It is important to begin with this distinction, because while any or all of these modes of transmission may be operative in a given outbreak, each can have its own characteristic microenvironment.
Most historical work has focused on bubonic plague, and the rat-flea mode of transmission that was documented early in the Third Pandemic at the turn of the twentieth century. But rats are not the only carriers of 
plague: they are not even efficient ones in terms of the organism’s evolu­tionary survival.4 There are several hundred animal species that can be 
4 A new line of research has raised the question of whether human lice might also 
be a factor in plague’s spread (e.g, Ayyadurai et al. 2010). If so, this would radically increase the importance of studying practices of clothing exchange and resale, 
 TAkING “PANdEMIC” SERIOUSLy: MAkING ThE bLACk dEATh GLObAL 33infected with plague.5 For studying human outbreaks, interest has focused on “commensals,” those species that “share our tables,” living around human settlements, eating our foodscraps. But the new geography of plague tells us they we need to look at much wider biological systems to understand how Y. pestis moved many thousands of miles across varying ecological environments to reach large human population settlements. Beyond commensal rodents, we need to look at wild rodents, lagomorphs 
(hares, rabbits, etc.), and ruminants (cattle, goats, sheep, camels, deer), as well as the carnivore species that prey on them.
For their 2013 study of historical variations in the mutation rates of 
Y. pestis, Cui and colleagues drew on 133 complete genome sequences of the organism, which had been collected from nineteen different mamma­lian genera infected with Y. pestis, as well as from a variety of fleas, ticks, 
and lice that prey on them (Cui et al. 2013, supplemental data: 10). Eleven of the mammalia were rodent species, one was a type of lagomorph, and 
then there were other various grazing animals (sheep, bharals) and carni­
vores (badgers, weasels, canids, and foxes). There were also humans. But 
the list of susceptible animals is far larger than that. A surveillance study in 
India carried out between 1989 and 2007 found that Tatera indica cuvieri 
(Hardwicke), the Indian gerbil, made up the highest percentage of plague-
infected rodents (41.9%), followed by Rattus rattus rufescens Gray and 
Rattus rattus wroughtoni Hinton, and finally the lesser bandicoot rat or 
Indian “Mole-Rat” (Biswas et al. 2011). These several species have differ­ent relations to human populations, the rats being “peri­domestic,” while 
the gerbils are wild. But all of them shared two species of flea, showing how transmission could occur across rodent populations and move from rural enzootic foci into proximity with humans. 
Similar field surveillance of plague transmission in rodent communi­ties has been going on for over a century and has shown repeatedly that 
multiple species are involved (e.g., Davis 1953). Especially important is research showing the importance of looking beyond rodents. Camels have been known to be plague carriers for over a century, but they seem to infect humans for the most part when sick animals are slaughtered and eaten, thus producing gastrointestinal plague. Such a case has been doc­
and their implications for transmission of disease among humans, without the 
intervention of a flea vector. (See Veracx et al. 2012 for the connections between 
human head and body lice.) 
5 Anisimov, Lindler, and Pier (2004) note that over two hundred species of wild 
rodents and over eighty different flea species are known to be involved in plague trans mission.
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umented as recently as 2009 (Federov 1960; Christie, Chen, and Elberg 
1980; cf. Ziegler 2014, in this issue). How commonly camels were involved in plague transmission in the past has yet to be explored. But we can see the possible scenarios. Small rodents called jirds (in the genus Meriones) are known to live around the tents of nomads and have been documented 
as being infected but plague-resistant, most recently in Algeria. This raises the specter that even isolated nomadic herders or traders might have helped transmit plague across wide expanses not otherwise thought hos­pitable to Y. pestis transmission (Bitam et al. 2010; see also Varlık 2014, 
in this issue). Various species of Meriones are found from Northern Africa to Mongolia, in a variety of different climatic environments. Jirds can be commensal as well as sylvan, making possible plague transmission from enzootic foci to human communities. Since camels were domesticated as 
early as the fourteenth or fifteenth century BCE and served as the major beast of burden for overland trade in the Middle East from about the sec­
ond century of the Common Era (Bulliet 1975), they should surely be fac­tored into our calculus of how Y. pestis moved as far as it did. 
I am not proposing a grand new monocausal thesis here. Few of these species, by themselves, make sense as plague­transmitters across the wide 
terrains of Afro-Eurasia,6 and the climate science needed to help understand 
faunal dispersals (independent of human herding or trade) is only begin­ning to emerge. But it is important to stress that historical research, likely combining the efforts of historians working with documentary sources and bioarcheologists working with biological remains (and climatologists as 
well), will be necessary to assess whether some of these possibilities are more plausible than others. The phylogenies of commensal animals are now being studied as bioproxies for human histories: that is, tracking the histories of animals that have moved at great distances along with humans can serve to document human movements even when all other traces have 
vanished (Jones et al. 2013). But as the case of plague makes plain, the movements of such commensals are important in their own right, since these species can serve to recreate fairly homogenous microenvironments in many different parts of the world.7 Introduce even a limited number of 
Yersinia pestis-bearing fleas into such populations, and you may well have the ingredients for epizootics that spill over into human populations. 
6 A conference on precisely this issue was held in Leipzig in 2010 (Franz, Riha, and 
Schubert 2010). 
7 Anthropogenic replication of microenvironments has likewise been key to the global spread of other vector­borne diseases, like malaria and dengue fever. See Green 
(forthcoming) for an overview.
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Reaching Africa: Yersinia pestis in Evolutionary Time and Place
As noted above, one of the key developments in genetics has been the construction of robust phylogenetic trees that postulate the evolution­ary relationships among various strains of Y. pestis, as documented from 
aDNA and modern samples. Evolution, of course, is a historical phenom­enon par excellence, involving that most essential object of the historian’s quest: change over time. Earlier calculations of Y. pestis’s history, working from the assumption that there was a biomolecular clock that “ticked” at a regular rate, postulated that Y. pestis diverged from the most recent com­mon ancestor it shares with Yersinia pseudotuberculosis anywhere from 
1,056 years before the present (50% confidence limit) to 20,436 years 
(95% confidence limit) (Achtman et al. 1999).8 The complete sequencing of the fourteenth­century genome—which at last put a time­date stamp on one point of the organism’s premodern evolutionary tree—allowed a 
recalibration of that molecular clock. A new history of Y. pestis was pro­posed, which estimated its emergence as having taken place as recently as 
about 3335 years before the present, with 95% confidence intervals still 
within the range of recorded human history (4394 BCE to 510 CE) (Cui et 
al. 2013). The calculation of time using molecular evidence is still a highly con­
tested area of paleogenetics (Ho and Larson 2006; Larson 2013). The 
phrase “about 3335 years [ago]” has no calendrical authority, but is rather 
just a computational cipher. In fact, the notion of a fixed “molecular clock” is now seeming like a red herring: genetic change likely occurs for various reasons and at various rates, and is therefore historically variable.9 Still, the phylogenetic tree of Y. pestis (as it has been refined over the course 
of the past decade and a half) does offer important chronological infor­
8 These biomolecular clock rates were initially calibrated in the 1980s on the basis of changes observed under laboratory conditions in Enterococcus coli and 
Staphylococcus enterica type typhimurium. The lower limit cited here, 1056 years before the present, would, if true, obviously put Y. pestis out of the running as the causative agent of the Justinianic Plague. But the authors, assuming that the First Plague Pandemic was caused by Y. pestis, simply adjusted the clock back: “Justinian’s 
plague was 1,500 years ago, and, therefore, Y. pestis is at least 1,500 years old” 
(Achtman et al. 1999: 14047). A revised calculation was offered in Achtman et al. 
2004, and again in Cui et al. 2013, which I discuss below.
9 See, for example, Wagner et al. 2014, which offers a second fixed point in time for Y. pestis’s historical genome and suggests that “[w]hatever the cause of this rate variation, these data suggest that previous molecular­clock­derived estimates of the timescale of Y. pestis evolution, including the date of its divergence from Y. 
pseudotuberculosis, might be erroneous.”
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pened before “that.” And once we tie that relative chronological informa­
tion to fixed geographic space, the real value of the new work in genetics for the historian becomes apparent: the fact that approximate place in 
time can be connected to specific place in space. The question of plague’s geographic origins has long troubled histori­ans. Oddly, the lines of argument have gone in different directions: for the 
Justinianic Plague, the standard argument had been to assume an Afri­can origin;10 for the Black Death, its genesis has been placed more or less vaguely in “the East.” Given a confused historical record and the current distribution of Y. pestis across most of Asia and Africa (World Health Orga­
nization 2008, Neerinckx et al. 2008), it is little wonder the question has 
long been unresolved. In 1976, McNeill, who placed the origins of Y. pes-
tis “at some perhaps geologically ancient time,” chose to remain on the fence: “There appears to be no basis for deciding which of these two natu­
ral reservoirs [Central Africa or northeastern India, i.e., the Himalayas] 
is the oldest” (McNeill 1976: 139).11 For McNeill, the obscure geographic origins of Y. pestis could be shrugged off so long as it was seen to exist 
“time out of mind.” Even the emerging evolutionary narrative in the 1990s 
left the question ambiguous because a widely used classification system, 
dating from the 1950s, collapsed African and Asian strains into a single 
subspecies grouping, the biovar “Antiqua” (Giuyoule et al. 1994; Achtman 
et al. 1999). Extensive work has now been done on the genetic diversity of Yersinia pestis as it is currently found throughout the world, allowing the pathogen’s evolutionary history to come more clearly into view. That work does not prove in any absolute sense where Y. pestis originated as an organism. But as a hypothesis, it accords with the emerging evolution­ary and historical understanding of the organism.
10 Horden 2005; Sarris 2007: 120–23; and Sallares 2007. McCormick (2007: 
303–04), relying on Actman et al. 1999, defers judgment on the question. No written 
evidence has yet been gathered that can push plague’s presence in sub-Saharan Africa 
back definitively before 1877; see Neerinckx et al. 2010.
11 For reasons that I will address in the last section of this essay, I consider all of this prior work “retrospective diagnosis” in the older sense, based exclusively on textual 
sources whose ability to properly document a specific microbiological pathogen is 
not robust. It is for this reason, too, that I will not engage here with the many maps that have been published in history textbooks and elsewhere, “plotting the course” of plague’s spread with arrows and routes that have no foundation in documentary evidence, let alone material remains. On the many pitfalls in mapping as it relates to 
plague’s histories, see Mengel 2011.
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A basic principle of evolutionary theory is that the greatest subspecies 
diversification will be found in the area where the species has lived the longest. This is no constant, of course, since changed environmental con­
ditions can drive any life form out of its original habitat. And strains go extinct, erasing from view certain lines of development. But as a rule 
of thumb, the association of geography with subspecies diversifica­tion generates valuable hypotheses. For Y. pestis, the current hypothe­
sis—first proposed on genetics grounds in 2004 and elaborated further since then—is that the organism took its origin in the Tibetan­Qinghai Plateau, now a part of modern China.12 If this is true, then all narratives of 
plague’s history must be connected to that place of origin. And if it is true, 
it resolves definitively the Africa vs. Asia dilemma of plague’s origin. This is one of the biggest game­changers in historical studies of plague since 
12 The Chinese plague researcher Wu Lien-teh seems to have been the first to suggest, on epidemiological grounds, that Yersinia pestis had its origin within the 
boundaries of what we now call China (Wu 1924). The hypothesis was first advanced 
on genetic grounds by Achtman et al. 2004; see most recently Li et al. 2009, Morelli et 
al. 2010, Cui et al. 2013, and Yan et al. 2014.
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the identification of the rat-flea nexus at the turn of the twentieth century. But the emerging evolutionary narrative has a second result, and that is to suggest that we should broaden our narratives of the Second Pandemic to 
include sub-Saharan African and, by implication, the Indian Ocean basin.The phylogenetic tree shown in Plate 1 comes from Cui and colleagues’ 
2013 study of historical variations in the mutation rate of Y. pestis and summarizes the entire history of the organism as it is understood from 
genetics. The historical significance of its five major branches (or lin­
eages) and twenty-five subbranches (or phylogroups) is as follows.13
• Branch 0 (the main stem of tree) contains almost all pestoides iso­
lates, which, with the exception of the oldest strain, 0.PE7, are found 
primarily in voles (groups 0.PE1, 0.PE2, 0.PE3, 0.PE4, 0.PE7).14 It also 
includes the earlier strains of the ANT group (0.ANT1-3). 
• Harbeck and colleagues (2013), working from human remains found in Bavaria, established that the strain that caused the Justinianic Plague 
seemed to lie on branch 0 between nodes 03 and 05. Wagner and col­
leagues (2014) have refined that conclusion to put the Justinianic 
strain specifically between nodes 04 and 05 (that is, between the cur­
rent extant strains 0.ANT1 and 0.ANT2).
• Node 07 is the polytomy event (‘Big Bang’) that leads to branches 1-4. 
Cui et al. (2013) calculate a date for the polytomy at c. 1268 (95% CI: 
1142, 1339).
• Branch 1 contains African Antiqua (1.ANT) and all of the Intermediate 
(1.IN) and Orientalis (1.ORI) strains. Strains on this branch caused 
both the Black Death and the Third Pandemic. 1.ANT is localized now 
in Central and East Africa.15
13 The trifold categories of biovars—“Antiqua,” “Medievalis,” and “Orientalis”—
formulated in the 1950s according to the ability of different strains to reduce nitrate and to ferment glycerol, have been shown to be misleading and are now otiose 
(Achtman et al. 2004); these phenotypical categories have no meaningful relationship 
with the strains likely to have caused the three plague pandemics. The labels “ANT,” 
“MED,” and “ORI” are, nevertheless, still found on laboratory samples, relics of that 
older classification system.
14 In 2012, Riehm et al. proposed an additional strain, 0.PE8 (MNG 2972) found 
in Mongolia, and suggested the possibility of yet another strain, 0.PE9 found in 
Tajikistan, Uzbekistan. The species from which the samples were collected were not 
reported. Neither strain is shown on the diagram of Cui et al. (2013).
15 Seifert et al. (2013: 5, table 2) refer to one sample of 1.ANT as “NCTC_570 Bombay 
267.” Assuming this is not simply a labeling error, it would be the only known case of 
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• Branch 2 contains all of Medievalis (2.MED) and yet another “Antiqua” 
strain (2.ANT). These strains are currently found throughout much of 
Eurasia, including India (cf. Kingston et al. 2009) and as far west as 
Turkey and Libya (Cabanel et al. 2013).
• Branches 3 and 4 (3.ANT and 4.ANT) were first announced in 2013 by Cui and colleagues; to date, these have been found only in China and Mongolia, in marmots and in the genus Meriones, which includes many kinds of jirds as well as gerbils.
Three features of this evolutionary tree are significant for plague’s stand­ard premodern history: that is, the narrative centered on plague’s arrival 
in the Mediterranean and Western Europe. At the center of the tree, at node 
07, is the polytomy (“Big Bang”) dated by Cui and colleagues to c. 1268 CE, 
with a 95% confidence interval ranging from 1142 CE to 1339 CE.16 This 
period of rapid diversification of Y. pestis (possibly caused by the organ­
ism moving into new climatic environments and new hosts) immediately preceded the Black Death, whose genome (taken from the London Black 
Death cemetery) lies near the root of Branch 1 (the maroon-colored trian­
gles). Below the great polytomy, on Branch 0, lies the strain involved in the 
Justinianic Plague, which seems to fall between nodes 04 and 05 (Harbeck 
et al. 2013; Wagner et al. 2014).The phylogenetic tree produced by Cui and colleagues was constructed 
from information drawn from the complete genomes of 133 samples of 
Y. pestis. Two of these (the two maroon triangles near the base of Branch 
1) are medieval samples from the London Black Death cemetery. All the 
others (131) are samples collected between the late nineteenth and early 
twenty-first century; and all of these, save seventeen, come from areas now within the political boundaries of China and Mongolia. The outliers 
come from Russia (2), other areas within the former Soviet Union includ­
ing Georgia (3), Africa (3), India (1), the United States of America (2), 
Myanmar (1), Madagascar (3), Nepal (1) and Iran/Kurdistan (1). Here I 
wish to focus on the three samples from Africa. 
the African strain 1.ANT being found outside of Africa. Amann (2007: 22) gives the 
provenance of NCTC_570 Bombay 267 as “G. Liston in 1920 / fatal bubonic plague, 
Bombay.” W. Glen Liston (1872–1950) was a leading plague researcher in Bombay 
(Mumbai) and helped establish the role of the flea in transmitting plague from rats to 
humans. I have not been able to determine anything further about the provenance of this sample.
16 See Hymes (2014, in this issue) for the significance of this date.
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Little genetics work has been done on sub-Saharan Africa on a scale comparable to what has been done in China and Mongolia, a lacuna in research that makes the following speculations tentative in the extreme.17 Nevertheless, such hints as are now available from Y. pestis genetics work 
suggest that a premodern history of plague in sub-Saharan Africa might 
be worth exploring. The earliest of the three African samples is also the single most problematic part of the phylogenetic tree of Y. pestis as it is 
currently understood. This strain, called “Angola” (0.PE3), comes from 
a laboratory sample collected in or before 1984.18 All provenance infor­mation has been lost, and it is not known whether it was collected from 
a human being, a rodent, or an arthropod vector. It is in every sense a conundrum, because no other samples from this region have yet entered into the genomics databases for Y. pestis. The “Angola” strain is distinc­tive in two respects. First, it is the most divergent of all the strains thus 
far studied. 548 SNPs separate it from the most recent common ancestor 
(MCRA) that Yersinia pestis shares with its closest related species, Yer-
sinia pseudotuberculosis. All other strains, save two, of Y. pestis that were 
studied from complete genomes by Cui and colleagues have less than 300 
SNPs that separate them from the MRCA (the mean is 248). “Angola” is 
the ultimate outlier. Second, “Angola” also lies very close to the base of the phylogenetic tree of Y. pestis. Just how old it is as a strain is unclear, but it clearly derives from some very ancient form of the organism. Only 
17 Work coming out of the Institut Pasteur in Paris in the 1990s (e.g., Guiyoule et 
al. 1994) drew heavily on samples from Kenya and the (then Belgian) Congo. More recent genetics work, however, has focused mostly on Madagascar, where a radiation 
of one of the Third Pandemic strains predominates (Morelli et al. 2010). According 
to the World Health Organization, foci exist in the Democratic Republic of the Congo, 
Kenya, Lesotho, Libya, Mauritania, Mozambique, Namibia, Senegal, Tanzania, Uganda, 
and probably Egypt (World Health Organization 1999: 16 and 26–31). I return to the 
implications of this sampling and research bias at the end of the essay. See also Varlık 
2014, in this issue.
18 Dos Santos Grácio and Grácio (2011: 1) claim (without offering citations) that 
the “first reference to the occurence [sic] of plague in Angola was made in 1921. . . 
. However, others believed plague was already there, and that a sylvatic cycle with 
a reservoir in wild rodents was already present in Austral Africa before the XV 
century European arrival.” The complete genome of the Angola strain (NC_010159) 
was sequenced in 2010 and can be found online at <http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
nuccore/NC_010159.1> [accessed September 10, 2014]. Morelli et al. (2010) first 
broached the idea that the Angola strain might be an extant remnant of the strain that 
caused the Justinianic Plague. That notion has since been challenged by Harbeck et al. 
(2013) on the basis aDNA retrieved from a gravesite in Bavaria. 
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So, how long has “Angola” been in sub-Saharan Africa? There is sim­ply no way to tell at this point. But here is where a multidisciplinary per­spective would allow us to take the question seriously, even if we cannot 
yet answer it. We actually have a least one account from a Greek writer 
in the first century CE, Rufus of Ephesus, reporting on other writers who described a “pestilential fever” characterized by swollen glands in the 
neck, armpits, groin, and back of the legs. According to Rufus, this con­dition was reported in Libya, Egypt, and Syria—in other words, around the Mediterranean littoral—at least six centuries before the Justinianic 
Plague arrived at the port of Pelusium in 541 CE.20 By itself, Rufus’s report 
is insufficient for a clear determination of the presence of plague in North 
Africa around the beginning of the Common Era. And connecting the Med­
iterranean to sub-Saharan Africa is even more problematic for this period of time. But we can see why the historiographic tradition linking plague 
with Africa in ancient times cannot be dismissed out of hand.The real surprise that comes from genetics, however, is the possibility that it might help us to reconstruct a medieval or early modern history of 
plague in sub-Saharan Africa. The other African phylogroup represented 
on Plate 1 is 1.ANT (gray triangles, top center), which breaks off from the 
main stem of Branch 1 just above (i.e., just after) the 1348 London genome. 
1.ANT, also called “Africa Antiqua,” is the group of strains of Y. pestis found 
now in East and Central Africa, from Kenya to Uganda and into the Demo­
cratic Republic of Congo. In 2010, Morelli and colleagues proposed an age 
for the origin of this branch somewhere between 628–6914 years ago. In 
2013, Cui and colleagues recalibrated this biological clock, suggesting that 
the African clades had branched off from the main Black Death clade at a later time: c. 1499, with a 95% confidence interval of c. 1377 to c. 1650. 
19 These are 0.PE7, which was sampled for the study of Cui et al. (2013) from the 
Mongolian five-toed jerboa (Allactaga sibirica) and a human patient, both in the 
Chinese province of Qinghai; and 0.PE2, which was sampled from voles in an area of 
the Former Soviet Union and Georgia.
20 Rufus’s original work no longer survives; rather, the excerpt describing buboes is reported by the fourth­century CE writer Oribasius, in his Collectionum. See Sallares 
(2007: 251) for the Greek text and, for an English translation of the passage, Simpson 
(1905: 4); see also Simpson (1905: 281) for an image of a popliteal (behind the knee) 
bubo. My thanks to Heinrich von Staden for confirming the reading of the Greek and 
advising me on the identification of the authorities Rufus cites, none of whom (pace 
Sallares) can be dated before the first century BCE.
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Again, as stressed above, the chronology established by genetics is more valuable in suggesting relative position in time than absolute posi­
tion. It establishes a historical sequence: X happened before Y. 1.ANT is, in terms of its place on the Yersinia pestis phylogenetic tree, one of the most closely related “descendants” of the strain that killed the individuals 
in London whose remains were studied in reconstructing the first com­plete sample of the Black Death genome. Or, one could say that it is a “dis­tant cousin” of the London strain, rather than a direct descendant. This distinction is important, since the phylogenetic tree does not show us all the dead ends, the extinct sub­branches that may have moved into new geographic terrains or new hosts but then failed to establish mechanisms of long­term survival. The Black Death genome from London is an incred­
ibly lucky find: that rare one-in-a-zillion fossil that captures a strain of the organism as it existed seven hundred years ago, before it hit a “dead end” in the human beings it killed in fourteenth­century London. The modern 
specimens of 1.ANT, in contrast, have had seven hundred more years to 
evolve. And like the “Angola” strain, they show that 1.ANT has undergone considerable unique evolution: on a differently calibrated tree, one where 
physical distance more closely approximates genetic difference, 1.ANT 
is the furthest spanning subbranch of lineage 1, representing up to 100 
SNPs from the 07 polytomy and 300–305 SNPs from the most recent com­mon ancestor of Y. pestis (Cui et al. 2013: 579 and supplementary data 8, 
fig. S3, A). Moreover, a study of this East and Central African strain done 
back in 1994 found a considerable level of local genetic diversity, suggest­ing that it had been established in the area for a considerable period of time (Guiyoule et al. 1994).
According to current biological theory, when populations diverge from a common ancestor, genetic differences between them can arise for sev­eral reasons. One of those reasons may be adaptations necessary for sur­vival in a new host species. There are no marmots (one of the main host genera for Y. pestis in Eastern Eurasia) in Africa, nor, aside from commen­sal rodents, does there seem to be any major overlap in the known host species of Y. pestis on the Eurasia and African continents. In other words, adaptation to new host species may well account for the stark divergence 
of 1.ANT from other strains on Branch 1, none of which are currently 
known in Africa save for the modern 1.ORI strains.
So, to summarize, genetics currently tells us three things about 1.ANT. 
First, it does not derive directly from the “Angola” strain. Hence, when­
ever “Angola” did arrive in Africa, it did not give rise to 1.ANT. The his­
tory of those two strains, and specifically the history of their arrival in 
Africa, can thus be separated. Second, 1.ANT is older than the strains dis­
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seminated worldwide (including to parts of sub-Saharan Africa) during 
the Third (modern) Pandemic, the 1.ORI strains. So the history of 1.ANT can be separated from the narratives of the Third Pandemic.21 And third, 
1.ANT, the strain of Y. pestis associated (so far as we currently know) only 
with Central and Eastern Africa, is most closely related to the Black Death strain now documented from the London Black Death cemetery. 
So when did 1.ANT arrive on the African continent? And by what route? 
As will be discussed in the next section, the arrival of plague into the Med­
iterranean basin (and so into North Africa) in the ancient Greco-Roman period was almost certainly via the Red Sea, where trade would have con­
nected the Mediterranean to the Indian Ocean. Whether plague moved 
further south into the African continent, beyond the Horn of Africa, during the ancient Greco­Roman period is as yet unclear. Clearly, trade was occur­ring across the Sahara and, up to a point, in the Nile Valley, but we do not yet have strong evidence either for the presence of commensal rodents or for developed urban communities that would have facilitated plague’s spread south of the Sahara before the seventh century CE. By the time of the later medieval plague, however, the situation in 
sub-Saharan Africa was different. Considerable trade occurred across the Sahara in exchanges of gold, slaves, salt, and probably also ivory (McDou­
gall 1990; Guérin 2013). Mansa Musa’s famous pilgrimage from Mali to 
Mecca in 1324 remains symbolic of those medieval trade networks, a trip whose timing should not go unnoted. For just a few decades later, 
we find abandonment of sites in sub-Saharan Africa that had previously been thriving metropolitan centers. The sudden late medieval abandon­
ment of earthwork settlements at Jenne-Jeno and Akrokrowa, in what is 
present-day Ghana, has proved a puzzle to archeologists. In 1998, McIn­tosh mused on the possibility that plague may have been involved in 
Jenne-Jeno’s abandonment (McIntosh 1998: 247–50), while Chouin and 
DeCorse (2010) were willing to speculate openly about it as the cause of widespread abandonment:Looking at world history during this period, it seems that only one event can possibly explain such a large­scale phenomenon: the occurrence of 
21 The historical works of Myron Echenberg on plague in Senegal and South Africa 
(Echenberg 2001 and 2007) do not draw on the genetics works that was only then emerging. Nevertheless, subsequent genetic analysis suggests that the strains of plague 
that hit northern, northwestern, and southern Africa in the twentieth century were of 
the 1.ORI phylogroups, and hence distinctive of the Third Pandemic; see Bitam et al. 
2010; Morelli et al. 2010. On the recent discovery of a MED strain (found on Branch 2 
of the phylogenetic tree in Cui et al. 2013) in Algeria, see Cabanel et al. (2013).
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the Black Death or Great Plague. . . . In affecting societies living in forest areas of southern Ghana, the Plague would have had exactly the same effect as in other parts of the world: it would have destroyed a large por­tion of the population living in densely populated settlements, resulting in their abandonment—a well­documented phenomenon in many other 
contexts. (Chouin and DeCorse 2010: 143)
But in placing plague in sub-Saharan Africa, Chouin and DeCorse were over­
interpreting the superficial and unsubstantiated claims of a non-academic 
book published nearly thirty years earlier (Cartwright and Biddiss 1972).22 
To date, there is neither bioarcheological research nor aDNA to tell us what 
happened to these societies which, it seems, left no written records. Hence, 
the question of plague’s possible penetration across the Sahara to West 
Central Africa must remain for the moment an open question.
The situation for East Africa is different. Here, the likely point of entrance for the strain of Yersinia pestis that now dominates in Central 
and East Africa, 1.ANT, was the Indian Ocean coast, where from the sev­enth century on there is increasing evidence of a “a deeply networked 
trade and contact situation” (Boivin et al. 2013: 1; cf. Horton 2004). With 
two exceptions, Indian Ocean transit of Y. pestis to East Africa below the 
Horn has not previously been suggested for plague prior to the Third 
(modern) Pandemic.23 Nevertheless, we have cause to raise the question 
of the timing of plague’s arrival. For in Eastern Africa, we have a phenom­
enon similar to that in West Africa, at virtually the same time: at least four important trading centers suffered major decline. On the coast, Shanga (on 
the Lamu Archipelago off the coast of modern-day Kenya) and Tumbatu 
22 In fact, Cartwright and Biddiss never said anything about sub-Saharan Africa per 
se, referring only generically to “Africa” (1972: 32 and 51). Their narrative typically just summarizes the impact of the Black Death on Europe.
23 Horton (1996/2012) notes the coincidental timing of the Black Death and the decline of these towns, but implies that the latter is due to the general collapse of the 
international economy at that time. Horton and Middleton (2000: 82) offer a passing 
suggestion that plague may have indeed reached East Africa. They cite Dols (1977) in 
support of their claim that plague spread “throughout the Middle East and the Indian 
Ocean world,” but Dols in fact claimed that transmission through the Indian Ocean 
was unlikely (Dols 1977: 43–44). The other claim of Indian Ocean transport was made 
by the microbiologist Mark Achtman, who proposed in 2010 that Y. pestis might have 
been brought to East Africa by the Chinese explorer Zheng He (1371–1433) (Morelli 
et al. 2010). Achtman has since retracted that suggestion (Cui et al. 2013), not because of its historical or epidemiological improbability, but rather because he recalibrated 
his biological clock, pushing the divergence of 1.ANT from the main branch to a later 
era and thus making Zheng He’s role less likely. 
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(on Tumbatu Island) were abandoned, while Kilwa on the island of Kilwa 
Kisiwani (modern-day Tanzania) became derelict. Inland, Great Zimba­
bwe (near present day Masvingo, Zimbabwe), known for its monumental mortarless structures, was abandoned. The dating of Great Zimbabwe’s 
abandonment has been intensely debated; carbon-14 dating performed 
in the early 1990s showed that Great Zimbabwe’s growth had stopped 
by the mid-fourteenth century, and the site was abandoned definitively 
by the sixteenth, at the latest (Huffman and Vogel 1991; Pikirayi 2001: 
150–51). While there was not complete devastation of the East African 
coast in this period (e.g., Wynne-Jones 2013), the pattern of coastal areas and an upland region (Great Zimbabwe is on a plateau, over a thousand 
meters high) being simultaneously affected bears the distinctive stamp 
of plague (Carmichael 2014, in this issue). Moreover, the conditions for plague’s spread were there: intense human trade in various commodities 
across the Indian Ocean and the arrival of Asian commensal rodents in 
East Africa.
Reaching Tibet: A New Geography of Plague
And the coral which is brought from our homeland is sold more in this land than any other kind.24
Marco Polo (d. 1324) was a latecomer to the vast trade networks that brought Mediterranean coral all the way to Kashmir (where he made this 
observation) and to Tibet, where he noted that coral brought “great delight” there, too.25 Polo’s Description of the World, read from the perspective of what we know now about the global spread of pathogens, opens a window onto the material connections of the premodern world. Coral was one of the few precious yet easily transportable substances that the Mediterranean world could trade eastward in exchange for so many kinds of materials and 
goods coming from East and South Asia (Sibon 2012). Tracing its trade, as 
well as that of other substances like Tibetan musk, Indian pepper, or East 
African ivory, helps us reconstruct human exchanges otherwise lost to his­
24 Chapter 48, on Kashmir (“Thesimur”): “Et le coral qui se porte de nos contrees se vent moult en ceste contree plus que en autre” (Polo [and Rustichello of Pisa 
1298–99]/2003: 7, emphasis added). My thanks to Barbie Campbell Cole for bringing this statement to my attention, and to Markus Cruse for providing me with the citation.
25 Chapter 115, on Tibet (“Tebet”): “En ceste prouvince s’espant le corail et est moult chier, car il le meitent au col de leurs fames et de leur ydres par moult grant joie” (Polo 
[and Rustichello of Pisa 1298–99]/2003: 71).
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them while living (Ducène 2005); the beasts of burden laden with these 
goods, with their own fleas and ticks; the shipholds and storage contain­ers full of locally traded grain, and the rodents they attracted; and a medi­eval taste for luxury textiles that drove international trade (but also could 
transport fleas and their excrement), and we have a web of connections 
that make up Le Roy Ladurie’s “microbial unification of the world” (Le Roy 
Ladurie 1973). We cannot, of course, be casual in our use of globalizing 
frameworks. Specifics in time and space matter hugely. Genetics has some contributions to make, archeology and history even more. But together, they suggest that a whole world region should be added to our narratives of the Black Death, a region that would connect the Tibetan Plateau and 
Qinghai to sub-Saharan Africa: the Indian Ocean basin.
It is nothing new to connect the Black Death narrative with trade, of 
course; it has long been suggested that plague moved to Western Eurasia 
and thence the Mediterranean and North Africa “via the Silk Road.” That is simply a statement of its trajectory, however, rather than an actual docu­mented mode of transmission, since it is likely that (whether carried by 
rodents or humans or other species) Y. pestis followed the topography 
of mountain passes, rivers, and valleys that traversed Central Asia and served as the network of trade connections that we aggregate under the 
rubric “Silk Road” (Beckwith 2009). Overland routes make most sense, of course, as trajectories for plague’s arrival in the Black Sea region, whence it spread into the Mediterranean. But an important question needs to be 
asked: did it go in other directions as well? Arguments have been made by 
Buell (2012), Sussman (2011), and Anandavalli (2007) that plague (or at 
least major human outbreaks) cannot be documented in medieval China 
or India. Hymes’s contribution to this issue challenges these claims with respect to the Gansu corridor and areas of China further east. Moreover, as science reminds us, there can be plague without “plague.” Even in the absence of human outbreaks, Y. pestis can subsist and thrive in mamma­
lian communities normally beneath the notice of humans. A new genet­
ics of plague—especially the fact that the African 1.ANT strain demands explanation—suggests that southern routes of plague in the late medieval period merit further consideration.
26 Or perhaps one should say “usually innocuous.” A twelfth-century Latin account 
explains that musk (both real and fake) was often sold in the skin of the musk deer 
(Wölfel 1939: 79–80), so perhaps it posed the same problem as the transmission of furs.
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route, via the Indian Ocean, for the First Plague Pandemic itself. Contrary to assumptions made by historians of late antiquity, it would seem that 
plague manifested first at the Egyptian port city of Pelusium (in the same 
site as modern-day Tell el-Farama) not because it “came out of Africa” (i.e., 
Egypt), but because it came via traffic from the Red Sea (Little 2007).27 The port of Clysma in the Red Sea has recently been proposed as the pos­sible entrance gate of Yersinia pestis into the Mediterranean (Tsimias et 
al. 2009). This argument was based solely on considerations of ancient geography, but the need to plot a route for Y. pestis out of the Tibetan 
Highlands fits both the emerging genetics data and the newer research on 
trade in the Indian Ocean basin, which can now very easily account for an 
intensity of travel that (however slowly) might have moved plague out of 
its Central Asian home into the very different environments of the Indian Ocean and ultimately the Red Sea and the Mediterranean littorals.
Secondly, the field of Indian Ocean studies is one of the areas that has been transformed radically in the decades since the main lines of argu­
ment in plague historiography were laid down (Seland 2014; Beaujard 
2005 and 2012). We have long known about the Periplus of the Ery-
thraean Sea, a Greek report on Indian Ocean trade and navigation, writ­
ten in the mid-first century CE by an Egyptian merchant. It notes, for example, the import of coral at the Skythian port of Barbarikon/Min­
nagar, which was at the mouth of the Indus, and the export of “Chinese 
pelts” (Seland 2010: 59). More recent discoveries include the existence 
on Socotra Island (off the coast of modern Yemen and Somalia) of a cave with ancient inscriptions. These have been determined to be by sailors 
who visited the island between the first century BCE and sixth century 
CE. Texts written in Indian Brahmi script, and South-Arabian, Ethiopian, Greek, Palmyrene, and Bactrian scripts and languages give evidence of the 
breadth of Indian Ocean trade up to and including the time of the Justini­
anic Plague (Strauch 2012). For the later Middle Ages, we have equally remarkable letters and other documents of Jewish traders from the Cairo 
Genizah that show an intense and thriving trade across the Indian Ocean 
(Goitein and Friedman 2008).
The Socotra and Genizah finds are unusual, however, as is the Greek 
Periplus. For the most part, we have neither identifiable individuals nor 
27 The claim that rats carrying plague brought the disease from the Tanzanian coast 
up to the Red Sea in the sixth century was premature (Horden 2005: 153). Instead, as discussed below, the archeological evidence now suggests the arrival of rats in East 
Africa somewhat later. 
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any written records at all. However, as with Marco Polo’s coral, tracking unique commodities in their travels allows us to glimpse how intense 
Indian Ocean traffic was. Take pepper and musk, for example. Black pep­
per was, throughout antiquity and the Middle Ages, produced primarily 
on the Malabar Coast of what is now southwest India. Pepper’s history 
has long been told in terms of trade with the West, but it is apparent now 
that China was one of the main markets for pepper in the Middle Ages. In other words, pepper was going both directions from the Malabar Coast, 
connecting China with all points in the Indian Ocean (Prange 2011). 
Similar motives in the trade of musk connected Tibet with the Indian Ocean world and parts beyond. The Egyptian encyclopedist and historian 
al-Nuwayrı� (677/1279–732/1332), for example, explained that Tibetan 
musk (deemed far superior to that that came from China or elsewhere) 
was brought down to the Arabian Sea via the Indus Valley, whence it was 
shipped to various other ports in the western Indian Ocean (Akasoy and 
Yoeli-Tlalim 2007: 221). In fact, a whole array of archeological evidence—pottery, beads, tableware, and so forth—is stark witness to the intensity and extent of trade, both short­ and long­distance, throughout much of 
the Indian Ocean basin.
Where there is extensive human traffic across a geographical expanse, it stands to reason that we should also look for commensals that traveled with these traders: a scenario perfect for the establishment of Y. pestis in new terrain (and amply documented from modern studies of Y. pes-
tis’s very rapid establishment in North and South America and Madagas­
car during the twentieth century). And in East Africa, such commensals 
are readily found. The Asian house shrew, Suncus murinus; the black rat 
(ship rat), Rattus rattus; and the house mouse, Mus musculus, are all 
documented as imports from Asia (Boivin et al. 2013). The bones of Rat-
tus rattus, the black rat, have been found in archeological remains from 
Unguja Ukuu, Tumbatu (one of the abandoned sites mentioned above), 
and Shanga along the Swahili Coast of East Africa. Rattus rattus may have arrived there as early as the seventh century and seems to have been com­mon in urban contexts in the fourteenth.28 
Hence, we have two parts of the “elephant” of plague here: the mecha­
nisms of trade across the Indian Ocean basin, and the presence of a “rodent 
infrastructure” in East Africa to support a vector-borne disease when and 
if it arrived. We currently have, however, no paleogenetic work from this 
part of Africa; and indeed, very little genetics work has been done at all on 
28 Nina Mudida and Mark Horton, personal communication (February 10, 2013).
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sub-Saharan Africa, and where it still causes the second largest number of 
human cases per year. Indeed, we do not even have clear evidence of a trail 
of human plague from the Tibetan highlands down to the Indian Ocean 
ports in the fourteenth or fifteenth centuries, a point used by Anandavalli 
(2007) and Sussman (2011), in their respective studies, to argue against 
the presence of plague in medieval India. Yet we should be reminded of the mantra of bioarcheologists: absence of evidence is not evidence of 
absence. In a 2006 report of the 1994 plague outbreak in Surat, plague is 
given a history in India that goes back three thousand years.
The first known outbreak of plague occurred from 1500–600 BC as recorded in Bhagvata Purana. The plague was seen again in 1031 AD 
when the disease reached India from Central Asia following the invasion 
of Sultan Mahmoud. In 1403 AD, Sultan Ahmed’s Army was supposed to 
have been destroyed by a plague epidemic in Malwa. (Dutt, Akhtar, and 
McVeigh 2006: 757–58)No supporting documentation was offered. But other, less extreme claims 
of the antiquity of plague in India, in some cases pushing it back to the eleventh century, occur in plague literature of the nineteenth and twenti­
eth centuries (e.g., Simpson 1905: 40).29 For India, then, we are at the same stage of feeble retrospective diagnosis from a handful of opaque written sources as we were when studying the history of plague in Europe prior to 
1998. The first “clinical” description that meets Anandavalli’s criteria for 
plague is a 1689 report by a historian, Khafi Khan, writing in Arabic, who recounts how “the plague (taun) and pestilence (waba), which had been 
ravaging Dakhin (South India) for several years, had spread to Bijapur. He 
describes the visible marks of the plague: ‘swellings as big as a grape or 
banana under the arms, behind the ears, and in the groin’” (Anandavalli 
2007: 25).30 For Sussman, the “first” clinical report is that of the Mughal 
emperor Jahangir (d. 1627), who reported in 1619 that
At this time, again, it appeared from the reports of the loyal that the dis­
ease of the plague was prevalent in Agra, so that daily about 100 people, 
29 The possibility of a hitherto unrecognized pandemic in the eleventh/twelfth century merits more examination. There is a story of “epidemics (wabā’) and the plague (ṭā‘ūn)” in early eleventh-century Tunisia “which carried off the greater part 
of the population” (Talbi 1981: 221). Dols (1977: 33) reports an outbreak in the Hijaz, Yemen, and Egypt in the twelfth century.
30 For the latest assessment of the semantic weight carried by these Arabic terms, 
see Stearns 2011.
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more or less, were dying of it. Under the armpits, or in the groin, or below the throat, buboes formed, and they died. This is the third year that it has raged in the cold weather, and disappeared in the commencement of the 
hot season. (Jahangir, as quoted by Sussman 2011: 336)
Is it possible that it was only in the seventeenth century that Yersinia pes-
tis first came down from the Tibetan highlands into India?31 Sometimes absence of evidence really does signal absence of the phenomenon. But 
India’s proximity to the Tibetan highlands, the well-documented networks 
of trade that connected much of south and southeast Asia throughout the ancient and medieval periods, and, now, the evidence of deep genetic links between the strains of Y. pestis found in East and Central Africa and those that came out of Central Eurasia in the fourteenth century: all of these fac­
tors raise new questions about India’s history with plague. 
Anandavalli and Sussman are right to be cautious of reading too much into the ambiguous evidence of the few written sources they had at their disposal. Plague is hardly the only disease that presents in epidemic form, and careful interpretation of such sources always demands the expertise of scholars skilled in the nuances of the original languages. But it has been the objective of this essay to argue that historical narratives can be crafted 
from other sources, too. Transmission of plague through India (whether 
via the Indus Valley or the Ganges) begins to look plausible if we take seri­ously the emerging narrative derived from genetics, and posit an arrival of 
plague in late medieval East Africa.32 Indeed, the fourteenth and fifteenth 
centuries were periods of intense upheaval in many areas of Asia, and it may be worthwhile to consider the possibility that a major social disrup­
tor such as plague contributed to that upheaval (Lieberman 2011; Hymes 
2014, in this issue). 
In the field of climate and environmental history, a search for consil­ience among different kinds of historical evidence is openly embraced 
31 Ansari (1994, also citing from Jahangir) says that the emperor first reported the 
disease not in 1619 but in 1615, noting that “the king wrote that it was the first time 
that the disease had occurred in India.” Catanach (2001: 141) similarly identifies the 
seventeenth century as the time of the first outbreak of plague in India, when he notes 
an outbreak in 1631 among handloom weavers in Gujarat.
32 Granted, at this point we cannot rule out another possible narrative, unlikely though it may be given the distances involved and the fact that shipping of trade 
goods was not a factor: that plague reached East Africa via the Portuguese, who 
arrived in 1498. On the experience of plague in Portugal, see da Costa Roque 1979. 
The chronicles of Fernão Lopes, a fifteenth-century chronicler, are due to be published 
soon in English translation. My thanks to Iona McCleery for this information.
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(McCormick 2011). A multidisciplinary approach to disease history, in contrast, might be more immediately served by focusing not just on points where the narratives of different disciplinary approaches converge (as, for example, in the case of the genetics, historical, and bioarcheological 
work on the London Black Death cemetery),33 but also on areas where 
they seem to be in utter disagreement. As Altman and his colleagues have warned us, we should beware of “cherry picking those milestones 
in human history that are [already] best recorded.” A study of Y. pestis 
strains in just three areas of India in 2009 showed three very different 
lineages (Kingston 2009), making it likely that plague has been imported there more than once. Much more research on the genetics of the modern 
African and Indian strains of plague, in addition to much more combing of historical archives and sampling of archeological evidence to look for extinct Y. pestis strains, will be necessary to confirm whether the sugges­
tions I have made here about a late medieval impact of plague in India and 
sub-Saharan Africa are plausible. But we would have never seen this as a possible line of research had there not been a convergence of many differ­ent disciplines on questions of plague’s histories in recent years.
Reclaiming Retrospective Diagnosis:  
Sources, Methods, and Goals for a Global History of Health
If we want to understand what health and illness meant for past suffer­
ers, we have to accept their labels, not impose ours. (McCleery 2013: 90)
What was invisible to the [peoples of the past] need not remain invisible 
for us as well. (Stathakopoulos 2011: 95)These two statements about what is called “retrospective diagnosis” cap­ture the historian’s dilemma: is our task to reconstruct the world as his­torical participants perceived it (what anthropologists would call an emic 
approach) and reject modern (biomedical) understandings of disease? Or, in a positivist mode, is our task to use the methods and categories of mod­
ern science to find out what “really” happened, as judged from an external frame of reference, that of modern science (an etic approach)? This ques­tion haunts the historian working with cultural remains in a way it would 
not haunt the microbiologist reconstructing aDNA fragments. For the his­torian, both of these perspectives are “real,” since human experience and 
33 See DeWitte (2014, in this issue) for a review of research on the London Black 
Death cemetery at East Smithfield.
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“Plague,” as Andrew Cunningham has most incisively pointed out, is a construct of modern biomedicine, built on a foundation of laboratory sci­ence, epidemiological studies, entomology, and zoology which together have contributed to our understanding that “plague” is a disease caused by an infectious microorganism (Yersinia pestis), transmitted by flea bites or other means, presenting certain characteristic clinical signs and affect­ing the human body through physiological processes known through 
countless clinical observations and laboratory studies of afflicted humans 
and animals both pre- and postmortem. Absent that laboratory, there is 
no “plague” in this sense (Cunningham 1992; cf. Arrizabalaga 2002 and 
Cunningham 2002). All we have are texts that describe various kinds of suffering, experiences that even those suffering might not have put into a single category of a namable disease. The “linguistic turn” that has affected 
most Anglophone historiographical traditions over the past thirty years has reinforced a sense that we can never fully break free of the conceptual 
categories of our historical texts and reconstruct a “real,” unfiltered past. 
I do not contest this interpretation; on the contrary, I accept it whole­heartedly in so far as it applies to histories drawn from human cultural 
products like written documents or works of art (cf. Green, Walker-Meikle, 
and Müller 2014, in this issue). But here is where the challenge, and the possibilities, of a multidisciplinary history face us. Microbiologists have broken through the nineteenth­century barrier of laboratory medicine. Nearly all modern laboratory samples of plague and other pathogens 
have been collected in just the past 150 years. But aDNA research reaches beyond that chronological limit, reconstructing and identifying old organ­isms in a way that microbiologists themselves now believe is possible (even 
if they still argue among themselves about best methods) and that con­nects plausibly with the narratives of pathogen evolutionary history cre­ated by genome­based phylogenetics. “Retrospective diagnosis,” in other words, now has a completely new meaning, one based on assessment of a material substrate of the past rather than cultural products alone.35
34 The bioarcheologist, who draws on both cultural and material remains, stands 
somewhere in between these poles, a point I address below.
35 I have foregrounded here the diagnostic possibilities of molecular microbiology, but in diseases other than plague (most notably, leprosy as caused by Mycobacterium 
leprae, discovered by Armauer Hansen in 1873), the older field of paleopathology 
also has methods to draw plausible “retrospective diagnoses.” See Green 2012 and forthcoming for an overview.
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So, to return to the skeptic’s “So what?” question about the signifi­cance of the new plague science posed at the beginning of this essay. My response is: “Because it gives us something to think with.” The broadened 
narrative of plague I have sketched out in this essay suggests the possible 
significance of animal species and human populations and areas of the 
world that have never before been part of Black Death narratives. And the other essays in this special issue push those boundaries of new thinking 
on the histories of plague even further. In a typical anti-retrospective diag­
nostic stance, historian Iona McCleery says that “If we want to understand what health and illness meant for past sufferers, we have to accept their labels, not impose ours.” But what if those sufferers are populations of the 
destroyed African civilizations of Zimbabwe or possibly Jenne-Jeno and 
Akrokrowa? What “labels” have we to interpret when these vanished soci­
eties left no written records? As Anna Colet and her colleagues make clear 
in their study of the communal graves of Tàrrega (2014, in this issue), it is sheer chance that we now have both documentary records and physical 
evidence for the slaughter of the Jewish community of that town in 1348. For so many victims of the Black Death—both those who died of plague and those who died at others’ hands—we have no testimony of their suf­
fering other than their physical remains or other traces. And even those are rare, especially in parts of the world where archaeological traditions 
are still nascent (Campana et al. 2013).Reconstructing the history of the Black Death can proceed from many motives, and methodologies will be chosen according to the objectives that various researchers wish to achieve as well as their training and resources. Some possible methods for exploring plague’s histories have not even been discussed here, such as the use of historical linguistics, which has already proven a powerful ally to both archaeological and genetics work 
(e.g., de Luna, Fleisher, and McIntosh 2012). Plague is an “elephant” that demands the efforts of many blind men and women to assess its full, huge, and awful expanse. Yersinia pestis has established itself as a worldwide 
pathogen not because (like, say, measles or tuberculosis) it is continually circulating in human bodies. Rather, it exists today in every continent save 
Australia and Antarctica because it was carried far from its apparent site of origin in the Tibet­Qinghai Plateau by combinations of human and ani­mal carriers who recreated microenvironments in which Y. pestis could thrive.36 It was then able to establish foci in new areas, moving from com­
36 Plague did reach Australia during the Third Pandemic (if not before), but it did not establish permanent foci thanks to aggressive public health measures. See Curson and 
McCracken 1989.
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mensal rodent populations (transported by humans) into new, rural spe­
cies where the organism could find permanent hosts. This essay presents the new face of the Black Death, a medieval pan­
demic that may have spared Oceania and North and South America only because those areas had not yet been brought tightly into the networks of 
Afroeurasian trade.37 A global approach to the disease’s history—thinking across time and space and our own methodological perspectives, taking in the full evolutionary history of the pathogen and the full human impact of the disease—will give us a mechanism to explain how plague reached those last corners of the world, what it did when it got there, and how its many stories compare to those of other global diseases.38 A “global” approach will also facilitate greater understanding of a disease that still affects several thousand people every year and could threaten many 
more (Ziegler 2014, in this issue). Much of the genetics work described above has been based on modern samples collected in China, and on the 
efforts of Chinese, Russian, and North American scientists, who for many decades have prioritized plague research because it exists as an enzootic 
(and even bioterrorist) threat in their own countries. But very little com­parable genetics work has yet been done in other areas where plague is 
enzootic: in India, Southeast Asia, South America, and most parts of Africa. 
Johanna T. Crane (2011), among others, has noted the effects of such an imbalance in molecular research infrastructure on the study of another 
global disease, HIV/AIDS. This examination of the Black Death suggests 
that framing pandemics both widely (in geography) and deeply (in time) may not simply broaden our historical knowledge, but help us reconceive the world we live in today.
37 Though here, too, tracing commensal rodents shows medieval human movements. 
See Wilmshurst et al. 2008.
38 As this essay will have made plain, it will be necessary to gauge the hows and whys of plague’s global history not in terms of human witnesses alone, but from other kinds of evidence. Moreover, all of the methods and perspectives surveyed here can be applied to other conundra in disease history, for example, the still mysterious case 
of the cocoliztli epidemic of 1544–50 in Central America (see Warinner et al. 2012). 
As outlined in Green 2012 and Green forthcoming, a global approach to the history of disease is not simply multidisciplinary but deliberately seeks out parallels and interactions between different diseases.
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Abstract This essay introduces the inaugural issue of The Medieval Globe, 
“Pandemic Disease in the Medieval World: Rethinking the Black Death”. It sug­gests that the history of the pathogen Yersinia pestis, as it has now been recon­
structed by molecular biology, allows for an expanded definition of the Second 
Plague Pandemic. Historiography of the Black Death has hitherto focused on a 
limited number of vector and host species, and on Western Europe and those 
parts of the Islamicate world touching the Mediterranean littoral. Biological con­siderations suggest the value of a broadened framework, one that encompasses an enlarged range of host species and draws on new archeological, genetic, and 
historical researches to look for the presence of plague in the premodern Indian 
Ocean basin and East Africa, areas where it has previously not been suspected. 
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THE BLACK DEATH  
AND ITS CONSEqUENCES FOR THE  
JEWISH COMMUNITy IN TàRREGA:
LESSONS FROM HISTORy AND ARCHEOLOGy*
anna Colet, JoSep Xavier muntané i Santiveri, 
Jordi ruíz ventura, oriol Saula, m. eulàlia 
Subirà de GaldàCano, and Clara JáureGui
IN MARCh 2014, an exhibit opened at the Museu Comarcal de l’Urgell in Tàrrega, commemorating a tragedy that had occurred in that Catalan town nearly seven hundred years earlier.1 This tragedy—the murder of a large number of the town’s Jewish inhabitants—has been acknowledged 
for centuries. Reports of the events that transpired in the summer of 1348 
reached the ruler of the Crown of Aragon almost immediately. Legal pro­ceedings continued for several years thereafter, not so much to identify 
and prosecute the murderers as to restore property and financial instru­ments that had been destroyed or stolen in the rioting.2 Meanwhile, con­temporary reports of the events in Tàrrega circulated among the Jewish communities of Catalonia. Stories of the event were also handed down 
among subsequent generations of Jews when they emigrated to Italy 
after their general expulsion from Spain in 1492. All of this, too, has been known for some time.
* This essay, originally drafted in Catalan, has been translated and revised for 
publication by Monica H. Green and Carol Symes.
1 Museu Comarcal de l’Urgell-Tàrrega, “Tragèdia al Call. Tàrrega 1348” <http://
museutarrega.cat/exposicions-permanents/tragedia-al-call-tarrega-1348> [accessed 
April 23, 2014]. A catalogue of the exhibition is available at <http://museutarrega.cat/
documents>. All skeletal samples referenced in this study derive from the medieval Jewish cemetery of Les Roquetes and are curated at the Museu Comarcal de l’Urgell-Tàrrega. There is no identifying information associated with any of these individuals 
(i.e., there are no burial records for this cemetery or coffin plates that identify 
interred individuals by name), and thus this research does not constitute any risk to 
living descendants. All the research at the site has been conducted in accordance with the Llei 9/1993, de 30 de setembre, del Patrimoni Cultural Català and the Decret 
78/2002, de 5 de març, del Reglament de protecció del patrimoni arqueològic i 
Paleontològic. 
2 Much of this local documentation, created by Christian authorities, was assembled 
and published by López (1956); see below.
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why the discovery of the Jewish cemetery in Tàrrega in 2007 occasioned 
such interest. Within it were found six communal graves that seemed to 
hold the victims of the 1348 uprisings (Muntané 2007b, 2009, 2012a).3 These graves are the only material evidence of the violent acts perpe­
trated against the town’s Jewish minority. In the following essay, a team of archeologists, historians, and scientists lays out the evidence for the 
events of 1348 from a new perspective: first, we reassemble the histori­cal documentation and examine it for evidence of the exact timing and circumstances of the events; then, we turn to the material evidence from 
the cemetery, examining it, too, to confirm the date of the events that pro­
duced these communal graves; and finally, in more detail, we look for evi­dence of the nature of the attack, the identities of the victims, and the cir­cumstances in which they were laid to rest in this cemetery.
Part I: The Documentary Evidence
One of the acknowledged consequences of the plague epidemic of 1348–51 was an escalation in attacks on social minorities, including clerics, beggars, persons suffering from leprosy, and foreigners, who were blamed for the 
inexplicable mortality. In Catalonia, as in many other regions of Western Europe, Jews stood out as being the most powerful minority group and, as such, suffered disproportionally when the Black Death reached the area. 
What makes the Catalan case distinctive is that we now have an example 
of the documentary record being confirmed and extended by archeologi­cal data of an uprising against the Jewish community of Tàrrega in July 
1348,4 making it one of the first communities to suffer such an assault directly related to the Black Death.5 The brutality of those uprisings is wit­nessed in various reports written by contemporary Jews. 
3 Here and elsewhere, the Catalan term fossa comuna has usually been translated 
as “communal grave” rather than “mass grave.” As the evidence summarized in this article indicates, aspects of the burials discovered at Les Roquetes were carefully planned, if hasty. This was not a haphazard disposal of bodies. That said, the editors’ decision to render this ambiguous term as “communal grave” should not mask the fact that those buried in these graves were victims of a massacre. 
4 In the original Catalan version of this essay, the authors used the term avalot, a “popular uprising” or “seditious tumult” (cf. Diccionari de la llengua catalana de 
l’Institut d’Estudis Catalans). The exact motivations behind these attacks may have been more complicated than the epithet “popular” can adequately capture, and yet the term pogrom seems too heavily freighted to be used unproblematically. Therefore, we have settled on the term “uprising.”
5 Earlier attacks in April of 1348 occurred in Toulon, Hyères, and several other 
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With respect to the uprising in Tàrrega, we have the testimony of a 
contemporary rabbi, Hayyim Galipapa (b. Montsó, c. 1310–d. Pamplona, 
c. 1380), then living in the town of Huesca, in Aragón. His account has sur­
vived due to its incorporation into the historical narrative of an Italian 
Jew, Joseph ha-Kohen (1496–1578), who commemorated the sufferings of the Jewish people during the Black Death in his Emeq ha-Bakha (Valley 
of Grief, 1557–58) (ha-Kohen 1557–58/1981: 27).6 Two points of infor­mation provided by Galipapa help to contextualize the attack on the Jews of Tàrrega and correlate it with the spread of the plague epidemic. The 
first has to do with the route connecting the three Catalan towns he men­tions, in the following order: Barcelona, Cervera, Tàrrega. This same order 
is confirmed by several official documents from the royal chancery of Pere 
III (r. 1336–87) of Barcelona (Pere IV of Aragon), documents which also record attacks on Jews in each of these towns. Barcelona, Cervera, and Tàrrega were connected by the main east­west road, and the order thus 
reflects the direction that the plague took, moving westward from the 
coast toward the interior of the principality (López 1956, 1959a, 1959b). Galipapa’s second informative contribution helps to establish the date 
of these three incidents. According to the rabbi, there was an uprising at Barcelona on a Saturday afternoon, followed by another at Cervera on an 
unspecified date, and by yet another at Tàrrega three days after the sec­
ond. For this last, he assigns a specific date: the 10th of the month of Av.7Establishing the link between the arrival of plague and the attacks on these three Jewish communities is not straightforward. First of all, we must accept that our sources will only record human cases of plague, and not the actual spread of the pathogen through rodent populations or 
contaminated foodstores. What we can see from the documented human cases is that plague seems to have arrived in Catalonia only recently, in 
the spring of 1348, having been reported first at Perpignan in April, and 
then by May at Girona, to the northeast of Barcelona. It also reached Tar­
ragona and Valencia (other port cities to the southwest) as well as the 
small towns in Provence. See Crémieux 1930–31; Shatzmiller 1974. The more widely 
known attacks in Savoy and the Rhineland did not start until later in the year 1348. 
On the latter, see most recently Cohn 2007.
6 Ha-Kohen also incorporated Galipapa’s narrative into another work, Dibre ha-
Yamim le-Malke Zarfat we-‘Otoman (Chronicles of the Kings of France and Turkey), 
published in Venice in 1554: see Barzilay 2011. The authors thank Mr. Barzilay for sharing his work with them, and also Susan Einbinder for alerting them to this (and 
other) pertinent publications.
7 See ha-Kohen 1557–58/1981: p. זמ line וט and p.חמ line הכ.
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island of Mallorca in the month of May (López 1956: nos. 2 and 5; see also 
Guilleré 1984: 106).8 By mid­May, at the latest, deaths are documented in 
Barcelona (Gyug 1983; Guilleré 1993–94, 1:171–72). The uprising against the Barcelonan Jewish quarter (call) therefore took place shortly after the arrival of the plague, since it seems that Jewish­Christian relations 
remained stable up through May 15 (Nirenberg 1996: 237–38).9 Accord­ing to the information we can extract from the royal chancery documents, the attack was vicious: “On Saturday last, some people incited by an evil temper, having set their fear of God and our dominion aside, gathered as a riotous mob and entered into the call of the Jews of Barcelona. And there they destroyed and despoiled many dwellings and they killed many Jews.” 
That was on May 17, 1348. Just five days later, Pere III ordered the cap­ture of the perpetrators of the uprising and the strengthening of security around the Jewish quarter in Barcelona.10 A week later, on May 29—con­
cerned lest there be further attacks – the king issued an order of protec­
tion to officers of the Jewish quarters in Montblanc, Tàrrega, Vilafranca del Penedès, and Cervera.11 Almost two months after these precautions were 
taken, however, a document completed on 24 July shows their ineffectual­ity, as uprisings had already reached the towns of Cervera and Tàrrega.12
8 In Tarragona, the plague began the first of May: see Trenchs 1969.
9 The historian Esteve Gilabert Bruniquer (c. 1608/1915, 4: 319) claimed, confus-ingly, that there was “a great procession of many priests from the cathedral and 
parishes and monasteries and many other people” on May 2, but he then linked that ceremony to the great mortality in June.
10 “Die sabbati proxime preterita, nonnulli maligno spiritu concitati, Dei timore postposito at in nostre dominationis conceptum per modum aualoti intrarunt in Callem Judaycum Barchinone et inibi, plura hospitia fregerunt et disraubarunt ac 
multos judeos inibi occiderunt”; see López 1956: no. 8 (May 22, 1348). 
11 “The king ordered his officials that ‘you are to maintain and protect and defend each and every Jew of the Jewish quarter of the city and of his realm and their possessions and goods vigorously and earnestly from all disturbances, molestations, 
injuries, inconveniences and offenses’” (“El rei manava als seus oficials que ‘omnes et singulos Judeos aljame Judeorum ville eiusdem et collectorie sue ac res et bona eorum quecumque, manuteneatis, protegatis et deffendatis viriliter et potenter, ab infestationibus, molestiis, injuriis, grauaminibus et offensis indebitis quorumcumque nec ipsos uel eorum aliquos in personis et bonis ipsorum, per modos supra 
specifficatos uel aliter, permittatis a quo quam contra jus et justitiam agrauari seu 
etiam molestari’”); see López 1956: no. 9 (May 29, 1348).
12 “Hiis diebus proxime lapsis, propter rumores nobis subito venientes, qualiter per nonnullos civitatis Barchinone et villarum Cervarie, Tarrage, contra aljamas et singulares dictarum civitatum et villarum, casu fortuito et inopinato, concitato populo, extitit suscitata occasione cuius strages seu neces, percussiones et vulnera 
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Like Galipapa’s Hebrew account, these official documents offer no pre­cise date for the attack on the Jewish quarter of Cervera. For Tàrrega, how­
ever, we have Galipapa’s date: 10 Av of the year 5108, which would fall in 
the first half of July, probably around 6 July.13 Since we have already seen 
that Pere III was reacting to the assaults on all three communities by 24 July, the date we can deduce from Galipapa’s testimony seems credible. This causal relationship between the occurrence of the epidemic and 
attacks on Jewish quarters is even clearer in a document of early 1362, 
during what is generally seen as the second wave of the plague in Western 
Europe (see Carmichael 2014, in this issue). Trying to pre-empt the alarm caused by the arrival of a new outbreak of the plague, the secretary of the Tàrrega Jewish community requested protection from the king. For “as in the time of deaths, by divine judgment, which took place long ago, the Jewish community and its members were despoiled and many of them put 
to a sword by some people of this town and others, so now [...] because of the deaths that have occurred and are still occurring in some parts of the kingdom, they fear that they will again be damned and plundered and 
killed as fiercely as before.”14Obviously, the same degree of alarm did not exist in the minds of Cata­
lan Jews before 1348, so we find no documents (contemporaneous with 
the arrival of the plague) that indicate a fear of attack by Christians. How­ever, understanding of this causal relationship was rapidly discerned by 
varia et diversa rapinie ad destructiones domorum, adversas aliamas predictas et 
quampluribus singularibus ex ea fuerunt diversimode subsecuta”; see López 1959b: 
no. 5 (July 24, 1348). This document is addressed to the authorities of Lleida, who wanted to avoid an attack similar to the one in Cuirassa (one of the two Jewish 
neighborhoods of Lleida). It was of no use, as a document dated August 11, 1348 
(included in one of July 18, 1349, no. 12) indicates that the wave of attacks spread 
elsewhere: “And especially recently, first in the city of Barcelona and now in the towns of Cervera, Tàrrega, and in the city of Lleida and other places” (“Et specialiter nuper primo in civitate Barchinone et nunc noviter in villis Cervarie et Tarrege et in civitate 
Ilerde et in aliis etiam locis”).
13 See “Hebcal Jewish Calendar”, online at <http://www.hebcal.com> [accessed 
March 1, 2014].
14 “Pro parte aljame Judeorum dicte uille, fuit nobis humiliter suplicatum ut cum tempore mortalitatum que, Dei juditio temporibus preteritis viguerunt, aljama ipsa et eius singulares, per aliquas personas uille eiusdem et aliunde, fuerint disraubati et plures ex ipsis gladio trucidati, timeantque nunc occasione mortalitatum que jam 
viguerunt vigentque nunc in aliquibus partibus regni nostri iterato dampnificari, 
depredari et interfici et immaniter prout prius dignaremur eisdem super hiis de 
nostri regia clementia subuenire”; see López 1956: no. 150 (January 12, 1362).
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the survivors of that uprising. A few years later, the influential Tàrregan 
Jew Moixé Nathan wrote:On the day that any plague or famine occurs which threatens the earth, 
the people cry ‘All this happens because of the sins of Jacob! Destroy this 
nation, kill them!’ And during the disaster [...] they undertake in a vio­lently thoughtless way to destroy the unfortunate Jews.15
Pope Clement VI (1342–52) and his successor expressed similar views.16 So did Galipapa, who describes news of the plague spreading through­
out Catalonia and Aragon, in conjunction with false accusations against 
Jews: “‘For the sin of Jacob all this has passed, because they have taken a deadly poison into the world. From them is the fault and it is the cause 
of the great misfortune that afflicts us now!’” (ha-Kohen 1557–58/1981: 
חמ). Whether Galipapa was accurately voicing contemporaneous concerns about well­poisoning or projecting later concerns back onto the past, he 
captures a sense of radical changes occurring in Catalonia and Aragon.17
One final point of information gleaned from Galipapa’s account (as 
reported by ha-Kohen) needs to be assessed here: his claim that the number of Jews killed in Tàrrega exceeded three hundred.18 The royal chancery’s references to the death toll are often vague.19 At one point, it is stated that almost all of Tàrrega’s Jewish citizens were exterminated: 
15 Nathan, Accords § 1b, signed in the month of Tevet of the year 5115 (between 
December 16, 1354 and January 13, 1355). For an edition of the original Hebrew 
text, see Baer (1929: no. 253). For a Catalan translation and introduction, see Feliu 
and Riera i Sans (1987). See also Pieters (2006), which includes a photographic 
reproduction of the manuscript Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS Bodley 2237, fols. 
270v–272v.
16 See Clement’s letter to prelates of the Church in Simonsohn 1998: no. 373 
(November 26, 1348). See also a surviving Spanish translation of the papal bull issued 
by Innocent VI at Avignon on January 21, 1356 (Simonsohn 1998: no. 378).
17 Ha-Kohen 1557–58/1981: זמ. Nirenberg (1996: 236–37) argues that there were no contemporaneous accusations of poisoning in Catalonia in 1348. In other words, 
Galipapa’s temporal distance from the events of 1348 may be significant.
18 See the excerpt from Galipapa’s testimony provided in the documentary appendix below.
19 E.g. (emphasis added) “ratione seu occasione necium in personis plurium judeo­
rum ipsius ville nequiter perpetratarum et aliorum criminum et excessum”: López 
1959b: no. 11 (June 26, 1249); “et plures ex ipsis glaudio trucidati”: López 1956: no. 
150 (January 12, 1362). Compare (emphasis added) “non pauci Judei [de Tàrrega] crudeliter interfecti et disraubati fuerunt” with “aliqui Judei ville Cervarie interfecti 
et disrobati fuerunt”: López 1959b: no. 29 (May 31, 1352).
 ThE bLACk dEATh ANd ThE JEwISh COMMUNITy IN TàRREGA 69“the greater part of the Jews, men and women both, of the said town were ferociously slaughtered in the invasion of the Jewish quarter.”20 Another report mentions “uprisings, murders, and despoiling done and perpe­trated against the Jews of Barcelona and Cervera and especially those in the town of Tàrrega, of whom more than three hundred were viciously murdered.”21 The stress placed on Tàrrega (specialiter ville Tarrage) sug­gests that most of the deaths occurred there. This accords closely with 
Galipapa’s account, which gives specific mortality figures for each of the uprisings: twenty dead in Barcelona, eighteen in Cervera, and three hun­
dred in Tàrrega. Although, as we will see, the archeological evidence can­not fully support this large number, we must remember that the cemetery in Tàrrega has not been fully excavated.
Archival research is also allowing us to refine and understand another side effect of the plague that is often forgotten, because it almost exclu­
sively affected the economic status of a social minority. In Catalonia, an ongoing crisis was already being felt some decades before the arrival of the plague. By the time the Black Death struck, the region had suffered 
a long period of famine and economic instability starting in 1333 (“the 
first bad year”). This crisis, in turn, led to a substantial growth in loans made by Jews, with borrowers increasingly drowning in debt while try­
ing to overcome their continued losses (Abad 1999). In other words, the disease struck at a time when the population was already weakened, both 
physically and financially. It is therefore significant that Jewish sources, 
as well as the official records of the chancery, corroborate the fact that assaults on local Jewish communities were accompanied by the looting of their homes and property and the extensive destruction of documentation 
relating to these debts. In all three of the cases noted above, the violence was not only focused to greater or lesser degree on the Jewish population, 
but also on the financial instruments in Jewish archives.
For the summer of 1349, furthermore, there is extensive notarial 
evidence of Jewish citizens filing claims to recover debts that remained 
20 López 1959: no. 18 (15 April 1350): “judeos et iudeas aljame ville pretacte in 
maxima ipsorum parte atrociter trucidarunt in quorum Judeorum invasione” (emph­
asis added). The magnitude of this number depends on the number of people living in Tàrrega at the time, which we cannot know with any certainty according to Riera i 
Sans (1987). 
21 López 1959b: no. 10 (document of March 23, 1349 found in one of June 13, 1349): “in facto concitationum, necium et raubariarum factarum et perpetratarum contra judeos Barchinone et Cervarie et specialiter ville Tarrage, ex quibus ultra trecentos fuerint nequiter interempti.”
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least the capital that had been initially invested. Among these we can also 
find instruments held by Jews from Cervera and Tàrrega, who were try­ing to recover investments they had made while living in these towns, but who were registering their claims in Barcelona—probably because they did not yet dare to do so at home.23 (Among them was Moixé Nathan, who 
moved to Barcelona after the attacks.) Indeed, the claims that begin to 
appear in mid-1349 are supported by a royal mandate (dated September 
of the same year) that absolves Jews from fines or possible errors incurred in collecting debts for which they do not possess the original instruments 
(López 1959a: 335). By contrast, references to debt instruments do not 
appear in the documentation for Tàrrega until the years 1352–54 (López 
1959a: 354). The atmosphere in Barcelona and Tàrrega could not have been more different: while the attack on the Jewish community in Barce­lona was not as brutal, and there was clear legal recourse for the recovery of Jewish property, the magnitude and memory of the Tàrrega massacre may have continued to frighten survivors for many years, delaying any such claims to what was their own.
22 Arxiu Capitular de Barcelona (hereinafter ACB), Notaris de la ciutat, Jordi de 
Vilarrubia, vol. 221 (1347–51). In this volume, between pages 97 and 128, there are over sixty debt instruments which allow us to glimpse legal actions undertaken by survivors of the attacks on the call of Barcelona. Other similar documents (although 
not so many) can be found at ACB, Notaris de la ciutat, Francesc de Puig, vol. 233 
(1348–49). 
23 ACB, Notaris de la ciutat, Jordi de Vilarrubia, vol. 221 (1347–51), fols. 99r, fol. 
128v, and fol. 166v.
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doCumentary appendiX 
Description of the Uprising according to the Secretaries of the 
Tàrrega Jewish Community, as Documented by the Crown of AragonThe following is an excerpt from a longer document created in the chan­
cery of Pere III which lays out the formal complaints of the Jewish com­munity of Tàrrega, whose survivors were seeking restoration of property 
seized or destroyed in the attack of 1348. This passage summarizes the 
events as reported to royal officials. Arxiu Reial de Barcelona (ARB), reg. 
658, fol. 52r–v (December 2, 1349); excerpted from López 1959b: no. 14.24 
Anno proxime lapso, nonnulli ipsius ville, populum eiusdem fortiter concit-
ando, Dei timore et nostre correctionis postposito, nostram magestatem 
offendere non verentes, diabolico spiritu incitati, manu armata et mente 
deliberata ad callum ipsius aljame hostiliter accesserunt et ausibus inde-
bitis violenter ostias ipsius callis tamen securibus et allis [sic] armorum 
generibus fregerunt et etiam destruxerunt ipsumque callum intrarunt 
unanimiter et potenter clamosis vocibus emittentes “Muyren los traydors” 
et, hiis non contenti, sed mala peyoribus comulantes, hospitia ipsorum 
judeorum nequiter dimitarunt lanceis, lapidibus et sagitis et demum in 
eis intrantes, res et bona omnia eorumdem tamquam raptores secum per-
peram asportarunt et plura instrumenta ac scripturas ipsorum judeorum 
diversorum contractuum laniarunt et etiam conburserunt et plures judeos 
ipsius aljame inaniter occiderunt et quosdam alios atrociter percusserunt 
et etiam vulnerarunt et plura alia dampna gravia et inmensa, injurias, 
ofensas, raubarias molestias et violentias ipsis judeis fecerunt.
(In the year just passed [i.e. 1348], some individuals of this town strongly aroused its people to put aside the fear of God and our authority, not 
hesitating to offend our majesty. Incited by a diabolical spirit, with armed hand and deliberate intent, they came maliciously to the call of the Jewish community [aljama] and with unwarranted recklessness they violently broke down and destroyed the gates of this call with axes and other types of weapons, and they even destroyed the call itself, entering into it all together and shouting loudly with raised voices, “Kill the traitors” [Muyren los traydors]. And not satisfied with that, but rivaling terrible acts with even worse things, they ruthlessly raided Jewish homes with 
spears, stones, and arrows. And, finally entering the said houses, they took away all the goods and property of the Jews, just as if they were 
24 The quoted passage is couched as a reported speech clause (introduced with 
quod), which explains the verb forms used here. Note that the incendiary cry “Kill the 
traitors” is quoted in Catalan, not in Latin. A different English translation of a longer 
selection from this document can be found in Aberth (2005: 142-43).
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were wounded, and they inflicted many terrible evils, grave injuries, 
offenses, robberies, harms, and atrocities and on these Jews.)
Description of the Uprisings of Barcelona, Cervera, and Tàrrega by 
Hayyim Galipapa, as Preserved in the Chronicle of Joseph ha-Cohen
Excerpted from ha-Kohen 1557–58/1981: זמ–חמ. 
 הזיבבו שפנ םירשעכ םהמ וגרהיו הנוליצראבב רשא 'ה םע לע ומוקיו ברע תעל תבשה םויב יהיו
תיו תחקלתמ שאו ףטוש םשגו רטמו תולוק ןתנ 'חו םימחלנ םדוע בשה רמוא ןיאו םדי תא וחלש־
 ורצע אלו םדימ םיראשנה ולציו הילודגו ריעה ירש םג וכליו םתפש 'ה ללב םהילע םימקה ולהב
 םש רכזי אלו יוגמ םדיחכנ םירמואה םהילע םימקה ובר יכ רטמהו תולוקה תויה םרטב םליצהל חכ
 דוע םימיל יהיו .ןמאו ןמא ןואה ילעופ תא םכילוי םתולקלקע םיטמהו םיבוטל 'ה ביטיי דוע לארשי
אשנהו םדי תא וחלש הזיבבו שפנ הרשע הנמשכ וגרריו הריבריצ ריעב רשא םידוהיה לע ומוקיו־
 ירישעה םויב השלש דוע םימיל יהיו םיברל וקיצה רפאו קשו םתייח םוצב ונעיו םשפנל וחרב םיר
 שפנ תואמ שלשמ רתוי דבאו םידוהיב וכיו הגיראט יבשוי םג ומוקיו םשפנ תונע םויב בא שדחל
 רתסב ןתמב םהירכמ תיב לא םשפנל וחרב םיראשנדו םדי תא וחלש הזיבבו קר רוב לא םובחסיו
.אוהה רהמנה םויב וששובתי אלו םנינק לכמ םימורע וראשיו םעזה רובע דע
(He arrived Saturday evening, which was when the Lord rose against 
the people who were in Barcelona. About twenty people were killed and de spoileda and nobody said “Hold back!”b The uprising was continu­ing when a storm broke outc and then, before the rain fell and lightning struck, those who had risen up against the Jews took fright. The Lord confused their speech.d Then came the elders of the city and the leading men and they rescued the survivors. Before the thunder and the rain had scared them, there were many who were rioting against the Jews and say­
ing “Exterminate them from among the nations! Let the name of Israel be remembered no more.”e May the Lord reward the good and may he tort­ment those who turned themselves into malefactors.f Amen, Amen. 
After some days, people in the town of Cervera rose up against the Jews, killing about eighteen of them and despoiling them.g The survivors fled, mor-tify ing their souls with fasting and sack cloth and ashes and suffering greatly.h
And after three more days, in the tenth day of the month of Av, which is 
a day of mortification, the inhabitants of Tàrrega also rose up against the Jews. They killed more than three hundred people and dragged them to an empty cistern, and despoiled them.i The survivors fled to the homes of acquaintances and remained hidden until the fury subsided.j On that rash day, they remained naked of all their possessions but without shame.k)a Esther 9. 10, 15, 16  b  Isaiah 42. 22  c 1 Samuel 12. 11  d Genesis 11. 7 e Psalms 83. 4  f  Psalms 125. 4  g  Esther 9. 10, 15, 16  h Esther 4. 1, 2 i  Esther 9. 10, 15, 16  j  Isaiah 26. 20  k  Genesis 2. 25
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Part II: The Material Evidence
The Site
In 2007, in preparation for the construction of a housing development in 
an area classified as an historic site, excavations began at the Maset hill in 
the town of Tàrrega. It had already been reported that skeletons had been found in the area, during prior work on the street leading to the develop­ment, so an anthropologist was present when the archeological dig began. 
In conjunction with this investigation, historian J. X. Muntané (2007b) conducted an assessment of the Llibres d’estimes for the year 1501,25 from 
25 In medieval Catalan municipalities, the property registers called llibres d’estimes (books also known as del manifest or de valies) were used to assess taxes on their 
Figure 1. Overview of the Communal Graves
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which he deduced the possible location of a medieval Jewish cemetery on that same site, which is known as “Les Roquetes.” This hypothesis was 
confirmed by the discovery of two rings bearing Hebrew inscriptions and 
other remains indicative of Jewish burial customs (Colet at al. 2009; Colet 
and Ruı�z 2014), as evinced by similar findings in the Jewish cemeteries 
of Valladolid (Moreda and Serrano 2009), Barcelona (Duran and Millas 
1947), and the street of Nové Město in Prague (Wallisová 2011).The archeological excavations in the western sector of the cemetery revealed a concentration of anthropomorphic tombs, of a kind resembling sunken baths, covered with slabs of rock. This may be considered the old­est part of the cemetery, based on the typology of similar tombs found on 
Montjuic in Barcelona and in Girona (Casanovas Miró 2003). Also uncov­ered were six communal graves containing the remains of at least sixty­nine individuals (Figure 1). The total number of individuals interred in all of these graves cannot be determined at the present time, because the graves clearly extend to the south, beyond the excavated area.
The Graves The communal grave shown in Figure 2 (designated FS [fossa comuna] 
161) is located furthest to the west of the excavated area. Its shape, like that of the other graves, is roughly rectangular. The north and south walls of this particular pit have been lost, perhaps due to erosion of the hillside’s steep northern slope; erosion could also account for the destruction of the 
inhabitants’ property (houses, gardens, mills, fields, vineyards, etc.). Each owner made a detailed declaration, under oath, of real estate held in the municipality, and a value was then established as the basis for calculating the tax owed.
Figure 2. Communal Grave (FS) 161
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south wall. However, there is another possible explanation for the absence 
of the grave’s north wall: it could be that this grave and FS 163 (situated 
immediately to north: see below) formed a single pit, and that there was originally an empty space between the groups of bodies interred here.One feature evident in this comunal grave is the limited breadth of the 
east-west axis. (This is the case in all of the graves except for FS 54: see 
below.) In this grave, the shaft is only about 1.5 meters wide, constraining the bodies contained within it. Placement of the bodies in the pits there­fore involved either bending the legs or forcing the heads downward, to adapt them to this narrow space. The position of these bodies is sugges­tive of the speed with which they were buried. 
In this particular grave, at least ten individuals were interred, among them a child aged between seven and twelve, an individual of indetermi­
nate sex between seventeen and twenty-five years old, three men and a 
woman all aged between twenty-five and thirty-five years, two men aged 
forty and fifty, and one adult individual of indeterminate sex. One of the 
bodies (EU26 1173) was found with a set of five buttons located under the 
right collarbone. (See the further discussion of this evidence below.)The grave shown in Figure 3 (FS 163) is unusual when compared to 
the others. In the first place, a wooden cover was found beneath the land­
fill. This cover was made of pine,27 in accordance with Jewish burial prac­
26 In Catalan, EU is the acronym for the stratigraphic unit associated with every 
individual in a communal grave (FS). 
27 Dr. Raquel Piqué, of the Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona, has made a study of these remains.
Figure 3. Communal Grave 
(FS) 163
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tices (de Vries 1929/2001: 253). Another special feature of this grave is the degree of anatomical disarticulation exhibited by the human remains 
within it. Of the (at least eight) distinct individuals whose remains have been found in this grave,28 only one has remained partially articulated. 
Analysis of the skulls yields the following information about the victims: one child aged three or four, two young women between twenty and thirty years of age, a man and a woman between the ages of thirty and forty, a woman aged between forty and forty­four years, a woman aged between 
fifty and sixty years, and an adult woman of undetermined age.
Also found in this grave were artifacts that might constitute the pieces 
of a necklace associated with the child buried here (EU 1185). Such arti­facts might be considered amulets, either on the basis of the material from 
which they are made or the manner of their production (Colet et al. 2010). The child in question appears to have suffered from a slight malforma­tion of the lower limbs, which may account for the necklace of protective charms, meant to safeguard or heal the child.The communal grave shown in Figure 4 (FS 54) has retained only 
its west wall. Unlike the rest of the graves, the breadth of its east-west axis suited the heights of the individuals buried there, since their legs 
28 In Catalan, the NMI or minimum number of individuals.
Figure 4. Communal Grave (FS) 54
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are unbent and their skulls intact. It contains the remains of at least five 
individuals whose body were carefully prepared for burial. However, the 
bodies of individuals EU 1051 and 1053 appear to have been moved, caus­ing disarticulation of the skeletons and depositing some remains atop the 
right leg of the individual EU 1052. Individual EU 1055 also appears to 
have been moved slightly. All of these movements could be interpreted as the result of successive burials or the later reopening of the graves, 
actions which (voluntarily or involuntarily) displaced the remains.This grave contains two individuals of indeterminate sex, one between ten and twelve years old and the other around seventeen, a young woman 
aged between seventeen and twenty-five, a man aged between twenty-
five and thirty-five years, and a woman aged between thirty-three and 
forty-five years.The grave shown in Figure 5 (FS 162) has a north-south axis measuring 
5.4 meters, while the east-west axis ranges between 1.3 and 1.51 meters. Due to the limited breadth of the latter axis, those burying the individuals contained in it had to force their bodies into the grave. Yet these burials 
do not fill the entire grave, which extends about a meter and a half further to the north. Noteworthy features of this grave are the discoveries of a white glazed ceramic jar, buried near the bottom and almost intact, and 
also part of a white glazed ceramic lid, found on the north side. Interest­
ingly, a fragment of the same lid was discovered in the landfill of another 
grave (FS 166: see below). This proves that both graves were covered over at the same time, but the unusual presence of these ceramic materials in the graves has not yet been explained. 
Figure 5. Communal Grave (FS) 162
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This grave, FS 162, contains the remains of at least twenty individuals. 
As in the case of FS 161 (see Figure 2 above), the mangled positions of the 
bodies indicate the speed with which burial was performed. Identifiable remains include those of a perinatal or newborn child of indeterminate sex, a child who was about six months old, two children aged between two 
and three years, a child of five to six years, two children of indeterminate sex between the ages of six and seven, a boy and a girl between thirteen 
and fifteen years of age, two young men and two young women between 
eighteen and twenty-five years old, two men and a woman between 
twenty-five and thirty years of age, and four adult individuals of indeter­minate sex.The communal grave shown in Figure 6 (FS 164) has yielded, so far, 
the largest number of remains. However, it has not been excavated in its entirety, because it extends to the south of the area that could be accessed 
in 2007. Moreover, the north side has been destroyed, possibly by ero­
sion. The excavated length of the north-south axis measures 7.74 meters 
in length. The east-west axis measures approximately 1.56 meters. The most obvious of this grave’s noteworthy features is the fact that the bodies placed further to the south display a lower degree of anatomical articula­
tion than those to the north. While the latter are clearly individualized, those in the sourthern edge of the grave have been jumbled together, although they maintain a certain uniform orientation, with the heads placed toward the west.
In this grave, buttons have been recovered among the remains of two 
individuals: a female of undetermined age (EU 1201) and an adult male 
(EU 1211). A number of coins and the key to a chest have also been found 
(designated MCUT29 4653). A minimum of twenty-five individuals can be 
29 The acronym denoting the artifact’s number in the inventory of the Museu 
Comarcal de l’Urgell-Tàrrega. 
Figure 6. Communal Grave (FS) 164
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identified. Among them are a child aged approximately six years, six chil­
dren aged between seven and twelve, a girl between thirteen and fifteen years of age, three young women and two young men between twenty and thirty years of age, a woman and two men aged between thirty and forty years, two women and three men aged between forty and sixty years, a man in his sixties, and three individuals of indeterminate age (two men 
and an individual of indeterminate sex).The grave shown in Figure 7 (FS 166) is located farthest to the east of 
the area excavated at Les Roquetes. As with FS 164, the southern arm of the grave extends beyond the range of the archaeological dig and was not fully excavated. The north wall has been destroyed, either due to erosion or previous human efforts to prevent water from leaking into the area (a 
problem that persists today). The breadth of the grave’s east-west axis 
varies between 1.42 and 1.57 meters. In addition to the fragment of pot­tery noted above, identifed as part of the lid to the ceramic jar found in 
FS 162, another set of coins was also found.
FS 166 contains the remains of at least twelve individuals of both sexes, 
as in FS 161 and 162. Among them are a child aged five to six years, two children between the ages of seven and twelve, two adolescents between twelve and twenty years of age, three individuals aged between twenty and thirty, and four aged between thirty to forty.
Figure 7. Communal Grave (FS) 166
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Summary Analysis of the Archeological Evidence
The excavation of these communal graves and the findings described above have allowed us to draw up the following hypotheses. 
The fact that one of the skeletons in FS 161 (Figure 2) has retained a 
set of five buttons (located under the right collarbone), and the discovery 
of additional buttons in FS 164 (Figure 6), indicates that these bodies may have been clothed at the time burial. This possibility is reinforced by the 
discovery of sets of coins in two graves (FS 164 and FS 166: Figures 6 and 
7). The way these coins were found, clustered together, indicates that they were contained in receptacles of perishable material, such as purses, that could have been hidden within outer garments. 
All of the burials in these communal graves conform to the orientation characteristic of Jewish ritual, with the heads to the west and the feet to 
the east. We wish to highlight that this was so in all cases, even in those graves where decomposition has caused the skeletons to fall apart. Cer­tain care can also be discerned in the placing of individuals’ remains: 
efforts were taken to avoid piling them up. We believe that the careful ori­entation and disposition of the bodies indicates that they were buried by the surviving members of the Jewish community.
In one of the graves (FS 164: Figure 6), the bones show evidence of violent trauma visible to the naked eye. The later anthropological study of 
the remains (summarized below) showed that over half the bodies in the six communal graves show signs of violent trauma as the cause of death, which occurred either immediately or in the hours following the attack. The demographic distribution of the people buried in these commu­nal graves reveals that they include all age groups—from a newborn to adults over the age of sixty—and that both sexes are equally represented: evidence that suggests an indiscriminate attack on those interred in this section of Les Roquetes.
A numismatic study of the two sets of coins found in graves FS 166 
and FS 164 proposes a date no later than the mid-fourteenth century 
(Clua 2009). This chronology is backed by the Carbon-14 dating of one 
of the skeletons (EU 1220) found in grave FS 164, which is datable to the 
years 1280–1391 CE (CNA1644 cal 2σ30). The dating obtained from these assessments accords with what is known about the uprising in Tàrrega. 
30 This has been established by the Centro Nacional de Aceleradores attached to 
the Universidad de Sevilla–Junta de Andalucı�a and the Spanish Consejo Superior de 
Investigaciones Científicas (CSIC). 
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All of these indications lead us to propose that the 1348 uprising against the Jewish community of Tàrrega, which is well documented in written sources, is now documented, too, in the communal graves found in Tàrrega’s Jewish cemetery. The survivors of the uprising—who, as the historical documentation implies, were almost all from the Jewish com­munity—had to bury their dead. But the magnitude of the violence must 
have generated considerable fear among the survivors, making it difficult 
to lay the slain members of their community to rest immediately. At the same time, the massacre had occurred at high summer and in the con­text of the plague epidemic, which means that the survivors would have 
worked quickly once it seemed safe to do so. All of this explains the deci­sion to bury a large number of bodies in communal graves that were not always of a suitable size.Communal burial is not common in Jewish burial rites, under most documented conditions. There are, however, notable exceptions.31 In the 
medieval Christian territories of the Iberian Peninsula, a contemporary example can be found in Valencia, where the Jewish community was also 
the target of violence (Calvo Gálvez 2003). But in this case, the shape of the mass grave was roughly polygonal and it contained forty bodies, heaped 
up and mixed together. As can be inferred from the disposition of those bodies that have retained anatomical articulation, the dead were gathered and buried within a brief period of time, since rigor mortis had not yet 
set in, in the majority of cases. A significant percentage of the individu­
als buried in the Valencia gravesite (30%) also display traumatic lesions. These lesions are especially discernible in skeletons of ten male adults, and were caused by fatal and intentional wounds. The other individuals in this grave may have died of plague, as their bodies show no signs of violence. The majority were adult males, and only one child and one ado­
lescent have been identified.
Unlike the uprising in Tàrrega, the attack on the Jews in Valencia is not 
documented in either Christian or Jewish sources. However, the discov­ery of two coins among a pile of materials dumped into the upper part of 
the grave suggests that the most feasible date for this mass burial is 1348 
(Calvo Gálvez and Lerma 1998). Comparing the Valencian grave with those at Les Roquetes highlights several important differences between 
them. In Tàrrega, the attack on the Jewish community was indiscrimate, since representatives of the entire Jewish population (men and women 
of all ages) are found in the communal graves. In Valencia, the attack was 
31 Multiple burials have been found at Córdoba: see Larrea and Hiedra 2010. See 
also the study of the medieval Jewish cemetery in Prague by Wallisová (2011).
 82 ANNA COLET et al.selective and most of the individuals in the grave were adult men, some of whom may have been victims of the plague and not of violence. The differ­ences between the distribution of the bodies in the two sites also shows 
that the Jewish burial customs were observed (to at least a certain extent) at the Tàrrega site, where it is highly likely that survivors of the attack there buried their own dead. Elsewhere in Europe, evidence for the mass or communal burial 
of Jews also tends to confirm that such burials result from violence. In 
2004, a well containing seventeen skeletons was dicovered in Norwich, 
England: the remains of eleven children (between the ages of two and fif­
teen) and six adults, all dated between the twelfth and thirteenth centu­
ries. Although the initial identification of these individuals as Jews was 
controversial, and the results of ancient DNA testing generated much debate, subsequent analyses suggest that they were indeed the victims of violence, and they have since been given a Jewish burial.32 Excavations 
at the Jewish cemetery of Jewbury (York, England) have revealed contem­poraneous evidence of communal burials: in this case, a series of tombs hold more than one body, and this may be interpreted as a solution to the burial of family members who died at the same time, or of people who 
died on the same day. Although it is unclear whether such unusual mea­sures were taken as a result of an attack on the Jews of York, it is undeni­able that there was a marked increase in violence there during the late 
twelfth and thirteenth centuries (Lilley et al. 1994: 338–39 and 380–81).33  Other communal and mass burials dating from the fourteenth cen­tury have been found in the lands of Christian Europe, mostly connected 
(as shown by aDNA analysis) with the arrival of plague. The fact that no signs of violence are discernible on the remains of those buried in these 
graves makes it plausible (in cases where DNA studies have not been car­
ried out) that they died from infectious disease (Ollich 2012; Kacki and 
Castex 2012). Yet attacks on Jewish communities occurred in places other 
than Tàrrega and Valencia during 1348. The first documented assaults 
32 See the summary “Bodies in Norwich Well Buried in Jewish Cemetary, published online at The History Blog <http://www.thehistoryblog.com/archives/24175> 
[accessed May 13, 2014].
33 Violence against the Jewish communities of both Norwich and York (in particular) has been very well documented, and this violence escalated toward the end of the twelfth century. On the slaughter of the Jewish communty at York in the pogrom of 
1190, see Jones and Watson (2013). It should be noted that violent attacks on the Jews of England did not occur during the Black Death; Jews had already been expelled 
from the realm in 1290.
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occurred in Toulon, in April, and then in other places in Provence.34 The 
wave of attacks later spread to Swiss and German cities (Cohn 2007). The archeological evidence from Tàrrega thus helps to substantiate the docu­mentary records of all these events.
Anthropological Field AnalysisThis section will focus on the particular features of the bodies buried in 
the six communal graves at Les Roquetes. As noted above, the archeo­logical excavation uncovered the remains of at least sixty­nine individu­als interred in this section of the Jewish cemetery and revealed the care­ful arrangement of the bodies in these graves. The bodies were oriented with the heads to the west and the feet to the east, in accordance wth Jewish burial practices. The individuality of the bodies was maintained insofar as was possible, by avoiding the piling of corpses. These facts, again, make it likely that the surviving members of the Jewish commu­nity took charge of the burial, despite the tense atmosphere that no doubt 
prevailed in Tàrrega after the uprising. However, the condition of those human remains which do not maintain anatomical articulation suggests 
that the period between the time of death and final burial must have been long. This evidence allows for differentiation among the graves, depend­
ing on the degree of articulation displayed by certain bodies. This field study accordingly offers some hypotheses about events that occurred at the time of death and burial, based on this data.Graves containing primary deposits—that is, bodies that have remained 
intact up to the time of excavation (e.g., FS 54: Figure 4)—indicate that the decomposition process took place entirely on site, after burial. Once deposited, these bodies would not have been shifted, aside from the nor­
mal movement caused by natural taphonomic processes. If there had been 
any outside intervention, these displacements would be reflected in the excavated skeletal material, which would then be considered secondary deposits.
Graves that contain bodies displaying significant joint disarticulation suggest that these bodies had started to decompose prior to burial, prob­ably in a different place, before they were brought to the site. The graves 
FS 163 and FS 166 (Figures 3 and 7) contain remains with little or no discernible anatomical articulations. The burial of these remains would therefore have taken place some time after the death of the victims. This period would have been long enough to allow the process of decompo­
34 See note 5. 
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sition to begin, thus explaining the loosened joints leading to disarticu­
lation. Despite the difficulty of establishing the amount of time that had elapsed before burial, it is important to note that the remains found in this secondary state were still carefully disposed. Special care was taken to arrange the skulls of the victims, and to align all heads and feet on the west­east axis. This further demonstrates the intention to follow the pre­cepts of Jewish burial in laying out these remains, as well as the intention to avoid overcrowding.Graves of a mixed type, containing the remains of both primary and 
secondary deposits, are represented by FS 161, FS 162, and FS 164 (Fig-
ure 8). These graves are characterized by the burial of a core group of individuals whose remains display relatively good anatomical articula­
tion (primary deposits), accompanied on one side or both ends of the 
grave by secondary deposits of bones. Although skulls and limbs have often become disconnected, the disposition of these remains still adheres 
to Jewish burial customs. As already noted, the differing degrees of joint articulation exhibited in all cases is remarkable and provides information that allows for study of the time elapsed between the death of an indi­
vidual and his or her final burial.
Although the reasons for this variety in the burial pattern are still unknown, the two decisive variables are the location of an individual corpse during the interval between death and burial as well as the amount of time elapsed during that interval. During the time of chaos and inse­curity immediately following the uprising and the assault on the Jews of 
Tàrrega, it is difficult to imagine that survivors would have dared to bury the victims. They would have had to wait for a certain degree of security to be re­established by royal authorities before preparations for ritual 
Figure 8. Detail of a Communal Grave Containing Primary and Secondary Deposits
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burial could begin. During this period, the bodies of victims could have been kept in a secluded place away from the town, so as to prevent the 
spread of disease and also to protect the bodies. In fact, Galipapa’s testi­mony refers to a cistern where bodies might possibly have been stored 
until the moment of the burial (Muntané 2009: 175). Thus, both the time 
between death and final burial, and the conditions in which bodies were preserved during this period, are likely to explain the different degrees of anatomical articulation found in the bodies of several graves.Before we move to assess evidence for the circumstances of the victims’ deaths, it is important to emphasize that the feet of many individual bod­ies were missing at the time of their interment (see Figure 9). Of the sev­enty­one recovered legs displaying good overall anatomical preservation and articulation, only thirty­six retain the foot connected with the rest of the limb. The explanation for this phenomenon is not related to the attack itself, since the affected limbs do not show any evidence of violence: that is, the missing feet were not amputated during the assault on the call. On the contrary, the disappearance of the feet occurred after death and prob­
ably before the corpses’ final disposal in the graves. The distal regions of the legs in question do not show signs that would lead us to infer that the feet were removed by a cutting tool. Rather, the perfectly preserved state of anatomical articulation could suggest that the feet were acciden­tally pulled off when those preparing the corpses for burial attempted to remove shoes by tugging at them: an action that would not have severed the connective tissues, were they still intact. Moreover, the fact that no iso­lated foot bones were recovered during the excavation indicates that feet were removed when the bodies were already skeletonized, and that this occurred before the time of burial. 
Figure 9. Bodies Lacking Feet  
(Detail of Figure 4)
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We can offer possible hypotheses that relate this phenomenon to the 
time elapsed between death and burial. As previously mentioned, this period must have been relatively long, and some of the bodies were clearly 
affected by advanced decomposition. It may well be, then, that some of these individual bodies lost their feet in the course of their transfer to 
the grave. We might also consider the possibility that it was necessary to reuse footwear in a time of crisis, such as that which prevailed after the uprising, provided that the removal of shoes from severely decomposed 
bodies did not affect the rest of the skeleton. Alternatively, the removal 
of shoes (and feet) could be interpreted as a posthumous act of revenge by Christians of the town,35 but performed so skillfully so as to leave no 
anatomical evidence of damage to the distal part of the legs. In any case, no separate foot skeletons were retrieved, and we await further evidence that might lead to the resolution of this mystery.
Anthropological Laboratory AnalysisThis section summarizes the results of the laboratory analysis of human remains recovered from the Tàrrega cemetery at Les Roquetes, data that helps to reconstruct the events that occurred during the assault on the Jewish call in July of 1348. This study accounts for all of the individuals—at leasy sixty­nine in number—whose remains have been recovered so far and from which a demographic reconstruction could be made (with the 
proviso that the cemetery has still not yet been completely excavated). Those individuals represent all age groups and both sexes, and present 
a demographic profile very similar to that of the people buried in other parts of the cemetery. Therefore, it seems clear that the attack was per­petrated against the Jewish population as a whole, without any apparent intentional selection of victims.
Focusing on the age of the victims, we find that 32% are subadult indi­
viduals (i.e., individuals below the age of approximately twenty years) 
and 67% are individuals of adult age, leaving a remainder of 1% whose age has not yet been determined due to the poor preservation of those remains. The pattern of mortality shows that young adults (aged twenty 
to thirty) are in the majority, making up 30% of the people buried in the communal graves. 
35 For example, the narrative account of the pogrom against the Jews in the Provençal 
town of Toulon, an event which occurred during April 1348, notes that the massacred Jews, who had been left dead in the streets, were stripped of their clothes (“et suis 
vestibus spoliatos projessiaverunt”). See Cremieux 1931: 59.
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Regarding the distribution of sexes, we should highlight the imbalance 
found between the proportion of males (31%) and females (50%). Per­
haps the 19% of individuals whose sex could not be determined figures in 
this disparity, but poor preservation of some remains and the difficulty of 
diagnosing the sex of subadult individuals prevent further identifications 
at this time. Indeed, individuals for whom it was not possible to determine 
either age or sex constitute 32% of the total number of buried in the com­munal graves. This means that we cannot establish whether individuals of 
a particular sex or age group were targeted during the uprising. However, the evidence overall suggests that the attack was perpetrated against the community at large, with no discrimination as to age or sex.Laboratory analysis strengthens this hypothesis because it shows that the majority of individuals buried in the graves (at least thirty­seven out 
of sixty-nine) suffered injuries traumatic enough to mark the bone. We 
counted 155 injuries in total, both cranial (105 cases: see Figure 10) and 
skeletal (fifty cases: see Figure 11). The characteristics of these lesions 
and the number of injuries identified in each case (up to twenty-two inju­
ries were afflicted on a single individual) further establishes the brutality of the attack, which seems to have been intended to eradicate the Jewish 
community of Tàrrega. As for the thirty-two individuals for whom no injury of this type can be discerned, this lack of evidence may be due (on the one 
Figure 10. Example of Cranial Injury
Figure 11. Example of Skeletal Injury
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hand) to the poor state of preservation of some remains or (on the other) to cases where the fatal injury occurred in soft tissue without penetrating to the bone, thus leaving no visible traces on the skeleton. Moreover, this hypothesis is supported by the fact that individuals who exhibit no such markings were buried simultaneously and alongside those whose wounds are evident, thus indicating that all those buried in the communal graves 
died within the same period of time. In addition, some of those without evi­dent wounds could have died of plague or other infectious diseases during that time, and would then have been buried with the rest of the victims. 
Unfortunately, no aDNA tests have been performed, but comparison of the paleodemography of Les Roquetes with other cemeteries bearing witness to catastrophic episodes may hint at the effects of plague on the pattern 
of mortality here (Margerison and Knüsel 2002; Gowland and Chamber­
lain 2005). The demographic profile of a community’s plague victims is often closely aligned with that of the population at large, because all the individuals have an approximately equal probability of dying, irrespective 
of age or sex (Keckler 1997). However, the simultaneity of the uprising in Tàrrega and the plague epidemic masks the effects of each. Of the thirty­seven individuals who were detected to have injuries caused by violence, ten are children and the remaining twenty­seven are 
adults. As for the distribution by gender, twelve female and fifteen male 
individuals could be identified with this type of injury, maintaining the same equity mentioned in the demographics of those buried in the mass graves. Thus, there is no discernible difference between the injuries 
inflicted on any age group or sex, demonstrating once again the indiscrim­
inate attack that the Jewish inhabitants of Tàrrega suffered. It is important also to acknowledge the evidence of cruelty towards the defenseless, such 
as the male individual EU 1215, found in grave FS 164. This man sustained 
at least twenty-two injuries, twelve inflicted on the skull and ten on the rest of the body (Figure 12). A careful study of the remains revealed that this individual had an old fracture in his right leg that had healed poorly, 
with osteomyelitis in the right tibia and fibula. This old injury would have 
made escape difficult, since the victim would not have been able to run and thus would have been an easy target. This is further evidenced by the extensive leg injuries that he apparently suffered during the attack.The detailed study of such trauma and speculation about the weapons 
and tools used during the attack enable us to fill an important gap in the exisiting scholarship and to begin reconstructing the events that occurred. 
Examining the types of imprints left on the bones—cuts, fractures, fis­sures, and so forth—allows us to extrapolate information about the types of weapon that were used during the assaults on each individual, pro­
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vided that the mark has not been degraded by the passage of time and the conditions of burial. Thus, in the case of perimortem trauma (i.e., injuries 
sustained around the time of death that could be the cause of death), the most common injuries are those made by sharp objects such as swords, axes, and sickles, all of which produced a clean cut to the bone. These 
appear in 153 cases (out of 155 visible injuries), representing 98.7% of all 
the injuries documented. In these cases, the cut is seen to follow a more or less straight line, indicating the energy and skill behind the blow. Based on the cuts observed both on the skull and the rest of the skeleton, it can 
Figure 12. Cranial and Skeletal Injuries 
to a Single Individual (EU 1215)
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be determined that such injuries were incurred by sharp blows inflicted 
with a lot of energy, using tools that were quite sharp. In some cases, the force of the blows was so great that all the bone was sectioned, amputat­
ing a limb. We also find crush injuries or fractures. These are caused by the impact of a blunt instrument, again with considerable weight behind the blow, but made at a slower speed that fails to penetrate the bone. These objects could be stones or heavy objects that were thrown, causing 
injury that radiated widely and resulted in contusions. In the graves of Les Roquetes, there is only one such case: an injury to the skull. There was also a unique case of a skull injury caused by the impact of a rectangular object wielded with so much strength and energy that it penetrated the bone, leaving a characteristic mark. This injury can be seen in the skull of 
the individual EU 1215 (Figure 12) and was dealt with a force sufficient to shatter the skull. The shape and position of the lesion (just on the cranial 
vault) allows us to surmise that the weapon could have been an ax handle 
or the handle of a sword. In this case, the bone fragment resulting from the impact was recovered inside the skull.
In conclusion, therefore, we can say that laboratory analysis has 
allowed us to clarify and confirm the archeological evidence and the 
results of the anthropological analysis undertaken on site. It also corrobo­rates the existing documentary narratives of the events that occurred dur­ing the uprising and proves that many of those buried at Les Roquetes lost their lives during that bloody attack.
Part III: Conclusions
The significance of the Tàrrega site is clear. It is an exceptional archeologi­cal record of events previously documented only by written accounts. To 
date, the attack against the Jewish citizens of Tàrrega is the first for which both documentary and archeological evidence have been found, helping to substantiate reports that many Jewish communities suffered atrocities 
between 1348 and 1349. The excavation of the communal graves has enabled us to reconstruct, in part, the events that occurred during the attack on the Jewish quar­ter and to compare archeological evidence with that of the documentary 
sources. As the remains show and the sources explain, not all of the vic­tims were buried immediately after the uprising. The sources mention that some of the dead were tossed into a cistern—a fact that the arche­ology and anthropology cannot substantiate, but that is consistent with the varying degrees of anatomical articulation exhibited by the bodies 
recovered so far. We think that all of the individuals found in the com­
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munal graves were victims of the attack on the Jewish quarter in 1348, but those whose remains exhibit a higher degree articulation were buried 
first, while those whose remains are disarticulated remained unburied for a period of time, long enough for the process of decomposition to advance. During the archeological excavation, it was not possible to document 
the different phases of the burial process. However, the evidence of graves 
FS 161 and 163 (Figures 2 and 3) is suggestive in this regard. During the initial excavations, these were interpreted as two different structures; 
but given the fact that they are adjacent—and the fact that field work did 
not uncover the north wall of FS 161 or the south wall of FS 163—they 
could correspond to two different initiatives. The first of these would have 
been the burial of the bodies in FS 161. Having been partially filled with earth, this grave was then used to bury the bodies we initially assigned to 
FS 163. This suggests that a prudent gap was left between the first set of 
burials and the second set. (The space between the individuals in FS 161 
and FS 163 is 1.5 meters.) 
The same hypothesis is plausible for the grave FS 164 (Figure 6): here, the remains displaying a high degree of anatomical articulation are sep­
arated by 50 cm from those that had begun to decompose. The former group of bodies could have been placed in the grave and covered with earth. The rest of the bodies were then added, towards the southern end of the structure, when they had already begun to decompose. 
In general, the care with which all of these individuals were originally interred leads us to surmise that they were buried by the surviving mem­
bers of the Jewish community in Tàrrega. Although full observance of all funeral rites was impossible, bodies were arranged with the heads to the west and care was taken not to heap the bodies on top of one another. Study of the written sources referring to the medieval Jewish commu­nity of Tàrrega reveals evidence that could not be gleaned from archaeol­
ogy or anthropology (Muntané 2007a and 2012b; Ruı�z and Subirà 2009). The study of the documentation also enabled the location of the Jewish 
quarter and its cemetery to be determined (Muntané 2014a). The latter 
has now been confirmed by the excavation in Les Roquetes, and archeo­logical evidence and anthropological analysis have supplied further infor­
mation about aspects of Jewish funeral rites and beliefs (Colet 2014; Colet 
and Ruı�z 2014). Perhaps most importantly, our combined efforts have 
made it possible to confirm both the occurrence of the uprising, its con­nection with the Black Death and the ongoing economic crisis within the 
Crown of Aragon (Garcia Biosca 2014), and the resulting severity of the 
attack on Tàrrega’s Jews in 1348.
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Abstract In 2007, excavations in a suburb of the Catalan town of Tàrrega identi­
fied the possible location of the medieval Jewish cemetery. Subsequent excava­
tions confirmed that multiple individuals buried in six communal graves had suf­fered violent deaths. The present study argues that these communal graves can be connected to a well­documented assault on the Jews of Tàrrega that occurred in 
1348: long known as one of the earliest episodes of anti-Jewish violence related to the Black Death, but never before corroborated by physical remains. This study places textual sources, both Christian and Jewish, alongside the recently discov­ered archeological evidence of the violence.
Keywords Pogrom, anti­Jewish violence, Catalonia, Jewish cemeteries, communal graves, bioarcheology, Black Death.
THE ANTHROPOLOGy OF PLAGUE:
INSIGHTS FROM BIOARCHEOLOGICAL 
ANALySES OF EPIDEMIC CEMETERIES
SHaron n. deWitte
ThE BLACk DEATh, the first outbreak of medieval plague that swept 
through Eurasia and Northern Africa in the mid-fourteenth century, was one of the most devastating epidemics in human history.1 The epidemic killed tens of millions of people in Europe alone within a very short period 
of time (Benedictow 2004; Cohn 2002; Dols 1977; Wood, Ferrell, and 
DeWitte-Avina 2003). This disease initiated or enhanced social, demo­
graphic, and economic changes throughout Western Eurasia and Northern 
Africa (see, for example, essays by Borsch 2014, Carmichael 2014, Colet et 
al. 2014, and Green 2014—all in this issue), and thus has attracted the 
interest of a variety of researchers for decades. In addition to its impor­tance in shaping events hundreds of years ago, the Black Death continues to be of interest today, in part because the epidemic was caused by the same pathogen that causes modern plague, the bacterium Yersinia pestis. Given molecular evidence that the Plague of Justinian (c. sixth to eighth 
centuries CE) was also caused by Y. pestis (Harbeck et al. 2013; Wagner 
et al. 2014; Wiechmann and Grupe 2005), the Black Death was a terrible 
manifestation of a disease that has affected humans for nearly fifteen hun­dred years. The continued existence and threat of plague means that it is crucial to understand the extent of the geographic and temporal variation of the disease so that we might best be prepared for its effects on our spe­cies in the future. This paper focuses on the reconstruction of medieval Black Death mor­tality patterns, particularly those patterns that have been estimated using 
I am grateful to Jelena Bekvalac and Rebecca Redfern at the Museum of London’s 
Centre for Human Bioarchaeology for providing access to the East Smithfield skele-
tons; and to Jesper Boldsen, Syddansk Universitet Odense, for providing access 
to the Danish cemetery samples. I am also grateful to Monica Green and the two anonymous reviewers for reading and providing comments on an earlier version of this manuscript. Funding for my research, which is summarized in this paper, was 
provided by the National Science Foundation (grant number BCS-0406252) and the 
Wenner-Gren Foundation for Anthropological Research (grant number 7142).
1 Here, and throughout this paper, the “Black Death” refers only to the first outbreak of the Second Pandemic of plague during the mid­fourteenth century.
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 98 ShARON N. dEwITTEthe skeletal remains of victims of the epidemic in the mid­fourteenth cen­tury. Such research is essential for several reasons. Though it is now clear from molecular evidence, particularly the results of recent whole genome sequencing studies, that the Black Death was caused by Y. pestis (Bos et 
al. 2011; Drancourt and Raoult 2002; Haensch et al. 2010; Raoult et al. 
2000; Schuenemann et al. 2011), this is a relatively recent discovery. The most convincing and least controversial molecular studies, which have 
yielded sequences specific to Y. pestis and used samples clearly dated to the fourteenth­century epidemic (rather than merely suspected victims or 
victims of more recent historic epidemics), have all been published since 
2009 (Bos et al. 2011; Haensch et al. 2010; Schuenemann et al. 2011). Prior to these new molecular insights, the cause of the Black Death was much more hotly debated, and researchers were motivated to clarify in exacting detail how the historic and modern diseases differed epidemio­logically. The ultimate goal was determining whether Black Death was, in fact, plague (and if so, whether the strain of Y. pestis that caused it was of 
exceptionally heightened virulence), or whether it was caused by some other disease, such as anthrax or viral hemorrhagic fever (Scott and Dun­
can 2001; Twigg 1984). 
The exciting nature of the molecular findings has made many people 
forget why the identification of the specific causative agent of medieval plague matters at all. Now that we know (insofar as anything is truly 
known in scientific research) that it was caused by Y. pestis, research can clarify the temporal and geographic variation associated with the disease, 
to further broaden and improve our understanding of: first, plague viru­
lence (e.g., why was mortality during the Black Death so high?); second, host­pathogen interactions (e.g., how did host population dynamics affect 
the disease dynamics during medieval plague epidemics?); and third, how this particular disease might manifest in the future (e.g., is it possible that future outbreaks of Y. pestis will ever approximate medieval patterns of 
mortality and transmission?). Clarifying the human context of the Black Death via bioarcheological research is essential to these goals. Bioarcheology is the study of human skeletal remains excavated from archeological sites with the aim of fur­thering our understanding of the demography, health, and ways of life of people in past populations. Bioarcheologists examine these remains to determine the ages at which people died, whether they were male or female, what foods they regularly consumed, how healthy or unhealthy they were prior to their deaths (based on the presence or absence of 
certain markers of physiological stress on the skeleton), whether they experienced interpersonal violence, and other phenomena that leave evi­
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the ongoing molecular analyses (e.g., DNA and immunological studies) of both Y. pestis and the humans affected by historic plague epidemics. Such context is particularly important given recent evidence that the medieval 
and modern strains lack significant functional differences in regions of the genome associated with virulence. This suggests that factors other than genetic changes in the causative pathogen are responsible, at least 
in part, for changes in plague epidemiology (see also Ziegler 2014, in this 
issue), who argues that research should focus on factors other than a 
genetic “smoking gun” to further our understanding of plague virulence).The combination of demographic and molecular data will allow for a disentanglement of the factors that affected medieval health and demog­raphy—that is, a determination of whether it was the biological effects of plague or the social and economic consequences of the epidemic that primarily shaped demographic and health patterns in the surviving pop­ulation. Such interdisciplinary research on the Black Death also has the potential to clarify population dynamics and human biological responses to disease episodes in general, and thus can contribute to our understand­ing of precisely how and why diseases shape human demography (includ­
ing age and sex structures, and population density and growth) and human evolution (e.g., acting as forces of natural selection resulting in relatively 
robust immune responses or genetic resistance to disease). Regarding the 
latter phenomenon, Crespo and Lawrenz (2014, in this issue) detail how heterogeneity in immune competence during the Black Death might have affected risks and levels of mortality during the epidemic, and how Black Death mortality might have shaped variation in immune function in the surviving population.
In addition to improving our understanding of the dynamics of the Black Death in particular, bioarcheological studies of the epidemic are rel­evant to current concerns about emerging diseases. Emerging diseases are those that increase in frequency after being introduced into a new, immu­
nologically naı�ve host population. More than fifty diseases have emerged 
in the past thirty years, including HIV/AIDS, West Nile Virus, and SARS, 
and new diseases will emerge in the future (Cleaveland, Haydon, and Tay­
lor 2007; Morens, Folkers, and Fauci 2004; Morse 1995). The Black Death was an emerging disease in the fourteenth century, and the persistence of this ancient emerging disease to the present day provides an ideal oppor­tunity to examine, from an anthropological perspective, long­term trends in emerging disease dynamics, and thereby understand the effects such 
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us in the future. In addition to improving our understanding of plague, bioarcheological research on the Black Death can provide much needed data to evaluate models of the evolution of virulence in emerging patho­
gens (Ebert and Bull 1999; Frank 1996) and help to resolve questions about whether changes in emerging disease epidemiology are the result of human adaptation, changes in human or non­human host demography 
or behavior, or evolution of the causative pathogens (Alizon et al. 2009; 
André and Hochberg 2005; Grenfell et al. 2004). Furthermore, Black Death bioarcheological research contributes to efforts to understand the phenomena of heterogeneous frailty (an individual’s risk of death, relative to other members of the population: 
Vaupel, Manton, and Stallard 1979) and selective mortality (dispropor­
tionate deaths of those with highest frailty), and how they shape popu­lation dynamics in living and past populations. Because individuals dif­fer in their susceptibility to disease and death as a result of genetic, bio­logical, environmental, socioeconomic, or other causes, differences in 
frailty exist among individuals within a population (Aalen 1994; Wood 
et al. 1992). Mortality is expected to be selective, at least under normal, non­catastrophic conditions; that is, because of differences in frailty, the individuals who die at each age will not be a random sample of all the individuals living at that age, but rather will be disproportionately selected from among those with the highest risk of dying (the highest 
frailty). Many researchers are interested in revealing the sources and conse­quences of heterogeneous frailty in living populations so that health and mortality disparities can potentially be ameliorated or eliminated (Olden 
and White 2005). It is just as important to understand these processes in the past, particularly in the context of parasitic and infectious disease (which were the most common causes of death for most of human his­
tory and continue be the most significant causes of death for many living 
populations), in order to understand modern human biology. By revealing how biological factors such as age, sex, and history of physiological stress 
(such as malnutrition or infectious disease) affected risks of mortality during one of the most dramatic disease epidemics in human history, Black Death research has the potential to clarify why and how affected populations have changed in the intervening centuries. The Black Death also offers a case study of how heterogeneous frailty and selective mor­tality operate during times of crisis mortality, which characterized much of the mortality experience of pre­industrial populations throughout the 
world (Gage 2005). 
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Documentary Evidence of Black Death Mortality Patterns 
Studies using data from historical documents have confirmed the devas­tating nature of the Black Death and have shown that mortality during the epidemic was perhaps even higher than previously thought (Benedictow 
2004; Cohn 2002; Dols 1977; Scott and Duncan 2001; Wood, Ferrell, and 
DeWitte-Avina 2003). Using data from court records of payments made by 
residents, Poos (1991) estimated the annual totals of males ages twelve 
years and older living on manors in Essex. He found that several manors 
lost as much as 54% of their male residents during the Black Death. Wood, 
Ferrell, and DeWitte-Avina (2003) analyzed data on deaths of beneficed 
priests in the Lincoln diocese in England. In the eighteen months before 
the Black Death, the mean mortality rate for priests was 38.9 per 1000, but during the twelve­month period beginning with the outbreak of the Black 
Death in Lincoln, the mean mortality rate increased to 463.6 per 1000. During the Black Death, annual mortality rates for priests were eleven times higher and, more dramatically, monthly mortality rates were about 
thirty-five to forty-five times higher than in the pre-epidemic period. Total 
mortality from the Black Death was typically 30% to 50% of the total pop­ulation in affected regions of Europe. Following the Black Death, plague mortality decreased steeply and steadily with subsequent outbreaks 
(Carpentier 1971; Cohn 2002; Hatcher 1977), which might indicate that the population was generally less frail, that there were changes in suscep­tibility to plague following the epidemic, or that there were factors involv­ing nonhuman animal hosts that affected plague epidemiological patterns in humans.
It is clear that the mortality caused by the Black Death was extraordi­
narily high. What has not been as clear is how this excess mortality was distributed by age, sex, socioeconomic status, and other biological and social factors. Several medieval European chroniclers suggest that the Black Death killed people indiscriminately, irrespective of age or sex. For 
example, Matteo Villani (Florence, d. 1363) described the Black Death as “a pestilence among men of every condition, age and sex” (cited and 
translated in Cohn 2002: 126). According to the chronicler Michele da 
Piazza (Sicily, fourteenth century), the mortality from the Black Death was “so heavy that sex and age made no difference, but everyone died alike” 
(cited and translated in Horrox 1994: 41). Both of these statements sug­gest indiscriminate mortality, at least with respect to age and sex. Some contemporaries, however, believed that the epidemic was selective, and, for example, killed more women than men, and that in subsequent out­
breaks of plague (which are believed to be the same disease) men were 
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killed in greater numbers than were women (Cohn 2002: 210–12; Horrox 
1994: 85). According to Jean de Venette (1307–70), a French Carmelite friar and chronicler, “the young were more likely to die than the elderly” 
(cited and translated in Horrox 1994: 54). Many chroniclers noted that the age pattern of subsequent outbreaks was quite different from that of 
the Black Death. For example, the 1361 outbreak was called the “Pesti­lence of Children,” as young people were more severely affected than were 
adults (Cohn 2002: 212–15; Cohn 2008: 86–87; Holmes 1971: 92). 
Reconstruction of age-specific mortality patterns during the Black Death has been attempted using historical data. Based on information 
from inquisitions post mortem, Russell (1948) produced life-table esti­
mates of age-specific mortality among high-status individuals during the Black Death in England.2 These were royal inquisitions into the cause of death of tenants­in­chief, people who held land directly from the king. The inquisitions provide a wide sample of the highest rank of landholders. 
When a tenant died, if the heir was underage, the king assumed guardian­ship of the property until the heir came of age. Such guardianships were quite lucrative, and it was in the interest of all parties to establish accu­rately the age of the heir; thus, the age estimates provided by the inquisi­tions are supported by multiple documents (Russell 1948). Unfortunately, the samples are too small to provide useful life­table estimates, particu­larly for intervals below the age of twenty; indeed, for some age intervals, 
the 95% confidence intervals for probability of death include negative 
values (Wood et al. 2002a). Despite the limitations of the available data, Russell concluded from the life­table estimates that age did have an effect 
on Black Death mortality. He argued that older men were particularly sus­ceptible (although individuals over the age of sixty apparently fared bet­
ter than those in their late fifties), and children between the ages of ten 
and fifteen were at a reduced risk of dying from the disease compared to 
other age groups. Ohlin (1966), however, has criticized Russell’s approach and argued that the data do not support the conclusion that mortality var­ied by age during the Black Death.
Using manorial court records from the English village of Halesowen 
(West Midlands), Razi (1980) estimated ages at death among the peas­
2 Life tables are frequently used in demography to display the numbers of deaths 
at each age or age interval, age-specific mortality rates, survival rates at various ages, and other related demographic measures for a particular population. Model life tables are constructed using data from living populations and can be applied to small samples obtained from living or past populations to compensate for missing data.
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antry during the epidemic. Individuals appear in the manorial court rolls multiple times, and the last appearance of each individual is the death duty (heriot) payment made by heirs to the lord of the manor before tak­ing possession of the deceased’s property. Razi assumes that each indi­
vidual appeared for the first time in the court rolls at the age of twenty 
years and counted forward from this first appearance to the death-duty 
payment in order to estimate ages at death. His age estimates are there­
fore imprecise, and by definition no information is available for individu­
als younger than twenty. Estimating age-specific mortality rates for males 
during the Black Death, he finds, similar to Russell (1948), that for males 
between twenty and fifty-nine years of age, mortality rates increased 
with age, but that age-specific mortality rates for those over sixty years were lower than those of younger men. Such a pattern of mortality is typi­cal under conditions of normal mortality, though a plateau in mortality 
is usually observed at later adult ages in living populations (Gage 1988). Given the small samples available for Razi’s study, the results might not be generalizable to the entire English population. 
As limited as the reconstructions of Black Death age-patterns have been using historic documents, such sources are even less forthcom­ing with respect to the effects of other biological or social factors. For example, the determination of whether one sex was disproportionately affected or both sexes faced equal risks of death during the epidemic is even more problematic than that of age patterns given that there is very little documentary data on age­at­death for women and children at 
the time of the Black Death (Razi 1980; Russell1948). Though there are 
data on sex ratios during the medieval period (see, e.g., Kowaleski 2013), these data do not allow reconstruction of sex differences in mortality 
across the lifespan. There is also no information, as far as I am aware, from any documentary sources about whether pre­existing health condi­tions had any effect on an individual’s risk of death during the epidemic. 
Historical records, therefore, do not provide a clear and complete pic­
ture of Black Death mortality patterns. Without such data, our ability to learn more about the ways in which the Black Death, and other diseases, have the power to shape human demography, biology, and evolution is severely hindered.Fortunately, skeletal material exists that provides empirical evidence about mortality patterns that is not available in written records. Though human skeletal samples are not without their own limitations, they can, 
when analyzed properly, reveal much more (and more direct) information about the individuals who died during the Black Death. 
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Black Death CemeteriesDuring the Black Death, existing cemeteries proved inadequate to accom­modate the overwhelming numbers of people killed by the epidemic, and providing normal burials for all the victims of the epidemic became dif­
ficult (Horrox 1994: 21, 64, 268–71). Though many victims of the disease were buried in existing cemeteries, mass burial grounds were established across Europe during the Black Death to accommodate the excess mor­
tality. One such mass burial ground was the East Smithfield cemetery in London. The Black Death was apparently introduced to England during the 
summer of 1348 via the Dorsetshire port of Melcombe Regis, and it 
reached the suburbs of London as early as September 1348 (the disease was recorded in the suburb of Stepney, two miles east of the city walls, 
in December 1348). The epidemic ravaged the city throughout 1349 and 
ended by the spring of 1350 (Gasquet 1977; Hawkins 1990). Aware that the Black Death was spreading towards London, “substantial men of the city” ordered that emergency burial grounds be established prior to its 
arrival (Grainger et al. 2008; Hawkins 1990). The East Smithfield cem­
etery was established in late 1348 or early 1349 just outside the city walls in East London, northeast of the Tower of London, on land that had pre­viously been used as a vineyard. The exact dimensions and location of 
the cemetery are provided by the cartulary of the priory of Holy-Trinity-
without-Aldgate, and it was originally called the Churchyard of the Holy 
Trinity, as the land was acquired from the priory (Grainger et al. 2008; 
Hawkins 1990). 
East Smithfield was partially excavated in the 1980s, as part of the larger Royal Mint Site, by the Museum of London’s Department of Greater 
London Archaeology (now Museum of London Archaeology [MOLA]). The 
burials in East Smithfield were concentrated in two areas: first, a west­ern area with two mass burial trenches, a mass burial pit, and individual graves arranged in several parallel north­south rows; and second, an east­ern area with one mass burial trench and individual graves arranged in 
several parallel rows (Hawkins 1990). Over six hundred skeletons were excavated from the cemetery, a fraction of the estimated twenty­four hun­
dred individuals originally buried in East Smithfield, and they are now 
curated by the Museum of London Centre for Human Bioarchaeology. The cemetery could have accommodated many more burials, but the epidemic waned before it was necessary to use all the available space. Excavation 
of the cemetery revealed that the individuals interred in East Smithfield 
were buried carefully. Almost without exception, the bodies were bur­
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burial (Grainger et al. 2008; Hawkins 1990). However, even these bod­ies were buried in the standard Christian fashion and were treated with apparent care, rather than tossed hastily into a burial trench. 
East Smithfield was one of two known emergency burial grounds 
established in London (Grainger et al. 2008; Hawkins 1990). The other 
burial ground was at West Smithfield, which later became the site of the 
London Charterhouse. The West Smithfield site is now beneath Charter­house Square and thus will not be excavated in its entirety (or even in 
large part) in the foreseeable future, though a few individuals from the cemetery were recently uncovered during construction of a new London 
Underground line (Palmer 2013). The East Smithfield site, which yielded several hundred individuals, is thus one of a very few large excavated cemeteries in all of Europe with unambiguous documentary and archeo­
logical evidence linking it to this outbreak of the medieval disease. At the time of writing, to my knowledge, the only other large, excavated burial 
grounds that are clearly associated with the Black Death are the Hereford 
Cathedral cemetery in England (Gowland and Chamberlain 2005) and the 
Heiligen-Geist Hospital mass burial in Lübeck, Germany (Lütgert 2000). 
Of these, East Smithfield has been investigated most extensively by vari­ous researchers, according to the number of publications recorded in the 
Wellcome Osteological Database.3 The ability to study the skeletal remains of victims of the Black Death 
and subsequent plagues that have been recovered from East Smithfield and other medieval plague burial grounds yields insights that are simply not supported by existing historical documents. The advantage of bioar­cheological research is that the information derived from skeletal remains of victims is not subject to the same biases that are inherent in histori­cal documents, thereby allowing bioarcheologists not only to reveal what is missing from historical data, but also to challenge narratives based on 
those conventional sources (Perry 2007). 
3 WORD Database (Wellcome Osteological Research Database) 2013: <www.
museumoflondon.org.uk/Collections-Research/LAARC/Centre-for-Human-Bio-
archaeology/Resources/Medievaldatadownloads.htm> [accessed August 31, 2014].
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Previous Bioarcheological Studies of the Black Death
Several researchers have analyzed the East Smithfield Black Death cem­etery to discern the mortality patterns of the Black Death (Gowland and 
Chamberlain 2005; Margerison and Knüsel 2002; Waldron 2001). The aim of some of these inquiries was to determine whether Black Death ceme­teries are more representative of the demographics of a living population than is generally true of mortality samples derived from other cemeteries. 
As discussed above, normal causes of mortality are expected to be selec­tive, targeting the weakest individuals in a population, such as infants, the elderly, and those with immune systems compromised by disease or 
malnutrition (Milner, Wood, and Boldsen 2008). Because of this selec­tive mortality, skeletal assemblages are inherently biased samples of the once living populations from which they derived. For each age group, the individuals within a cemetery are not a representative sample of all the individuals who were once alive at that age, but rather those individuals 
who were at the highest risk of dying at that age. This makes it difficult to infer the characteristics of the once­living population in a straightforward 
manner based on observations of the cemetery assemblage. However, some researchers have suggested that the Black Death might have been so virulent that it killed indiscriminately, rather than selectively, such that mortality samples resulting from the epidemic would contain relatively 
healthy, robust individuals not usually found in normal cemeteries. If this were the case, Black Death cemeteries might provide a true cross­section of the once­living population not typically available in normal mortality 
cemeteries (Chamberlain 2006; Margerison and Knüsel 2002). 
Waldron (2001) compares the mortality profile from East Smithfield to that of the St. Mary Graces cemetery (c. 1350–1538), which was estab­
lished in the same location as East Smithfield after the Black Death ended, and to the age distribution of the living population of medieval London as predicted from a model life table.4 He finds no systematic differences 
between the mortality profiles of the two cemeteries. Furthermore, the 
profiles of both cemeteries differed from the expected living age structure. 
Waldron argues that the skeletal evidence does not support the idea that any particular age or sex was at an elevated risk of dying during the Black 
Death. Waldron also finds that the two cemeteries had generally similar 
frequencies of skeletal pathologies. He concludes that the East Smithfield 
4 Model life tables are constructed using data from living populations and can be applied to small samples obtained from living or past populations to compensate for missing data.
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However, several researchers have found that the East Smithfield age-at­death distribution more closely resembles a model living population age distribution than the age­at­death distribution of a normal mortal­
ity sample. Margerison and Knüsel (2002) compare East Smithfield to 
the St.-Helen-on-the-Walls cemetery in York, northern England, a nor­
mal non-epidemic cemetery in use from the late twelfth century to 1550. 
The East Smithfield mortality profile differs significantly from that of the 
St.-Helen-on-the-Walls cemetery, but generally resembles the living age distribution from a model life table assumed to be representative of the 
age distribution of a living (poor) medieval urban population; in particu­
lar, that is, East Smithfield, like a living medieval population, contained many young people and few older individuals. Gowland and Chamberlain 
(2005) compare East Smithfield to a pre-Black Death sample from Black­
gate cemetery in Newcastle, northeastern England. They also find that the 
East Smithfield distribution differs from the normal mortality sample and more closely resembles a model life table living age distribution, suggest­ing that all age groups were equally affected by the Black Death. 
More recently, I have examined the age and sex patterns associated with the epidemic and the health of the victims, as evidenced by skeletal pathologies (or, more generally, skeletal stress markers, which are visible anomalies of the skeleton that indicate exposure to physiological stress, 
such as infection or malnutrition at some point in life) (DeWitte 2009; 
DeWitte and Hughes-Morey 2012; DeWitte and Wood 2008). My research, however, differs in several key ways from the studies described above. 
With the exception of Gowland and Chamberlain (2005), other studies of 
East Smithfield use comparison samples that partly or completely post­date the Black Death. This is potentially problematic because the Black Death itself initiated profound demographic changes throughout Europe. 
Paine (2000) finds, using population modeling, that episodes of cata­strophic mortality may have effects on age­at­death distributions that last for several generations. Further, as my work has indicated, if the mortality during the Black Death was selective with respect to preexisting health conditions, it is possible that the epidemic altered patterns of health, as 
indicated by skeletal stress markers, in the surviving population. It is thus possible that post­Black Death samples, at least those dating to just after 
the epidemic, more strongly reflect the effects of the Black Death than they do typical medieval mortality patterns. Therefore, in order to deter­mine whether the Black Death killed selectively and how its mortality pat­
terns differ from normal medieval mortality, I have used an exclusively 
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Another way in which my research has differed from most other inves­
tigations of East Smithfield (except for that of Gowland and Chamberlain) is my use of a relatively unbiased method of adult age estimation. Paleode­mographic age estimation in adults is based on observations of the mor­phology of certain parts of the skeleton that change in fairly predictable 
ways with age (though the timing of such changes can be highly variable). These include changes to parts of the pelvis and to the skull. Studies of known­age­at­death reference samples have yielded various age­estima­
tion methods (which I hereafter refer to as “traditional” methods) which involve assigning a skeleton to one of several stages based on the mor­phology of a particular skeletal feature. Each stage has a corresponding mean age at death and an age interval, both of which are estimated from known­age individuals in the reference sample who display the mor­
phological features distinctive of each stage. Unfortunately, traditional paleodemographic age­estimation methods have a built­in bias. They tend to lead to underestimations of older adult ages because the age estimates are biased toward known­age reference samples, which are often com­
posed predominantly of young individuals (Bocquet-Appel and Masset 
1982; Buikstra and Konigsberg 1985; Milner and Boldsen 2012; Müller, 
Love, and Hoppa 2002; Van Gerven and Armelagos 1983). For example, 
the McKern-Stewart Korean War reference sample is made up primar­
ily of young men (Milner, Wood, and Boldsen 2008). This “age mimicry” means that the numerous paleodemographic adult age­at­death distribu­tions that have been estimated for cemetery samples are nearly identical regardless of their temporal or geographic context. Such biased distribu­tions hinder informative comparisons of paleodemographic mortality pro­
files. Another potential limitation of traditional age-estimation methods is 
the use of broad terminal age intervals, for example, those fifty years or 
older, because of the difficulty of estimating age in older adults (Boldsen 
et al. 2002; Buikstra and Konigsberg 1985). These methods, therefore, are 
not capable of making distinctions between, for example, a fifty-year-old and a ninety­year­old, two ages for which one would expect very different morbidity and mortality regimes, at least in living populations. Because of these limitations of traditional age­estimation approaches, 
I have estimated ages using the method of transition analysis described 
by Boldsen et al. (2002). Transition analysis resolves the problem of age 
estimates that are biased toward the known-age reference sample. It also 
yields point estimates of age and their corresponding 95% confidence 
intervals (rather than broad and fixed interval estimates), even for older 
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adults. In transition analysis, data from a known-age reference collection are used to obtain the conditional probability that a skeleton will exhibit a particular age indicator stage, or suite of age indicator stages, given 
the individual’s known age. Using Bayes’s theorem and maximum likeli­hood estimation,5 this conditional probability is combined with a prior distribution of ages at death to determine the posterior probability that an individual in the cemetery sample died at a particular age given that 
the skeleton displays particular age indicator stages. In transition analy­sis, the prior distribution of ages at death can either be an informative 
prior based on documentary data or a uniform prior, and I have used an informative prior based on data from seventeenth­century Danish rural parish records. By combining the conditional probability from a known­age reference sample with a prior distribution of ages at death, transition analysis avoids imposing the age distribution of the reference sample on 
the unknown-age cemetery sample (Boldsen et al. 2002). I have applied 
transition analysis to East Smithfield data using the Anthropological 
Database, Odense University (ADBOU) Age Estimation software (Boldsen 
et al. 2002). Lastly, my research differs from that of others by incorporating hazard 
analyses (statistical assessment of risks of death) to examine mortality patterns, rather than using life tables as a standard of comparison. Life tables are typically constructed for living populations using huge datasets that include, among other things, the number of individuals alive at each age and the number who die within a particular interval. They have been used for several decades in paleodemography to examine intra­ and inter­
population demographic variation (Acsádi and Nemeskéri 1970; Wood et 
al. 2002b).6 The construction of paleodemographic life tables is based on the assumption that the age­at­death distribution in a cemetery is equiva­
5 Bayes’s theorem allows for the estimation of the probability of a trait (such as 
the unknown age of an individual in a cemetery) that cannot be directly observed, but which is associated with another trait that can be observed (such as a skeletal 
age indicator). In the case of age-estimation, this requires information about the association between age and skeletal indicators of age, which is derived from known­age reference samples in which both the ages of individuals and their skeletal age indicators are observable. The joint distribution of ages at death and the skeletal age indicators for all individuals in a reference sample is used to determine the probability that an individual in a cemetery sample (for whom only the skeletal age indicator can 
be observed) is a particular age given the skeletal age indicators observed for that 
individual (Milner, Wood, and Boldsen 2008). 
6 Paleodemography is a subfield of bioarcheology that examines demographic patterns, such as mortality and fertility, in past populations using skeletal samples.
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fulfill (e.g., no migration and no changes in age-specific fertility or mortal­
ity rates) (Milner, Wood, and Boldsen 2008). Further, the use of life tables in paleodemography is complicated by small sample sizes and a lack of quantitative information about the original population at risk of death. 
Life tables are considered by many researchers to be an inefficient way to make use of the data that are available from cemetery samples, as these samples are almost always too small to allow for unbiased estimates of the numerous parameters necessary to construct a life table (Buikstra 
1997; Hoppa and Vaupel 2002; Konigsberg and Frankenberg 2002; Milner, 
Wood, and Boldsen 2008; Wood et al. 2002b). Some paleodemographers, 
including previous researchers of East Smithfield, have adopted a model life­table approach by applying a theoretical life table that matches or pro­vides a baseline comparison for the age­at­death distribution observed 
in a cemetery (Weiss 1973; Wood et al. 2002b). Unfortunately, a single paleodemographic age­at­death distribution will often match more than one model life table, and uncertainty exists about which model life tables 
are most appropriate to use (Gage 1988; Milner, Wood, and Boldsen 2008; 
Wood et al. 2002b). 
In light of these problems, many researchers argue that rather than using life tables, some form of hazard analysis is the most reliable way to derive information from the small samples typical of paleodemogra­
phy (Buikstra 1997; Gage 1988; Hoppa and Vaupel 2002; Konigsberg 
and Frankenberg 1992; Konigsberg and Frankenberg 2002; Wood et al. 
2002b). Most human age-at-death distributions can be described using 
five or fewer parameters, and parsimonious parametric models provide 
a useful alternative to life tables in paleodemographic studies (Holman, 
Wood, and O’Connor 2002). This is the approach I took in my research and examples of such models are described below.
Hazard Analysis of Black Death Mortality 
Hazard analysis of Black Death mortality patterns has, for the most part, 
involved comparison of the East Smithfield cemetery to a normal (i.e., 
non-epidemic) mortality sample from the medieval Danish urban parish 
cemeteries of St. Albani Church, Odense, and St. Mikkel Church, Viborg (c. 1100s to mid-1500s), both of which form part of the current ADBOU 
collection (DeWitte and Hughes-Morey 2012; DeWitte 2010; DeWitte and 
7 A cohort in this context refers to individuals who were all born at the same time.
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Wood 2008). The advantages of using the Danish sample as a compari­
son for East Smithfield include its large size, which allows for estimation of the hazard model parameters; the generally good preservation of the 
Danish skeletons (which facilitates estimation of age and sex); and the ability to accurately date skeletons and, thus, to select a predominantly (if 
not exclusively) pre-Black Death sample. The Danish sample contains only 
individuals who died before the Black Death arrived in Denmark in 1350, and thus provides a baseline of normal, non­epidemic mortality pat­
terns for comparison with East Smithfield. The populations of Denmark and Southern England at this time were similar economically, socially, 
and demographically (Benedictow 1996; Poulsen 1997; Roesdahl 1999; 
Sawyer and Sawyer 1993; Widgren 1997). However, the fact that the Black Death and Danish normal mortality samples were drawn from two differ­ent geographic regions means that possible population differences have 
to be considered when interpreting the results of these studies. An ideal 
comparison sample for East Smithfield should be drawn from England, 
and therefore, in future research I will use exclusively London samples, some of which have been made available to researchers only recently.8
I have previously examined the age patterns of Black Death mortality, and how they compared to those produced by normal mortality condi­tions, by using age­at­death data from each sample to estimate the param­eters of a parsimonious model of human mortality: the Siler model. The Siler model of mortality describes the typical pattern of population­level risk of mortality across the lifespan, which begins relatively high at birth, drops rapidly during childhood before leveling off between late child­hood and young adult ages, and then increasing again during later adult 
ages (Siler 1979). Though the absolute levels of mortality and timing of declines and increases in mortality can vary tremendously across popula­
tions, this same general pattern (the so-called “bathtub curve”) has been observed in nearly all human populations (and even nonhuman animal 
populations) for which data are available (Gage 1989).9 The results of this research indicate that the Black Death did not kill indiscriminately with respect to age. The results of estimation of the Siler 
model in the East Smithfield and normal mortality samples indicates that 
8 The Museum of London Centre for Human Bioarchaeology, which provides access 
to these samples, was established in 2003, and some of the samples that will be used in future research were made available for general research following the publication 
of the corresponding site report in 2012.
9 Further details about the Siler model can be found in Gage (1988 and 1989) and 
Wood et al. (2002b).
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normal medieval mortality conditions (DeWitte 2010). However, use of the Siler model did not yield convincing estimates of the parameters of the 
juvenile component for the East Smithfield sample. Typically, in human populations, the juvenile risk of mortality is initially relatively high at 
birth, but it declines very rapidly with small changes in age for the first few 
years of life; this change might reflect increases in immune competence 
with age and thus consequent decreases in risks of infection (Gage 1989). The estimated juvenile risk for the normal mortality sample conforms to 
such expectations; however, for the East Smithfield sample, the juvenile risk was initially low at birth and increased slowly with age, with no drop 
in risk during early childhood. At face value, this might suggest that infants faced relatively low risks of mortality during the Black Death; however, the 
estimated juvenile pattern in East Smithfield might have been the result of the small sample of infants and children available, as they only made up 
8% of the East Smithfield sample (which might reflect poor preservation 
of these bodies or different burial practices for children). Estimation of the juvenile component of mortality is based primarily on individuals in 
the sample who are between the ages of zero and five years, and it is diffi­
cult to estimate accurately the juvenile risk with small sample sizes (Wood 
et al. 2002b). Such small sample sizes in East Smithfield means that clari­
fication of mortality for the youngest individuals in the population during the Black Death awaits further work with larger samples.
Assessment of whether the Black Death differentially affected one sex has been limited to adults, given the lack of current methods to accurately 
assess sex in immature individuals. Thus in my previous work, I modeled sex as a covariate affecting the parameters of the Gompertz­Makeham 
model, which fits the general human pattern of relatively low mortality during the young adult ages and an increasing risk of death with increas­
ing adult age (Wood et al. 2002). The effect of the sex covariate was mod­eled in such a way that it was free to take on values indicating either an elevated or decreased risk of mortality for females compared to males, or a complete lack of differences in risk between males and females. The results indicate that, under both conditions of the Black Death and nor­
mal medieval mortality, males and females did not differ significantly in 
their risks of death (DeWitte 2009). It should be noted, however, that the 
way I modeled the covariate effect (i.e., the proportional hazard specifica­
tion) does not allow for variation in differences in risk between the sexes across adult ages, and thus this approach cannot detect potential cross­
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overs in mortality. It is possible that female mortality was higher than that of males during reproductive ages, as some diseases, such as malaria, 
disproportionately affect pregnant women. However, examination of such variation in sex differentials across adult ages requires further analysis using larger sample sizes.To determine whether the Black Death disproportionately affected 
people already in poor health, I used the Usher model, which allows for variation in the risk of death between individuals with and without skele­
tal stress markers (see DeWitte and Wood 2008 for a description of these 
markers) (Usher 2000). The Usher model allows researchers to avoid making the conventional assumption that the presence of stress markers always indicates poor health and similar or identical levels of frailty for all individuals in a particular population, an assumption that might not 
be justified (Milner, Wood, and Boldsen 2008; Ortner 1991; Wood et al. 
1992). Most detectable skeletal stress markers take a minimum of weeks to form. Thus, an individual must be minimally healthy to survive a physi­ological stressor long enough for an associated stress marker to develop. Some individuals in a skeletal sample might lack stress markers despite exposure to physiological stress because they were very frail and died 
before skeletal stress markers formed. Alternatively, individuals in the sample might lack stress markers because they were fortunate enough to avoid exposure to a particular stressor or had immune systems robust 
enough to fight off disease before stress markers formed, both of which 
reflect relatively low frailty. Under these circumstances, individuals who lack a particular stress marker might have had higher or lower levels of frailty compared to individuals who have them. Thus, the presence of skel­etal stress markers might actually indicate relatively good health in some cases, but this will not be apparent in a simple dichotomous comparison of stress marker frequencies.
The Usher model allows for an explicit examination of the relation­ship between skeletal stress markers and risks of mortality, and thus the determination of whether, in a particular context, stress marker presence is indicative of good or poor health. The model has three non­overlapping 
states: State 1 includes people with no stress markers; State 2 includes 
people with stress markers; and State 3 is death. Individuals in a cem­
etery are observed after they have made the transition to State 3, and the presence or absence of visible stress markers indicates which of the two living states they were in just before they died. Transitions between the 
states are governed by age-specific hazard rates, and data on age and the presence of stress markers allow for the estimation of the model param­eters. The model allows for differences in the risks of death associated 
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with State 1 and State 2. The model thus enables one to estimate whether individuals with stress markers are at an elevated or decreased risk of dying compared to those without them. 
I have applied the Usher model to data on a variety of nonspecific skeletal markers of physiological stress within the Black Death cemetery. 
Some of these stress markers reflect exposure to physiological stressors 
(such as malnutrition or infectious disease) strictly during childhood, and others can manifest in response to stressors at any point during the lifes­
pan. (See DeWitte and Wood 2008 and DeWitte and Hughes-Morey 2012 
for details about these stress markers.) Fitting the Usher model to data on age and the presence of these stress markers in the normal mortality sam­ple reveals that these stress markers are, at least under normal medieval mortality conditions, indicative of frailty or poor health, and that the risk of mortality was higher for people with the markers compared to those 
without them. The results from East Smithfield indicate that the Black Death disproportionally killed people who had them. That is, people who experienced physiological stressors, and who developed stress markers 
in response to those stressors, at some point (perhaps even long) before the arrival of the epidemic were subsequently more likely to die during the Black Death compared to their peers who lacked the stress markers 
(DeWitte and Hughes-Morey 2012; DeWitte and Wood 2008).10Together, the results of analysis of age and frailty reveal that contrary to the common assumption that the Black Death killed indiscriminately, there was variation in risks of dying during the epidemic. This means we should question any historical, molecular, or bioarcheological study that implicitly or explicitly assumes that the Black Death was not a selective 
killer. Further, the similarities between the East Smithfield and normal mortality cemeteries indicate that we should expect mortality to be selec­tive and for people to differ in their risks of death under all mortality con­ditions, even in the event of catastrophic mortality. This has implications, not just for our understanding of the effects of disease in the past but also for our expectations of and preparedness for disease outbreaks in living populations. 
10 Initial analysis, using the Usher model, of the effect of physical stature on risk of death found no effect in either the Black Death or the normal mortality sample 
(DeWitte and Wood 2008). However, the Usher model is an unnecessarily complicated approach to assess stature. Reanalysis using a more appropriate and simpler 
analytical approach did find an effect of short adult stature on risk of death (DeWitte 
and Hughes-Morey 2012). 
 ThE ANThROPOLOGy OF PLAGUE 115Bioarcheological research on the Black Death has revealed not only the mortality patterns of this particular historical epidemic, but also more gen­erally it demonstrates that bioarcheological research has important contri­butions to make to lines of inquiry that have traditionally been the purview of historians. The unique contribution of anthropology to medieval plague studies is that it allows the victims themselves (or, more precisely, their 
skeletal remains) to bear witness to their experiences while they were alive and to the context of their deaths—in this case, how an individual’s age and health status elevated or reduced his or her risk of mortality dur­ing the Black Death. This is particularly important for our understanding of the experiences of those who are not typically included in the historical record: that is, the vast majority of people who lived in the past.
Future Directions in Black Death Bioarcheology The results of bioarcheological research on the Black Death raise ques­tions about the demographic and health consequences of the epidemic. The very high levels of Black Death mortality, and the results from haz­ard analysis which indicate that this mortality was selective and targeted frail people of all ages, means that the epidemic might have exerted a strong selective force on the European population, removing the frailest, 
unhealthiest individuals on a very large scale. If the post-Black Death pop­ulation included individuals who were exposed to and survived the Black Death, this episode of selection might, at least in part, explain the very rapid apparent changes in medieval plague epidemiology. These changes include the apparent decline in plague mortality as described in contem­
poraneous historical documents. As explained by Carmichael (2014, this 
issue), patterns of human plague deaths might reflect the disease dynam­
ics of nearby animal host populations, which can influence exposure of 
humans to plague. However, in the case of medieval plague, the lower 
estimated mortality rates in later outbreaks of plague (Carmichael 1986; 
Cohn 2008; Russell 1966) might reflect lower average frailty among peo­
ple who survived the first outbreak, as well as among their descendants. Furthermore, health might have been strongly shaped by the apparent improvements in standards of living that occurred after the Black Death and that resulted primarily from the massive depopulation caused by the epidemic. Such changes in standards of living included improvements in 
diet for people of all social classes (Dyer 2002; Hatcher 1977; Poos 1991; 
Rappaport 1989; Stone 2006). Given the effects of nutrition on immune competence, dietary improvements and decreases in social inequities in 
access to food (which might have strongly benefitted the lower social ech­
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elons who made up the bulk of the English populace) might have acted to reduce average levels of frailty within affected populations. There is some evidence to suggest improvements in survival and 
thus health following the Black Death. Russell (1966) found—based on comparisons of British and Spanish documentary data (tax records and 
inquisitions post mortem) to skeletal data from seventy-seven burial grounds primarily from Central Eastern Europe—that the ratio of indi­viduals above the age of sixty relative to those between ages twenty to 
sixty increased after the Black Death in some areas. However, a com­parison of pooled skeletal data from a wide geographic region (mostly 
Eastern Europe) to documentary data from Western Europe is not 
ideal. Among other potential problems, each source is subject to differ­ent sources of bias (e.g., poor skeletal preservation of children in some cemeteries, biased skeletal age estimates, or underrepresentation of the 
poorest individuals in some tax records) which complicates comparison. Thus, this line of inquiry needs to be further pursued using large skeletal samples from cemeteries that pre­ and postdate the Black Death, prefer­ably from one relatively circumscribed area, and the application of newer, unbiased age­estimation methods and rigorous quantitative approaches such as hazard analysis. Ongoing bioarcheological research is examining temporal trends in survival, risks of mortality, and patterns of skeletal stress markers using samples from London cemeteries that date to the 
pre-Black Death (1000–1300) and post-Black Death (1350–1540) peri­ods. Thus far, initial results using these samples indicate improvements 
in survival and health in general following the Black Death (DeWitte 
2014).Not only is there much to learn about the ways in which the Black Death shaped the demographic and health characteristics within surviv­ing populations, there are also questions about the epidemic itself that 
remain unresolved, and which could benefit from study of other Black Death burial grounds that have been excavated or that will potentially be 
excavated in the future. As mentioned above, the relatively small propor­
tion of children in the East Smithfield cemetery has prohibited accurate reconstruction of the risk of death for infants and young children during the Black Death. Larger sample sizes of children would allow for the clari­
fication of patterns of mortality for children during the Black Death. This is particularly important given evidence from historical sources that the 
second outbreak of plague in 1361 disproportionately targeted children. 
In order to understand precisely how and why mortality patterns might 
have changed between the first and second outbreak, it is essential to clarify what the risks for children were during the former. 
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As noted by Varlık (2014, in this issue), there is variation in the manifes­tation of plague based on local conditions. Thus, it is crucial to repeat and expand the bioarcheological work that has been done with the East Smith­
field sample using samples from other areas to reveal how such variation might have produced geographic or temporal differences in the mortality patterns by age, sex, frailty, and other factors during medieval plague epi­demics. Given the Eurocentric perspective common to Black Death schol­arship highlighted by contributions to this issue of The Medieval Globe, it is particularly important to examine plague mortality using cemetery samples from regions outside of Europe if they become available.Bioarcheological analysis also allows us to better understand the 
social responses to the Black Death. For example, Colet et al. (2014, in this 
issue) describe a cemetery containing the victims of violence perpetrated against the Jewish community of the Catalan town of Tàrrega following the epidemic’s arrival in the region. This cemetery provides rare insights 
regarding the specific victims of the violence perpetrated against the Jew­
ish minority (which was blamed for the disease) and how survivors dealt 
with the victims’ burial. In the case of Black Death cemeteries, such as that 
of East Smithfield, the organization of the burial ground and the positions of the individuals interred therein are informative about how the living treated the victims of the epidemic and how this treatment might have differed from practices discernible during conditions of normal mortality 
(Grainger et al. 2008; Hawkins 1990; Kacki et al. 2011). In East Smith­
field, for example, we have evidence that individuals were afforded a level of care similar to what they would have received during times of normal 
mortality (Grainger et al. 2008). 
Black Death cemeteries, including and in addition to East Smithfield, also provide opportunities for expanding molecular analyses of the medi­
eval plague pathogen. As mentioned above, the integration of bioarcheo­
logical research with paleomicrobiological approaches (e.g., ancient DNA 
analyses) will provide a powerful tool for understanding changes in plague epidemiology, the effects of other circulating diseases on the emergence and epidemiology of plague, and human­pathogen coevolution, thereby addressing questions of great interest to a variety of researchers, includ­ing historians, anthropologists, and evolutionary geneticists. Bioarcheol­ogy is ideally suited to bridge historical and molecular research on plague 
(or, indeed, on any important disease in human history). More than any 
other field, bioarcheology provides the human context that might be miss­ing from other approaches, but which ultimately makes plague research relevant both to the study of human history as well as to the study of bio­logical variation and responses to infectious disease among living people.
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PLAGUE DEPOPULATION AND IRRIGATION 
DECAy IN MEDIEVAL EGyPT
Stuart borSCH
ThE FIFTEENTh-CENTURy EGyPTIAN chronicler al-Maqrı�zı� pro­vides us with a substantial account of the Black Death in his historical narrative of several thousand pages: the Kitāb al-sulūk lī-ma ‘rifa duwal 
al-mulūk (The Book of Methods for Understanding the Kingdoms [of the 
World]). Al-Maqrı�zı� was a market inspector (muhtasib) as well as a prom­
inent historian. His extensive works have therefore provided modern scholars with a great deal of information about Egypt’s economic history. 
Concerning the plague’s arrival in Egypt, al-Maqrı�zı�’s narrative describes 
a sequence familiar to historians of the Black Death: how, in 1347 CE, a 
pestilence “worse than any seen before in the Islamic world” began with a 
ship full of corpses drifting into Alexandria. There were a few sailors still alive; they died soon after—and Egypt’s experience with the Black Death 
began (al-Maqrı�zı�, al-Sulūk, 2: 772–73). 
Al-Maqrı�zı� reports that in Alexandria the plague began killing a hun­dred people a day, and that the death toll subsequently doubled to two 
hundred a day. As the plague outbreak reached its peak, there were mass funerals for as many as seven hundred people. The plague then spread throughout the Nile Delta, where “no one was left to gather the crops.” 
In the city of Bilbays at the eastern edge of the Delta, al-Maqrı�zı� reports 
that “mosques, shops and lodges were left empty” (al-Maqrı�zı�, al-Sulūk, 
2: 777–79). When the plague struck Cairo, the sultan and leading mem­
bers of the ruling regime fled the city, as mass prayers were held in the 
mosques and the cemeteries. When the plague reached its peak around 
December of 1348, it was reported that something like 7,000 people died 
per day. The plague finally abated the following February; in the quiet that 
followed, Cairo was like a graveyard, still and empty (al-Maqrı�zı�, al-Sulūk, 
2: 780–84). 
Scenes of devastation like that of Cairo in February 1349 were to become all too common in Egypt. Plague depopulation in the instance of the Black Death had a deep and long­term impact on Egypt’s economy. This article examines the manner in which plague shaped the economic 
history of Egypt. It assesses the relative scale and scope of rural mortality and argues that plague depopulation led to the collapse of Egypt’s eco­nomic infrastructure; the analysis that follows is intended to show exactly 
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how and why this happened. In so doing, this essay illustrates an impor­tant lesson to be learned from the historical study of plague: the economic impact of massive depopulation could vary greatly from region to region throughout the affected areas of the medieval globe. These economic responses to exogenous demographic shocks were, moreover, shaped by and dependent upon diverse social, institutional, and environmental vari­
ables. In this case, emphasis falls on the dependent variable of geography; but other variables, such as political institutions rooted in social struc­
tures, also demand attention. While it might sound obvious that we should 
keep our theoretical expectations flexible, it is all too easy to fall into the comforting conceptual trap of familiar and well­established trajectories: that is, the well­known European pattern of falling prices, rising wages, social mobility, and improved nutrition discernible in the aftermath of the Black Death. Egypt offers a very different picture of the outcomes stem­ming from rapid, plague­induced demographic changes.
Studying the Economic Impact of the Black Death in Egypt
The Black Death of 1347–50—and the cycles of plague that followed it—brought depopulation and change not only to Egypt but also to the Middle 
East in general. While it is accurate to say that this process of transfor­mation and evolution is only partially understood, it is worth examining what progress has been made; the following is a review of the scholarship 
(largely focused on Egypt) that pertains to economic developments influ­
enced by plague depopulation. The work of Eliyahu Ashtor (1949, 1969, 
1976, 1977) is the best place to start. Ashtor’s broad conclusion that the Black Death was devastating to Egypt has never been seriously challenged, 
and he is still the most cited source for the specifics of economic decline 
in this period. In 1970, Abraham Udovitch (together with Robert Lopez 
and Harry Miskimin) summed up what was known about the economic 
trajectory of Egypt in the late Middle Ages (Lopez, Miskimin, and Udovitch 
1970). Udovitch concluded that economic decline was quite severe dur­
ing the 1350 to 1500 interval. Around the same time, studies of monetary 
transformation by Jere Bacharach (1971 and 1983) drew deserved atten­tion to the problems posed by the adoption of copper currency in Egypt 
during the late fourteenth and early fifteenth centuries. The formal study 
of the Black Death in Egypt began with Michael Dols (1977). In his book, 
Dols included a section on the economic impact of the Black Death. As was 
the case with Ashtor and Udovitch, his conclusions about the economic impact of plague depopulation were altogether negative. Later work by 
Dols (1979, 1981) focused primarily on the plague outbreak of 1430. As 
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that overall mortality in that city was on the order of 90,000.1 
After Dols’s work, there were no studies dedicated specifically to the Black Death in Egypt—or the Middle East—until my own comparative 
monograph (Borsch 2005). However, there were a number of studies in the economic history of Egypt that examined the problem indirectly. The 
work of Boaz Shoshan (1983) on grain prices, from which he consider­ably expanded the data on prices and exchange rates for late medieval Egypt, focused on the role of monetary factors in the economic turbulence 
of the 1400s. Shoshan was one of a series of scholars—Giles Hennequin 
(1974), Adel Allouche (1994), Warren Schultz (1998, 2011), and John 
Meloy (2001)—who studied various aspects of the monetary system in 
the wake of the Black Death. Among this group there seems to have been a 
quiet consensus that the monetary woes of the 1400s were in many ways 
bound up with falling economic production. Carl Petry (1994) devoted a chapter of his work to the economic trajectory of Egypt in the post­Black Death period, painting a bleak picture of economic events, especially when it came to the political economy of corruption and its impact on the economy as a whole. From a very different perspective, Sato Tsugi­
taka (1977) was really the first scholar who studied the Egyptian irriga­tion system during the Mamluk period, and his work is indispensable for anyone studying economic changes in the rural economy in the interval 
between 1347 and 1517.
Adam Sabra’s work (2000) indirectly addresses the subject of plague depopulation via an examination of famine relief in the Mamluk period 
of rule (1250–1517). His detailed analysis of Egypt’s inflationary cycles is an indispensable guide to the economic trajectory of Egypt at this time. 
At roughly the same time, two Egyptian historians produced detailed and innovative studies of Egyptian economic life that included a great deal of detail about the rural economy of Egypt after the Black Death. 
‘Imād Abū Ghāzı� (2000), a historian who produced what was effectively 
the first archive-based monograph dedicated to the rural economy of Egypt, explored the changes in the agrarian economy that arose because of land sales conducted by the cash­strapped Circassian Mamluk regime. 
1 Dols (1977: 204–12) initially examined the outbreak of 1430 and provided a table 
that attributed 91,845 deaths to plague for that year, a figure in close proximity to that 
given by the fifteenth-century chronicler Ibn Taghrı�birdı�, who had estimated 100,000 
deaths (Popper 1954–63, 4: 72, 181). Dols’s later analysis of this epidemic (1981) included a thorough re­examination of population levels for Cairo. 
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The work of ‘A� mr Najı�b Mūsā Nasir (2003) addresses a host of hitherto overlooked aspects of the rural economy, breaking ground in terms of the depth and detail given to rural economic change in the wake of plague 
depopulation. In terms of archival work on the rural economy, it should 
also be noted that the Japanese scholar Daisuke Igarashi (2006, 2008, 
2010, and forthcoming) has extensively investigated archival collections of waqf documents (created by formal institutions established by chari­
table donation) in order to study agrarian developments; his forthcoming monograph on the political economy of waqf foundations deals with the economic change related to plague depopulation. 
Meanwhile, Sevket Pamuk (2007) has taken up the subject of east-west divergence and its relationship to plague depopulation. Since then, he has 
(with Maya Shatzmiller) published analyses that study wage trajectories 
following plague outbreaks (Shatzmiller 2012; Pamuk and Shatzmiller 
2014). Two other recent contributors to this area of economic history are 
the Malaysian scholar Wan Kamal Mujani (2008 and 2011), who studies economic developments at the very end of the Mamluk period, and the 
Swedish economist Johan Söderberg (2006), who has produced a new and novel examination of prices, an examination that employs methodological tools new to the study of the Black Death in the Middle East.
Another recent work in Arabic, indispensable for anyone studying the economic impact of plague depopulation in Egypt, is that of Muhammad 
al-Zāmil (2008). This book is full of insightful observations and detailed analysis of economic developments—particularly developments in the rural sphere. Perhaps the most innovative recent study is by Julien Louiseau 
(2011). In Reconstruire la maison du sultan, 1350–1450: ruine et recom-
position de l’ordre urban au Caire, Louiseau conducts a detailed mapping of Cairo that examines the areas of the city most affected by the khirāb, or 
economic decline of Egypt. Using a broad archeological reconstruction of 
fifteenth-century Cairo, this massive two-volume work studies the after­math of the Black Death and its effects on the built environment, including graves as well as ruined palaces, mosques, and housing structures. Finally, looking at the subject of plague in the longer term, there is 
new work by Alan Mikhail (2008, 2011, 2013) and Sam White (2010) on Ottoman Egypt. Mikhail, whose work studies the trail of plague mortality stretching all the way to the nineteenth century, focuses attention on the environmental history of plague, and his innovative use of archival court records gives him a unique perspective on the disease’s long­term tenure in the eastern Mediterranean. Long after plague had been banished from Europe it endured in the Middle East, and it continued to haunt Egypt, with outbreaks recurring approximately every nine years for over half a 
millennium, from 1347 to 1894 (see also Varlık 2014, in this issue).
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Measuring Rural Depopulation
The Black Death was thus the first of many blows that struck the Egyptian 
population; cycles of plague outbreaks continued into the 1400s and well beyond—and some of these outbreaks were nearly as bad as the Black 
Death itself (Dols 1977: 305–14).2 The many outbreaks of the fifteenth century carried away enough victims that they left deep scars in the col­
lective memory. An account narrated by al-Maqrı�zı� (al-Sulūk, 4: 227) 
describes the outbreak of 1412 in the following terms:
 فخربت الإسكندرية و بلاد البحيرة و أكثر الشرقية و معظم الغربية و الجيزة و تدمرت بلاد
 الفيوم و عم الخراب بلاد الصعيد بحيث بطل منها زيادة على أربين خطبة كانت تقام في يوم
 الجمعة. و دثر ثغر أسوان – و كان من أعظم ثغور المسلمين. فلم يبقى به أمير و لا كبير و
 لا سوق و لا بيت. و تلاشت مدائن الصعيد كلها. و خرب من القاهرة و ظواهرها زيادة على
.نصف أملاكها. و مات من أهل أقليم مصر بالجوع و الوباء نحو ثلثى الناس
(Alexandria was laid waste [by these troubles] and so was [the Nile Delta 
province of] al-Buḥayra. The greater part of [the province of] al-Sharqı�ya 
was ruined, and the majority of [the two provinces] al-Gharbı�ya and Giza 
were desolated. The [province of] the Fayyum was devastated. Destruc­
tion was widespread in Upper Egypt as well – so much so that more than forty sermons that were held on Fridays were abrogated. [The intent 
here is to convey that more than forty villages/towns large enough to 
have a congregational mosque were abandoned.] The port city of Aswan was destroyed, and it was once one of the greatest of Muslim port cities; 
now nothing remains in it of amirs, influential people, marketplaces, or 
houses. Most of the cities of Upper Egypt have been obliterated. Cairo and 
its outskirts have lost half their wealth. And two-thirds of the population 
of Egypt has been wiped out by famine and plague.)
Al-Maqrı�zı� is trying to describe the scale and scope of economic and demographic devastation, though a mortality of two­thirds was probably only witnessed at times and in places where plague outbreaks were at 
their most intense. The plague cycles of 1430 and 1460 were two such outbreaks: they were the worst to follow the Black Death. Both lasted for 
about four and a half months. In Cairo, the plague of 1430 claimed about 
90,000 lives and the 1460 outbreak some 70,000 lives. 3 
2 Dols provides a fairly detailed appendix of the outbreaks that followed the Black 
Death, to the end of the Mamluk period (1517 CE). He concludes (1977: 223–24) that 
there were some twenty-eight outbreaks in Egypt in the interval 1349–1517 CE, with 
cycles of recurrence every five and a half years.
3 Quantitative primary evidence (including figures for daily death tolls) supports 
this conclusion. For the 1430 plague, see al-Maqrı�zı� (al-Sulūk, 4: 822–26), Ibn Ḥajar 
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What we know about these plague outbreaks—qualitatively and quan­
titatively—are details provided by eye-witness observers, like Ibn Ḥajar 
al-‘Asqalānı� and al-Maqrı�zı� for the 1430 plague and Ibn Taghrı�birdı� for 
the 1460 plague. These three men (among other witnesses) were mem­
bers of the elite class of urban scholars. What they record are the number of plague deaths per day (and sometimes the totals for certain periods 
of time). These numbers were conveyed to them by high-ranking mem­
bers of the Circassian (Mamluk) military regime and its civilian bureau­
cracy. The bureaucrats themselves obtained the figures for the number of 
plague deaths per day by one of two methods. The first was derived from an account of deaths listed by name and registered by the Department 
of Inheritances. But this was only a partial record, perhaps one-third of all urban deaths, because the vast number of anonymous and property­less poor were not counted. The second method was more comprehensive and consisted of counting corpses that were brought to a muṣallā, which might best be translated as “prayer site” or “oratory.” The muṣallā was an open place with a more limited ceremonial scope 
than a mosque. It was often located at a city’s gates, with a designated wall for the prayer niche (mihrab). The muṣallā most often referenced in the course of these two outbreaks was that of the Bab al­Nasr at the 
northern end of Fatimid Cairo. Here, bodies were brought for the brief “funeral prayer” (janāza) that preceded actual burial. In 1430, however, these funeral prayers were performed with great haste over long lines of 
bodies. This mass blessing was then followed, in 1430, by burial en masse, 
with graves dug out for forty or more corpses at a time (Ibn Taghrı�birdı�, 
Ḥawādith, 14: 341). From these muṣallā, of which Cairo had about four­
teen in 1430 and seventeen in 1460, the total number of deaths per day were recorded by civilian bureaucrats—sometimes under the direction of leaders (amirs) of the regime. These tallies were apparently detailed and conducted with as many as three independent witnesses. Sometimes rounded and sometimes not, the numbers present a complex picture of different urban sectors in which there were mosques, markets, and gates that served as muṣallā. 
al-‘Asqalānı� (Inbā’, 9: 200), Ibn Iyās (Badā’i‘, 2: 113), and Ibn Taghrı�birdı� (Ḥawādith, 
14: 339–43). The primary sources for the 1460 plague are Ibn Taghrı�birdı� (Ḥawādith, 
16: 130–47; see the translation by Popper (1954–63, 4: 90–100). See also Ibn Iyās (Badā’i‘, 2: 357). On the 1430 plague, see also Dols (1981: 404–11), who had clearly 
intended to study the 1460 plague as well (1981: 409). 
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Analyzing the Data for Rural Plague MortalityThanks to these contemporary records, urban death tolls (numbers of 
deaths per day) from different sources can be compared with one another, and the resulting ratios indicate the data’s probable validity. Once a con­
firmable ratio is established, one can calculate total deaths per day by extrapolating from a single data point (such as a datum from one of the 
muṣallā). From these ratios, final death counts can then be posited and graphed, to represent the number of deaths per day over time. The graphs for rural mortality from plague outbreaks (Graphs 1–3, on pp. 
134–5, below) are based on this method of calculation. However, it should be noted that compiling rural depopulation statistics presents more of a chal­lenge. The same sources available for Cairo can also be mined for data on 
rural plague outbreaks in 1430 and 1460, as well as for one in 1403–04 and 
another in 1407 (al-Maqrı�zı�, al-Sulūk, 3: 1126 and 4: 43). But the mortality 
figures that we have for towns and villages outside of Cairo are much less systematic, so we must assess the scale of rural depopulation by adapting and applying the plague curves determined for Cairo. Moreover, we do not 
know precisely how these rural figures were compiled, but it seems logical that the muṣallā funeral rite (and associated body count), as a generalized 
Islamic practice, worked in roughly the same manner in a village as in a city. 
Map 1. Egypt’s Nile Delta Showing Plague Outbreaks and the Principal Sultani Irrigation Canals. Sketch by author 
with data taken from 
multiple sources.
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Map 1 on the previous page shows the distribution of rural outbreaks that have so far been documented. Tables 1–3 opposite display data col­
lected from the available sources for the three outbreaks (1403, 1430, and 
1460). These figures are rough estimates, as attested by the urban wit­
nesses who recorded them. Hence, the goal here is to convey a sense of 
scale and scope: did hundreds die in large towns like al-Maḥallat al-Kubrā 
(below)—or was the total mortality in the thousands—or even tens of thousands? For estimating mortality in these rural locations, Cairo’s peak death 
rates for 1430 and 1460 were scaled down to the two death rates that we 
have for al-Maḥallat al-Kubrā in 1460 (Table 3: 250 per day in February 
and 300 per day in March): see Graph 1. These two curves, which align closely with that of the scaled­down curve for Cairo, can then be averaged and combined into one curve: see Graph 2.Summing up the interpolated areas suggested by this amalgamated 
curve yields an estimated total number of deaths: approximately 10,000 
for the plague outbreak of 1460 in al-Maḥallat al-Kubrā alone. This total 
mortality can then be tested against the total deaths of the 1430 outbreak 
in the same locale, for which we have a figure of some 5,000 deaths by 
January of 1430, some sixty days into the epidemic (Table 3). The sixty-
day mark in the 1460 graph above (Graph 2) reads as 4,000 total deaths. 
The fact that the two figures are comparable suggests that the scale is cor­
rect—even if the figures themselves are rounded estimates. 
We also have estimated death tolls for the Nile Delta town of Minūf 
al-‘Ulyā (see Madı�na Minūf on Map 1, above) in 1407 CE: a peak death rate 
of 140 per day and a total death count of 4,400. The same method of adapt­ing the Cairo plague curve (see Graph 3), takes a peak death rate of 140 and 
generates an estimated total deaths of 4,652. The closeness of the estimated 
total deaths (4,652) and the reputed actual total deaths (4,400) could be a coincidence, but it more likely suggests, again, that the scale of the toll 
reported in our sources is correct—and that for Minuf al-‘Ulya, a total mor­
tality between 4,000 and 5,000 for this epidemic is a realistic estimate.
In sum, Minūf al-‘Ulya was subjected to a series of major outbreaks 
in 1403, 1407, 1430, and 1460, each claiming several thousand lives. If this method of estimating rural depopulation is effective, then some 
other towns and villages—like al-Naḥririyya and al-Maḥallat al-Kubrā—must have suffered a similar fate. Prior to this unfolding catastrophe, populations for these provincial centers were likely in the range of 
20,000 to 40,000. Al-Qalqashandı� describes Minūf al-‘Ulyā as “medium” (mutawassiṭa) and al-Maḥallat al-Kubrā as “large” (‘aẓīma). The loss of 
5,000 to 10,000 inhabitants in successive blows suggests depopulation 
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substantially higher than the one-third estimated by Dols (1977) for 
Egypt as a whole. The Egyptian historian ‘Imād Abū Ghāzı� (2000: 65–66), who closely examined rural Egypt via archival documents, suggests that 
rural Egypt lost more than 40% of its population from 1347 to 1517.
The numbers derived above suggest that Abū Ghāzı�’s estimate is real­istic. Geography argues for it as well: the layout of Egypt’s rural areas suggests that it facilitated the spread of plague. Egypt’s Nile Valley is a thin strip of arable land, bounded by desert, hugging the Nile River at all points, while Egypt’s Delta is crisscrossed with canals and inland water­ways that were used for transporting grain on small ships. These spatial 
Graph 1. Al-Maḥallat al-Kubrā in 1460 CE: Graph of Plague Deaths over Time as Measured against a Scaled Curve for Cairo
Graph 2. Al-Maḥallat al-Kubrā in 1460 CE: Graph of Rising Death Toll over Time
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configurations are ideal for the dissemination of plague-bearing rats and 
fleas. The annual Nile flood would then have abetted plague mortality by 
drowning the fields surrounding the villages, forcing rats to seek shelter 
in human habitations located on higher ground (Conrad 1981). The fact that plague outbreaks continued to strike Egypt with substantial force well into to the nineteenth century may itself be largely attributable to 
geography (Mikhail 2011: 214–21). 
The Irrigation System and the Rural Economy
If rural depopulation was severe, what did it spell out for Egypt’s econ­omy? This is where the subject of irrigation plays a major role: to study Egypt’s medieval irrigation system is, essentially, to study the economy of preindustrial Egypt. No other aspect or foundation of Egyptian economic activity had a larger impact on its overall economic output. 
A few words on the system itself and how it functioned are in order here. Medieval Egypt’s irrigation system relied on the spring monsoon 
over the western Indian Ocean: the monsoon, which fell on the highlands 
of Ethiopia in June, caused the Nile to flood in the early autumn. As the 
Nile rose some seven meters up from its low-water level, floodwater was 
channeled to flood canals (called variously: khalīj, tura, and baḥr) that 
Graph 3. Minuf ‘Ulyā in 1407 CE: Graph of Estimated Plague Deaths over Time (as Measured 
against Cairo Curve)
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led water from the Nile River and collected it in enormous basins (Arabic: 
ḥawḍ or aḥwād) (see Map 2).4The walls containing the water in these basins were enormous dikes 
(Arabic: jisr or jusūr), and they held the water in the basin, allowing it to 
soak into the soil over a period of about a month and a half. Alluvial sedi­
ment that washed down from the Ethiopian highlands with the floodwa­ter also settled into the soil, which accounted for Egypt’s rich agricultural fertility.5 When this period of soaking the soil was complete, the remain­
4 Map by M. Schouani, printed in Pierre Jacotin’s Déscription de l’Égypte (1826); 
reproduced by kind permission of the David Rumsey Map Collection, no. 3964022. 
5 The British colonial hydraulic engineer William Willcocks (1913, 1: 302) analyzed 
the floodwater’s sediment and determined that it contained nitrogen, phosphoric 
acid, and other nutrients. There were 1.5 kilograms of suspended alluvial matter 
per cubic meter of floodwater and two-thirds of this came out of solution and was deposited, one millimeter a year, as a layer on Egypt’s soil. The deposition of alluvium, 
Map 2. Flood Canals in Upper Egypt, c. 1800 (Nile River at Right, Baḥr Yūsuf at Left)4
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ing floodwater was allowed to flow back into the Nile and sowing of seed for the winter crop would commence. So Egyptian agriculture was funda­mentally dependent upon its irrigation system—and damage to the irriga­tion system meant severe damage to Egypt’s agrarian sector.
Canals themselves were classified as either perennial canals (ṣayfī) 
or flood canals (nīlī). The former were deep enough, and/or had gated weirs, that they were able to provide water year­round, while the latter 
were only filled during the flood season. These irrigation components, the canals, the dikes, the dams, and the weirs, were controlled by and main­tained by the provincial walī (governor) and his mubāshirūn (roughly, 
staff or bureaucrats) in the respective provincial capital. From there the governor and his staff acted as authority and liaison for the irrigation sys­
tem. In their interactions with village elders (shaykh, mashāyīkh) and vil­lage experts (among them the khawlī), the provincial authority played a role as both coordinator and coercer.
While much of the agricultural work in medieval Egypt was compara­tively light, this was not so for the irrigation system. Enormous labor was required to keep the system going. The village irrigation system itself demanded a heavy toll of labor, but so did the large­scale sultani system that connected the villages to one another—and to the Nile. During the Mamluk period, Egypt’s irrigation system fell into two neat 
categories. The first of these, the baladi system, was the local, village­level system. The village community was supposed to take care of it, without 
the help of any broader (communal) or higher (coercive) authority, even if the irrigation bureaucracy still played a prominent role in that process. The sultani system, by contrast, was everything the baladi system was not: it was outside the boundary of the village; it was a non­local system; it was a regional system; it was controlled from a remote center; it linked larger parts of the system together; it linked one part of the baladi system to other parts of the baladi system; and it connected the baladi system, at most points, to the Nile River.
dating some 10,000 years back to the last Ice Age, formed a layer roughly ten meters 
thick in Egypt’s Nile Delta. See also Beaumont (1993: 25–29), Ward (1993: 229 and 
231), Bowman and Rogan, (1999: 2), Stanley and Warne (1998: 797–804), and Barois 
(2010: 25). The rich muddy water, the “red water,” was highly prized by Egyptian farmers. The scholarly elite of Mamluk Egypt were well aware of the cause of the 
flood, the source of the alluvial matter, and its properties. Ibn Iyās, writing at the end 
of the fifteenth century, discusses the crucial difference between the barren prospects 
of spring water and the enriching quality of the Nile mud. His testimony is one of 
many in a long tradition of Islamic natural philosophers who examined the various 
aspects of Egypt’s Nile flood (Nuzhat: 101–04, 108–12).
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sultani system, according to three different fifteenth-century authors, 
are 50,000 for Upper Egypt and 70,000 for Lower Egypt (al-Suyūṭı�, Ḥusn, 
2: 320; al-Maqrı�zı�, Khiṭaṭ, 1: 60; Ibn Iyās, Nuzhat: 137). There are also 
references to the total cost of irrigation maintenance, estimated at 25% of the annual revenue income of the non­hereditary iqṭ̣ā’ landholdings, 
which would add up to several million gold dinars. It is not clear, however, 
how the expenditures were supposed to break down. If one takes labor-
to-population ratios as a guide, 120,000 irrigation laborers out of a rural population in the millions—where the ratio of labor to total population 
was in all likelihood on the order of 70%—would seem a rather paltry 
workforce for a country with such a large and rich arable terrain. How­
ever, this figure of 120,000 clearly applied only to the larger-scale inter­connecting sultani system, and not to the thousands of village systems that fed into the sultani system.6 
As it turns out, these numbers are quite realistic. If we compare them to nineteenth­century statistics, they match quite closely (see Table 4), which means that contemporary reporters were probably talking to someone close to the source, in a diwan of the central regime, who under­stood the system well. For example, after the British occupation of Egypt 
in 1882, the colonial irrigation engineer William Willcocks (1913, 2: 815) 
reported that some 400 adult males per village, that is all males between 
fifteen and fifty years of age, were liable for seasonal corvée work. Will­
cocks’s estimate may have been on the high side; the real figure might 
have been less than 350, given a likely adult male labor pool (aged fifteen 
to fifty) consisting of perhaps 25% to 30% of a total village population 
hovering between 1000 and 1500.
What was the exact nature of this labor, and why did it carry a heavy 
toll? It seems clear from both modern and medieval sources that the bulk of the work was composed of the annual “reconstruction” of the system 
in the spring, starting in the Coptic month of Ṭūba. This annual spring 
work, which was needed to undo the damage wreaked by the Nile flood 
itself, was (in the Mamluk period) directed by the kāshif al-jusūr (provin­cial sultani system inspector) of which there was one for each province, rotating in appointment on a year­to­year basis. The provincial governor (wālī) also played an important role here, and his mandate often inter­sected with that of the kāshif al-jusūr (Baḥr 1999, 38–52). 
6 See al-Qalqashandı� (Subḥ, 3: 515–16); Ibn Shahı�n al-Ẓāhirı� (Zubdat: 129); and al-
Maqrı�zı� (Khiṭaṭ, 1: 101). See also Cooper (1973: 77), Tsugitaka (1977: 183–84), and 
Nāṣir (2003: 172, 177). 
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There were two principal tasks that took up the lion’s share of the spring labor requirements: dredging canals and rebuilding dikes.7 The dredging of canals meant, for the larger canals, the use of a kind of shovel­ing device called a jarrāfa, which was a large box­like scraper for the bot­toms of canals, triangular and measuring eighty centimeters to the side. One or two men would sit on this box to weight it down and dig into the accumulated silt, and when full it would be emptied at the side of the canal 
(Ibn Shahı�n al-Ẓāhirı�, Zubdat: 128; see also Shaw 1962: 227–28). The dredging of smaller canals usually involved peasants using shovels, and 
there was a “shovel levy” (a reference to equipment of various kinds) that 
seems to have been measured for each individual village (Tsugitaka 1997: 
230). There was a levy of oxen as well (Abū Zayd 1987: 62).8 Dredging the 
7 Julien Barois (2010: 37), writing in the nineteenth century, makes it clear that 
the dikes and canals occupied the time of repair crews about equally. In Upper Egypt, 
he counted 3,550,000 cubic meters of earthwork on the dikes and 4,650,000 in the 
canals; in all, 8,200,000 cubic meters. He also provided an estimate of the volume of 
earthwork per hectare for dikes (5.5 cubic meters) and canals (8.7 cubic meters), for 
a total of 14.30 cubic meters of earthwork per hectare. 
8 The shovel levy was assigned in units called qiṭa’, perhaps one apparatus per qiṭa’, 
but I suspect it came to have some other standardized meaning that was becoming disassociated with the actual equipment, and may eventually have referred to money 
payments—or levies of manpower in corvée. See “Rural Society in Medieval Islam,” 
a website maintained by the College of Queen Mary, University of London: <http://
www2.history.qmul.ac.uk/ruralsocietyislam/index.html> [accessed October 11, 
2014]. It includes a very useful quantitative tool which documents al-Nābulusı�’s 
financial information for the Fayyum in the thirteenth century, and the spreadsheet 
of “Demographic Information” includes the shovel levy, which researchers Rappaport and Shahar suggest using as a relative indicator of population. The levies, in number 
Table 4. Fifteenth-Century Data on Number of Workers  Compared to Nineteenth­Century Data
Year Laborers Days Labor Earthwork (m3) Source
1400s 120,000   al-Suyūṭı� (Ḥusn, 2: 320; Khiṭaṭ, 1: 60); 
Ibn Iyās (Nuzhat: 137)
1879 120,000 152 29,000,000 Barois (2010: 68) 165,000 100  Willcocks (1913, 2: 815) 125,000 100  Willcocks (1913, 2: 815) 95,093 100  Willcocks (1913, 2: 815)
1884 125,000 150 29,000,000 Willcocks (1913, 2: 815)
1885 91,000 117 21,000,000 Barois (2010: 69)
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canals, whether they were flood canals (nīlī) or perennial canals (ṣayfī), took up a huge amount of time and heavy labor. Rates of siltation var­
ied widely, and were often anywhere between 0.5 to 1.5 meters per year 
(Willcocks 1913, 1: 320). Considering that there were probably well over a hundred sultani canals for Lower Egypt, and at least half as many for 
Upper Egypt, it is easy to see how the dredging of all of this silt made for a 
very heavy manpower requirement (Willcocks 1913, 1: 329).9 The second task, equally daunting, was to repair the dikes (jusūr) that had been cut/broken (qaṭa’) to let water in and out in the flood season. This process, the shāqq, involved rebuilding the dikes, usually with a material known as 
labsh (approximately, a mixture of mud and straw) (Abū Zayd 1987: 64). The places where cuts and breaches in the dikes had been made and then mended were known as quṭū’ and formed irregular joints that gave these dikes a zig­zag pattern. The dikes, like the canals, amounted to a very sub­
stantial volume of earthwork, and some of them could be as much as 20 kilometers in length (see Table 5).
These tasks ate up a lot of man-days (irrigation laborers were all male). One medieval source estimates that the shoring up of dike breaches (maqāṭi: made to let water into the basins)—and presumably repairs to 
flood damage elsewhere along the dike—required the labor of about a 
hundred men and fifty oxen with jarārīf (shovels) and miḥārīth (plows) 
for five months (Baḥr 1999: 50–51). Medieval records also indicate that the number of sultani dikes in the Delta numbered in the several hun­dreds. From these sources, we can estimate something on the order of 
350 sultani dikes in the Delta. This (350 × 100 laborers) would account 
of qiṭa’, vary from a low of .083 for one village to a high of 9 for a particularly large 
village. The average for the Fayyum is 1.16 and the sum total 104.66. Al-Nābulusı� also discusses an instance where a hundred jarrāfa (qiṭa’) were levied from the Fayyum as 
a whole, with ninety-five being the number actually collected. Other totals are found in numerous sources. One example is two hundred qiṭa’ levied for the construction 
of the Jisr Shı�bı�n in Qalyūbiyya in the early 1300s, a job that cost about 60,000 gold 
dinars, employed 12,000 in labor, and lasted three months. So 1 qiṭa’ of jarrāfa was 
presumably a fairly substantial amount by itself. For detail on the Jisr Shı�bı�n, see al-
Maqrı�zı� (al-Sulūk, 2: 466–67).
9 Even with half of Upper Egypt’s arable given over to perennial irrigation, there were 
still forty-five major flood canals in use, and presumably all of these would have been 
classified as sultani in the medieval period, as they each seemed to have served more 
than one village. Given that, one should double the figure to forty-two for Upper Egypt. 
And then, given that Lower Egypt had a much higher density of irrigation components, it is easy to see why something well in excess of a hundred would be reasonable. 
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for half of the 70,000 men required for work in the Delta, with canal-
dredging probably requiring another 35,000 men. Again, these estimates are not intended to be exact, but rather to approximate the scale and scope of manpower. The nineteenth­century data provides a very impor­
tant cross-reference, with figures ranging from 95,000 to 150,000 men at 
work for 100 to 150 days, suggesting the validity of these medieval num­
bers. Egyptian flood dikes were enormous, and the data on dikes from the 
1800s (Table 5) give a good idea of the volume of earthwork that medi­
eval Egyptians accomplished every spring. The figures in the table are a guide to the dimensions of spring reconstruction.10
When the manpower capacity, the volume moved per man-day (which 
averaged about 1 to 1.5 meters cubed), is applied to these figures, we see again that the total labor requirements were imposing and would eas­
ily add up to the 120,000 estimated by the medieval sources. Medieval 
accounts also match these dike figures in terms of length, total volume of earthwork, and man­days employed.
What this means, for our purposes, is that the decay of this labor-inten­sive system was a very likely result of the scarcity of rural labor caused by plague mortality. There were, moreover, a number of contributing factors 
that greatly intensified the irrigation system collapse, and these appear to have been maladaptive responses to the economic shock of depopu­lation. Egypt’s military elite played a role here: these elites, essentially synonymous with the urban landholding caste at this time, added to the 
crisis by forcing rents upward, coercing corvée in the place of wages, redi­recting irrigation­system taxes to their own coffers, and in essence loot­
ing the rural economy (Borsch 2005: 42–60). These things added to the direct damage of depopulation and irrigation labor scarcity, making for a 
10 Sources: Clot-Bey (1840: 473–74) and Rivlin (1961: 285).
Table 5. Dike Lengths and Volume of Earthwork10
Locale Name of Dike Length (m) Total Volume of Earthwork (m3)
Al-Minyā Ṭahnashāwı� 23,450 592,196Mallawi Kudyah 14,000 1,376,000
Asyūṭ Donhea 8750 175,000
Manfalūt Banı� Kalb 17,500 551,638
Manfalūt Maharriq 17,500 551,638
Girgā Manshı�yah 15,750 1,935,000
Upper Egypt Annual 183,390 11,999,208
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became quite apparent by the early fifteenth century. Many witnesses of this period testify to these problems.11 The encyclopedist al-Qalqashandı�, 
writing in the early fifteenth century, notes that “in our times, the mainte­nance of the baladi (local village) systems are being neglected, and upkeep of the sultani (interconnecting) system has been limited to the most trivial repairs that have little impact on production.” Furthermore, he continues, 
“the level of the Nile has, at many times, been as high as 19 or even 20 cubits, and despite this, the irrigation system does not provide adequate 
floodwater and agrarian production is weakened” (Subḥ, 3: 516).
Al-Qalqashandı�’s intention, in emphasizing the height of the annual Nile 
flood, is quite clear, and his meaning is echoed by several other contem­
porary chroniclers. The subject of flood heights was a source of endless anxiety for Egyptians whose prosperity rose and fell with the outcomes 
of the annual flood. The ideal flood level at this time was between 17 
and 18 cubits (a cubit was a linear measure of .462 meters) on the upper end of the scale on the Nilometer: a stone pillar used to measure the Nile 
flood. The level celebrated by old tradition was 16 cubits, at which mark 
the flood was said to have reached fulfillment—or completion (wafā’)—
at a point in the flood season, usually in August, when there was a pub­
lic ceremony and the main canal (Khalı�j Amı�r al-Mu’minı�n) was opened.12 
Above that, 17 to 18 cubits was regarded as a sufficient level for providing 
floodwater to the majority of the agricultural areas, whereas a level lower 
than 17 cubits might risk leaving areas under-watered and dry.13 On the 
other hand, a level higher than 18 cubits, somewhere in the range of 19 
to 20 cubits, was considered potentially dangerous: an overly high flood could wreak a lot of damage—to the irrigation system, and to villages and 
homes; an over-inundation could also drown a significant portion of the 
cultivable region (Ibn Iyās, Nuzhat al-umam, 88–89; al-Maqrı�zı�, Khiṭaṭ, 1: 
60; Barois 2010: 24). 
Clearly, then, al-Qalqashandı�’s narrative suggests that these quanti­
tative rules have been changed: that a level of 19 to 20 cubits, far from 
11 See al-Maqrı�zı� (al-Sulūk, 4: 564, 618, 646, 678, 709–10, 750–53, 806–09, 834, 863, 
874, 903–04, 931, 950); Ibn Iyās (Nuzhat, 182); Ibn Taghrı�birdı� (Ḥawādith, 4:573); 
Ibn Iyās (Badā’i‘, 5: 114–15); Suyuti (Husn, 2: 302). See also Petry (1994: 114–15 and 
124–25).
12 Al-Maqrı�zı� (Khiṭaṭ, 1: 55); see also Abū Zayd (1987: 18) and Nāṣir (2003: 173). 
Traditionally, the flood was said to begin its rise on the night of the Feast of Saint 
Michael (‘I�d Mı�kā’ı�l), on the twelfth day of the Coptic Month of Ba’una (June 20).
13 Specifically, 12 to 13 cubits was considered dangerously low (Said 1993: 98).
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flood levels, much of the agricultural land was going dry. The Nile itself was not to blame, nor even the sediment that built up on the river bed, 
sediment that caused its natural crest level to rise every year. It was, in 
fact, the irrigation system itself that was causing the problem. When canals 
became silted up and blocked, floodwater was prevented from reaching the irrigation basins, even when the Nile level was far more than adequate 
(al-Maqrı�zı�, al-Sulūk, 4: 903). And when dams and weirs were in disrepair, 
floodwater was no longer being provided according to schedule. And of greatest importance was the role of the dikes. The Nile reached its peak in 
the Coptic month of Tūt (approximately September). When the flood was 
at or near peak, water was led into the flood basins.14 The floodwater was 
then held in these enormous basins for forty to fifty days.15 Any shortening 
of this time period would mean that the basins were insufficiently full for 
watering the winter crop. When the Nile began to descend in the Coptic 
month of Bābih (roughly October, in the fifteenth century), it was essential 
that the dikes held the water in as the flood went down (Willcocks 1913, 
1: 307, 311). Any failure in the dike system (cuts in the dikes, holes in the 
dikes, breaches in the dikes) meant a failure to check this flow.16 It meant that water would leak from the system before the proper time, and there­
fore meant a failure to irrigate the flood basins and a failure to provide adequate watering for the critically important winter crop.17 
14 The schedule called for specific, targeted openings at different times, such as at 
Nawrūz (New Year’s Day), on the first day of the Coptic month of Tūt (corresponding 
to September 12) and on the ‘I�d al-Ṣalı�b (the Festival of the Cross) on the seventeenth 
day of the Coptic month of Tūt (corresponding to September 29). See Abū Zayd (1993: 
18–19) and Willcocks (1913, 1: 304).
15 The reported average time is forty-five days (Willcocks 1913, 1: 301). Other 
durations are also given (Barois, 2010: 25).
16 The management of the sultani system included provisions for watchmen who were assigned to monitor the canals and dikes carefully, to watch for any breaks in the dikes or problems with canals. See the roles of the khufarā’ and ḥurrās in Ibn 
Mammātı� (Qawānīn: 229). See also Cooper (1993: 229), Tsugitaka (1977: 333), and 
Abū Zayd, (1983: 13). 
17 When flood was to be let into a confined area, the dikes were broken open. The places where they were broken open were called quṭū’. From the same Arabic root, we get the word for open ruptures in the dikes (maqāṭi’) that were repaired in the 
early spring. In the Coptic months of Ṭubih (January 10 to February 8) and Amshı�r 
(February 9 to March 9), dikes that had been broken open in the early autumn, to let water in, were sealed up again using harrows (jarārīf) and mud mixed with straw (labsh). See Ibn Mammātı� (Qawānīn: 244–45); see also Abu Zayd (1987: 17, 64–65) 
and Cooper (1973: 103).
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In this instance, al-Qalqashandı� indicates that this delicate process was not being observed. Damage to the system, failure to maintain and repair dams, dikes, and canals, was causing it to malfunction. The failure of the canals to supply the water, along with the failure of the dikes to hold the 
water in, was causing the basins to go dry. Hence, damage to the system 
was causing a very high flood level (19 to 20 cubits) to look like a very low 
flood level, leaving much of the agricultural land dry.18 So in this sense, damage to the irrigation structure was not only wreaking havoc with the operation of the system, but also with the level indicators that allowed for proper control of the system.19 Managers of the system, depending upon a 
traditional corpus of knowledge, thus might anticipate flood damage and 
respond accordingly, when in actual fact, the level of the flood was barely 
adequate. It is clear from this account that serious harm had come to the irrigation system.
By the early fifteenth century, irrigation system decay was apparent to all observers. Plague depopulation, coming in cycles for the last half­century, had been taking its toll, denuding the rural labor force of its num­
bers. The notes taken by Ibn Iyās in the late fifteenth century, coupled 
with those of other witnesses, suggest that the irrigation system in Upper Egypt had been gravely impaired by that time, and that the Lower Egyp­
tian system had been affected in a similar manner (Borsch 2000: 137–39). Furthermore, the changes in the indicators—this confusion by which 
flood levels could no longer be read—is also palpable in the sources for this time. To know that serious maintenance was needed was one thing, but to realize that a traditional timetable, developed over centuries, 
was malfunctioning, was another thing altogether (Nāṣir 2000: 170). It 
was recognized that the time-tested ways of controlling the flood were 
now failing. There was also a sense that the traditional system of flood 
prediction had gone awry. During the flood of 1468, Nile officials were reputedly stunned when their predictions based on patterns of alluvial 
deposit failed for the first time since the Islamic conquest of Egypt in 640 
18 If, for whatever reason, flood levels were too low, the impact of abandoned land 
could affect the afflicted rural areas for years. ‘Abd al-Laṭı�f al-Baghdādı�’ furnishes us 
with an account of the two years that followed a disastrously low flood in the year 
1200, when the flood waters, “receded without the country having been sufficiently watered, and before the convenient time, because there was no one to arrest the 
waters and keep them on the land” (al-Baghdādı�, Kitāb al-’ifāda: 253–54).
19 Openings and closings of the canals and dikes followed a very complicated and precise schedule set down in the qawānīn al-riyy (the rules, also called “logs” or 
“registers” for irrigation). See Ibn Mammātı� (Qawānīn: 205–32) and al-Maqrı�zı� (al-
Sulūk, 1: 61, 171). See also Cooper (1973: 397) and Thayer (1993: 123).
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CE. Other events, such as the highly unusual crest of the river in 1479—arriving half a month early on the twenty­ninth day of the Coptic month, 
Abı�b (August 6)—added to the general level of anxiety (Petry 1994: 123). 
For the year 1508, we are told that the flood surged “fifty fingers” (1.125 
meters)20 in a single day—and this apparently had happened only twice 
since the Arab conquest (Petry 1994: 123). The magnitude of the crisis and the uncertainty it was causing thus 
loomed very large in the eyes of these contemporaries. It seemed to them that the Nile, as well as the irrigation system, could no longer be trusted. But as bad as the psychological impact may have been, the physical effects 
were of course more immediate—and bone-dry flood basins were not 
the only concern here, as level indicators went awry. It seems clear that 
episodes of destructive flooding made at least as much of an impression as did episodes of drought, involving, as these episodes did, the destruc­
tion of dikes that were caught in the flood’s wake. One record from the 
year 1432 CE notes that “dikes were ruined and many lands drowned, and 
water rushed into many of the villages before the proper time (for filling 
the basins). Summer crops such as cucumbers, sesame, and indigo were all 
ruined—to the loss of thousands of dı�nārs” (al-Maqrı�zı�, al-Sulūk, 4: 874). 
Just as broken dikes could allow floodwater to leak from basins before the watering was done, so too could they fail to hold back high levels of water, 
as they were designed to do. Hence, just as a high crest could still leave many lands dry, a normal crest could swamp low­lying villages with a tor­rent of water.21 More distressing were times when these two curses were 
compounded, and a flood too high was also a flood too low. In the same 
year that a destructive flood was sweeping through and ruining villages in many areas, the opposite was occurring in other parts of the country: 
areas were being left dry by the absence of this same flood. Floodwater was surging in places where dikes failed to protect low­lying lands, and 
pouring out of areas where dikes were failing to retain water (al-Maqrı�zı�, 
al-Sulūk, 4: 874). The combination of the twin evils added to the sense of confusion and dismay.22 
20 One finger on the Nilometer was 2.25 centimeters or 1/24th of a .541 cubit (dhirā’) (Allouche 1994: 88).
21 Ibn Iyās (Nuzhat, 88–89), al-‘Asqalānı� (Taysīr: 171), al-Qalqashandı� (Subḥ, 
3: 515), and al-Maqrı�zı� (al-Sulūk, 4: 806–09, 874). See also Barois (2010: 36), Abū Zayd (1987: 61), and Nāṣir (2003: 171–72).
22 Under these conditions, it seems likely that there were problems with salinity as well. The land category of sibākh was designated for areas that could not be cultivated 
due to high salt content: see Ibn Mammātı� (Qawānīn: 204); al-Maqrı�zı� (al-Sulūk, 2: 
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tem decay. For the years 1432 and 1435, al-Maqrı�zı� (al-Sulūk, 4: 874) makes a clear connection between these problems and system damage and notes that the decay of the system was compounding and multiply­ing the natural vulnerability of Egypt’s inundation agriculture. Chronicles 
of the fifteenth century are, in fact, replete with very specific examples 
of what went wrong with the system as it fell apart (Borsch 2005: 44). 
And system failure, when it occurred, could happen on a very large scale. Problems with the larger, interconnecting (sultani) system could have a profound effect not only on downstream villages, but on the local, village (baladi) systems, too. In the year 1428, for example, there was an enor­mous toll of damage. Disaster struck the villages of Zifta, Shubra, and their outlying areas and was blamed upon the neglect of the irrigation system 
maintenance. In 1477, the chronicler al-Ṣayrafı� tells how major parts of 
Cairo were badly damaged by floods because of dike failure in the area 
(cited by Nāṣir 2003: 173). Separate reports from Ibn Ḥajar al-‘Asqalānı� 
and Ibn Iyās inform us that a major disaster occurred when the enormous 
sultani dike of the Baḥr Abı� al-Manajjā failed and numerous downstream 
villages were drowned by floodwater. And violent flood surges, intimi­dating during times when the system was functioning well, became cata­strophic as the system fell apart.23 Frequently, large sections of the baladi system were taken down as parts of the sultani system failed. This is hardly surprising, bearing in mind that the sultani dikes and canals were just as important for protecting the baladi system from water as they were for supplying it. The vulnerability of the baladi system meant that 
130, 166); see also Tsugitaka (1977: 230) and Cooper (1973: 33, 37). Willcocks (1913, 
1: 308) says that “If the distribution is bad […] some basins receive little but sand, others have far more than their share of rich mud, and the greater part have nothing 
but the finest particles of mud with a large proportion of salts; especially is this the 
case where white water has stood for any length of time without any perceptible flow.”
23 It is important that one visualize the flow dynamics of the system. A flood which 
might only be 2 meters above the ground can wreak major havoc when a large volume 
of the water is penned back by a major dike. Julien Barois (2010: 33), observing the system in the nineteenth century, noted that “when one of these dikes becomes broken by the pressure of the water, great havoc may result, because in general the 
level of the flood much exceeds that of the riparian lands, and especially in certain 
parts of the Delta the high water reaches normally 2 meters above the soil of the valley.” Some sultani dikes were of huge proportions. One dike in the suburbs of Cairo 
was 16 meters high and built to a depth of 32 meters. See Tsugitaka (1977: 229–30). So too would depressions created by ruined canals pen up water, where it could apply stress to already weakened dikes.
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sections would go down like dominos, the failure of one set of basin dikes meaning that the entire chain, as many as eight basins in length, would be 
threatened with collapse (Borsch 2000: 459–60).Problems appeared at intervals. Calm could prevail for decades only to be suddenly followed by catastrophic and unpredictable crashes of whole segments of the system.24 This cycle seems to have continued through to 
the end of the fifteenth century, and it had a number of effects on the wider 
economy, and not just the rural sector. It was in this context, we can say, that Egypt’s irrigation system collapsed via a process of punctuated equilibrium 
(Borsch 2004: 461). Egypt’s fifteenth-century irrigation system seems to have persisted in a state of slow change/slow neglect until sudden and dra­matic episodes of regional collapse occurred. Each time the system’s func­tioning was punctuated by an episodic crash, repair costs escalated and the 
task of restoring the system became significantly more daunting. By the 
end of the Mamluk period (1517 CE), Egypt’s irrigation infrastructure had been largely ruined by the direct and indirect impact of plague depopula­
tion. In addition to the evidence that we have from the fifteenth century chroniclers—and the data for irrigation labor—estimates of total agrarian production (Table 6 and Graph 4) lead to the same conclusion. 
Here, data points gleaned from sources composed in the course of 
the fifteenth century are supplemented by data from the early Ottoman era, which also recorded irrigation system decay. For example, the Otto­
man land survey, conducted in 1528, offers data for the northwest Delta 
province of al-Buḥayra (Map 3), which allow us to compare the irrigation 
system’s performance in that year with that of the 1315 land survey con­
24 Ibn Taghrı�birdı� (Ḥawādith, 4: 67), al-‘Asādı� (al-Taysīr: 92–93), and Ibn Iyās (Badā’i‘, 5: 114–15; Nuzhat: 182). See also Borsch (2000: 461).
Table 6. Estimated Agrarian Production over Time
Year  
(CE)
Agrarian Output 
(1315 = 1)
 
Source
1315 1.00 Borsch (2005: 77)
1400 0.50 Extrapolated from treasury figures (Ibin Shahı�n, Zubdat: 107)
1410 0.45 Mujani (2008: 1113)
1517 0.42 Borsch (2005: 80–88)
1528 0.36 Michel (2002 : 197–251) 
1597 0.45 Borsch (2005: 80–88)
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ducted when the Mamluk Sultanate was at its economic peak. The spatial patterns of decay (villages with little or no output on the downstream ends of the provinces’ sultani canals) indicate system decay in excess of 
60% (Michel 2002). If we look much further ahead, we find a scene of mor­
tality and economic disruption that seems to resemble that of the fifteenth 
century. The death toll of the plague outbreak in Cairo, in 1791 CE, was one 
of the worst of the Ottoman period; it is evocative of the terrible 1430 and 
1460 outbreaks, with peak mortalities of 1,500 and 2,000 deaths per day 
(Mikhail 2011: 221–23). Given the analysis above for the fifteenth-century outbreaks, it seems unlikely that these peak mortality rates were exagger­
ated; total death tolls for Cairo, reported as well over 50,000, are realis­
tic. The city of Alexandria can serve as a special example of demographic catastrophe over this long term, its population dropping from an estimated 
100,000 in the Mamluk era to some 6,000 to 8,000 by the early nineteenth 
century (Le Père 1818: 10; Panzac 1978: 85; Panzac 1987: 86-87).25
25 We do not have any reliable population data for the medieval population of 
Alexandria, but Mamluk-era figures for the number of silk weavers in the city give us a rough sense of the scale of population at this time, and two separate accounts provide 
estimates that are close to one another. If there were over 10,000 silk weavers in the 
late thirteenth and early fourteenth centuries (one report lists some 14,000 for 1380, 
another some 12,000 for 1295) one might guess that a very minimum population 
level might be reasonably close to 100,000, which would assume that a very high 
percentage of the adult (presumably male) population was engaged in silk weaving. 
But given the plethora of trades in Alexandria and other cities of the Mamluk Sultanate at this time, it seems unlikely that silk weaving comprised so high a share of the total 
working (again presumably male) population. 100,000 would be a minimum.
Graph 4. Estimated Agrarian Output of Egypt (1.0 = Land Survey of 1315 CE)
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An Agenda for Future Studies of Plague’s Impact  
in Egypt and ElsewhereThe case of medieval Egypt calls for further examination of the irrigation system in a long­term perspective that includes the Ottoman period as well as the Mamluk era considered here; study of the early nineteenth 
century would provide a valuable comparison based on population fig­
ures as well as on land survey data. It also goes without saying that the impact of plague in the Middle East as a whole calls for much more atten­tion, especially given its role in shaping the long­term divergence between 
the economies of this region and that of Europe. Indeed, this article’s analysis of Egypt’s demographic and economic response to plague out­breaks suggests that other irrigation systems might have been similarly 
affected. An agenda for future research would therefore include analo­
gous systems like that of Mamluk Syria, Iran’s network of underground 
Map 3. The Province of Buḥayra Showing Sultani Canals.  
Sketch by author after maps in Jacotin (1828).
 150 STUART bORSChcanals (qanats), and the irrigation system of Iraq. Comparisons of irriga­tion systems could also extend to case studies of plague depopulation and 
its potential economic impact in South Asia (e.g., Sri Lanka) and East Asia 
as well. In addition to China’s irrigation system, the flood recession econ­
omy of Cambodia’s Angkor Kingdom is an especially interesting candidate 
for future research, precisely because Angkor’s sophisticated irrigation 
network fell apart in the fifteenth century: an event suspect in its timing. This collapse has hitherto been attributed to its extreme complexity, but the study of population levels could suggest other causes.26 Paying atten­tion to changing irrigation economies, more broadly, could therefore help us to trace the impact of plague depopulation in world history. Egypt’s long­term response to plague­induced demographic decline proves that outcomes differed drastically from place to place, contingent upon dependent variables like social structure and environment. But there are other important lessons to be learned from future studies of plague in this area. For example, Egypt has the potential to teach us something new 
about plague’s biology. After all, its experience with plague lasted for a very long time: it was still tormented by the disease in the eighteenth and 
nineteenth centuries. As Nükhet Varlık observes (2014, in this issue), a truly global approach to the study of this pandemic complicates the neat Eurocentric periodization of plague’s history and must be factored into new narratives and future scholarly approaches. So what made Egypt’s 
disease trajectory (and perhaps that of the Middle East as well) so dif­
ferent? My tentative answer would be that Nile flood geography and its 
influence upon insect and rodent vectors played a substantial role, and I propose this as another agenda item for future research (see Carmichael 
2014, in this issue). Furthermore, it is worth considering how Egypt’s mass graves, which we suspect were as plentiful there as in Europe, might supply bioarcheological data comparable to that derived from the East 
Smithfield cemetery of medieval London (see DeWitte 2014, in this issue). Egypt’s famous aridity, and the process of desiccation that has yielded so many well­preserved bodies from antiquity, is an important factor here. Consider the multitude of sandy graves amid the two huge cemeteries (the 
Qarafatayn, they were called) ringing the eastern edge of Cairo. We might 
find a rich if grim treasure trove of evidence in some of these graves, soft tissue residue as well as skeletal remains worthy of careful study.
26 Theories range from war to environment to irrigation system complexity: Moore 
1989; James 1995; Higham 2002; Penny et al. 2005; Stone 2006 and 2009; Chandler 
2007; Evans et al. 2007; Fletcher et al. 2008; Kummu 2009; Buckley et al. 2010; 
Diamond 2011.
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PLAGUE PERSISTENCE IN WESTERN 
EUROPE: A HyPOTHESIS
ann G. CarmiCHael
HUMAN PLAGUE OUTbREAkS occur after fleas infected with Yersinia 
pestis can find no other preferred hosts. Thus, plague is similar to the vector­borne infectious diseases that have been described as “spillovers,” because humans are not directly involved in the primary ecological pro­
cesses that govern pathogen persistence (McMichael 2010; Ostfeld 2011; 
Quammen 2012). Plague persists via transmissions within a population of reservoir hosts, such as Eurasian great gerbils and marmots. This hidden, silent stage of plague transmission is now called “maintenance phase” plague,1 and involves only burrowing rodents and their fleas. Burrows provide protected microenvironments for temporary survival of both 
bacteria and flea larvae (Anisimov, Lindler, and Pier 2014; Wimsatt and 
Biggens 2009). The precise mechanisms and ecological triggers that 
cause a wider, explosive “amplification phase” of plague, when highly sus­
ceptible animals begin to die, are not yet fully understood (Gage 2012). 
Intensive laboratory and field research projects focus on events early in 
a “transmission shift”: from ongoing flea-borne transmission within a maintenance host population to rapidly widening rodent die­offs, spread 
by many flea species (Buhnerkempe et al. 2011).Today, several low­tech, early­alert surveillance systems teach peo­ple living near plague hotspots how to notice deaths among the rodents 
involved in plague amplification. Should the warning signs escape notice, laboratory and/or autopsy investigation of sudden human deaths in a plague­endemic region become the next­best alert that it is time to inter­
I owe an incalculable debt to Monica Green and Carol Symes, for their editorial inter-
ventions; to Fabian Crespo, Nükhet Varlık, and Michelle Ziegler for detailed feedback on various points of my argument; and to George Sussman for his very helpful suggestions and edits. During the earliest formulations of this paper, my colleague Ellen Dwyer provided critique crucial to my eventual argument; her comments at that inchoate stage proved invaluable.
1 The terms “sylvatic” or “enzootic” are still used to refer to plague transmission exclusively among animals. More uncommonly, maintenance phase plague is called 
“primary plague,” and amplification (the spread to highly susceptible animal hosts), 
“secondary plague.” On the shifting scientific terminology, see Gage and Kosoy 
(2005).
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 158 ANN G. CARMIChAELrupt plague’s spread. The remedy in both cases is the same: using pes­
ticides to kill the fleas and flea larvae in areas near human habitation 
or worksites (Dennis and Staples 2009; Duplantier 2012; Stenseth et al. 
2008). Yersinia pestis persists because it can infect a wide range of fleas, 
many of which do not feed on humans (Hinnebusch 2010).
Environmental conditions that favor flea activity and replication are 
linked to plague amplification (Wimsatt and Biggins 2009; Adjemian et al. 
2007; Davis, Calvet, and Leirs 2005; Keeling and Gilligan 2000). Indeed, 
Yersinia pestis evolved from its ancestor, Yersinia pseudotuberculosis, 
through the acquisition of DNA permitting the infection of fleas. Because 
Y. pseudotuberculosis is able to live and replicate freely, typically in water, it needs genes that allow it to utilize environmental resources as nutri­ents. The new species Yersinia pestis lacks such capacity: it is an obli­
gate pathogen. Instead, flea-borne transmission permits Y. pestis’s sur­
vival, as well as its capacity to survive at the body temperature of fleas 
(26°C/79°F), a capacity which is conferred by two unique plasmids (i.e., 
DNA molecules within the bacterium, but separate from the DNA chro­
mosome of the organism). Even though slightly over 90% of the DNA is 
the same in both organisms, the “extra-chromosomal” or plasmid DNA is essential to the extraordinary virulence of Yersinia pestis (Hinnebusch 
2005; Keim and Wagner 2009; Eisen and Gage 2009).2 Because most fleas are able to clear Y. pestis infection from their gastrointestinal system relatively quickly, evolutionary pressure selects for strains of plague that overwhelm mammalian immune defenses, ensuring high concentrations 
of bacteria in the bloodstream. When fleas feed on an infected mammal, most of these insects can become transiently infected, able to transmit the 
organism to a new mammalian host (Perry and Fetherston 1997; Stenseth 
et al. 2008; Suntsov 2012). In sum, knowing that the evolution and sur­vival of Yersinia pestis depends upon conditions favoring flea replication and dispersal changes how we historians can approach the problem of 
plague’s four-hundred-year persistence in Western Europe. 
2 Many of the genes which Y. pestis shares with Y. pseudotuberculosis became “pseudo­genes” serving no known purpose. Some of the novel virulence genes that Y. pestis 
develops after the flea bite are genes that block many of the systemic immune defenses 
that warm-blooded mammals deploy. These genes are turned on (“upregulated”) at 
a temperature of 37°C/98.6°F. Similar to other emergent pathogens, Y. pestis lost or 
scrambled key components of the chromosomal DNA of the ancestor organism, and it acquired the two additional plasmids unique to the killer bacterium, possibly in separate 
stages (Hinnebusch 2005). Many of the functions new to Y. pestis related to flea-borne transmission, but some included virulence factors in mammals, particularly the ability 
to cause an overwhelming pulmonary infection (Price, Jin, and Goldman 2012). 
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on the origins and nature of the disease that appeared in 1347. Second­arily, interdisciplinary interest once centered on the possible reasons for 
plague’s eventual disappearance from Western Europe: a region that, for 
the purposes of this historical study, I will limit to medieval Christendom. 
Nicely summarized a generation ago by Stephen Ell (1984), plague’s dis­appearance subsequently became a relatively less interesting locus of interdisciplinary debate. The best­supported arguments for plague’s dis­appearance pointed to historical factors (such as modernization, change 
in interregional trade patterns, targeted public health measures) rather 
than specific identifiable biological or environmental changes in eigh­teenth­century Europe. 
Until very recently, biologically oriented analysis of the cause, spread, and decline of plague outbreaks in Europe also focused on the habitats and habits of the genus Rattus, the species of rodents assumed to be fun­damental to understanding medieval and early modern plague. Those who strongly supported the view that the Black Death was caused by 
Yersinia pestis (e.g., Benedictow 2004; Audoin-Rouzeau 2003), as well 
as those who equally vigorously opposed that view (Twigg 1984; Cohn 
2002; Christakos et al. 2005), assumed that black rats and two anthropo­
philic fleas (Xenopsylla cheopis and Pulex irritans) were required for the 
spread of plague across Europe. The constraints imposed by the rat/flea model made the rapid temporal and spatial diffusion of human mortality in the Black Death epidemic of 1347–53 a site of intense historical debate. 
Benedictow (2004) concluded that plague could spread very quickly, “metastasizing” to settlements along rivers and roads, gradually diffusing into the agrarian spaces that surrounded towns: an argument consistent 
with some earlier work on British India. That is, passive redistribution of 
infected fleas and rats could infect sizeable populations of black rats (Rat-
tus rattus) in cities, towns, and market centers. 
My analysis assumes that many more mammalian and flea species 
were involved in plague maintenance and amplification in late medieval Europe, just as is the case today.3 Now that we are sure that the excess mortality of the great mid­fourteenth century epidemic was caused by 
3 Bolton’s helpful, very recent (2013) essay appeared too late to fully inform my 
present research. I agree with his shift in emphasis to non-Rattus plague host species, 
and will not here repeat his important summary of plague transmission by fleas that do not become “blocked,” a classic mechanism for plague described in Bacot and 
Martin (1914). Their work led to a long-standing assumption that one flea species, 
Xenopsylla cheopis, was the primary insect vector in plague epidemics. 
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Yersinia pestis, it is vitally important to understand the ecological features of areas where high levels of human mortality are discernible. Ecology is the study of interrelationships among all living organisms, as well as with their physical surroundings. This means that the anthropocentrism of familiar contagion­based diffusion analyses hinder our full understanding of the initial catastrophe. Contagion­based understanding of Black Death plague mortality tends to elide evidentiary lacunae, in order to claim that the epidemic was uniform, sparing only a few cities, towns, and regions. But given that Y. pestis has been identified as the primary cause of the 
overall pandemic, this molecular-archeological finding redraws the eco­logical and historical questions that we must now confront. For example, the apparent speed of plague’s spread across different European regions and within human populations has traditionally been calculated by mapping accounts that offer very little more than a brief 
allusion to an epidemic: these have been staple findings of the contagion-driven model of Black Death diffusion. Retheorizing and problematizing maps of Black Death mortality is therefore an important next step, as 
David Mengel (2011) has shown. Meanwhile, it is now evident that the initial mid­fourteenth century epidemic cannot be explained by appealing to a uniquely virulent emergent strain of Y. pestis at the time of the Black Death. The archaic Y. pestis DNA recovered from Black Death plague pits 
shows no significant genetic differences from bacterial strains of plague still extant today. Further study of the plague genome in its ecological con­texts is consequently another important next step, as we try to understand 
“the genetic changes involved in [plague’s] transformation from a sylvatic pathogen to one capable of pandemic human infection on the scale of the 
Black Death” (Bos et al. 2011: 506; and see Green 2014, in this issue). But genomic and molecular­archeological studies cannot account for the initial demographic collapse and the lingering population stagnation 
that characterizes many areas of Western Europe in the century follow­
ing the Black Death. We must look to other historical factors to explain mortality patterns, indeed, bringing to the foreground many that have long been a part of more complex understandings of the late medieval 
period. For example, DeWitte’s analysis of Black Death victims buried in 
East Smithfield, London (2009, 2010, and 2014, in this issue), provides strong evidence that poor prior health status increased an individual’s risk of dying during a plague epidemic. Recent syntheses of economic and demographic evidence suggest that the surviving population was not a more privileged one that escaped a Malthusian trap; epidemics and fam­
ines recurred, exacerbated by warfare in many regions. Borsch (2014, 
in this issue), meanwhile, analyzes the processes of social and economic 
 PLAGUE PERSISTENCE IN wESTERN EUROPE: A hyPOThESIS 161collapse, undermining the stability of crucial infrastructures supporting 
urban populations. I find the global framework provided by Bruce Camp­bell’s recent synthesis of northern hemisphere climate change to be most 
promising (Campbell 2010, 2011, 2013). Overall, I was inspired to focus on plague outside urban centers by Campbell’s suggestion that the long secular decline in population numbers and overall population health dur­
ing the period 1300–1800 CE are best situated in a wider ecological and climatic context. 
With the knowledge that Yersinia pestis accounts for the dramatic mortality levels seen in the Black Death, we should expect that differ­ent localities would have experienced mortality crises of quite different dimensions. Yet historians of European plagues have shown a strong ten­dency to connect only the bigger data­rich dots, remaining unimpressed 
by patchy and problem-ridden evidence from rural hinterlands. As a con­sequence, a common claim is that plague became almost exclusively an 
urban phenomenon in Europe by the fifteenth century. (e.g., Alfani 2013). Renewed, detailed study of the paths and timing of recurrent waves of 
plague in Western Europe is necessary, given what we now know of the ecology of Y. pestis. Plague first spills over around a limited number of maintenance reservoirs, which are “heterogeneous at global, regional, and 
local scales” (Eisen and Gage 2012: 63). How, then, does it travel between rural areas, small market centers, and larger cities?4 The papers by Nükhet 
Varlık (2014) and Michelle Ziegler (2014, both in this issue) offer detailed 
observations on amplifying rodent host species (Varlık) and the circum­
stances and locations in which flea “super-production” would have ampli­
fied flea-borne transmissions to susceptible mammals, including humans 
(Ziegler). Here I will direct attention to a remote region serving as habitat for a possible plague maintenance host. 
Plague today is found on most, but not all, continents. It was eradicated 
from Australia by the mid-1920s but persists in both North and South 
America, in many regions of Africa, and across Eurasia east of the Black Sea. On continents where plague is found, reservoirs are heterogeneously 
arrayed: thus, transmission hotspots are discontinuous. Were there simi­
4 Not all waves of plague in Europe would have been generated by spillovers 
from remote maintenance foci. In an extraordinarily valuable case study of endemic plague in London, c. 1550–1665, Cummins, Kelly, and O�  Gráda (2013), show that plague persisted for up to a century in London, without requiring reintroduction of 
the pathogen from rural hinterlands or maritime commerce. A city the size of London (population c. 60,000 in 1550) would have supported a heterogenous population of 
Rattus rattus rodents, some surviving and resistant, others susceptible. When fleas 
could not find a nearby rodent host, however, humans would serve. 
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ervoir host, readily amplified by fleas to involve susceptible wild rodents 
and lagomorphs (e.g., squirrels, voles, rabbits), and eventually extend­ing to the infamous black rat (Rattus rattus) and/or human fleas (Pulex 
irritans) to cause a dramatic plague outbreak? My restudy of plague per­
sistence in Western Europe begins with archival sources indicating that 
plague could have persisted in the southern Alpine region, in just such natural reservoirs. Europe’s alpine zones are not often discussed in his­torical work on the Black Death and its recurrences, because research understandably centers on devastating late­stage zoonotic spillovers, the epidemics. Evidence nonetheless exists for plague in Europe’s alpine uplands, suggesting a new approach to the larger story.
A Few Plague Deaths along High Mountain Roads, 1567
Milan’s public health office, an impressive and extensive bureaucracy since 
the 1400s, systematically monitored plague cases on the state’s northern frontier. Traditional Milanese plague surveillance evolved by concentrat­ing on principal trade routes and nodes linked to the military boundaries 
of Lombardy, including those roads leading toward various Alpine passes 
(Pracchi 1971: 5–14 and 165–72). But surveillance over upper Lombardy 
collapsed during the half-century of horrors attending the “Italian Wars” 
(1499–1559), which subjected all of northern Italy to recurring food 
shortages, plagues, and pestilences (Mallet and Shaw 2012; Alfani 2013). 
Foreign troops repeatedly crossed the mountains into northern Italy, and often it seemed that plague came with them. 
By the late winter and early spring of 1567, after hostilities had ended, 
public health officials in Milan resumed aggressive plague surveillance. 
According to a well-placed Dominican, Gasparo Bugati, they assumed that the city of Lyon presented the greatest danger of plague this particular 
year. Italian princes had fled Lyon after paying homage to the new Holy 
Roman Emperor in 1565. The following year, plague spread eastward over 
the Savoyard-controlled western Alps, ravaging areas involved in most 
transalpine commercial and communications networks. When Bugati pub­
lished his massive history of Milan up to the year 1569, he believed that these heightened precautions proceeded from a constant fear of another 
catastrophic plague like that of 1524, the worst in living memory.5 In that 
5 “[. . .] partı� di lungo pel timor della peste gia per queste parti principiata, e 
incrudelità poi per l’Alpi, che traversano la Savoia ne gli Suizzeri, & ne’ Grigioni: tanto 
che in Chiavena, & per quei suo contorni morirono gi huomini de’ dieci gli otto: cagione 
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year, almost 50,000 had died, out of a population fewer than 100,000, and 
economic recovery was fitful, crippled further by protracted regional war­
fare (Bugati 1570: 1047; d’Amico 2012: 11–13, 33; Zanetti 1977). 
From more specific surviving archival documents in the health office, we know that the Milanese expected that plague would funnel through the 
mountains. In 1567, letters sent in early spring from local officials in three 
southern Alpine market towns reported recent plague cases in hamlets to their north.6 Although many of these Italian-speaking settlements can no 
che à Milano si fecero strettissime guardie, come quello che ricordavasi della infinita 
strage dell’anno del 1524. passato, & si per questa diligenza, come principalmente per 
la pieta d’Iddio conservossi intatta.” 
6 All of the letters referenced here come from records of the Conservatori alla 
Sanità in the Archivio di Stato of Milan, p.a. [parte antiqua], n. 279: a box containing a bundle labeled peste. Unnumbered letters are cited by date. For example, a letter from 
Bellinzona, dated March 30, 1567, notes new plague cases in three settlements in the 
Leventina valley, one place named Tortengho (two deaths, two ill), another named 
Calpiogno (a woman died), and a third called Mairengho, where “some little children” had fallen ill. 
Map 4. Locales in the Southern Alps Reporting Plague Outbreaks to Milan (Spring 1567). 
Map created by Theresa Quill for Indiana University Libraries, 2013.
 164 ANN G. CARMIChAELlonger be found on modern maps, the reporting centers are still important today. Domodossola, Locarno, and Bellinzona all had centuries­long ties to Milan, and informants in each town provided some details about each suspected plague case. The map locates principal places either named in these letters or relevant to itineraries by which travelers from Lyon would have reached Milan. These three mountain towns were vital to Milan’s strategic and economic interests because they were situated on Ticino River tributaries that emptied into Lake Maggiore near Locarno, thirty miles west of Bellinzona. The Ticino reforms south of the lake, crossing the plains to meet the Po River. Control of the Ticino River, which often served as a geographical 
boundary between Lombardy and the Italian Piedmont, was a vital eco­
nomic interest to Milan during the Middle Ages. Milan’s rise to power and prominence as a regional state capital was due to novel water­man­agement strategies: because no great river ran through the city, its eco­nomic expansion depended on sustained innovative, hydrological proj­ects, binding all these areas into a network of cities and regions with dif­
ferent local resources (Boucheron 2001). By the late thirteenth century, 
Milan became one of the richest cities in Europe, able to exploit the Alpine river tributaries within an already vast canal system. The famous vie dei 
marmi—the marble routes—brought great marble and granite stones, and the men who carved them, from the mountains to the cities (Soldi 
Rondinini 1989). Canals transported building supplies, meat, pelts and 
a steady infusion of immigrants from the Alpine regions (Grillo 1994). In 
the sixteenth century, migrants from the southern Alps still found work as porters and domestic servants in Milan; other hill­town people, includ­
ing skilled artisans (e.g., stone masons), followed patterns established for centuries, resettling in the metropolis or living half of each year in each 
location (d’Amico 2012: 55). Alpine furs lined some of the Milanese gloves, bonnets, and caps which were sought after around Europe. 
In 1567, plague appeared in different mountain valleys that were sep­arated east to west by formidable peaks.7 Not only would it have been nearly impossible, given the season and the distances, for these sporadic cases to be transmitted by human contact, the cases of plague show no 
7 Many of the tiny places named in these letters had connections to Milan stretching 
back many centuries. Initially, the tie was to the distinctive Ambrosian Church of the 
earlier Middle Ages; much of today’s Swiss Canton Ticino, still Italian-speaking, was once called the vallate ambrosiane (Ambrosian valleys). With the Visconti and Sforza 
signorie, they each independently established pacts and agreements tying them to 
the regional state of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries: see Chittolini 1985. 
 PLAGUE PERSISTENCE IN wESTERN EUROPE: A hyPOThESIS 165straightforward movement of infection along one or another route from 
Lyon which humans could have used. To appreciate the significance of the archival evidence, some preliminary historical and geographical back­ground is useful. 
Bellinzona and Domodossola were (and still are) Italian-speaking cen­ters that served travelers connecting to mountain passes, but the routes 
northward diverged significantly. The Gotthard Pass, 45 miles northeast of Bellinzona moving up into the Leventina Valley, was more frequently used 
by German-speaking merchants and migrants (Racine 2004). It led into 
the Uri Canton and the Reuss Valley, at the headwaters of the Rhine River. 
Domodossola (so named because it is at the head of the Italian Ossola Val­
ley) instead connected Lombard travelers to the French-speaking Valais 
Canton, through the Great St. Bernard Pass. Heavily used since the early 
Middle Ages, the Great St. Bernard route linked Mediterranean Italy to the 
Low Countries and British Isles via the Rhineland. Many of the travelers 
(and armies) moving through the St. Bernard Pass and the Mont Cenis 
Pass (further to the west and thus not on the map provided) would more 
easily proceed south through Ivrea and Aosta, and to Turin and Genoa. In 
the mid-sixteenth century these cities and lands, today part of Italy’s Pied­mont province, were controlled by the counts of Savoy, and were not areas the Milanese could monitor easily.
A third major Alpine pass essential to Milanese trade was the Simplon 
Pass, just 41 km (25 miles) away from Domodossola. While closer to the town than was the route to the Great St. Bernard Pass, reaching the Sim­
plon involved a steep climb into the Lepontine Alps. This was the most direct route if plague were spreading between Lyon and Milan by a series 
of contacts. Access to the Simplon route had been created by medieval Milanese merchants eager to circumvent tolls exacted by agents of the 
count of Savoy, in control of the western French Alps (Bergier 1997). The Simplon route followed the upper Rhône River as it passed by Martigny. From that important medieval hub, one would continue toward Geneva and alternate routes north through the Jura Mountains, toward Burgundy, Champagne, and Paris. By comparison, it was the longer, and in several ways more rigorous journey—especially as it presented various seasonal challenges—but the Simplon route did not necessarily entail higher trans­port costs. The Romans had not used the Simplon, and the Gotthard Pass and the St. Bernard Pass were also used more in the medieval centuries than in antiquity. (The Romans had instead cleared and exploited passes 
in the far western Cottian and Graian Alps, for the conquest and adminis­
tration of Gaul.) During the later Middle Ages, Milanese trade thus steadily pulled the axis of transalpine communications eastward to the Central 
Alps (Frangioni 1983: 18–22; Ugolini 1985; and Bergier 1997). 
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plague surveillance of 1567 is their connection with routes and passes 
along Ticino River tributaries. However, long before this time, larger eco­logical and political changes to the region had affected the entire southern 
Alpine zone during this period: changes that (as I argue) facilitated the 
establishment of plague maintenance foci. An historical ecology of Alpine-region plague cannot respect the political, linguistic, and social boundar­ies that have hitherto shaped most historical study of the past. Essentially, 
we should first understand that different Alpine passes threaded north-
south traffic through different Alpine valleys, thereby passing towns and hamlets that may look close to one another on some maps, but were not actually in easy trading distance one from the other.
At the beginning of February 1567, health deputies in Locarno (situ­
ated between Domodossola and Bellinzona) relayed news of suspicious deaths in the Val Maggia. Two women had died suddenly, one of them with a bugnone (bubo) behind one ear. The officials wrote to say that they had implemented plague controls, but did not describe their actions fur­
ther. In mid-February, a frustrated health commissioner in Domodossola independently complained of costly trade and travel restrictions, claiming that he had been on the lookout for plague for the previous three years, 
guarding the roads day and night. He expected that travelers from Lyon or Savoy would bring plague, but had no knowledge of events in Locarno. 
Two months later, a more detailed letter from Bellinzona, dated April 25, reported cases near a larger settlement in the Leventina valley, halfway to the Gotthard pass: The day before yesterday we wrote to you about some cases occurring in Faido in which we suspected plague. To be certain, we sent out one of our deputies and he provided a written report certifying that in this place of 
Faido a little boy died of plague, [and that he had also] discovered a man who had the disease in one armpit.8
Reassuring Milan’s health office that they (officials in Bellinzona) had implemented appropriate procedures, they volunteered details of uncon­
8 Milano, Archivio di Stato, Conservatori alla Sanità , p.a., n. 279: “L’altro ieri una 
l[ette]ra. scrivessemo[…]le certi casi occorsi in Faido dubiosi di peste, et per sapper 
sicuramenti come era il fatto haveramo man[dat]ti uno de n[ost]ri Deputati al ritorno del quale fatta la sua rellatione che subito ne haressemo scritto la verità a quelle. Cosi 
è gionto detto n[ost]ro Deputato certificandone ch fa esso luogho di Faido è morto uno putto di peste, et uno huomo essergli scoperto tal morbo sotto una sella. ¶ Dipui che nelle Montagne d’esso luogho di Faido à quelli luoghi dove già muolt’ giorni fa la 
peste anchor regnava fa progresso. Il tutto si fa per reguardarsi v[ostri] s[ignori]. . .” 
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tive plague cases; they verified oral reports by undertaking direct bod­
ily inspection of the victims; then they prepared to receive district offi­cials, dispatched by orders from Milan, to investigate the full extent of the infected zone. From other reports this same year, the Milanese knew that the geo­graphical scope of the plague threat was not limited to the Canton Ticino. 
During the spring and early summer months, the health office and even 
well-informed citizens received a steady stream of similar alerts from offi­cials in Bergamo and mountain areas as far to the east as Trent. Plague 
menaced the Grigioni (Grisons), a German-speaking Swiss canton much further east, in a region connecting Milan to the Splugen Pass by way of Chiavenna.9 Still other cases popped up along the roads that doubled back eastward into the Venetian Trentino. Plague reports coming to Milan from these areas further east included similar postmortem descriptions of con­
firmed plague deaths, but (with practiced facility) they blamed plague’s spread preemptively on travelers or undesirable migrants, or on infrac­tions to good order by smugglers, tax evaders, and delinquent watchers. 
Thus in 1567, plague menaced Milan’s Alpine fringe: west, east, and 
center. Yet specific trade and travel connections to the known plague in Lyon were elusive. Despite consistent and worrisome news, cities and 
towns of the northern Italian plains did not confront an epidemic later that year. From the end of winter into the summer, the Milanese authori­ties received and responded to plague reports. Spared the worst, they 
eventually filed away letters that required no further action. There is no 
evidence (at least in the box of papers now containing these letters) con­
cerning how Milan’s health office ultimately assessed these mountain­region plague threats. Considering the letters strictly as historical evi­dence, we know that the Milanese had mostly well­established routines of remote, rural­area surveillance in place by the mid­sixteenth century. The control that Milan could exert was impaired during the decades of war, 
but economic integration of upper Lombardy and the southern Alps had not been fractured either by warfare or the shift in political boundaries 
when the Canton Ticino became part of the Swiss Confederation. Officials 
9 Bugati (1570: 1047): “. . . partı� di lungo pel timor della peste gia per queste parti 
principiata, e incrudelità poi per l’Alpi, che traversano la Savoia ne gli Suizzeri, & ne’ 
Grigioni: tanto che in Chiavena, & per quei suo contorni morirono gi huomini de’ dieci gli otto: cagione che à Milano si fecero strettissime guardie, come quello che 
ricordavasi della infinita strage dell’anno del 1524. passato, & si per questa diligenza, 
come principalmente per la pieta d’Iddio conservossi intatta.” 
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in the hinterlands were in the habit of reporting plague to the office in Milan, regardless of their transient political allegiances.More detail about the diffusion of sporadic plague outbreaks through 
the southern Alps might lead us to a better understanding of the begin­
nings of the great epidemic that pummeled northern Italy later, in the 
1570s. The point of this preliminary excursion is, instead, to show that early spring cases could not have been connected to one another by nor­
mal channels of human communication and interaction. All these routes, 
through high mountains and treacherous late winter Alpine climes, seem labyrinthine paths for plague to travel from one known­infected city, Lyon, to another large and vulnerable city, Milan. 
Endemic Plague in Alpine Europe during the 1560s
Sporadic Alpine plague cases in the Canton Ticino illustrate that conta­gion­based transmission scenarios for the spread of plague do not map 
onto the evidence from 1567. The zone at risk was too wide, the known 
cases disconnected, the terrain too difficult, the season uncooperative. Contemporary with these Milanese records, archival evidence of endemic 
plague in other areas of Alpine Europe actually suggests plague persistence in this general region during the mid­sixteenth century and for at least a 
century before that. In the Haute-Maurienne, this evidence is illuminated by some extraordinary dramatic and artistic artifacts.10 In 1567, a village near the northern outlet of the Mont Cenis Pass, Lanslevillard, orches­trated the performance of a traditional mystery play, the Mystère de Saint 
Sébastian, in honor of the saint frequently invoked in times of plague. This two­day dramatic event was probably based on a much older template 
(Symes 2011) scripted in the early fifteenth century, before the painting 
of the murals in Lanslevillard’s chapel of Saint-Sébastien (1446–1518), which also document this village’s long experience of recurrent plague outbreaks (see Plate 2 on page 230). Other performances of plays dedi­cated to that saint were mounted elsewhere in the Maurienne in the mid­
1560s, as they had been a generation earlier, when the plague last circu­
lated there. Indeed, there is widespread evidence of many other artistic 
and theatrical responses to plague in this region (Leandri-Morin 1997). In 
a few instances, we have specific archival evidence to show that such per­
formances fulfilled a community’s prophylactic vow (made at a time when 
10 The Maurienne follows the Arc river valley and connects Lyon to Turin across the Mont Cenis Pass, by way of Susa and the Susa Valley. Outbreaks here are typically explained by its proximity to trade. 
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plague raged) to honor the saint (Chocheyras 1971; Lebègue 1975). All of this evidence points to the plague’s wide diffusion into the transverse Maurienne valley, as well as along the longitudinal ones of Canton Ticino.
Study of plague in an ecological zone such as the Alpine region is dif­
ficult. Historians tend to search for plague within a specific archive, a political domain, or urban setting. Many different kinds of boundaries—political, linguistic, religious, social, economic—frustrate attempts to gather and evaluate evidence from ecologically similar regions of Europe that sprawl across these boundaries. Thus, the rather limited evidence 
presented here can be usefully compared to that uncovered by William Naphy, mostly from Genevan archives, and by Edward Eckert, using prin­cipally south German parish records. 
Naphy’s research found that 1567–72 was the single worst plague 
interval in Geneva’s history (Naphy 2002: 13–16, 18–19, 108–19, and 
163). He initially wanted to understand why, from 1470 to 1530, records 
from the western Alps provided dramatically increasing reports of plague deliberately spread by “greasers” (engraisseurs). This accusation was a manifestation of the popular notion that plague could be transferred by oily substances, carried by persons who themselves did not contract 
plague (see also Preto 1987). Though similar fears of plague spreaders 
had emerged in the western Alps at the time of the Black Death (Guerch­
berg 1948; Arrizabalaga 1994; Cohn 2007), later medieval fear of plague-
carriers in the western Alps coincided with a surge in witchcraft perse­cutions. Prior to Naphy’s research, scholars had argued that witches and “greasers” were variant expressions of general popular anxiety during 
an age of rapid social and economic change to the countryside. After all, 
Geneva was still a small city (less than 20,000) that served as a refuge for 
displaced country people during the late fifteenth and early sixteenth cen­turies. Situated along the dangerous confessional fault lines of the Prot­estant Reformation, Geneva and its leaders had to discern heresy from superstition, even in plague times. But contrary to his expectation, Naphy found that the fear of persons spreading plague was fueled by a gradual recognition that plague was 
endemic. Between 1470 and 1530, local plague epidemics increased, but Geneva’s governing elite treated each outbreak as a new external threat. 
Accordingly, they applied costly reactive measures to each newly discov­
ered case of plague. When their de facto approaches failed, they made little effort to stanch rumors that plague workers (nurses, launderers, 
gravediggers, barber-surgeons, and so on) were seeding new cases in 
order to hang onto their high, hazard-pay wages. By 1567–72, frustrated 
city managers finally adopted the more proactive, remote surveillance 
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flowing from the countryside all around them, not something deliberately 
spread in the city by persons hoping to sustain the plague. Accordingly, they spent money during quiescent intervals. They funded the retention 
of pest-house staff over winter months and required medical certification 
of cause of death. They applied sustained attention to the identification of new plague cases and put brakes on commercial ties between these 
people and places and the general urban community. After 1572, “greas­
ers” finally became harder to find, and the plague seemed to release its century­long grip.
In a study focused on a region just north of the Alps, epidemiologist 
Edward Eckert (1996) analyzed parish death records that covered an 
eighty-year span, from 1560 to 1640. Mapping intervals of crisis mortality at the local level, he found two distinctive pathways implicated in plague 
outbreaks within the region. He argued that larger-scale trade corridors transmitted plague from maritime areas to southern, German­speaking European towns and villages. But once plague reached the interior, out­
breaks moved around the entire region in pathways defining a “closed system”: that is, without a new plague wave coming from the maritime 
epicenters. These internal cycles repeated every five to ten years. Thus, Eckert emphasized different spatial and temporal differences between 
local crisis mortality in the German-speaking regions north of the Alps 
(stretching from the Rhine river to today’s Czech Republic) and the pat­
terns of plagues that originated in European maritime cities. He argued that we should look at regional clusters of plague rather than study only focal epidemic outbreaks, and see that plague moved by “traveling waves” from one cluster to another contiguous cluster.11Eckert parsed evidence from hundreds of parish registers, spanning a century and covering a generous portion of Central Europe, but focused entirely on Protestant records that provided no evidence of similar events 
in the Alps, Catholic Bavaria, or Slavic-speaking regions further east. His mapping of temporal plague patterns within larger regions is neverthe­less quite valuable, because it helps us to see that plague outbreaks were neither random nor sporadic. (Lacuna­ridden documentation and uncer­tainties about the historical diagnosis of plague deaths can otherwise lend 
11 The characterization of “traveling waves” comes from Adjemian et al. (2007): a historically interesting spatio­temporal review of the eastward expansion of plague 
from western coastal cities of the United States in 1900, from which it spread across 
the Rocky Mountains, and then extended as far east as Kansas. Within forty years, 
plague traversed 2250 km (nearly 1400 miles).
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the impression that plagues followed no clear pattern.) Although Eckert’s 
evidence is consistent with my hypothesis that Alpine plague foci existed, 
I question his assumption that plague had to be repeatedly reintroduced 
to the coastal cities of Western Europe in order to set these regional 
plague cycles in motion. In a subsequent evaluation of the factors lead­ing to bubonic plague’s retreat from Central Europe over the long eigh­teenth century, Eckert accordingly emphasized the decline of exogenous plague introductions to the maritime coasts in order to explain plague’s 
eventual disappearance (Eckert 2000). Here, Nükhet Varlık’s recent work on plague in the Ottoman empire makes untenable Eckert’s backdated 
assumption that trade with Anatolia could have been the proximate ori­gin of late medieval European plagues.12 The path of plague spread in the 
fifteenth and sixteenth centuries instead moved the other way, from Ven­ice and its hinterlands eastward into the Balkans and Black Sea littoral 
(Varlık 2012 and 2014, in this issue). 
The Western Alps and Black Death Mortality 
Interdisciplinary application of recent plague ecology to historical investi­gations of the Black Death requires a regional focus in addition to research at the global and local levels.13 The southeastern region of what is now France is happily an ideal place to begin such inquiry. Those familiar with narrative histories of the Black Death—in particular, with Rosemary 
Horrox’s collection of sources—know that striking accounts of the Black 
Death in Marseille and Avignon illustrate different aspects of the catas­trophe than the accounts that we have from Tuscan and English sources. The magnitude of the demographic catastrophe and social disruption in 
Marseille has been well studied (Smail 1996; Michaud 1999). Similarly, 
a range of texts generated in and around the court of Pope Clement VI include staple Black Death accounts by the natural philosopher Conrad von 
Megenberg (Gotschall 2003); the physician Guy de Chauliac (1363/1997: 
2, 119); and the musician Ludwig van Kempen, a close friend of Francesco 
Petrarca, writing in Avignon (trans. in Horrox 1994: 41–45). Petrarca him­
self had fled Avignon, taking refuge from the pestilence in the Vaucluse, 
12 I am especially grateful to Nükhet Varlık for correspondence with me on this point, and her ideas on how altitude and Mediterranean ecology, as environmental 
determinants, might support possible Alpine plague foci. See her essay (2014) in this issue.
13 Here, as elsewhere throughout this essay, I use “Black Death” with temporal 
specificity, to refer to the singular epidemic wave 1347–53. 
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right at ground zero of plague’s spread into the French Alps.14 From the Provençal region broadly, including also southwestern France and north­
ern Iberia, we possess the notorious written accounts of the early, wide­
spread riots and massacres of Jewish communities (Cohn 2007; Foa 1992: 
7–23; Nirenberg 1998: 231–49; Shatzmiller 1974; and Biraben 1975: 
54–71), now further substantiated by the work of Colet and colleagues 
(2014, in this issue).Plague seeped into these temperate alpine regions from early­infected Mediterranean port cities, moving toward Europe’s upland interiors, high 
plains, and Massif Central. Alpine regions included the Pyrenees (linked to 
eastern Iberian ports), the Julian Alps (in Venice’s hinterlands), and, above 
all, the maritime and western (French) Alps, where we have dispropor­tionately more urban archival evidence of the plague’s spread and social 
effects than elsewhere. The Apennine chain in Italy is also an alpine zone, but one characterized by a Mediterranean climate regime (Nagy, Grabherr, 
and Thompson 2003). I am limiting discussion here to the alpine region where we have substantial and diverse documentation about the Black 
Death, but Tàrrega (Colet et al. 2014, in this issue) and many other market 
centers in upland Iberia could illustrate a similar pattern of severe Black Death mortality in regional market centers connected to alpine zones 
(Emery 1967; Phillips 1998).
Historical evidence and contexts are as fundamental to the new inter­disciplinary study of past plague as are the ecological and environmen­
tal determinants of regional plague amplification. Biraben’s monumental 
plague history (1975) argued that plague’s effects during the Black Death were not uniform, but instead varied according to the season during 
which the plague first arrived. Evidence subsequently wrested from the 
Savoyard archives confirms his observation. Such geographical variation in mortality experience is far more characteristic of the previous diffu­sion of Yersinia pestis than it is of human infection spread by contagion. 
Evidence of plague’s incursions into Alpine Savoy is, for this time period, abundant, permitting some demographic study of Black Death mortality 
in rural hinterlands (Carrier and Mouthon 2002). At the same time, many different important social and political changes overlap the Black Death’s 
14 We do not know precisely when Petrarca was at his villa in Vaucluse. He was in 
Avignon until November 1347, when he left for Parma and Verona. He learned of the 
death (in Avignon) of the woman whom his love poems made famous (Laura) while 
he was in Verona, and was likely in the Vaucluse to finish his Secretum in 1349–50. That year, he went to Rome for the Jubilee and returned to the Vaucluse for the last 
time, 1351–53, before moving to Milan. See Kirkham and Maggi (2009: xix–xx).
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diffusion through the western Alps: for example, the most brutal phase of 
the Hundred Years’ War (Sumption 1990: 6–13) and the rising political 
and military career of the extraordinary young duke of Savoy, Amadeus 
VI, who created a transalpine feudal state (Cox 1967). From the late 1340s 
through the 1360s, the entire region was subjected to new stresses on local resources, primarily caused by demobilized soldiers coalescing into mercenary companies. Given the number and variety of potential mammalian hosts for Yersinia 
pestis in these human­churned landscapes, it is reasonable to postulate the establishment of enzootic plague foci, although not with geographical pre­cision. Thankfully, unusually detailed accounts of Savoyard district admin­istrators allow historical reconstruction of the multi­century processes of the region’s occupation, cultivation, and late medieval abandonment 
(Carrier and Mouthon 2010: 11–30 and 171–205). For example, we know from Savoyard archival sources that high mortality during the Black Death epidemic occurred in the bailliages of Chambéry, Chablais, Bugey, Bresse, 
the Viennois, the Maurienne, the Tarentaise, and in the Italian Piedmont, 
the Val d’Aosta, and the marquisate of Susa. Two especially useful social and demographic studies of localized Black Death mortality in Savoy show that plague mortality was greater in the surrounding countryside than in the towns, that the season at which the plague arrived affected the sever­
ity and duration of the epidemic interval, and that the Alpine population 
steadily declined in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. Gelting (1991) establishes that Martigny, an important market town connecting travel from either the Mont Cenis Pass or the Simplon Pass to Geneva, suffered 
rural population losses up to 45% during the Black Death. Andenmatten 
and Morerod (1987) likewise show that Black Death losses in hinterlands of larger centers—in their case, Lausanne and Geneva—were greater than 
within urbanized settlements. As I have already suggested, evidence from remote villages in the Maurienne indicates that these communities contin­
ued to struggle with recurrent plague outbreaks throughout the fifteenth and well into the sixteenth centuries. 
A regionally integrated analysis of economic and ecological changes 
within the western Alps following the Black Death would be most wel­come, since the many extant surveys concentrate instead on individual French départements or Swiss cantons. Even histories of the duchy of 
Savoy, which Amadeus VI transformed over the central decades of the fourteenth century into a transalpine state, are similarly fragmented 
along modern national divides (Vester 2013). For now, the storied version of some of the events commonly described in political and military his­tories of the region suggests that the Black Death accelerated a profound 
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centuries. We know so much about these rural areas because the young 
Amadeus’s advisors moved quickly to stabilize his tax base and central administration, documenting revenue collections from both autonomous and comital landholdings in each castellany. The Count himself was busy exerting military power to keep the dynastic holdings intact. During the 
seven years between 1348 and 1356, when he had reached twenty-two 
years of age and made his first important diplomatic treaty, Count Ama­deus traveled tirelessly with huge entourages, entailing all the horses and all the grain required to keep these large mammals well provisioned. 
Meanwhile, throughout the 1350s, mountain people in his domain had to forage for survival. Neither the stranded and hungry English and French 
soldiers from the Provençal wars, nor Amadeus and his retinue, would have confronted the protracted subsistence crises that locals endured. Even where the plague did not strike directly, tax burdens multiplied and local environmental conditions deteriorated in the upland commu­
nities. In both Lombardy and Savoy, the most destabilizing reflection of 
larger climate change was the recurrence of crippling spring flooding 
(Tropeano and Turconi 2004; Bravard 1989).15 Spring floods amplified 
the foliage of semi-arid Alpine valleys, thus feeding small rodents and providing abundant humidity for the replication and activity of their vari­
ous fleas. In plague ecological field studies, this sequence is referred to as 
a “trophic cascade” (e.g., Salkeld et al. 2010, on changing vacillations of 
prairie dog populations).16 The preconditions for a rural plague epizootic were amply supplied in the years surrounding the Black Death. The Black Death did not affect all regions of Europe equally; even neigh­boring, or similarly situated, towns experienced quite disparate overall 
mortality. In analyzing the spread of the Black Death via spotty mentions of high mortality, some scholars have inferred equally catastrophic losses 
from comparable places where we have no documentation. We should 
15 Important recent historical studies of multi-decadal climate change includes 
those of McCormick et al. (2012), for late antiquity, or Campbell (2011 and 2013), 
for the late medieval period; but neither focuses on the Alpine regions nor the great rivers that originate there. This is surprising, because climatologists today see global 
alpine regions as sentinel areas of large ecological change: see Allainé and Yoccoz 
(2003). Squatriti (2010) usefully couples written documentation of northern Italian 
flooding to climate changes of late antiquity. 
16 One of the earliest mentions of Alpine marmots is in 1339, by a Benedictine 
prior imposing restrictions on peasants’ hunting (Carrier and Mouthon 2010: 141).
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areas of these maps (Mengel 2011). Not unreasonably, tracing the path of 
plague in 1347–53 typically inspires careful researchers to follow water­
borne and overland routes of human communications. Indeed, histori­
ans must usually follow human-generated sources, as I did in describing 
sinuous mountain back roads where the plague cases of early 1567 were located. But diffusion of Yersinia pestis, spreading via rodents and their 
fleas, does not replicate human itineraries.
The “Second Pestilence” of 1359–63The lack of evidence for some places, such as Bohemia (which Mengel 
2011 has studied), may not be evidence for the absence of plague during 
the 1347–53 epidemic. However, the dearth of Black Death evidence from urbanized Lombardy and especially from Milan, its capital, is differently 
problematic. We know from the famous account of Gabriel dei Mussis 
(trans. in Horrox 1994: 14–26) that Piacenza was severely infected, most likely as plague spread inland along the Po River. Piacenza was fewer than 
42 miles south of Milan, a city of nearly 100,000 people. And yet secure contemporary evidence of the Black Death in Lombardy is almost non­
existent (Albini 1982: 14–17). Why would Milan and many other towns and cities to the north of the Po River, all of which were larger than most rural market centers anywhere in Europe and Britain, be spared a disease supposedly spread by contagion? Oddly, many historians accept the claim by a Florentine plague survivor, Matteo Villani, that Milan escaped cata­
strophic mortality in 1348–49 because its ruler took cruel and aggressive 
isolationist measures to board up infected houses when the first cases of 
the new disease appeared (e.g., Benedictow 2004: 95; Christakos et al. 
2005: 215). While a few places in Milanese suburban districts reported 
epidemic outbreaks in 1350, during the high traffic caused by pilgrims to Rome this Jubilee year, no evidence of these outbreaks is unambiguously 
plague-related (Albini 1982: 15–16; Michaud 1998). 
Instead, the first devastating plague in Milan and the major cities of 
Lombardy occurred in 1361–63 (Del Panta 1982: 118). Francesco Petrarca 
fled Milan in the late spring of 1361, as the city faced its initial experi­
ence with the catastrophic new epidemic. His son remained behind. Long disappointed by the young man’s adolescent choices and limited achieve­ments, Petrarca consigned his nuanced remorse to pages of a precious manuscript copy of Virgil which his own father had given him: 
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constant cares while he lived, and bitter grief when he died. He had known 
few happy days. He died in the year of our Lord 1361, in the 25th year of 
his age, in the night between Friday and Saturday the 9th and 10th of July. The news of his death reached me in Padua late on the afternoon of the 
14th. He died in Milan in the unexampled general devastation wrought by the plague, which hitherto had left that city immune from such evils, but 
now has found it and has invaded it. (Kirkham 2009: 5). The other deaths Petrarca recorded in this manuscript are of those he 
loved most: Laura (in Avignon, April 1348, of plague); his closest friend, 
Ludwig van Kempen, also called Louis Heiligan (in Avignon, 1361, of 
plague), and his grandson Francesco, aged 2 years, 4 months (in Pavia, 
1363, toward the end of a plague). Writing to Francesco Nelli, a favorite correspondent and a former tutor of his son, while he was still grieving for Ludwig, Petrarca dedicated his Letters of Old Age to his friend’s memory: 
[T]his year [1361/62] has not only equaled but even surpassed the ear­lier one in many regions, especially here in Cisalpine Gaul, and has almost 
completely emptied along with many other cities the most flourishing and populous Milan, untouched until now by these disasters. (Petrarca 
1361–73/1992: 1).Many of Petrarca’s other correspondents survived the initial wave of plague, only to die in the next epidemic. Francesco Nelli subsequently died 
of plague, in Avignon, in 1363.Seen from the perspective of England or Florence, this “second plague” is often called the “plague of children,” likely because a very large baby­boom generation dominated the population at risk a decade after the 
first epidemic, in those places where it had caused substantial mortality.17 Otherwise, occurrences of the “second plague,” and the places where it was severe, have received the muted acclaim consonant with its “second” 
sobriquet. Glénisson long ago observed that some areas in France’s Mas­
sif Central were far more devastated during the 1360s plague than they had been at the time of the Black Death. Moreover, he traced the north­to­south overland itinerary of the second epidemic’s spread, noting the sub­
stantially different pattern from the Black Death (Glénisson 1968; see also 
Albini 1982: 14–18 and 82). Plague’s initial spread from the alpine and 
high upland communities of the western Alps, down to great metropolitan 
17 New perspectives on population immunity, as discussed by Crespo and Lawrenz 
(2014, in this issue), are likely to change our understanding of how human populations adapt when living near plague enzootic foci. 
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ond wave of plague, not the first, and this anomalous temporal-geograph­ical evidence led me to locate persisting plague foci in a way consistent with modern plague ecology. This second wave of plague in Europe, as well as the even more neglected later European plague recurrences over the following centuries, may claim a greater importance in plague history generally if we reposition plague within larger ecological and environ­mental contexts.
The Alpine Marmot:  
A Potential Host for Persisting Plague in Europe The western Eurasian alpine system is vast, and its temperate­zone mountains include the Pyrenees, the alpine groups variously referred 
to as maritime, western, south-central (or Italian), Julian, Dinaric and 
Carpathian, and the Apennines (Nagy, Grabherr, and Thompson 2003). 
All these mountain regions are connected to the Mediterranean climate zone, where undershrubs are prominent and winters are mild and wet. 
Undershrub vegetation survives better than forests in these fire-prone regions, and provides habitats for many nesting and burrowing rodents. 
Mild, wet winters support year-round flea activity, and all the way up to 
the high mountain pastures the fleas would have found a great variety of indigenous rodent and lagomorph hosts for plague.18 The French Alps have a now­dwindling variety of likely plague­susceptible species, includ­
ing lagomorphs (hares), sciuridae (squirrels), mice, dormouse species, voles, and both Rattus rattus and Rattus norvegicus (Ariagno 1976). Many other mammalian genera and species implicated in maintaining plague elsewhere also inhabit, or once inhabited, the southern and west­
ern European Alps (Armitage 2013).
Alpine regions linked to Mediterranean plague ports were therefore, 
I contend, ecologically ideal homes for the introduction and propagation 
of the plague bacillus. At the time of the Black Death, moreover, all these upland zones were under considerable ecological stress, both chronically (following centuries of intensive development of the uplands and alpine 
pastures) and acutely (due to destabilizing flooding events). The longer-
18 Generally, I rely here on a model for the spatial diffusion of plague epizootics 
offered by Davis et al. (2008). Full elaboration of the hypothesized movement of plague from coastal regions into the Mediterranean and western alpine hinterlands 
would require a separate study. Varlık (2014, in this issue) provides illustrative detail 
of the rodents inhabiting zones from the mountains to the great city of Istanbul.
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fold into our understanding of medieval history (Hoffmann 2014). Nich­
olas Carrier and Fabrice Mouthon (2010) have summarized ecological 
transformations in the French and Italian Alps during the medieval era, describing how these different, contiguous ecological regions became fundamentally connected through human activities. Beginning in the elev­enth century, communities of monks vied with local lords and autono­mous civilian communities for control of the use and access to high alpine 
pastures. Alpine meadows were given over to pastoral farming, not only to exploitation by transhumance, but (by the mid­ to late thirteenth cen­
tury) to the multiplication of permanent settlements in the high pastures and more extensive forest­clearing on slopes leading up to these pastures. 
Where pastoral activity was not easy, the peaks attracted new mining investments. Mountain peoples who once farmed lived much of the year very close to famine, scratching their meals from the ground. Once these alpine communities were linked to the grain­rich plains, 
the extraction of mountain resources intensified; even more uplands were 
exploited for products which the plainsmen wanted in return. As benefi­ciaries of economic trade integration, people in the mountainous areas of Europe became ecologically bound to urban regions outside these zones, and cereals were staple imports to the region during the seasons when travel was easier. Over the colder months, the hunting of larger rodents 
and carnivore competitors (both for food and pelts or fur) had been com­mon across the region since early Neolithic times, but remodeling the 
flora and fauna of the entire European Alpine region occurred only during the last millennium. Medieval monastic documents occasionally mention 
marmots (von Tschudi 1870: 750–69; Shopkow 2010: 242), which is sig­
nificant (see below). As early as the 1330s, edicts indirectly refer to pres­sure on larger fauna of the region, when great feudal lords feared that the 
peasants could compromise their sport hunting (Blache 1922). Even more 
spectacular changes to the Alpine region’s ecology and human settlement patterns occurred over the fourteenth through seventeenth centuries 
(Carrier and Mouthon 2010; Viazzo 1989).
In sum, diverse regional stressors and the creation of vital economic ties and new demands on high mountain pastures made an easier entry for Yersinia pestis at the time of the Black Death. The upland landscapes were fragmented by human occupation and early commercialized live­stock rearing, here and there connecting commensal rodents to the 
fleas of a great many other plague-susceptible mammals. The precise mechanisms for a very rapid wave of epizootic die­offs during the Black Death epidemic remain elusive, requiring further research if the primary 
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tinental Western Europe more generally. If plague were well established in Europe’s southern alpine region, the circumstances under which occa­sional early spring plague cases would occur—such as those suggested in 
the letters to the Milanese health office in 1567—can be readily imagined. 
Tilling and/or living in Alpine valleys might have brought the occasional subsistence farmer into contact with burrowing rodents, and if those hosts maintained plague infection, sporadic human plague outbreaks 
would have occurred (Ariagno 1976).One candidate species for plague maintenance in the uplands would be 
the Alpine marmot (Marmota marmota), a highly social, burrowing, hiber­nating species that is a favorite of tourists in Switzerland today (Tomé and 
Chaix 2003). The species is closely related to rodent hosts of plague else­
where in Eurasia (Allainé and Yoccoz 2003). For example, M. marmota is morphologically similar to the M. bobac species common in Kazakhstan, and to the Manchurian marmots (M. sibirica) made famous by Wu Lien-
Teh’s investigations of plague in Manchuria during 1910–11 (Summers 
2011: 107–29). Marmot popoulations expanded during the last glacia­
tion across the temperate Alpine zone (Zimina and Gerasimov 1973), but 
did not survive unmolested thereafter. Between 10,000 and 7000 BCE, 
early hunters rid the upper Rhone area of the western Alps (e.g., the Jura 
mountains) of marmots, ibex, and chamois. At the same time, intensified pasturage and resource extraction during the medieval era created new habitats for marmots within higher elevation forest clearings. Because the 
roots of trees make burrow-formation quite difficult, potential new mar­mot habitats were created when trees were felled or burned for increas­
ing pasturage (Armitage 2013). Surviving alpine marmot colonies today 
inhabit the region above the treeline (altitude varies by Alpine location) along with two species of voles, but their steady disappearance is a much more recent process, further threatened today by global warming and by competition for the highest alpine pastures and slopes.
Human uses of Alpine marmots can only be documented over the last half­millennium. Beginning with the sixteenth­century naturalists, we have direct testimony of marmots being captured and kept as pets. Felix Platter, the famous Protestant Swiss printer of the early sixteenth cen­
tury, briefly had a captive Valais marmot in his collections, as we learn 
from his daybook entries of the early 1560s (Katritzky 2012: 20). Tour­ists and travelers encountered marmot pelts, used for luxury bedding in 
nineteenth-century chalets (Raverat 1872: 14–20; Gayot 1889). Outside the mountain region, the rodent had already become a familiar performer 
 180 ANN G. CARMIChAELin French cities. During the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, moun­tain people from the one­time kingdom of Savoy migrated seasonally to France’s cities and towns, desperately poor and eking out a winter living by offering services that lowlanders found either necessary or amusing—for example, sweeping chimneys, killing rats, or begging for pittances by entertaining passersby with trained ferrets and marmots, memorialized as the “marmotte en vie.”19 Because these economic migrants returned to the high meadows come spring, they were not seen as intrinsically dangerous, in contrast to feared, rootless vagabonds of the pre­Revolutionary period. Poster illustrations captured the quaint dress and humble activities of the 
Savoyards (Hufton 1972). European naturalists of the nineteenth century became fascinated with marmots as a hibernating species, reporting local knowledge of their habitats and the ease of extracting animals from their 
burrows soon after the first snowfall. Species-targeted exploitation accel­erated on the eve of the so­called “Third Pandemic” of plague. 
Epilogue: Global and Historical Perspectives on  
Ecological Change and Plague Persistence in Europe 
The Alpine marmot was not necessarily uniquely responsible for plague maintenance in that region, as seems to have been the case with the 
Siberian marmot during the pneumonic plague catastrophe of 1910–11 in 
Manchuria. In most of today’s permanent plague foci, Yersinia pestis can 
infect a local array of small mammals and their fleas. Although Suntsov 
(2012) argues that Eurasian marmot species, generally, were the original maintenance host for plague’s evolution as a species, the burrow struc­ture of great gerbils (Rhombomys opimus) has also made them candidates 
(Randall et al. 2005; Wilschut et al., 2013). As in regions of the globe where plague was newly introduced during the “Third Pandemic,” a variety of 
amplifying hosts and their fleas would have promoted plague persistence 
in the Mediterranean and temperate Alpine zones during the second pan­demic. Rather than focusing entirely on M. marmota, we should note the 
general characteristics of Alpine zones and the high meadowlands that marmots favor. Thus equally important would be the wide range of poten­
tial amplifying hosts common throughout the Alpine foothills and high 
massif regions of Western Eurasia, species that Varlık details in her dis­
19 For an eighteenth­century image of a young man with a trained marmot and 
what appears to be a street organ, see Claude-Louis Desrais, designer, “Petits métiers, 
cris de Paris,” available online at <http://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb40312379s> 
[accessed September 18, 2014].
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cussion of rural plague transmissions (Varlık 2014, in this issue; specifi­
cally for the western Alps, see Allainé and Yoccoz 2003 ). In particular, 
the southern face of the Eurasian Alpine system, linked to Mediterranean climates and ecology, bears important ecological similarities to modern areas where newly introduced plague persisted. Grove and Rackham 
(2001: 11–65) emphasize common characteristics of “mediterraneoid” zones across the globe: a mosaic of landscapes, predominant undershrubs and savanna, steppes with more grasses than woody plants, warm wet 
winters, hot dry summers. Almost all of California, Chile, and, to a lesser 
extent, South Africa have regions comparable to Mediterranean uplands, and all became areas where plague established new, permanent mainte­nance foci during the late nineteenth and early twentieth century. Temperate­climate alpine rodents better survive occasional bitter win­ters because snowfall is heavy, protecting the ground from sheet ice that impairs their survival. But whether many colonies could have survived 
the aggressive and prolonged winters during the Little Ice Age (roughly 
1550–1830; see Parker 2013) is difficult to say. Early and late snowfalls could have shortened the reproductive season of most burrowing rodents, especially marmots, but the species could have survived and thrived if it were not targeted by hunters and hungry mountain dwellers. The his­torical evidence at present offers greater support for sustained habitat destruction and/or human­driven landscape alteration, profound since 
1700 throughout Europe. 
With or without northern hemispheric cooling during the Little Ice 
Age, the fauna and flora biodiversity of the Alpine and Mediterranean upland regions steadily declined, processes that continue today. By the 
time French and English investigators rushed to East, West, and South 
Asia to investigate outbreaks of plague in the 1890s, a world of plants and animals once commonly known in earlier centuries had disappeared. Europeans, including scientists, found the natural and human environ­ments of the strikingly “other” colonial metropoles utterly foreign spaces 
a century ago. Was it also difficult for them to imagine that the humble black house rat—much less the ibex, chamois, badger, and bear of the 
western Alps—had once been fairly ubiquitous around European human 
settlements? In Britain, the aggressive use of rat poisons, from the 1680s on, may have cleared the way for the rat species dominant there today, 
Rattus norvegicus (Konkola 1992). At least as early as 1800, a few Brit­ish zoologists had noted the disappearance of the “old English rat,” which we now know was Rattus rattus (Burt 2006). But most plague observ­
ers in British India had no knowledge that the Indian or “tropical plague 
rat” was once a domestic species back home. A flea that renowned ento­
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five years, its Greek- derived prefix (xeno) capturing its “foreign” status as 
an “Indian rat flea” ([U.S.] Public Health Reports 1907). But both R. rat-
tus and X. cheopis once had a cosmopolitan distribution across Eurasia 
(McCormick 2003). Today, the single most active plague maintenance focus causing human 
deaths is in the uplands of subtropical Madagascar, where a different flea genus (Synopsyllus) spreads plague continually among highland rodents 
(800 meters or more above sea level). R. rattus is the dominant species 
there, “found everywhere: in houses, villages, fields, and also in the for­ests,” but hedgehogs, insectivores, and small mammals such as shrews and 
tenrecs help to amplify plague (Andrianaivoriamana et al. 2013: quotation 
at e2382; see also Rahelinirina et al. 2010, and Vogler et al. 2013). High 
degrees of poverty, the difficulty of recognizing atypical human plague 
infection, and insufficient governmental resources to apply to surveillance lead to high and persisting plague in Madagascar today: the consequences 
of which Michelle Ziegler’s (2014) contribution to this issue makes clear. 
In other words, the famous British Commission for the Investigation of 
Plague in India (1906/07), used by many different historians of the Black 
Death (e.g., Cohn 2002; Benedictow 2004) might better reflect its impe­
rial (European) historical context than the ecology of plague in the early 
twentieth century (e.g., Chandavarkar 1992; for French Indochina, see 
Latour 1988: 59–110; and recently Au 2011: 29–49).20 Katherine Royer 
(2014) has shown how the observations of colonial physicians and sur­
geons (who had long lived and served in British India) were rejected or 
discarded by Bombay-based scientists from London. Hence, actual plague 
experience throughout the northern Indian subcontinent may need to be reconstructed historically, based on her work.The historical moment of the Black Death introduced a highly virulent 
flea-borne pathogen to densely settled regions crippled by multiple eco­
nomic and ecological stressors. A wide variety of potential plague hosts 
and vectors intrinsic to the Alpine regions faced a combination of climate-driven and anthropogenic destabilization in the years surrounding the 
beginnings of the great plague: massive spring flooding events, intermit­
tent droughts, and high traffic of demobilized soldiers and camp support­
ers after the English victory at Crécy (1346). All were likely factors in the 
20 Mathematician Nicolas Bacaër (2012) has even shown how the plague data 
generated by the 1906/07 Commission provides a misleading picture of the 
magnitude and temporal progression of the human epidemic on Bombay Island. 
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devastating and uncharacteristically rapid spread of plague between 1347 
and 1349. Now that we know that mortality in this great, catastrophic epi­demic was at least partly caused by Yersinia pestis, the study of plague history is not at an end; only a narrow and protracted debate about the 
presence of the plague pathogen has been resolved. An altogether differ­
ent set of historical questions, prompted by the findings of modern plague 
ecology, must begin to bridge the local, the regional, and the global. Inter­disciplinary historical study of evidence for prior global climate change, 
exemplified by Campbell (2010, 2011, 2013) and McCormick et al. (2012), seems to point a way forward.
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NEW SCIENCE AND OLD SOURCES:
WHy THE OTTOMAN EXPERIENCE  
OF PLAGUE MATTERS
nükHet varlik
ThIS IS A historic moment for plague historians and scientists. At pre­sent, a growing consensus in the international scholarly community iden­
tifies the Black Death as a pandemic of plague caused by Yersinia pestis.1 This consensus marks the end of a long controversy over the pathogenic agent of the pandemic—a controversy that occupied the front stage of scholarship for decades.2 Having left this behind, plague historians can now afford to explore new issues as well as revisit old questions with a fresh eye. They can draw from a wealth of research supplied by the “new 
science” of plague—by which I refer to the flurry of studies in the last dec­
ade or two in fields such as bioarcheology, microbiology, genetics, and epi­demiology—and seek novel ways of integrating it into historical inquiry. 
In effect, this moment heralds the beginning of a new chapter in plague 
scholarship as it invites new avenues of inquiry (see Green 2014, in this 
issue). One such pathway worth pursuing is the task of calibrating the relationships between the new science of plague and the “old sources”—
by which I mean the written sources historians are trained to use.The new science and the old sources do not always concur, unless the 
historian makes an effort to make them speak to each other. With this in view, this essay will draw from the Ottoman experience during the so­
I owe a tremendous debt of gratitude to Monica Green, who has provided inspiration 
and encouragement throughout the process of writing this essay. I would also like to 
acknowledge Ann Carmichael, George Sussman, Carol Symes, Michelle Ziegler, and the anonymous reviewers of The Medieval Globe, with thanks for their invaluable comments and suggestions. 
1 The consensus is firmly in place in the geneticist community. Multiple groups of 
researchers have confirmed Y. pestis as the causative agent of the Black Death (e.g., 
Haensch et al. 2010; Tran et al. 2011). Sequences of Y. pestis genomes have been 
reconstructed from the ancient DNA recovered from the Black Death cemeteries in 
London (Bos et al. 2011). Informed by recent scientific studies, a growing number of 
historians have acknowledged this consensus (e.g. Little 2011; Bolton 2013). For its 
significance in bioarcheology see DeWitte (2014, in this issue).
2 A concise presentation of the controversy can be found in Little 2011. Most recently, 
historian Samuel K. Cohn (2013) remains unconvinced that any currently existing strain of Y. pestis caused the Black Death. 
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 194 NükhET vARLIkcalled Second Plague Pandemic (i.e., the Black Death and its recurrent 
waves) and seek to highlight the critical importance of the historian’s craft in working with sources that can shed light beyond the spotlight of scien­
tific research. In order to demonstrate why the Ottoman plague experi­ence matters for an understanding of the Second Pandemic, the essay will tackle two sets of intertwined problems. On the one hand, it will engage with a historical and historiographical discussion of why the Ottoman epidemiological experience has been imagined as the European alterity and how this legacy has obstructed this experience from being studied 
as part of the larger Afro-Eurasian disease zone of the Second Pandemic. My goal here is to underscore the Eurocentric nature of plague studies by demonstrating how spatio­temporal epidemiological boundaries were constructed in the scholarship. On the other hand, this essay will examine the Ottoman plague experience during the Second Pandemic with a view to offering observations and insights about the Ottoman disease ecolo­
gies that sustained plague. More specifically, three aspects of this experi­ence are explored in detail: persistence, foci/focalization, and patterns of 
transmission of plague. My goal here is to illustrate how the new science of plague can be put in dialogue with historical sources. 
Part I. New Science and Old Sources:  
Challenges and OpportunitiesFrom where we stand today, some may believe that the new science of plague puts an end to historical inquiry.3 Because the new science can explain the pathogen and its genetic history, one may wonder why we still need to study the old sources. The reasons for this are to be sought in the very etiology of plague that involves a complex system of entanglements in 
which every organism (as host, vector, or pathogen) constantly interacts with other organisms, as well as the surrounding environment. Thus his­
torians must now account for variations between the specific ways the dis­ease manifests itself at local and regional levels. Such ecological and envi­ronmental variations make it all the more compelling to pay attention to the “local knowledge” of plague, in the form it appears in the historical sources.4 
3 The recent engagement of the geneticist community in the debate seems to have been taken by some historians as a threat to the territory of their discipline and led 
them to react. A recent article written with that conviction has suggested: “Historians 
are uniquely qualified to assess the value and analyse the content of medieval primary sources and should not allow the glamour of science to make us forget our 
own expertise” (Pobst 2013: 814).
4 The emphasis on the “local knowledge” of plague and “plague experience” in 
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It is now clear that plague studies will have to transcend the bound­aries of individual disciplines; adopting an interdisciplinary approach is practically inevitable. The student of plague therefore needs to face up to the stipulations of interdisciplinary work. For example, there is a pressing 
need to keep up with the all-too-quickly-changing findings of the scientific 
literature, especially in the fields of genomics and evolutionary biology. 
It is necessary to understand, interpret, and utilize the research findings 
supplied by allied disciplines and fields, ranging from climate history to 
bioarcheology. It also means reckoning with what appears to be a growing imbalance between the new science of plague and the old sources. Even if one leaves aside differences in content, the disparity between publication cultures in the sciences and in the humanities cannot be overlooked. The former prefers short, rapidly­produced, multi­authored technical notices that may seem impenetrable to the nonspecialist; the characteristics of humanist publications are almost the opposite (except, in some cases, for 
their degree of impenetrability). Motivated by different questions, con­
cerns, and agendas, the historical and scientific scholarship of plague do 
not produce research that can be easily reconciled. How, then, can this 
new science be used in conjunction with historical accounts? How can the historian put them into dialogue? This imbalance becomes all the more 
challenging in those fields where the historical scholarship of plague is still relatively undeveloped. There is a wealth of primary sources pertain­
ing to plague in non-Western languages, but it is still in manuscript form. 
Until these sources are edited, published, and translated in a manner accessible to researchers, our knowledge of past plagues will continue to suffer from this imbalance.
As a result, there remain a number of important gaps in the scholar­
ship of historical plague epidemics that need to be filled. One is the Otto­man experience of plague during the Black Death and its recurrent waves. Judging from modern Ottomanist scholarship, the vast area that came under Ottoman control—stretching at its height from southeast Europe to 
the Persian Gulf and from the Black Sea basin to the Yemen—did not fig­ure as a breeding ground for plague until the last centuries of the empire’s 
history: the only extensive study covers the period between 1700 and 
1850 (Panzac 1985).5 For the plague outbreaks before this era (i.e., from 
this essay has benefited from the concept of “local biologies” developed by medical anthropologist Margaret Lock and the recent discussions of this concept in the context 
of global health. See, for example, Lock 1993 and 1995; Brotherton and Nguyen 2013.
5 Panzac’s study has been largely ignored by mainstream historical scholarship. 
While it was unanimously recognized as a great accomplishment with respect to its 
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1347 to 1700), no systematic study has hitherto surveyed their temporal and spatial scope or effects, or even considered how the Ottoman epide­miological experience may be integrated into the broader history of the 
Second Pandemic in the Afro-Eurasian zone.6 This is curious because the spatial and temporal correspondence between the empire and the plague can hardly be ignored. Ottoman his­tory almost squarely coincides with the time frame of the Second Plague Pandemic, and evidence suggests that Ottoman power and the plague coexisted for half a millennium, from the Black Death of the mid­four­teenth century to the mid­nineteenth century or so. Yet the ubiquitous presence of plague in the Ottoman world over that half millennium has 
remained mostly invisible in both historical and scientific scholarship. In what follows, we shall seek to disentangle the web of historical and histo­riographical problems that have obstructed the Ottoman plague experi­
ence from becoming visible. A critical reading of scientific and historical studies of plague sheds light on how European epidemiological imaginar­ies fashioned the Ottoman experience as the “other” by constructing spa­tial and temporal epidemiological boundaries; so it is to the construction of these boundaries that we turn now.
The Historical Fiction of Epidemiological Boundaries
The historical scholarship on the Black Death is largely Eurocentric. In this body of scholarship, Europe has occupied a privileged position, compared to other parts of the world that may have been at least as badly affected by plague, if not more so. Our current knowledge about the plague in East 
Asia, South Asia, Central Asia, the Middle East, and North Africa before the Third Pandemic is at best fragmentary and disconnected.7 As such, extant 
documentation of the occurrences of plague outbreaks, their frequency, and methods of spread, its representation of the demographic and economic effects of plague was 
debated. Historians of the Ottoman empire and the Middle East have been especially 
critical of the absence of Ottoman sources (e.g., Owen 1986; Dols 1987; Issawi 1988; 
Fisher 1992). For its absence from European scholarship, see also below. 
6 See, e.g., U� nver 1935; Panzac 1973, 1986, 1987, and 2009; Jennings 1993; Lowry 
2003; Schamiloglu 2004; Kılıç 2004; Mikhail 2008; 2012; Shefer-Mossensohn 2009 
and 2012; White 2010; Varlık 2011; Bulmuş 2012. For a study of the outbreaks 
between 1347 and 1600, see Varlık (forthcoming). For a call to study the Second 
Pandemic in this larger Afro-Eurasian disease zone, see Green (2014, in this issue).
7 Even though there are fine historical studies devoted to the epidemiological 
experience of these areas during the Second Pandemic, they are difficult to bring together in view of their temporal and spatial breadth of coverage. See, e.g., 
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scholarly attention if commensurate with that of Europe. In other words, the lacunae in historical plague scholarship are not haphazard; what was studied and what was not can be best understood in the light of European notions of public health and efforts for disease control that came in the form of quarantines, plague commissions, sanitary missions, and inter­national conferences at the dawn of the modern era. Those areas whose plague experience was believed, in the twentieth century, to have been of direct relevance to that of Europe (and perceived as having an impact on 
European public health concerns) came under the spotlight of scholarship while others remained rather obscure.The European epidemiological experience thus came to be understood 
within certain temporal and spatial boundaries, and both are reflected in the periodization of plague, a system that purports to be global but which actually situates Europe at the center and only captures European experiences. By now, it has become commonplace to study three discrete pandemics: the First Pandemic, known as the Justinianic Plague and its 
recurrent waves (541–c.750); the Second Pandemic, known as the Black 
Death (1346–53) and its recurrent waves that continued for several cen­turies; and the Third Pandemic that spread globally in a few years after 
its appearance in Hong Kong in 1894.8 Although the idea that the Plague of Justinian and the Black Death were two separate waves of epidemic 
Hrabak 1957; Krekic 1963; Langer 1975; Dols 1977; Norris 1977; Alexander 1980; 
Schamiloglu 1993; Ansari 1994; Kōstēs 1995; Manolova-Nikolova 2004; Anandavalli 
2007; Stearns 2009 and 2011; Frandsen 2010; Buell 2012. Also see works cited 
in notes 5 and 6 above. For a study that ambitiously tries to offer a wider (but still 
Eurocentric) scope, see Benedictow 2004. For studies that have adopted larger or 
comparative perspectives, see Biraben 1975; Borsch 2005; Sussman 2011. There is also a substantial body of literature devoted to the First Pandemic, including but 
not limited to Biraben and Le Goff 1969; Dols 1974; Conrad 1981, 1982, and 2000; 
Christensen 1993; Stathakopoulos 2000 and 2004; van Ess 2001; Little 2007.
8 For this conventionally accepted periodization, see Little 2011. The term 
“pandemic” appears to have been used infrequently before 1894: Creighton (1891) references it only three times in over seven hundred pages: for example, “there are instances of what are called pandemics, or universal epidemics, of sickness. The Black 
Death was one such” (p. 397). Interestingly enough, it was the cholera and influenza 
pandemics that helped spread its use, and by 1918 the term had become common 
parlance (Morens, Folkers, and Fauci 2009). 
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the outbreak of plague in (British) Hong Kong and the discovery of the plague bacillus that these epidemics were retrospectively placed in a his­torical timeline. Twentieth­century epidemiologists and epidemiological historians alike seem to have subsequently adopted this schema.9 Nev­ertheless, this vision of past plagues can hardly be taken to represent the 
rhythm of plagues as experienced across the Afro-Eurasian zone. It offers 
little insight for the ebb and flow of epidemic waves in other areas, espe­cially with regard to the “in­between” outbreaks. The Ottoman case in particular seems to complicate this periodization, as it blurs the assumed boundaries between the end of the Second Pan­demic and the beginning of the Third—just as it blurs a supposed distinc­
tion between West and East. After plague receded from Western Europe early in the eighteenth century, sporadic outbreaks continued to occur in 
Southern and Eastern Europe (e.g., 1743 in Messina, 1815 in Bari), in Rus­
sia (e.g., 1770–72 in Moscow), and more persistently in the Middle East until the nineteenth century. Those occurrences were noted in many late 
nineteenth- and early twentieth-century works (e.g., Simpson 1905: 36–39; 
Sticker 1908). Modern scholarship has also convincingly shown that plague 
persisted in the Ottoman empire and Russia (Alexander 1980; Panzac 
1985; Robarts 2010). Nevertheless, the Great Plague of London (1665) and 
that of Marseille (1720–22) continued to be seen as marking the end of the Second Pandemic. Plague outbreaks in the eighteenth and nineteenth cen­turies, outside of Europe, were only recently recognized as being part of the 
Second Pandemic (Walløe 2008; Cohn 2008; Bolton 2013: 15).10
9 It appears for the first time around the turn of the twentieth century. For 
example, Simpson (1905) identified three pandemics: “The first [ . . . ] recorded to have 
originated in Pelusium in Egypt” (p. 5); “The second [ . . . ] later called the Back Death” 
(p. 21); and “The pandemic of the present day” (p. 6). Other early twentieth-century 
works used the term “pandemic” without a system of enumeration (e.g., Eager 1908; 
Sticker 1908), but by the mid-twentieth century this system of periodization seems to 
be in place (see e.g., Hirst 1953). However, it probably did not become conventional 
until the 1970s (Ziegler 1969: 25; Dols 1977: 14).
10 A similar pattern of persistence of plague can be observed between the First and the Second Pandemic, roughly in areas where the Ottomans would come to rule. These recurrent outbreaks also complicate the parameters of these earlier pandemics. See 
Dols 1974 and 1977: 13–35; McNeill 1976: 70; Conrad 1981. For a list of outbreaks 
in Anatolia under Seljuk rule (though the diagnosis of these outbreaks is not always 
clear), see Arık 1991. For a brief description of an outbreak in Tunisia in 1004–05, 
see Talbi 1981: 223. For a critique of the year 750 as the definite end of the First 
Pandemic, see Morony 2007. 
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place therefore seems difficult to answer based on extant sources and prevailing habits of thought. Plague continued in Ottoman areas until the mid­nineteenth century, if not longer, since recorded cases in Mesopota­
mia and the Arabian peninsula appear until the turn of the twentieth cen­
tury (Simpson 1905: 38–39).11 Especially in view of the fact that the Third Pandemic also made its appearance around the same time, the question of when the Second Pandemic ended may need to be re­evaluated with the 
help of scientific studies. In effect, it is possible that the strains of Y. pestis involved in the Second Pandemic are still with us today, as demonstrated in the example of a recent outbreak in Libya.12Shifting our focus from temporal to spatial boundaries may also involve questioning what we think we know about plague’s past. Once again, the Ottoman case is telling, and it underscores the degree to which the new plague science has maintained or reproduced these spatial boundaries. 
As noted above, the scarcity of historical studies on Ottoman plagues has 
rendered it invisible to practitioners of the new science. In the absence of historical studies to guide bioarcheological research, there is no evidence 
from former Ottoman areas comparable to what has been found for West­ern Europe.13 Obviously, this has implications for studying the genetic 
history of the pathogen. In the absence of aDNA specimens, the plague history of this particular area/era cannot be integrated into the narra­
tive of the new science because the aDNA specimens of Y. pestis mostly 
come from excavations in Europe (France, Germany, Italy, England, and 
the Netherlands)—places close to centers of molecular biology, centers 
of information and calculation (Latour 1987).14 Reconstructing the phy­
11 Twentieth-century scholarship seems to have grown more confident about 
announ cing the “end of plague.” For example, Pollitzer (1951: 478) hailed “the gradual 
disappearance of the disease first from Western and then from Eastern Europe until in 
1841 Turkey, the last stronghold of the pest, became free.” Drawing from this scholarship, 
Panzac (1985: 446–517) also held that the last plague was in the 1840s. But at the turn 
of the twentieth century, news of plague in Istanbul was noteworthy enough to receive international coverage (British Medical Journal 1900, 1902a, and 1902b).
12 Recent genetics research on the 2009 Libyan outbreak has demonstrated that a branch of the medievalis strain (2.MED) was involved. This strain, independent of the Third Pandemic, could be one that was active during the Second Pandemic (Cabanel 
et al. 2013; Green 2014, in this issue).
13 Bioarcheology and aDNA research have only recently started being used in the 
field of Near Eastern studies. For a discussion of the state-of-the-field, including 
reasons for its belated development, see, e.g., Sołtysiak 2007; Baca and Molak 2008.
14 For a list of the areas of excavation, see “Toward a Molecular History of Yersinia 
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tis isolates. Some of these specimens have been preserved since the late nineteenth century, others have been isolated more recently. The major­ity of these modern specimens come from places where plague is (or has 
until recently been) enzootic. Among these, a large number come from the 
United States, Russia, Mongolia, and China; fewer from India, Madagas­
car, Eastern and Central Africa, and elsewhere.15 For our immediate area of interest, only a small number of isolates from former Ottoman areas 
(including Turkey, northern Iraq, and western Iran) have been included in recent phylogenetic analyses and studied in relation to where they stand within the evolutionary subdivision of Y. pestis.16 Owing to this imbalance in data collection and analysis, the new science of plague—along with the historical scholarship that informs it—privileges some areas over others.17This ongoing Eurocentricity of plague scholarship has been largely determined by research produced in the nineteenth and twentieth cen­turies—research with a strong colonial pedigree. On the eve of the Third 
pestis,” available online at <http://contagions.wordpress.com/2013/01/05/toward-
a-molecular-history-of-yersinia-pestis-aha/> [accessed September 19, 2014]. See also 
Haensch et al. 2010: fig. 1. Especially in view of regulations restricting the shipping of pathogenic specimens across national borders, specimens are currently extracted and processed in places close to the centers of molecular biology. For the most recent 
regulations issued by the World Health Organization (WHO) regarding the transport 
of infectious substances, see WHO 2012. According WHO’s protocol, Y. pestis is listed 
as a “Category A” infectious substance whose transport is strictly regulated.
15 For information on these isolates and their provenances, see the phylogenetic 
tree in Cui et al. 2013, reproduced in Green 2014, in this issue; also see Morelli et al. 
2010. 
16 2.MED1, isolated from this region, evolved sometime before 1775, i.e., before the 
Third Pandemic. 1.ORI3 is thought to have come from Madagascar during the Third 
Pandemic, most probably via the pilgrimage route (Morelli et al. 2010: fig. 1). Of the four Y. pestis isolates that were preserved in Turkey, three were defined as biotype 
orientalis (Golem and O� zsan 1952). One of the four was known to have been isolated 
from a human case of plague in the Akçakale (Urfa) outbreak of 1947: a small plague 
outbreak in two Turkish villages on the Syrian border. In the months of February and March, a total of thirteen deaths took place out of a total of eighteen persons affected. This appears to be the last recorded outbreak of plague in Turkey.
17 Either resulting from current concerns about the disease’s reemergence and the 
assessment of its risks or due to privileging areas that can produce aDNA specimens, the “molecular politics” of Y. pestis reflect past and current global inequalities of health rather than representing the breadth and intensity of past plagues as experienced 
across different areas. For an insightful exposition of the “molecular politics” of HIV 
demonstrating how the global inequalities of the AIDS epidemic can be observed at 
the molecular level, see Crane, 2011.
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activity in East and South Asia (Creighton 1891: 166–70, 172–73; Suss­
man 2011: 324). What they considered a new pandemic then signaled 
new opportunities for research: as soon as plague broke out in (British) 
Hong Kong in 1894, as noted above, scientists from different countries rushed there to study the epidemic on site; the discovery of the pathogen 
followed shortly. In 1896, plague was reported in British India (Bombay, then in Pune, Karachi, and Calcutta, soon to be followed by many major 
port cities across continents).18 This situation alarmed European colonial 
governments, which sent plague researchers and public health officials to the colonies. For example, a special committee was formed to investigate 
plague in India: observing the plague, producing laboratory experiments, 
and publishing their findings. The result was an immense body of scholar­ship that continued to develop over the course of the last century. Both historians and scientists are still dealing with the effects of this problem­atic legacy in one way or another.
From the Ottoman “Laboratory” of Plague  
to the Colonial Science of PlagueThe body of knowledge drawn from the Third Pandemic, as much as it 
has informed current research, has also hindered it (Royer 2014). This 
plague science was the product of a certain configuration of power, which 
is still reflected in some critical assumptions about plague’s origins and spread. The legacy of colonial plague science also has important implica­tions for the study of Ottoman plagues, because it retrospectively shaped the perception of Ottoman experience in historical scholarship. To under­stand how this occurred, we need to recognize that early modern obser­vations of Ottoman plague had come to constitute a working knowledge 
of the disease in Europe. When the Third Pandemic broke out, this body of knowledge lost its primacy at the expense of colonial plague science, 
backed by the germ theory of disease. And yet, certain epidemiological assumptions drawn from European analysis of Ottoman plague continued to be used in modern scholarship. Before the Third Pandemic, both scholarly and lay opinion in Europe maintained that the “seat of the plague” was the Near East, the “Orient” which, at that time, largely coincided with dominions of the Ottoman 
18 For the origins and spread of the epidemic in China, see Benedict (1996: 1–130). 
For its global spread, see Echenberg 2007. For plague in India, see Arnold (1993: 
chap. 5).
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empire (Sussman 2011: 324). From the late seventeenth and early eigh­teenth centuries onwards, Europeans observed that devastating plague 
epidemics were becoming less frequent on the continent. When Mar­seille witnessed what is regarded as the last major outbreak of plague 
in Western Europe, in 1720, this experience only confirmed the already widespread belief that the disease was being imported from the eastern Mediterranean port cities of the Ottoman empire, such as Constantinople 
(Istanbul), Smyrna (I�zmir), and Alexandria (Takeda 2011: 115–17). The writings of early modern European travelers, merchants, diplomats, and naturalists had no small share in shaping this belief. But above all, we can 
point to the influence of a substantial number of Western European physi­
cians who, after major plague outbreaks receded from Western Europe, 
went to Ottoman cities to observe plague, gather firsthand information, and write about their experiences. 
Among the most prominent of these physicians were the Russell broth­
ers from Edinburgh, who spent several years in Aleppo and published their observations on plague in the latter half of the eighteenth century.19 Simi­larly, Mordach Mackenzie, who worked as the physician of the Levant Com­
pany in mid-eighteenth-century Istanbul, regularly reported his observa­
tions about plague in the Ottoman capital (Mackenzie 1752 and 1764). Such accounts continued to be published in the nineteenth century.20 For 
example, William Wittman, a Royal Artillery surgeon sent to the Ottoman empire following Napoleon’s invasion of Egypt, published his observations 
on the plague in 1804. A more detailed testimony comes from A. Brayer, a 
French physician residing in Istanbul between 1815 and 1824, who com­posed a comprehensive two­volume work, which includes his observa­
tions on the causes, types, and treatment of plague (Brayer 1836). The knowledge acquired in the Ottoman “laboratory” of plague appears to have been well received in Europe, since most of these physicians pub­
19 Alexander Russell worked as physician of the Levant Company in Aleppo from 
about 1740 to 1753. In 1756, soon after his return to London, the first edition of his 
Natural History of Aleppo—including a special section on plague—appeared in print, 
going through several editions afterwards. His younger brother Patrick followed in his 
footsteps, practicing medicine in Aleppo where he lived between 1750 and 1772. In 
1791, he published his Treatise of the Plague, in which he included his observations 
during the outbreak of 1760–62 and 120 individual case studies in Aleppo. On the life 
and works of the Russell brothers, see van den Boogert (2010).
20 Two Italian physicians, Eusebio Valli and Antonio Pezzoni, who served in the 
Greek hospitals of Istanbul during an outbreak of plague in 1803-4, published their 
individual observations (Valli 1805; Pezzoni 1842 and 1847). See Sarı and Etker 
(2000) and Yıldırım (2010: 59); see also below.
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acquire recognition and advance their careers. For example, Alexander 
Russell’s experience in Aleppo, advertised in his writings, helped him to be elected to the Royal Society of London. Later on, his brother Patrick also 
became a member. Mackenzie’s account of the plague in Istanbul was not only published by the Royal Society, it also opened the doors of member­
ship to him (van den Boogert 2010: 146). A more remarkable case in point is that of Charles Maclean, an English physician whose career stagnated 
until he traveled to the Ottoman capital in 1815 to observe the plague. 
His observations were swiftly published in London (Maclean 1817). Since 
plague had receded from Western Europe, this body of firsthand knowl­edge was especially valuable in promoting the empirical approach to 
medicine that was flourishing in early nineteenth-century England; hence the direct observations of physicians with overseas experience came to 
acquire more weight than theoretical knowledge (Kelly 2008: 569). It was in this context that cases from the Ottoman laboratory, that “last vestige of plague,” continued to be observed, studied, and discussed—until the Third Pandemic broke out.21
When this occurred, the attention of European scholarship largely 
shifted from Ottoman areas to European colonies in South and East Asia. (The fact that plague had largely disappeared in the Ottoman empire by 
this time may have also contributed to this shift.) Nevertheless, certain assumptions about the origins, movement, and directionality of epidemic diseases which had been drawn from the Ottoman laboratory were now being transplanted into a colonial context. One such assumption was that the geographic origin of epidemics could be traced to remote areas, far away from centers of knowledge. The nineteenth­century English physi­cian and medical historian Charles Creighton aptly observed: 
According to the dominant school of epidemiologists it is always enough to have traced a virus to a remote source, to the “roof of the world” or to the back of the east wind, and there to leave it, in the full assurance that there must have been circumstances to account for its engendering there, perhaps in an equally remote past, if only we knew them. (Creigh­
ton 1891, 1:149; also quoted in Norris 1977: 10)22
21 There were a series of international “sanitary” conferences from the mid­nineteenth century to the mid­twentieth, although their main focus was cholera rather 
than plague. The third was held in Constantinople in 1866 (Howard-Jones 1975).
22 In this era, discussion of plague’s “origin” usually meant the geographic origin, 
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directional: plague flowed from “less civilized” places to the “centers of 
civilization.” Colonial anxieties thus found a scientific justification in this 
emphasis on the disease’s place of origin, which confirmed that there was something inherently wrong with such lands or peoples and that their contagion could affect civilized peoples and places. 23 
While this framework could conveniently be adopted to explain plague 
epidemics outside of Europe, it was still difficult to explain past cases of 
plague in Europe itself. It was not easy to elucidate whether plagues had occurred there spontaneously due to local, regional, or underlying uni­versal circumstances, or whether they had been transmitted from certain “endemic” areas outside Europe.24 It may help to remember that through­out the early modern era, the European imagination of plague’s origin was being constantly replenished by news of plague from the port cities of the eastern Mediterranean, which led to durable associations between plague and the Ottomans. The implications were twofold. On the one hand, the European imagination dissociated itself from plague by projecting the locus of the disease somewhere outside; on the other, it fashioned the Ottoman empire as a plague­exporter, against which Europe had to pro­tect itself. By the Enlightenment, this paradigm was ingrained in scholarly 
writings and popular opinion alike (Gordon 1999; Lammel 2010; Varlık, 
forthcoming)—even as the Ottomans ceased to be seen as a military threat in Europe, a turn typically associated with their defeat at the second siege 
of Vienna in 1683. As the empire’s landholdings in Europe shrank through the course of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, it came to be seen as a dead or dying body in the European geopolitics: “the sick man of 
Europe.” In the contemporary European imagination, the empire’s health­scape not only represented a sickened land and peoples but also an inabil­ity to deal with ill­health in a rational and orderly manner. 
the “endemic focus,” not the biological origin of the “virus” later named Y. pestis.
23 For a discussion of how the site of the plague shifted from the landscape to the 
human body (the colonized body) in India, see Arnold (1993: 200–39).
24 For example, J. F. C. Hecker (1859: 17–19) attributed plague-causation to atmos-pheric changes that would have made “spontaneous plagues” possible everywhere, 
even in Europe. Towards the end of the century, physician Adrien Proust (1897: 
113)—father of the celebrated French novelist—did not deny the possibility of spontaneous plagues in Europe altogether, but did not dwell on it much either (see 
also Panzac 2003).
 NEw SCIENCE ANd OLd SOURCES 205Some of these nineteenth­century conceptions continue to be repro­duced in historical scholarship of the twentieth century. For example, the absence of a known plague reservoir in modern Europe seems to have ret­rospectively erased that possibility from Europe’s medieval past. Modern scholarship has treated plague as a temporary “invasion” or “alien” pres­ence and has focused heavily on the effects of this “foreign” visitor, instead of examining plague’s interaction with the natural and built environment. The enduring vision of the European epidemiological past is one of dif-
ference that singled it out from the rest of the larger disease zone (Car­
michael 2014, in this issue; see also Bolton 2013: 34). Historical scholar­ship accordingly had to develop ways of explaining this difference. Most 
visibly, since the 1970s, plague scholarship has approached the Mediter­ranean world with epidemiological divisions in mind, such as “Christian 
vs. Muslim” or “Oriental vs. Occidental.” For example, in his authoritative work on the history of plague, Jean­Noël Biraben posited a divide between regions he calls “north­occidental” and “south­oriental” and legitimized this bipartite view by citing differences in climate, fauna, and attitudes 
toward disease (Biraben 1975: 106). Subsequent scholarship seems to have maintained epidemiologi­cal zones corresponding to those of the early modern period: that of the 
Ottomans (read: Muslims) and that of the Europeans (read: Christians), 
with religion as the single most dividing factor (see, e.g., McNeill 1976; 
Dols 1977; Panzac 1985).25 These imagined divisions of epidemiological experience have resulted in separate histories of plague in Europe and the 
Middle East/Islamic world. Even in studies that encompass the Mediter­ranean, these divisions play an important role in explaining the very dif­ferences in the spread of plague and the responses it engendered. This bipartite epidemiological imaginary not only sustains essentialist bina­ries, it regards the Ottoman epidemiological experience as timeless, uni­form, and thus unworthy of historical inquiry. 
Part II: The Problem of Plague Persistence in Ottoman Lands
As noted above, plague persisted in Ottoman areas for at least half a mil­
lennium: a phenomenon that requires a closer look. By persistence, I refer to recurrences of plague in a given area, resulting from local, regional, or long­distance spread of the infection, either imported from outside or 
transmitted from local enzootic reservoirs. In studying the persistence 
25 Recent studies have shown that religion cannot be accepted as the sole deter­
minant in responses to epidemic diseases (Stearns 2009 and 2011).
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tury, when Western diplomats started regular reporting to quarantine authorities in Europe.26 For earlier centuries, the nature of the sources rarely affords observations on plague’s persistence at the local level. First, 
there is the problem of plague’s visibility. In its enzootic form (when the infection is transmitted between partially resistant rodent hosts and their 
fleas), there is no substantial rodent “die off,” which makes it difficult to detect.27 Only when the disease assumes epizootic and epidemic form, causing rodent and human mortality, can historical sources make plague visible to us. Second, only rarely do premodern accounts mention where 
plague came from, so as to enable us to trace the known (or suspected) 
origin. Even then, this reflects local rumors and reports, which may result from imprecise knowledge. Third, the importation of the infection to port cities as a result of maritime contacts with other infected cities makes it 
even more difficult to trace the origins of a particular outbreak. This is fur­ther complicated by the likelihood of the infection being introduced from multiple areas and/or through multiple channels. For any given outbreak, it is possible that we are looking at more than one strain of the pathogen circulating through different channels. 
Indeed, what can be more confidently ascertained from the sources is that plague spread across the empire along complex sets of trajectories 
that developed and consolidated over the course of the fifteenth and six­
teenth centuries (Varlık 2011). This resulted in the repeated exposure of Ottoman cities to the infection throughout the Second Pandemic, turning 
them into established centers of plague. For example, Istanbul witnessed 
at least 230 outbreaks during the Second Pandemic, recurring about 2.2 years on average over half a millennium. Similarly, Salonica witnessed 
outbreaks about 142 times over the course of the same period, about 
every 3.5 years on average. Other major urban centers of the empire, 
such as Alexandria, Cairo, Aleppo, Damascus, and Trabzon all experienced 
frequently recurring outbreaks (Varlık, forthcoming). It is possible that some of those cities sustained the plague on their own, independent from 
26 It was mainly this body of documentation that Panzac (1985) used to reconstruct the Ottoman plagues of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. 
27 Scientific studies inform us about the critical importance of rodent hosts and 
vectors for the maintenance of plague. As long as there is a sufficient number of 
rodents and fleas, plague seems to be maintained indefinitely in enzootic form (Gage 
and Kosoy 2005). Other ecological factors such as climate also matter significantly 
(Nakazawa et al. 2007; Stenseth et al. 2006; Ben Ari et al. 2011)
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Some Ottoman cities (or their immediate hinterlands) may have kept the disease alive from one epidemic season to the next, sustained by commen­sal rodents and/or ectoparasites.28 
At this point, it may be helpful to consider whether commensal rodents 
(specifically colonies of Rattus rattus) are capable of sustaining plague over time and can therefore function as temporary reservoirs. The ecolog­ical scholarship has placed greater emphasis on the role of ground­bur­rowing wild rodents in sustaining infection over the long term, and com­mensal rodents’ ability to function in the same manner has not been suf­
ficiently explored (e.g., Keim and Wagner 2009). Nevertheless, there are promising studies which suggest that plague can be maintained over long time periods in small commensal rat subpopulations, without any con­tact with wild rodents. For example, plague is calculated to persist for a 
hundred years in a commensal rat population of 60,000, without the need 
of importing new infection (Gage and Kosoy 2005; Keeling and Gilligan 
2000a and 2000b). In other words, even if plague killed a certain popula­tion of rats, the infection could be kept alive for a long time. This research also suggests that plague would persist even if quarantine measures were in place, and thus has tremendous implications for explaining the his­
torical persistence of plague in large urban centers such as Istanbul. This 
means that urban areas with significant commensal rodent populations may have become their own self­perpetuating engines of epidemic activ­ity and as such served as temporary reservoirs of plague. 
Plague Foci and the Process of FocalizationBut even if urban reservoirs could independently sustain the disease, they were never isolated. On the contrary, early modern Ottoman towns were connected both to their immediate hinterland and to more distant 
areas through a complex network of maritime and overland routes. It was this set of connections that facilitated the circulation of plague within the empire and beyond it, since at least some of those connections linked the 
urban areas to rural plague reservoirs (foci). As mentioned above, areas 
where a sufficient number of wild rodents and ectoparasites live can 
maintain the disease indefinitely in its enzootic form. Hence, it is impor­tant to identify where such foci were located in the empire’s vast reach.
28 For example, Panzac (1973) showed that I�zmir received the infection from its hinterland in the eighteenth century. 
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At present, we know of several plague foci in or around former Otto­
man areas such as Libya, Yemen, Iran, the Transcaucasian and the north­
west Caspian regions (WHO 1999: 16; Anisimov, Lindler, and Pier 2004). These were active plague reservoirs during the Third Pandemic, and per­
haps even before. According to Panzac, the highlands between western 
Iran, northern Iraq, and southeastern Turkey, as well as the mountainous 
areas of Hijaz and Yemen were permanent plague foci that caused out­breaks in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Panzac equally identi­
fied what he thought were temporary plague foci, including the western 
Balkans, Moldavia and Wallachia, Istanbul, the Anatolian peninsula, and 
Egypt (Panzac 1985: 105–33). However, he did not offer an explanation as to when each of these foci came to existence.29 
Identifying pre-eighteenth-century Ottoman plague foci is challeng­ing. The fragmentary nature of modern Y. pestis specimens isolated from these regions does not allow us to determine how old the foci were and how long they remained active.30 Plague science informs us that enzootic foci are not to be taken as timeless; rather they are dynamic entities that emerge, expand, shrink, or disappear over time. Myriad changes ranging from rodent migration to changes in their predator population, and from 
fluctuations in climate to modifications in landscape, can affect plague foci 
(Gratz 1999; Li et al. 2009; Karimova et al. 2010; Eisen and Gage 2012).31 
All these factors make it necessary to pay attention to the circumstances that favor their formation, that is, the process of focalization—the process by which plague forms reservoirs in the natural environment to perpetu­ate itself, independent of imported infection. 
29 Panzac (1985: 128–33) singles out the focus of Egypt (“le foyer égyptien”) 
as a nineteenth-century phenomenon. He postulates that plague had been an 
“importation” to Egypt until the 1820s when it went through a process of focalization. 
He noted that both permanent and temporary foci in or near Ottoman areas were 
concentrated in the highlands (Panzac 1985: 105–33). See further discussion below.
30 However, it is interesting to note that most of modern Y. pestis isolates of the biovar medievalis (2.MED) come from former Ottoman territories or its neighboring 
areas, such as Turkey, Iraq, Iran, and Libya. These scattered isolates seem to represent a genetically related cluster of strains even though they were isolated from different areas at different times. The links between these strains should be sought in the region’s history during the Second Pandemic, i.e., in the Ottoman plague experience. 
See for example Cabanel et al. 2013: fig. 4; Achtman et al. 2004: supplementary fig. 7. 
See nn. 12 and 16 above.
31 For a discussion of problems and biases involved in determining historical foci, 
see Ben Ari et al. (2012: 8200).
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standing that at least some plague foci were situated in highlands. Writing 
in 1905, for instance, English epidemiologist W. J. Simpson suggested that 
plague originated in some highland areas such as in Assyr in the western 
Arabian peninsula and in the highlands of what is today southeast Turkey 
and northern Iraq: “[t]he endemic areas [. . .] are chiefly distinguished for their high altitudes.” But the reason he offered was more a cultural con­struct of highlanders’ customs than a real observation about the disease ecology of those areas that differentiated them from that of the lowlands. Simpson reasoned that plague occurred in those areas “for the poverty and 
filth of the inhabitants, and for the promiscuous manner in which the cat­tle, fowls, and domestic animals are permitted to live in close association with human beings, the former often occupying the same room as the lat­
ter” (Simpson 1905: 38, 117–18). About two decades later, the renowned 
Chinese epidemiologist Wu Lien-Teh regarded highland locations as 
“endemic” foci. In reference to the Kumaon and Garwhal areas of northern 
India, in the foothills of the Himalayas, for example, he wrote, “[t]his local­
ity is highly situated and sparsely populated, most of the inhabitants [. . .] 
are poor and dwell promiscuously with their cattle” (Lien-Teh 1924: 292).Looking exclusively for human cases of plague, these epidemiolo­gists failed to see enzootic plague in these highland foci and the disease 
ecologies that governed them. Hence, no clear explanation (free of cul­
tural bias) could be offered as to why focalization took place in highlands. Recent research from Madagascar has since shed light on the mechanisms 
that support this process. In this island’s ecology, plague is sustained in 
the highlands (above 800 meters) where flea vectors (Xenopsylla cheo-
pis and Synopsyllus fonquerniei) are more abundant (Vogler et al. 2011; 
Andrianaivoarimanana et al. 2013). This research offers new insights for understanding the focalization of plague and the transmission of enzootic 
plague from the highlands to the lowlands (see also Green 2014 and Car­
michael 2014, both in this issue). Certain types of landscapes across all 
continents favor a high number of rodent reservoirs and their fleas. Most plague reservoirs, including those located on higher altitudes, are found in places with “low annual precipitation, or where dry seasons inhibit the growth of thick woody vegetation and lead to the formation of deserts, 
semi-deserts and steppes (savannas, prairies, pampas and so on)” (WHO 
1999: 13-14). Drawing from this, it is possible to discern the basic out­lines of plague foci among diverse eco­regions across the reach of Otto­
man domains. The mountain ranges of the Anatolian and Balkan peninsu­las, as well as the neighboring highlands of the Caucasus and the Persian 
plateau, may be identified as areas with ecological factors suitable for the 
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focalization of plague, once introduced. As we shall see below, several rodent species—currently known to be plague hosts—inhabited these highlands, making them likely ecological zones for plague maintenance. 
What remains to be identified is how the plague ecologies of the sparsely populated Ottoman highlands were connected to the densely pop­ulated lowlands. One possible link bridging these disease ecologies was 
the seasonal movement of pastoralist nomads of Anatolia and the Balkans between highland summer pastures and lowland winter encampments. The customs and economic activities of pastoralist nomads could have brought them in close contact with plague­hosting animals and their ecto­
parasites. An Ottoman document from 1571, reporting high plague mor­tality among the nomads, may be taken as evidence that plague’s focaliza­tion had already taken a strong hold in the empire’s highlands.32 Despite 
the general belief expressed in current scholarship, that nomads of Ana­tolia and the Balkans remained mostly free from plague (e.g., Schamilo­
glu 2004; McNeill 2012), recent research on North Africa highlights not only their risk of contracting the disease but also of propagating it across 
considerable distances (Bitam et al. 2010; Ben Néfissa and Moulin 2010). 
A similar suggestion was made by the nineteenth-century French physi­
cian J. D. Tholozan (1874) with regard to the movement of nomads and the 
spread of plague in eastern Anatolia, western Persia, and Mesopotamia.There were myriad ways in which nomads interacted with settled soci­eties in the Ottoman domain, directly or indirectly. For example, nomads were not only indispensable for supplying raw materials for the textile 
and leather industries (e.g., wool, dyes, and hides), they were also involved in the process of producing carpets, rugs, and various other textile prod­ucts. Similarly, they were the suppliers of transportation animals, such as donkeys, horses, mules, oxen and buffaloes, and camels—a known plague 
carrier (Faroqhi 1984: 49–50; de Planhol 1969). They would participate 
in harvests in western Anatolia, as migrant workers, or could serve in var­
ious military undertakings of the Ottoman state (Kasaba 2009: 31–35). Nomads came into contact with town­dwellers most repeatedly in the outskirts of Ottoman towns, where businesses such as tanneries, soap fac­tories, and slaughterhouses were located, and low­income families and 
day laborers resided (Ayalon, forthcoming). These businesses attracted a great number of commensal rodents, exposed laborers to potentially infected materials, and thus functioned as possible gateways of infection leading to urban outbreaks.33
32 Document from Mühimme Defteri, dated 14 March 1571, published in Yılmaz 
and Yılmaz (2006, 2: 60). 
33 It is generally held that some professionals in premodern cities were at higher 
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Patterns of Plague TransmissionRecent research has demonstrated that a number of media and forms of mediation might be concurrently involved in plague transmission—espe­cially during pandemics—along with the basic rodent host­vector­human transmission. For example, it has been shown that Y. pestis survives in flea 
feces, in post-mortem hosts, in soil, and in plants (Gage and Kosoy 2005; 
Drancourt, Houhamdi, and Ranoult 2006; Eisen et al. 2008; Ayyadurai et 
al. 2008; Easterday et al. 2012; Pawlowski et al. 2011). Also, it has been recognized that humans may become infected by plague as a result of con­sumption of infected food, wounds (such as those caused by animal bites 
or scratches), or exposure to airborne bacteria. With this in mind, there is a growing awareness of the need to complicate the patterns of plague trans­mission, with a recent plea being that “the epidemiology of plague must be seen in a much less diagrammatic manner than in the past” (Raoult et al. 
2013: 19).Similarly, historical scholarship on plague has very recently moved beyond an exclusive reliance on models of rodent­host­vector­to­human 
transmission. In particular, the recent turn in the humanities toward rec­ognizing the role of animals and other nonhuman agents has stimulated 
novel avenues of inquiry in plague historiography (e.g., Catanach 2001; 
Stathakopoulos 2011; Campbell 2010 and 2011; Kelly 2013). A compa­rable change can be observed in Ottomanist historiography, which has 
informed recent studies of Ottoman environmental history (White 2011; 
Mikhail 2011, 2013a, 2013b). In particular, a recent case study of the 1791 plague outbreak in Egypt illustrates this trend well, by exploring plague’s 
connections to flooding, rodent behavior, and other climatic conditions, so 
as to situate it in its environmental context (Mikhail 2008, 2012). While it is imperative to recognize the role of human agency in the spread of plague, it is equally important to broaden our vision to the larger environment.This is another problem for the historian: the ground­burrowing rodents of the early modern Ottoman landscape are barely visible in the sources.34 An interesting piece of anecdotal evidence comes from the six­
risk of infection. Among these were butchers, bakers, millers, artisans of cloth and paper, by virtue of their handling meat, grains, and textiles, all instrumental media in 
the dissemination of plague. See Audoin-Rouzeau 2003: 233-8.
34 Further research is needed to clarify the taxonomy of rodents in the Ottoman 
landscape. A nineteenth-century Ottoman Turkish lexicon (Redhouse 1880) includes 
the following species: short-tailed field mouse (arvicola arvalis); jerboa (dipus 
aegyptius); water vole (arvicola amphibius); marmot (arclomys marmotta); lemming (myodes lemmus); and bank vole (myodes glareolus). 
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teenth-century German traveler Hans Dernschwam, who left a detailed 
description of an animal he saw in northwest Anatolia:
It is slightly larger than a mouse, smaller than a vole, with delicate and 
well-proportioned limbs. It looked like a hare. Its head, mouth, and ears 
were well-balanced; its back was rather long and elegant. It had a very 
long tail. The tail was like a lion’s tail with a little ball on its end. It held up 
its tail in the air. This way it looked like an African monkey. (Dernschwam 
[1553–55]/1987: 307–08)This depiction brings to mind the jerboa, which is known to be a plague 
carrier. Yet, it is difficult to identify what type of jerboa it may have been. 
Jerboas do not occur in this part of Anatolia today; only the Euphrates 
jerboa (Allactaga euphratica) can be found marginally in southeastern 
Turkey (Arslan et al. 2012). If this species were indeed a type of jerboa 
that inhabited Anatolia in the sixteenth century but is now extinct, it 
would be interesting to reflect on the relationship between the extinction of this animal and the disappearance of plague.The seventeenth­century Ottoman traveler Evliya Çelebi (c. 1630–
83/1996) documented the types of rodents he encountered, such as the bank vole, the ground squirrel, the water vole, and probably the Persian jird (Meriones persicus)—known to be a plague carrier.35 Writing in the 
eighteenth century, Alexander Russell (1794, 2: 180–82) listed different 
species of rodents occurring in Aleppo at the time, along with their names 
in Arabic and Latin. Not seeing any reason to discuss commensal rodents, Russell simply noted: “There is nothing remarkable in the Rat, and the 
Mouse. Most of the houses are infested with them.” As for wild rodents, he 
mentioned the short-tailed field mouse, the dormouse, the hamster, the water rat, and the jerboa (which supports the above­mentioned observa­
tions of Dernschwam). Furthermore, an English traveler in Anatolia testi­
fied to seeing marmot-like rodents in Ilgın (modern day Konya, in Turkey) 
during a plague epidemic in 1836:The plain swarmed with a species of burrowing animal about the size of a 
squirrel, which I had also seen in other parts of Asia Minor; but whether a 
species of marmotte, jerboa, lemming, or hamster, I could not ascertain. . . . Their colour is a light yellowish brown, and they abound in the southern provinces of Russia, where the variety or species is known by the name of 
“Rat des steppes.” (Hamilton 1842, 2: 189; cf. Panzac 1985: 123)
35 The Persian jird (meriones) has been identified as a “real reservoir of plague” by 
Baltazar et al. (1952), who believed that they were able to keep plague “permanently 
enzootic.” See also Green 2014 and Carmichael 2014, both in this issue.
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This rodent species may be identified as the white-throated woodrat (Neotoma albigula), which no longer occurs in this part of the world 
(Wrobel 2006: 339). What is important to note here is that several rodent species documented by early modern sources are currently known to be plague carriers. The fact that most of those species have now become 
extinct in Anatolia and the Balkans, where plague no longer occurs, invites 
further questions. Whether those rodent species became extinct due to plague or by other causes, it may be valuable to consider this connection.
Along with rodents, a number of animals (e.g., cats, dogs, rabbits, cam­
els, and goats) can become infected by plague and transmit it to humans 
(Fedorov 1960; Ell 1979 and 1980; Christie, Chen, and Elberg 1980; 
Salkeld and Stapp 2006; Raoult et al. 2013). Some premodern observers of plague may have noticed this phenomenon. One such testimony comes from the English physician Charles MacLean, albeit to mock and discredit 
such beliefs. In 1815, in Istanbul, he claims to have heard that “Of all quad­rupeds, the shaggy horse, or horse with long hair, is alone exempt from contracting the infection of plague. Other animals, and birds of every kind, 
can receive, and communicate the infection” (Maclean 1817: 202). This point deserves some attention, because Maclean’s informants believed that a wide variety of animals were known to contract the infection and 
recognized their role as intermediaries in its transmission. At least one 
other nineteenth-century testimony identified a dog as a putative trans­mitter of plague. This keen observation comes from the memoirs of 
H. G. O. Dwight, an American missionary in Istanbul who lost his wife and 
son to plague during an outbreak in 1837. In one of his letters, Dwight noted that the dog of their neighbor—a family that had recently lost a child to plague—often came to their house yard to play with his young­
est son, John, who later contracted the disease and died (Dwight 1840: 
23). Such testimonies are rare, yet deserve further attention consider­ing the notoriously large street dog population in Ottoman cities, above 
all in Istanbul. European travelers often commented on the street dogs of the Ottoman capital as a typical feature of the city until the modern 
era. Perhaps the best known of these accounts is that of the Italian writer 
Edmondo de Amicis (1896: 108–13), who noted that “the dogs constitute a second population of the city.”36 This does not necessarily mean that dogs were the principal hosts to plague, but their presence may be taken 
36 Their presence, however, came to be seen (at the turn of the twentieth century) as a sign of the Ottoman incapacity to regulate a sanitary urban space. For a discussion 
of street dogs of Istanbul and the efforts to eliminate them as a “measure of progress,” 
see Brummett 1995.
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In addition, the role of mammalian carnivores (feeding on rodents, 
such as marmots, ground squirrels, and voles) may require further con­
sideration. It has been noted that carnivores can act as transitory hosts, transporting infected arthropods between different rodent populations. Recent research also suggests that mammalian carnivores exhibit some characteristics as plague hosts that can sustain the infection in enzootic 
form (Salkeld and Stapp 2006). In the Ottoman landscape, these carni­
vores would include wolves, foxes, jackals, and hyenas. Although these species mostly avoided crowded human settlements, there are references to foxes and jackals sighted in the outskirts of Ottoman towns by early 
modern observers (Russell 1794, 2: 183–85). Perhaps more to the point is 
the infamous tendency of hyenas to dig up and desecrate graves. Hyenas 
were surprisingly common in parts of Eurasia (Meserve 2012), including areas governed by the Ottoman empire, and may deserve closer attention in the context of plague studies. One sixteenth­century testimony comes 
from the account of the Habsburg ambassador Ogier Ghiselin de Busbecq, 
who mentioned hyenas that dug up human bodies from graves in Anato­
lia. Busbecq (1554–62/2005: 48–49) notes that locals of that area placed 
heavy stones on top of graves to protect them from hyenas. Hyenas were 
also observed by the Russell brothers in Aleppo and its surroundings in the eighteenth century, where they were commonly known by the locals who sometimes caught them alive “in the hills at no great distance from 
town” (Russell 1794, 2: 186–88). It appears that the threat of hyenas was still known to the late nineteenth­century town­dwellers on the north­
ern coast of Anatolia, as suggested by an official document.37 Another example of a mammalian carnivore that fed on small rodents is the wea­
sel. The fifteenth-century Spanish traveler Pero Tafur commented on the abundance of weasels—presumably the Egyptian weasel (Mustela sub-
palmata)—in Damietta both in the streets and inside the house (1926: 
68). Even though the historical evidence is fragmentary, both intra- and inter­species interactions of carnivores are important for the local trans­mission of plague, especially in linking the plague ecologies of urban areas to their hinterlands. 
37 According to this document, dated 1872, the population of the town Çatalzeytin, west of Sinop, claimed that “a hyena monster was stealing children from houses.” 
See “The Hyena Monster of Sinop and the Vagaries of Ottoman Population Accounts,” 
available online at <http://www.docblog.ottomanhistorypodcast.com/2012/08/the-
art-of-not-being-seen-hyena-monster.html> [accessed September 19, 2014].
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Even more significant is the case of animals that can potentially trans­
port infected fleas over long distances and cause metastatic leaps of plague. These are predator birds that feed on rodents, including large birds of 
prey (such as hawks, falcons, and owls) and migratory birds (Benedictow 
2004: 47). Sixteenth-century Ottoman plague treatises loosely observed a connection between the behavior of migratory birds and epidemics. For 
example, the plague treatise composed by I�lyas bin I�brahim, an Iberian 
Jewish physician who came to Istanbul in the early sixteenth century, reports that outbreaks of disease were preceded by environmental events 
(e.g., earthquakes, astrological and meteorological events) and the flight 
of certain animals and birds (1894: 28). Increased visibility of certain spe­cies of burrowing animals and insects was also regarded as a sign of a coming plague. The plague treatise of the sixteenth­century Ottoman theologian and 
biographer Ahmed Taşköprizade mentioned the arrival of migratory birds, 
especially that of the white stork, as a precursor to plague (Taşköprizade 
1875; U� nver 1935: 70–71). This association between the arrival of migra­tory birds and that of the plague was a keen observation in the absence 
of the linking knowledge about the transfer of fleas. White storks (Cico-
nia ciconia) are predatory birds that feed on small rodents (such as voles, 
and possibly rats) in addition to various sorts of insects. They also feed at garbage dumps and nest on roofs, poles, and straw stacks, making them 
a prime candidate for carrying diseases (van den Bossche et al. 2002; 
Hubálek 2004; Malkinson et al. 2001 and 2002). Recent research also sug­gests that migratory birds can be a factor in disseminating plague­infected 
fleas (Heier et al. 2011). Furthermore, in the Ottoman case, the trajectories of their migration seem to have coincided with those of plague. The migra­
tory route followed by the white stork from Europe to Southeast Africa crisscrossed the Ottoman lands from northwest to southeast, and largely corresponded to the main pilgrimage and caravan route in the eastern Mediterranean, before crossing over the Sinai peninsula to Egypt, Sudan, 
and further south into Africa (van den Bossche et al. 2002). Incidentally, 
this migratory route passed right over Istanbul and across the Bosphorus. 
Historical sources sometimes mention flocks of storks. For example, Hans 
Dernschwam ([1553–55]/1987: 44) notes seeing flocks of thousands of storks near Edirne in the mid­sixteenth century. This correspondence between the trajectories of migratory birds and that of pilgrimage and caravan routes seems to further complicate the pathways of plague’s dif­
fusion. Given both scientific and anecdotal evidence, it should be possible to surmise that migratory birds can be associated with metastatic leaps of the infection between remote and isolated enzootic foci and urban areas. 
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ConclusionStudying the Ottoman plague experience during the Second Pandemic offers three important insights. First, it underscores the critical impor­tance of focalization. Such processes may be helpful in studying the plague experience of even those areas that are historically imagined to have received the infection from outside: for example, Europe. Second, it draws attention to the necessity of adopting more complex models of plague transmission, with a special emphasis on interspecies dynamics and the local species that serve as hosts, vectors, and as intermediaries. 
In order to better understand local plague ecologies, it may be invaluable to expand our vision to include a wider spectrum of rodent species and consider the role of domestic and commensal mammals, mammalian car­nivores, predator and migratory birds in plague transmission. Third, it urges the elimination of old models of assumed/imagined epidemiologi­
cal boundaries and trajectories that have been built on flawed historical constructs, such as those that have been inherited from nineteenth­cen­
tury Eurocentric notions and colonial plague science. Instead, it highlights 
the importance of adopting more unified epidemiological perspectives for 
studying larger disease zones, such as the Afro-Eurasian zone during the Second Pandemic. The Ottoman epidemiological experience is not only eminently comparable to those other contemporaneous experiences, but also indispensable for a full understanding of plague in this larger disease ecology. Finally, the new plague science, as valuable as it is, should be con­
sidered as a set of guidelines in studying the plague. Historical sources suggest that the disease could manifest itself in different forms and have 
different effects, depending on local circumstances. As lesser-known epi­demiological experiences are recovered from the past, this evidence will supply increased opportunities not only for the plague historian but for the plague scientist as well.
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Abstract Reconstructing the Ottoman plague experience is vital to understand­
ing the larger Afro-Eurasian disease zone during the Second Pandemic. This essay deals with two different aspects of this experience. On the one hand, it discusses the historical and historiographical problems that rendered this epidemiologi­cal experience mostly invisible to previous scholars of plague. On the other, it reconstructs the empire’s plague ecologies, with particular attention to plague’s persistence, focalization, and transmission. Further, it uses this epidemiological experience to offer new insights and complicate some commonly held assump­tions about plague history and its relationship to plague science.
Keywords Anatolia, Black Death, Mediterranean, pandemic, periodization, hyena, 
Ciconia ciconia.

HETEROGENEOUS IMMUNOLOGICAL 
LANDSCAPES AND MEDIEVAL PLAGUE:
AN INVITATION TO A NEW DIALOGUE 
BETWEEN HISTORIANS  
AND IMMUNOLOGISTS
Fabian CreSpo and mattHeW b. laWrenz
I have been asked by some of my friends to write something about the cause of this general pestilence, showing its natural cause, and why it affected so many countries, and why it affected some countries more than others, and why in some countries it affected some cities and towns more than others, and why in one town it affected one street, and even one house, more than another, and why it affected nobles and gentry less than other people. 
WhEN ThE FRENCh astrologer and physician Geoffrey de Meaux (fl. 
1310–49) wrote these words around 1349, he was trying to assess, from 
a scientific perspective, the great challenge of applying the universal principles of the science of the stars to the very particular task of explaining why some people survived while others around them died in 
the wake of the Black Death (Horrox 1994: 165). His close contemporary, 
the Florentine author Giovanni Boccaccio (1313–75) similarly wrote that “not all those who adopted these diverse opinions died, nor did they all 
escape” (Boccaccio [1353]/1982: 9): suggesting, as Geoffrey did, that a complex selective process was at work during a plague outbreak.
In his treatise on surgery, Guy de Chauliac (d. c. 1368), a leading medi­cal authority and physician to three successive popes, described the causes of mortality as twofold in his discussion of the bubonic plague: one active and universal, one passive and particular. Regarding the latter, Guy wrote: “The particular, passive case was the disposition of each body, such as cachocymia, debility, or obstruction, whence it was that the working 
men and those living poorly died” (1363/1974: 774). In other words, we can argue that Guy explained that cases of heterogeneous mortality were 
The authors would like to thank three anonymous reviewers whose comments helped 
to improve this article significantly. We would also like to thank Monica Green for all her help and constant feedback; her support made this project possible. Finally, 
we would like to thank Ann Carmichael, Gregory Demas, Sharon DeWitte, Michelle Ziegler, and Carol Symes for their suggestions and valuable comments on earlier versions of this paper.
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due to the previous biological conditions of infected individuals. More­over, Guy’s description of his own infection offers clear evidence that not 
all exposed individuals died: “I was ill for six weeks, in such a great dan­
ger that all my friends believed I would die; but the aposteme ripened, 
and was treated as I have described, and by God’s will I survived.” A con­
Plate 2. Lancing a Bubo (Chapel of Saint-Sébastien, Lanslevillard)The image above shows a physician (with a case for medical implements hanging at his 
belt) lancing a bubo on the neck of a woman afflicted with plague. A young man (probably 
his assistant) steadies the patient; meanwhile, her husband strips off his tunic to reveal 
a bubo under his arm, readying himself for the same lancet. A small boy also holds up his 
arm, perhaps indicating that he, too, feels a bubo developing. A smaller child lies in bed, 
ill or asleep. Above the scene, a devil brandishes a lancet of his own—one that will inflict 
plague, rather than treat it—but an angel deflects his aim.This is one of a series of extraordinary murals that decorate a chapel dedicated to 
St. Sebastian and located in the remote Alpine village of Lanslevillard, in the Haute-
Maurienne region (modern département of Savoie, France), where plague became 
endemic in the later Middle Ages (see Carmichael 2014, in this issue). The murals were 
painted between the years 1446 and 1518. St. Sebastian (like St. Roch) was venerated 
by those seeking to be cured or spared from plague. According to legend, Sebastian had suffered martyrdom at the hands of the Roman emperor Diocletian. Because he had died from the wounds of numerous arrows, his intercession was sought by those who wanted to ward off the sting of deadly pestilence.   Caption: Carol Symes. Photo: Paul Smit.
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temporary physician and poet from Almeria (Spain), Abū Ja‘far Ahmad 
Ibn Khātima, also described several cases where the individual “was rid 
of his pains and fully healed” after different treatments (cited in Aberth 
2005: 60). All of these witnesses were well aware that different individu­als responded differently to the plague.During the Black Death, not every person within a family, town, or region was exposed to the plague pathogen. Moreover, if we accept that the major causative organism was Yersinia pestis, we must assume that exposure to the bacillus depended upon a complex interplay of factors: 
the presence of pathogen-bearing fleas (or possibly lice) and rodents, exposure to another human being who had expelled Y. pestis­ridden aero­solites from their lungs, or exposure to the lancet of a surgeon who had just 
lanced the buboes of another patient (a common practice) (see Plate 2). These factors suggest that those exposed to the fourteenth­century plague probably did not experience the same symptoms and/or disease progress. 
In this essay, we accordingly focus our attention on those individuals who were exposed to the pathogen but had differing fates: survival or 
death. Paleo-epidemiologist Sharon DeWitte, with other colleagues, has carefully explored Black Death mortality using bone markers that indicate 
degrees of physiological stress and health, finding that the Black Death was not an indiscriminate killer. This research showed that people var­ied in risk mortality during the epidemic, and that the medieval plague 
especially targeted individuals in poor health (DeWitte and Wood 2008; 
DeWitte 2010; DeWitte and Hughes-Morey 2012; DeWitte 2014, in this 
issue). Some individuals survived and others not. But why were some 
people more at risk than others? We could argue, in keeping with common epidemiological assumptions, that babies, elders, or weak adults would 
normally not survive, once infected. Usually, we suggest that “weak” indi­
viduals (or even populations) would have had a higher mortality rate dur­ing plague epidemics because of poor nutrition, stress, and prior disease 
assaults or ongoing co-morbidities. How can we link (biologically speak­
ing) all these factors together with poor health and higher risk of death when infected by plague? Clearly, we must explore with more nuance the 
specific factors that differentiated historical epidemics from one another, and that differentiated human responses to them. But is today’s science any better at answering such questions than 
the science of the medieval practitioners? We need to probe more deeply into the human immune system in order to discover how different bio­logical, environmental, and social factors could have affected its function and impacted human health. For part of the answer to the conundrum of 
differential mortality could depend on which individuals (once infected) 
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important because it is not a problem isolated in the past. When talking about plague, we are talking about a pathogen and its interaction with 
several hosts (not only humans), and about a pathogen-host interaction that has a common universal pattern which determines how the patho­gen tries to survive and spread,1 and how the host will contain or stop 
that process. However, each exposed human host is immersed in a spe­
cific environment and social context that could have a significant impact 
on her/his capacity to counter the plague pathogen. We must therefore attempt to reconstruct medieval environments and demographics with the understanding that they changed constantly in time and space, as did host­pathogen interactions. 
In the last century, many historians and scientists have studied the problem of immunological responses to plague by focusing on “immunity” as an acquired and long­lasting response.2 The historical and scientific evi­dence is strong enough to show that exposure to plague does not generate a long­lasting immunological memory that will protect the exposed indi­
viduals from future plague infections. It is time for a more comprehensive 
approach to the role of the immune system. In order to explain the differ­ential mortality detected during medieval plague, we must consider the immunological status of individuals when exposed to the plague pathogen. 
To answer (or try to answer) the question of who died when exposed to the plague pathogen, we propose that studying the individual immune system’s responsiveness, or immune competence (IC), can help to explain 
differential mortality during medieval plague. In this essay, IC represents the capacity of an individual to generate an appropriate immune response involving innate and/or acquired mechanisms (we will explain these dif­
ferences below). However, IC is not only a biological concept. As noted 
above, humans are immersed in specific environments and social contexts 
1 That is, all interactions taking place between a pathogen and its host (i.e., human, 
animal, plant). Host-pathogen interactions can be described at the population, 
individual, or molecular levels. See Casadevall and Pirofski (2000) for a more comprehensive analysis of this concept.
2 Contributions to the discussion of human immunity and plague include: Hirst 
1953; Pollitzer 1954; Ziegler 1969; McNeill 1976; Appleby 1980; Ell 1984; Scott and 
Duncan 2001; Cohn 2002; Sallares 2007; Benedictow 2010. The acquired immune response involves two different processes: clonal selection of B lymphocytes (heightened production of those that have the “right recipe” to combat the pathogen 
antigens); and the development of immunological memory (meaning that specific lymphocytes will retain and remember the “recipe” in case of a future encounter with 
the same infection). 
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We must reconcile historical and scientific information to answer these questions. Some historians study nutrition, stress, and health in medieval daily life; and scientists should take account of these histori­
cal findings when attempting to understand who had higher risk of dying 
during plague epidemics due to a lower IC. Simply put, immunologists should be aware of the heterogeneous environments and social contexts of human populations across time and space, and how these factors can 
influence the IC of individuals. Historians, for their part, should be aware of the complexity of the immune system, and the fact that it does not only consist of acquired immunity but also changes constantly. Neither popu­
lations nor individuals are fixed entities, either biologically or culturally. Demographic variables such as age, sex, socio­economic status, and living 
conditions can play a significant role in shaping the IC of individuals and populations, and we must also consider environmental and ecological fac­
tors. Assuming that all populations had (and have) the same IC before an epidemic is as misleading as assuming that all populations will develop the same type of immunity or immunological memory after exposure to 
a pathogenic insult. We can’t hypothesize a uniform IC for all individuals and human populations.Therefore, the goals of this essay are: to reformulate the immunological questions regarding differential mortality in those individuals and popu­lations exposed to plague in order to consider the role of immunological 
competence in determining their fate; and to define a new theoretical framework in which historians and scientists can meet and collaborate on a more comprehensive approach to immunity and plague.
The Later Middle Ages as a “Great Transition”
In the introduction to his recent lectures, “The Great Transition: Climate, Disease and Society in the Thirteenth and Fourteenth Centuries,”3 Bruce 
Campbell (a specialist in medieval economic history) observes: “Across 
the Old World, the late thirteenth and fourteenth centuries witnessed profound and sometimes abrupt changes in the trajectory of established 
3 The Ellen McArthur Lectures in Economic and Social History at the University 
of Cambridge, 2013: <http://www.econsoc.hist.cam.ac.uk/podcast-campbell.html> 
[accessed September 19, 2014].
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historical trends.” Specifically, Campbell points out that environmental changes induced “ecological dislocation” across Eurasia. They also affected 
human biology, probably imposing a significant stress on the individual 
capacity to develop normal physiological functions. When Campbell calls attention to the “burden of structural poverty,” “climatically induced eco­logical dislocation and political collapse,” and the fact that there was “no return to the ecological status quo ante,” immunologists should be com­
pelled to explore how these catastrophic developments affected the IC 
of medieval populations, and how changes in IC could have conditioned individual immune responses to plague.For example, famines could have played a crucial role in the evolu­
tion of IC in human populations. As the historian William Chester Jordan 
(1996: 186) suggests in his book on the Great Famine of the early four­teenth century: The horrendous mortality of the Black Death in northern Europe in part 
should reflect the fact that poor people who were in their thirties and for­
ties during the plague had been young children in the period 1315–1322 and were differentially more susceptible to the disease than those who had been adults during the famine or were born after the famine abated.4Jordan clearly invites scientists to join him in substantiating his hypoth­
esis. Why and how did some individuals present higher susceptibility? Did 
climate influence IC? What kinds of social and biological differences can 
we find between populations of high and low susceptibility? 
Emerging scientific disciplines such as developmental biology and eco­logical immunology are helping us to connect the dots and explain how 
health, nutrition, stress, and climate can affect immunological fitness. 
These findings should inform our understanding of plague during the 
Middle Ages, as should consideration of the complex transition that medi­
eval populations faced and its subsequent impact on their IC. 
The Human Immune Response and Yersinia pestis: Cytokines 
as Crucial Players and Markers for Immune Competence
As we explained above, IC represents the capacity of an individual to generate an appropriate immune response involving all immunological 
barriers and mechanisms, innate and/or acquired. While the first line of defense against pathogens are simple physical barriers (skin and mucous 
membranes), a complex network of immunological responses deflects 
4 Jordan arrived at these conclusions based on studies of nutritional biology during 
famines (e.g., Rivers 1988). 
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pathogens if the physical barriers fail (Sompayrac 2008). In general, the immune system reacts to infection via two mechanisms: the cellular 
response, which is commonly associated with the innate immune response 
and involves white blood cells (called phagocytes) that recognize, engulf, and destroy pathogens; and the humoral response, which is commonly associated with the acquired immune response, and involves the secretion 
of protective molecules (called antibodies). These two responses work in concert and effectively protect us from infection through a complex multi­layered network of cooperation that blurs the distinction between innate 
and acquired responses (Danilova 2008). The power of the immune sys­tem lies in the comprehensive capacity of the system to recognize and respond quickly to different pathogens. To achieve this, the immune sys­
tem depends on fine tuning and a high degree of “immunological plastic­ity”: the capacity to change and adjust responses depending on intra­ and extracellular conditions and/or environmental circumstances. Extensive genetic and experimental data (of which we will present only a fraction in 
this essay) demonstrate that, when facing a pandemic event and its suc­cessive manifestations, all individuals who are exposed to the pathogen 
will not have a similar immune system responsiveness or IC. Plague is a zoonotic infectious disease, caused by the bacterium Yer-
sinia pestis.5 If we consider the classic ecological model of plague out­breaks, Y. pestis is maintained in the wild, mostly in rodent populations, 
and transmitted by flea vectors; humans are incidental victims of the dis­
ease (Perry and Fetherston 1997; Gage and Kosoy 2005). To survive inside the mammalian host, Y. pestis utilizes a variety of mechanisms to evade or 
overcome the immune system (Li and Yang 2008). At the site of infection 
(e.g., a flea bite), the cells of the innate immune response (neutrophils and 
macrophages) try to control the infection. Although many invading bac­teria are killed by neutrophils, Y. pestis is able to survive when ingested by macrophages and can be transported to other tissues, especially the lymph nodes. Eventually, Y. pestis escapes from these macrophages and begins to proliferate, ultimately entering into the blood stream to cause a 
systemic infection and death of the host (Amadei et al. 2011).Normally, when invading bacteria are recognized by cells of the innate immune system, these cells produce proteins called cytokines.6 Cytokines 
5 Yersinia pestis is a gram­negative facultative intracellular bacterium, mostly liv ing 
intracellularly (usually within macrophages), but after proliferation can be released into the extracellular environment.
6 The term “cytokine” usually refers to hormone­like messengers which facilitate 
communication between cells of the immune system (Sompayrac 2008).
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immune cells to the site of infection to help fight the invading bacteria. 
However, Y. pestis has developed mechanisms to inhibit or alter the pro­duction of these cytokines, essentially allowing the bacterium to hide or evade recognition by the innate immune system. For example, proteins produced by the plague pathogen have been shown to inhibit the expres­
sion of an important cytokine: tumor necrosis factor-alpha (TNFα),7 pro­
duced by host macrophages where TNFα is a crucial pro-inflammatory 
cytokine involved in the innate response (Boland and Cornelis 1998). A 
virulence factor named LcrV also enhances the release of interleukin-10 
(IL-10) by host immune cells,8 where IL-10 is being exploited to down-
regulate or decrease the production of pro-inflammatory cytokines such 
as TNFα and interferon-gamma (IFNγ)9 (Brubaker 2003). Interestingly, 
treatment with exogenous IFNγ and TNFα have inhibited the multiplica­tion of Y. pestis in a mouse model, showing that both cytokines were cru­cial for the absolute or longer survival of infected hosts (Lukaszewski et 
al. 2005; Nakajima and Brubaker 1993). 
In recent years, additional research has further suggested that the indi­
vidual capacity of the host to produce the cytokines TNFα and IFNγ in response to plague infection is an important co­determinant in the ability 
of the individual to mount an effective immune response (Lin et al. 2011).10 Most human populations differ in the type and intensity of their immuno­logical responses, which can be observed by differences in the expression of different immune proteins, such as cytokines.11 Cytokines profoundly 
7 TNFα was originally identified and named after a molecule that caused the necrosis of tumors in vivo within specific experimental conditions. Today, TNFα is 
considered the principal mediator involved in most acute inflammatory responses to gram­negative bacteria such as Y. pestis (Abbas and Lichtman 2005).
8 The term “interleukin” refers to the chemical way that different leukocytes 
communicate with each other. It is now recognized that many interleukins can also 
communicate with other non-immune cells. Different interleukins have been classified 
using numbers. IL-10 is one of the main inhibitors (within the immune system) of activated immune cells, controlling most innate immune reactions and cell­mediated 
immunity (Abbas and Lichtman 2005).
9 IFNγ is a crucial cytokine that mediates cell immunity against intracellular microbes. The term interferon derives from the ability of these molecules to interfere with the infection.
10 Therefore, we can consider that having an appropriate production of TNFα and 
IFNγ is a significant immunological component of the host IC when fighting Y. pestis.
11 We will expand on this below in the section entitled “Lessons from Immuno-genetics Studies.”
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influence growth, differentiation, and activation functions that determine and regulate the immune response, and ultimately affect the states of 
health and disease (Borish and Steinke 2003). The types of cytokines that are produced during an immune response determine the effector mecha­nisms that will predominate. The development of appropriate cytokine networks to combat infections depends on the nature of the pathogen, the 
genetic background of the individual (Wilson, Seymour, and Henderson 
1998), as well as developmental factors during growth and environmen­
tal factors (Nelson et al. 2002).
At the end of the last century, the study of cytokine genetic variants or 
single nucleotide polymorphisms (hereafter SNPs)12 captured the atten­tion of many researchers trying to explain differences in the success of 
human tissue transplants (Hutchinson et al. 1998a; Hutchinson et al. 
1998b; Sankaran et al. 1999). Preliminary results showed that ethnicity 
influences cytokine genetic variation at the level of single nucleotide poly­
morphisms (SNPs) (Hoffman et al. 2002; Meenagh et al. 2002; Delaney et 
al. 2004; Raj, Govindaraju, and Chakraborty 2007). In some regions, signif­icant cytokine SNP variation was observed in tribes and/or ethnic groups within the same region, suggesting that moderate differentiation among disease­causing factors could occur even among evolutionarily and geo­
graphically related ethnic populations (Gadelha et al. 2005; Raj, Govinda­
raju, and Chakraborty 2007). The cytokine genetic make-up thus has a sig­
nificant impact on the immune response that is mounted,13 and this must 
be understood as a crucial factor for IC. For example, a study conducted by Linda Larcombe and colleagues found that some Canadian aboriginal populations present a high frequency of cytokine SNPs commonly asso­
ciated with the low expression of cytokines that promote inflammation 
(Larcombe et al. 2005). The authors postulated that the evolution of that 
unique cytokine genetic profile may be linked to aboriginal adaptation to an environment in which helminthic, parasitic, and fungal infections pre­dominated. Therefore, depending on the regional interaction of host and 
pathogens, we find different immunological profiles among human popu­
lations. We can assume that, during the Middle Ages, not all populations were exposed to the same pathogenic experience, and the consequence of that is the emergence of different immunological backgrounds in different regions and populations.
12 Most genetic variants are associated with “point” or single mutations that affect 
the genetic code (“recipe”) for the corresponding cytokine. 
13 The cytokine genetic make­up is the observed differential cytokine SNPs distribution in human populations.
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plex ecology, it is exceedingly difficult to reconstruct all of the factors that would have gone into determining whether a given individual was even exposed to the disease. Despite all that we know today about the trans­mission of Y. pestis between arthropod vectors and mammalian hosts, we cannot necessarily explain, as Geoffrey de Meaux put it, “why in one town it affected one street, and even one house, more than another.” Beyond those basic epidemiological variables of exposure to the pathogen, how­ever, there are also questions arising from the differing immune responses 
among those who did have the bad luck to be bitten by an infected flea. Not all populations, or even individuals, are able to generate the same 
immune responses when encountering an infection (Nelson et al. 2002; 
McDade 2005; French, Moore, and Demas 2009; Martin, Hawley, and Ardia 
2011). Therefore, it is possible that, assuming equal risk of infection, dif­ferent individual capacities to generate an appropriate immune response against pathogens can help us to understand the differential mortality within and between populations during plague outbreaks. 
Historical Perspectives on Human Immunity and Medieval Plague: 
The First Dialogue between Historians and ImmunologistsMany historians and scientists of the plague have recognized that the study of the immune system and its corresponding mechanisms could be an important factor in understanding the differential mortality exhibited 
by medieval plague outbreaks. However, such studies have not focused 
on IC. As noted above, these early studies were focused on acquired 
immunity due to previous exposure to the plague pathogen (Hirst 1953; 
Pollitzer 1954; Ziegler 1969; McNeill 1976). Indeed, we must make a clear statement here: most historians use the term “immunity” to mean 
acquired immune response (explained above) without considering the 
innate or cellular response (also explained above) that is a crucial immu­nological barrier, especially when mounting an effective and fast response 
to the plague pathogen. To take an example: Andrew Appleby, a historian specializing in agrarian history and demography, suggested a hypotheti­cal scenario in which “those people with little natural resistance died when they caught plague, while those with greater resistance lived, and 
passed on their natural resistance to their children” (Appleby 1980). But for those populations that were not previously exposed to plague, what 
does it mean to have a “natural” or “greater” resistance? It is important to highlight again that, from an immunological perspective, the term “resistance” does not solely imply the physiological capacity to recognize 
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a pathogenic antigen (a non-self molecule) and to mount an appropri­ate immune response that usually leads to a short­ or long­term memory 
(i.e., acquired immune response). The innate or cellular response is also 
an important component of the individual IC and must also be taken into consideration when conducting historical research on past plagues.
Until very recently, this type of scholarship was stymied because argu­ments over human immunity and medieval plague also revolved around a different kind of debate: what disease was plague? This question has since been resolved, yet it is worth revisiting how historians’ understanding of 
“acquired immunity” has impacted that debate to date. In fact, one power­ful argument against Y. pestis as the pathogen that caused the Black Death has been based on the human lack of a capacity to develop immunological memory once exposed to the plague pathogen (again, “immunity” in this case has been understood solely as acquired immunity). Most notably, Sam­uel Cohn has insisted that medieval plague cannot be compared with mod­
ern bubonic plague, citing early bacteriological studies (e.g., Burgess 1930) 
which pointed out that humans (unlike rats) cannot develop immunity to 
plague (Cohn 2002: 33). Moreover, he has been skeptical about the possi­bility of differential immunity when comparing the medieval “Second Pan­demic” with the “Third Pandemic” that began in the late nineteenth century: 
Why would human populations that once possessed natural immunity to a bacillus with the ability to adapt to it with remarkable speed in the fourteenth to eighteenth centuries have then lost all traces of that ability 
by the end of the nineteenth century? (Cohn 2002: 249)
But if our approach to IC is correct, we must expect that not all individuals within and between populations will be able to develop the same type of 
immunological memory, thus enabling the same disease to flourish even in the same population at a later time.
When the medieval historian and demographer Ole Benedictow tried to answer and critique Cohn’s arguments in an extensive monograph, he referred to acquired immunity and pointed out thatepidemic diseases which do not produce good persistent immunity in survivors will have much larger powers of spread, recurrence and mor­tality than diseases conferring persistent immunity. Consequently, other factors being equal, they will also tend to produce much higher mortality rates over time, since the whole population will be at risk every time they 
recur. (Benedictow 2010: 207)Stephen Ell, a medievalist and specialist on plagues, may have been one 
of the first historians to employ a more nuanced concept of immunity as a 
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factor in the epidemiology of medieval plague (Ell 1984).14 He suggested 
that “Human immunity to plague probably helps to account for much of the 
age and sex distribution and geographical variation of plague.” While Ell focused his attention on the human host’s capacity to develop immunolog­
ical memory (acquired immunity) after exposure to the plague pathogen, he argued against the idea of “uniform immunity or resistance,” meaning that not all populations were able to develop the same type of immunity. Scientist Robert Sallares followed this line of thought when he wrote that “the fact that different plague epidemics were caused by essentially the 
same organism at the DNA level does not necessarily mean that the epide­
miology of plague must always be the same” (Sallares 2007: 256). And it is worth remembering that, in the mid­twentieth century, microbiologist G. B. Mackaness clearly pointed out that the process involved in the devel­opment of acquired immunity also depends on the “state of immunologi­
cal reactivity” of the host (Mackaness 1964), or what we now refer to as IC. 
As we have now established, instead of focusing on one aspect of the immune response—either as a genetic legacy or as an acquired long­last­ing response—historians and scientists can adopt a more comprehensive 
and collaborative approach, analyzing and estimating the IC of medieval 
populations and their susceptibility to plague. These findings, in turn, can be used to help us understand and respond to future outbreaks. The chal­
lenge that remains is how to study variation in IC within and between his­torical populations, and to determine how we can apply modern immuno­logical models while carefully considering that populations do not repre­
sent fixed entities. 
Lessons from Immunogenetic Studies: Can We See the  
Whole Picture without Looking at Historical Contexts?
We have already established that the most common immunological rea­soning employed by historians and scientists to explain the differences in mortality during plague epidemics is a diverse history of exposure to 
plague (resulting or not in acquired immunity) between populations in 
different regions. In response, we have argued that differences in IC could help to explain differential plague mortality. This means that we must search for evidence that human populations present different immuno­
logical profiles, and the first evidence will come from genetic analyses of 
genes that code for cytokines and other immune proteins. As we explained 
14 Stephen Ell received a Master’s degree and PhD in medieval history from the 
University of Chicago, and later he received a medical degree from Loyola University.
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above, heritable cytokine SNPs are common in human populations, and some SNPs can alter how much of that cytokine will be produced (either at 
a basal level or in response to infection). Since the levels of cytokines, such 
as IFNγ, are targeted and reduced by Y. pestis during infection (Brubaker 
2003), differences in the basal level of cytokine production by individuals could be an important contributing factor in mounting an effective innate immune response against the plague pathogen (again, without necessar­
ily implying acquired immune responses).15 To demonstrate cytokine genetic variation in human populations we used a worldwide database of modern populations to calculate the genetic variants in IFNγ distribu­
tion for England and Italy.16 The goal here is not to attempt an historical 
15 While these studies were conducted on animal models (mouse and rat) we could 
potentially extrapolate these findings to generate novel hypotheses on humans.
16 Allelefrequencies.net is an internet database maintained by a consortium com­
posed of the Royal Liverpool and Broadgreen University Hospitals and the University 
of Liverpool in the United Kingdom. Most samples come from regional hospital and 
clinical studies all around the globe. While these samples do not represent past demographic scenarios and can show high admixture levels, they can be used to 
show regional trends for immunological profiles. One of these variants has a specific 
Map 5. Distribution of Genetic Variants for IFN γ (+874). Based on Contemporaneous 
Populations (www.allelefrequencies.net).
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For example, combined modern populations in northern Italy show a 
higher frequency of individuals with low IFNγ systemic expression (possi­
bly associated with a weaker innate inflammatory response). Meanwhile, 
modern populations in England show regional differences in IFNγ, indi­cating that we should not underestimate regional immunological varia­
tion. Another cytokine, such as IL-10, presents genetic variability that can impact the amount of cytokine an individual can express (Turner et 
al. 1997).17 IL-10 is also exploited by the plague pathogen to inhibit the 
immune response (Brubaker 2003). Interestingly, the genetic variation 
for IL-10 also shows high variability within the same region and among the neighboring cities of Milan, Torino, and Pavia (Map 6). This analysis demonstrates that not all modern populations have the 
same baseline production of IFNγ, and IL-10, two cytokines crucial to gen­erating an appropriate immune response to Y. pestis. Since this data high­lights regional differences, we must consider historical and demographic contexts to make sense of this regional diversity. Moreover, we cannot extrapolate from this data to make assumptions about past populations in the same regions. Therefore, this is a perfect example of one of our key points: historians must step in and help scientists put all these biological differences into context.But let us now pose a new question: how do we translate these immu­nogenetic maps into epidemiological scenarios for a historical plague epidemic? The most simplistic approach is to consider that a population combining a high frequency of individuals who are high producers of 
IL-10 (an anti-inflammatory cytokine that usually tries to counterbalance 
an excessive inflammatory response) with a high frequency of individu­
als who are low producers of IFNγ and/or TNFα (both pro-inflammatory 
cytokines) could face a weak innate (cellular) response at the site of the 
infection (e.g., the site of a flea bite), thus facilitating the replication and spread of the pathogen in their bodies and the community at large. 
“address” in the IFNγ gene: +874. In that specific position (+874), human populations 
can differ in one chemical component: nitrogen base T (thymine) or nitrogen base 
A (adenine). Because each human has two copies for each nitrogen base (what in 
biology is called “diploidy”) an individual can be coded AA, TT, or TA. If a human 
possesses AA, the baseline production of IFNγ is low; if a human has TT, then baseline 
production of IFNγ is high; finally, TA represents an intermediate production of IFNγ 
(Pravica et al. 2000).
17 In this case, the specific genetic “address” for the SNP in this cytokine is -1082.
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As we’ve made clear, these maps represent modern genetic data, and we cannot argue that a similar genetic distribution pertained during the 
Middle Ages. The challenge that remains is to study the cytokine SNPs in medieval populations in conjunction with the distribution and impact of plague in those populations. But the challenge could be met if techniques 
of ancient DNA (aDNA) analysis are applied. Similar molecules, such as 
CCR5,18 have been analyzed in this way, using data from medieval popula­
tions. CCR5 belongs to a group of immune proteins similar to cytokines. Called “chemokines,” most act to induce “chemotaxis” or chemical­induced cell movement. (Basically, immune cells that release chemokines will call for “help” to other immune cells, which will migrate to the site of infec­
tion). The research conducted on CCR5Δ32 and plague resistance over the past ten years is both interesting and controversial, but it does establish the technological foundation for studying and expanding the genetic anal­ysis of other immune genes, such as those producing cytokines. 
18 CC stands for “Chemo­Kine,” and R stands for “Receptor.”
Map 6. Distribution of Genetic Variants for IL-10 (-1082) Based on Contemporaneous 
Populations (www.allelefrequencies.net).
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CCR5 has a SNP named Δ32 that is commonly associated with human 
immunodeficiency virus (HIV) resistance. Initially, some researchers sug­
gested that the high frequency of CCR5Δ32 detected in modern Euro­
pean populations can’t be explained by HIV’s recent arrival and selective 
process. It was further suggested that past epidemics of plague (espe­
cially the Black Death) generated the selective process that can explain 
the high frequency of CCR5Δ32 (Stephens et al. 1998). But this argu­ment was contested, due to ambiguous results and the uncertainty as to 
whether CCR5Δ32 really offers some type of resistance to plague (Mecsas 
et al. 2004; Elvin et al. 2004). It did not take too long for researchers to 
apply aDNA technologies to the problem and to estimate the frequency 
of CCR5Δ32 in the past (Hummel et al. 2005; Kremeyer, Hummel, and 
Herrmann 2005). Preliminary results have (so far) rejected the idea that 
the increased frequency of CCR5Δ32 in European populations was due to 
plague, but ongoing studies have revived the debate (Biloglav et al. 2009). 
As historian Samuel Cohn and scientist L. T. Weaver have put it: “The excit­ing correlations discovered by geneticists and epidemiologists between present­day genotypes in human populations, and varying levels of resis­tance to diseases, now demand a new cooperation between scientists and 
historians” (Cohn and Weaver 2006). Recently, a more complex immunogenetic reconstruction was pub­lished using modern populations but inferring a selective process gener­
ated by medieval plague (Laayouni et al. 2014). In this study, the authors exploited what they called “a special historic demographic situation in Europe” represented by two populations with different genetic ancestry: European Romanians and the Rroma people (commonly known as “Gyp­
sies”). The authors argue that these two populations, who have ostensi­bly shared the same geographic region for the past thousand years, have therefore experienced similar environmental conditions, including infec­tious diseases. The Rroma people migrated into Europe before the last mil­
lennium from northern India, but they intermarried little with European Romanians. Even after one thousand years, there is still a clearly detect­able genetic similarity between the Rroma people and people from north­
ern India. However, not all genes of these two groups showed that corre­
spondence. Toll-like receptor (TLR) genes are among those genes which 
differed significantly between the Rroma and present-day north Indians.19 These immune genes play a crucial role in recognizing and launching an 
19 TLRs are proteins localized on the cell membrane of immune cells which recognize 
(directly or indirectly) molecules that are characteristic of broad classes of invaders 
(Sompayrac 2008).
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immune response, especially in fighting back a broad spectrum of patho­gens, such as Y. pestis. Conversely, and surprisingly, the authors found strong genetic similarity in TLRs between the Rroma people and Euro­pean Romanians, despite their distinctiveness. Laayouni and colleagues 
identified plague as the selective factor that shaped the genetic similari­ties between the Rroma and the European Romanians, on the grounds that both populations were exposed to the Second Plague Pandemic.20Crucial to this analysis is the assumption that the Second Plague Pan­
demic did not impact northern India. That assumption may now be open 
to question (see Green 2014, in this issue). But even though some of this 
study’s findings are controversial, we must welcome this kind of research, in which there is cross­fertilization of biological data and historical evi­
dence. This kind of study can help us to identify specific selective agents 
(such as plague) when understanding the reshaping of immunological pro­
files in human populations. Precisely because today’s demographic and 
environmental data does not reflect past population structures and/or dynamics, or past environments, all immunogenetic reconstructions will only make sense within the environmental and historical contexts recon­
structed by historians, paleodemographers, and bioarcheologists. Accord­ingly, to test the hypothesis proposed in this essay, we must understand the complex dynamics of medieval populations and how environmental 
and social factors affected the IC in those populations. While we can argue that different factors at different times can have different impacts on the 
regional variation of IC, we must consider that climatic fluctuations and 
famines could have played a significant role in constantly reshaping the IC in human populations.21
Differential Immune Competence:  
The Potential Role of Climate and FaminesThe role of seasonality has been the most frequently cited factor when cor­
relating climate with the incidence of plague (Hirst 1953; Pollitzer 1954; 
Ziegler 1969; McNeill 1976; Slack 1990; Scott and Duncan 2001; Cohn 
2002 and 2008; Benedictow 2004; Campbell 2013). However, it is not 
20 The authors of this study acknowledge that other infectious diseases (such as 
tuberculosis and leprosy) were common in the region at that time; but they argue that 
these infections were as common in India as in Europe. 
21 We must understand that climatic fluctuations (for example, environmental 
temperature) could represent seasonal variation within the same year, as well as 
long-lasting climatic shifts with longer and probably more significant stress on the IC.
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fully clear that all plague outbreaks followed a seasonal pattern. Basing his assessments on the study of medieval testaments, Cohn asserted that plague in Mediterranean Europe was a “summer event” peaking either 
in June or July (Cohn 2002: 28). But when we inspected the data used by Cohn, we found a different seasonal pattern throughout the northern 
hemisphere, exemplified by data from three successive waves of plague in London (Graph 5). Seasonal variation in infection and disease prevalence may represent 
fluctuations in either the host, the pathogen, or the vector. But in the last decade, growing evidence based on animal models suggests that sea­sonal variation is most often due to changes primarily in the host, not 
the pathogen (Nelson et al. 2002). This is very significant for the histori­
cal study of IC. For example, the circulating immune cells helper T-lym­phocytes and B­lymphocytes (important for antibody­mediated immu­
nity) are usually elevated in winter, but cell-mediated immunity (which 
involves key players in immune response to plague, such as phagocytes) 
is higher in the summer (Nelson et al. 2002). A recent study conducted 
in Poland, using healthy male subjects, found that a significant seasonal variation was detected in neutrophils (phagocytes that play a key role 
in killing plague pathogen at the site of infection), with the highest bac­tericidal activity of these immune cells observable in summer (Klink 
Graph 5. The Plague in London (1349–1361–1375): Data Based on Wills and Testaments. 
Modified from Cohn 2002: 184–85.
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et al. 2012).22 Such discrepancies of immune cell function among modern 
human populations reflect differences in environmental and physiologi­
cal factors, such as energy balance (Nelson et al. 2002). In this context, “energy” implies the energy that an organism is able to expend for con­
ducting all physiological activities at a specific time, including mounting all necessary immune responses. 
Nutrition deficiency is among the most important factors that affect the energetic balance of an organism. Famines or catastrophic subsistence have clearly impacted the energy balance of individuals and populations throughout history, and have consequently impacted the energetic sup­ply of the immune system. Most medieval chroniclers and other witnesses, as well as modern historians, have suggested that human fragility due to famines preceding or coincident with plague outbreaks have accounted 
for the peak in mortality (Herlihy 1997: 32). However, in some popula­tions, plague followed good harvests, likely because the increase in grain 
production boosted the rat populations (Cohn 2002: 31). While we cannot rule out the link between famines and plague outbreaks in some European regions, we also need to consider the long­term impact of famines and mal­nutrition on the immune system, and their contribution to mortality rates. The age at which individuals experience famines may also contrib­
ute to IC: this is demonstrable even before birth. The fetus is not a pas­sive organism, and environmental factors during pregnancy will have a 
strong influence on the biological profile of the individual. Threatening scenarios encountered by the growing fetus generate immediate adaptive responses that may promote survival but may also leave the individual with a potentially disadvantageous phenotype that s/he must “cope with” for life. Simply put, the fetus will receive environmental signals (through 
the mother) that can “reprogram” different biological components (such 
as the immune system) during development (Gluckman, Beedle, and Han­
son 2009).23 As noted above, historian William Chester Jordan cited sci­
entific evidence (Rivers 1988) when he pointed out that “there are long-
22 This study included 155 healthy male subjects who had been donors of 
neutrophils. It has been conducted by the Institute of Medical Biology at the Polish 
Academy of Science (Lodowa, Poland) since the year 2000.
23 The discipline of developmental biology is also calling for our attention when 
we attempt to understand how (and when) environmental factors can impact our 
biological development. As an example, a fetus whose mother faces famine (as well 
as other biological stressors, such as infections) will receive different environmental signals compared to a fetus that receives an appropriate food supply and/or is not 
exposed to infections during pregnancy. (Interestingly, if a fetus will receive more 
food than necessary, that can also affect the future of the individual.)
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rations” (Jordan 1996: 186). The short-term impact of malnutrition dur­ing development of the immune system can have long­term effects on how the immune system will respond to maintain the body’s homeostasis and 
especially how it will fight infections (Suskind, Lachney, and Udall 1994; 
Chandra 1996; Roseboom et al. 2001).Jordan’s insights have been further supported by more recent work. 
Paleo-epidemiologist Sharon DeWitte and historian Philip Slavin pub­lished an interdisciplinary study on patterns of health in the pre­Black Death population of London by examining the effects of the Great Fam­
ine (1315–17) and the Great Bovine Pestilence (1319–20) (DeWitte and 
Slavin 2013). They focused on health or heterogeneity in health among those who ultimately died during the Black Death, and they included indi­
viduals born around the year 1319 because their growth in utero might have been negatively impacted by the famine.24 Preliminary analysis 
revealed no significant differences in skeletal markers among the pre-
famine, famine, and post-famine generations of Black Death victims, 491 
of whom were buried in a cemetery at East Smithfield. While DeWitte and 
Slavin argued that the lack of significant results could be an artifact of the small sample size, they also concluded thatthe Great Famine could have reduced the proportion of the frailest indi­
viduals between 1315 and 1317. The Great Bovine Pestilence, which fol­lowed soon after and resulted in a catastrophic and long­term dearth of dairy products and fertilizer for crops, did not produce high human mortality, whether selective or indiscriminate, but it could have created a generation of relatively weak people who were less resilient than those 
who survived the famine. (DeWitte and Slavin 2013: 57)
Here is an important argument that speaks to the central hypothesis of our essay: “weak people who were less resilient” can have a compromised 
IC, while a weak or compromised immune response could result from infection or disease later in life.
24 In this study, adult ages were calculated using a skeletal age-estimation pro-
cedure called “transition analysis.” This analysis was applied (for adults) on different skeletal­age markers such as the pubic symphysis, iliac auricular surface, and cranial suture closure. For individuals younger than twenty years, the age was estimated using epiphyseal fusion, dental development, and eruption. 
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Plague Was Not the Only Infectious Disease:  
Co-Infections and Immune Competence
Most (if not all) mammals are usually co-infected with more than one 
pathogen, and such a “co-infective state” will condition the IC and immune 
responses to individual pathogens. We cannot assume that pathogenic loads within and between human populations are always similar over 
time and space. As Ann Carmichael, a specialist in historical epidemiology, 
has put it, “All pre-industrial epidemics, including plagues, had multiple infectious diseases exacerbating morbidity and mortality” (Carmichael 
2008: 51). Furthermore, a number of ecological factors likely play an important role in determining pathogen distribution and the immuno­
logical responses of human populations. A study on human pathogens has suggested that macroscale distribution patterns of human diseases and human populations exposed to a higher diversity of pathogens display higher genetic diversity for some immune proteins (Guegan, Prugnolle, 
and Thomas 2008). This is the case for the major histocompatibility com­
plex (MHC) or human leukocyte antigen (HLA),25 where higher genetic diversity is detected in areas with higher pathogen abundance and diver­
sity (Guegan, Prugnolle, and Thomas 2008; Parham 2005).
While not all infectious diseases occur at once in any region, or affect the same populations, we can speculate that co­infections happened fre­
quently during the Middle Ages (as they do today). From an immune-modulatory perspective,26 perhaps the most significant chronic infection 
is due to helminths. Helminths are parasitic worms that cause a wide vari­
ety of infectious diseases and may be classified into nematodes or round­
worms, trematodes or flatworms, and cestodes or tapeworms. Helminth infections cause an overall down­regulation or hypo­responsiveness of the immune system, consequently affecting the immune reaction to con­comitant infections that occur with high frequencies in helminth­endemic 
areas, such as malaria and tuberculosis (Van Riet, Hartgers, and Yazdan­
bakhsh 2007). Such chronic co-infective scenarios can be very complex and cannot be analyzed apart from their corresponding environmental 
25 The MHC proteins (or HLA when specifically applied to humans) are the ones 
that “present” the non-self antigen (pathogen proteins) to other immune cells, consequently triggering the immune reaction or response. Simply put, more diversity of pathogens implies more antigen diversity that must be recognized by more diverse 
MHC proteins.
26 That is, considering factors that can “modulate” or alter the systemic immune response, creating a quasi­permanent shift in the immunological response and 
affecting the IC with respect to other pathogens.
 250 FAbIAN CRESPO ANd MATThEw b. LAwRENzand social contexts. For example, nutritionists have recognized that para­sitic infections can have an impact on the nutritional status of the host, but it was also recognized that malnutrition could be a predisposing fac­
tor for parasitic infections (Kolski and Scott 2001). 
When paleo-parasitologists Evilena Anastasiou and Piers Mitchell analyzed the twelfth­century latrine of a crusader castle on Cyprus, they found eggs of two species of parasitic intestinal helminths. They con­cluded that “The discovery of these parasites highlights how mediaeval crusaders may have been at risk of malnutrition at times of siege and 
famine as these worms competed with them for nutrients” (Anastasiou 
and Mitchell 2013: 218). Shifting the immune response, chronic helminth 
infections may also affect the IC against Y. pestis, exacerbating the produc­
tion of anti-inflammatory cytokines such as IL-10. This anti-inflammatory scenario could have played a role in the differential mortality detected 
during medieval plague. It remains to be determined whether popula­tions that had a higher burden of helminthic infection were the ones with 
higher mortality during plague epidemics. However, not only parasitic 
(macroparasite) infections should be considered when studying the IC of medieval populations and its potential impact on differential mortality. 
It has also been suggested that leprosy could, in many instances, gener­ate a “hyper­immune state” (overreactive immune system with increased 
levels of pro-inflammatory proteins) (Ell 1987) and thus impact the indi­
vidual IC and the corresponding response to the plague pathogen. 
A Historical-Ecological-Immunological Model for Studying PlagueThe immune system is characterized by a high degree of plasticity and 
marked fluctuations can occur as a reaction to environmental factors 
(French, Moore, and Demas 2009). An emerging discipline such as ecolog­ical immunology can therefore help us to understand how ecological and 
social factors affect and reshape our immune system. While most prelimi­nary studies produced by this young discipline deal with non­human ani­mals, the last decade has seen a growing number dealing with the transla­
tion of such findings to human ecology and immunology (McDade 2003, 
2005; McDade et al. 2010; Trotter et al. 2013).
However, immunological studies in laboratory settings do not account for social and ecological factors that operate within and between popu­lations. This is problematic, because populations are not static entities 
fixed in space and time, either biologically and culturally. If malnutrition, 
climatic fluctuations, and co-infections can have a significant impact on 
the IC of an individual, how can we apply these findings to past societies? 
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And can we extrapolate from individual data to a population at large, or 
to an entire region? We have also stressed that the human immunological response is not uniquely conditioned by the acquisition of (or failure to 
acquire) long-lasting resistance after exposure to a particular pathogen. 
As we have explained, the innate immune response is crucial to fighting 
Y. pestis at the site of the infection, and the individual’s health and IC will 
play a significant role in determining which individuals will be able to mount a quick and effective primary/innate response, seconds after the 
infection (for example, by flea bite). Every plague outbreak occurs within a unique environmental, biologi­cal, and social context. Each outbreak then reshapes the environmental, 
biological, and cultural profile of the affected population and region. A more comprehensive and accurate reconstruction of medieval demogra­
phy and ecology will be the only way to reconstruct the IC of individu­als and populations in this era (Graph 6). If this can be achieved, it will enable us to build better models for understanding how and why plague outbreaks occur now, and in the future. The proposed model offers an invi­
tation to medievalists: the opportunity to make a significant contribution to human health by helping us to study the factors that impacted human immunology in the past, thus helping to combine modern immunological knowledge with the disciplines of history, anthropology, bioarcheology, paleoepidemiology, and paleoimmunology.
We are witnesses to an increasing interest in the study of past disease 
and the search for lessons that we can apply to the future. As this spe­cial issue of The Medieval Globe insists, scholars and scientists have a unique opportunity to generate a truly interdisciplinary agenda for future research.
Graph 6. Proposed Multifactorial Model for Understanding the Impact of Biological, 
Ecological, and Social Factors on Human Immune Competence (IC) before, during, and after Plague Outbreaks
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THE BLACK DEATH AND 
 THE FUTURE OF THE PLAGUE
miCHelle zieGler
ThE GRAvITAS OF Yersinia pestis, unique among pathogens, is based 
more on its history than on modern case numbers. When new outbreaks of plague are reported in the media, journalists are quick to link these incidents with the horrors of the medieval Black Death—and then to claim that there is no real threat to society, because we now have modern 
antibiotics. Walking a thin line between stirring up interest and not caus­ing panic, reporters are only half right on both counts. On the one hand, modern plague cases are caused by the same lethal bacterium, Yersinia 
pestis; and yet the phenomenon of the Black Death was far greater than any of the isolated cases or small outbreaks that usually attract such attention today. On the other, antibiotics are not a panacea that can wholly protect us from the next pandemic. Plague is re­emerging in a world of growing antibiotic resistance, economic interdependence, and rapid tran­sit. Yersinia pestis is found in enzootic foci on every inhabited continent 
except Australia, and it was found in the arsenals of some states in the twentieth century. Political instability and weak economies can prevent the growth of adequate public health infrastructures that would enable 
rapid response to large infectious disease outbreaks, natural or not. Air travel makes pneumonic plague quickly transferable from one site to 
another. If public health officials and environmental services do their due 
diligence, an isolated case in the United States (or in most other coun­
tries) should not be cause for panic. However, the outbreak of over a hun­
dred pneumonic plague cases, something that occurred in Congo in 2004 
and 2005, was almost ignored by the media even though this was a seri­ous risk to regional health. Sensationalizing the plague does not help us to deal with these realities, but neither does the lack of attention given to plague in areas of the world that are often beneath our notice. This essay addresses three basic questions. First, what does it mean for 
plague to be classified as a re-emerging infectious disease? Second, what 
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is the human incidence of plague around the world today? And finally, how do we unite study of the plague in the past and present to create a better understanding of plague dynamics, to better prepare for the future? 
A Re-emerging Infectious Disease
Frank Snowden (2008) has argued that the public health successes of the 
twentieth century led to an era of over-confidence in medical science: many supposed that the conquest and even eradication of pathogens was 
just a matter of time. Before the AIDs pandemic, it was unthinkable that this progress was illusory or temporary. But the growing awareness of the 
threat posed by the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) in the 1980s 
was the first widely recognized indication that progress was neither inev­
itable nor irreversible. Then, between 1991 and 1995, the return of two old bacterial foes and the emergence of a terrifying new virus delivered 
a one-two punch to public confidence. Cholera had been undetected in the western hemisphere for a century when large new epidemics broke 
out in Central and South America, eventually claiming four thousand lives 
and raising fears of infrastructure failures. In 1994, a pneumonic plague 
outbreak in Surat, India, was followed by the discovery, the following 
year, of antibiotic-resistant strains of plague isolated in Madagascar. In 
1995, spread of the Ebola virus in Zaire (now the Democratic Republic of 
Congo) also gained the attention of the global health community because of its gruesomely high fatality rate in a country without an adequate sur­
veillance network. Within ten years, from the mid-1980s to mid-1990s, modern society’s sense of security was shattered; hence, the new focus on “emerging and re­emerging” infectious diseases. 
The 1994 plague epidemic in Surat has since become a textbook exam­ple of what can happen when a naturally ocurring epidemic is not brought 
under control. Like many other countries, India had discontinued plague 
surveillance in the 1980s, believing that it was no longer necessary after 
the end of the Third Pandemic (Garrett 2000: 5; Barrett 2008; Sivaramak­
rishnan 2011).1 As medical anthropologist Ron Barrett (2008) has argued, this outbreak appears to have resulted from a natural spillover, but it was greatly exacerbated by temporary and permanent human settlement pat­
terns, insufficient healthcare and urban infrastructure, and other govern­mental failures. The outbreak was triggered by an earthquake that reac­tivated a bubonic plague focus in the rural village of Mamla, in the Breed 
1 The Third Pandemic has never been officially declared “over,” but there is a gen eral 
consensus that it ended in the 1950s. 
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district. Social interactions (probably the movement of migrant workers) 
then transferred the plague to Surat, a city of over 1.5 million people, where it quickly became a pneumonic epidemic. Plague did not move 
through the city homogenously: 78% of confirmed cases were first-gen­
eration immigrants to the city, living in slum communities (Barrett, 2008).
But India’s public health system was not up to the challenge, and offi­cials even struggled to identify the individuals who were infected (Dutt, 
Akhtar, and McVeigh 2006). Physicians fled clinics in the most affected 
districts and antibiotic shortages were common (Barrett 2008). Mean­while, the media—rehashing lore of “the Black Death” and invoking the 
loss of some ten to twelve million Indians during the plague pandemic of the early twentieth century—helped to spur a mass exodus from the city. 
Those traveling by train carried the plague to Delhi and Calcutta, 80 and 
160 kilometers away from Surat, respectively; eventually, over half a mil­
lion people fled to all parts of India, potentially bringing plague with them 
(Dutt, Akhtar, and McVeigh 2006). And yet the extent of the epidemic 
still cannot be reliably determined: all told, there were 5,150 suspected 
cases of pneumonic and bubonic plague but only 53 confirmed deaths, 
which suggests that over-diagnosis inflated the number of cases. During 
an epidemic, it is not uncommon for only a few cases to be confirmed by laboratory analysis, especially in developing countries, and the absence of adequate laboratory support means that every febrile case is assumed to be pneumonic plague and is treated as such with antibiotics (Barrett 
2008: 53). In Surat, pneumonic plague was confirmed in eighteen patients whose cultures tested positive for Yersinia pestis, and this finding was 
confirmed by the World Health Organization in 1994 and then by genetic 
analysis in 2000 (Dutt, Akhtar, and McVeigh 2006). 
That same subsequent analysis in 2000 also confirmed that the Surat outbreak was caused by a strain of Yersinia pestis descended from a 
Third Pandemic strain (1.ORI) now endemic in Indian foci (Kingston et al. 
2009). In 1994, however, the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Preven­
tion (CDC) had reported that the Surat plague was caused by a previously 
unknown strain of the pathogen—and to Indian officials this unfortu­nately leant backing to rumors of bioterrorism that had begun to circulate early on. Surat’s Muslims were accused of poisoning the city’s water sys­
tem and causing many more deaths than actually occurred (Barrett 2008). 
Indian officials even blamed a local Islamic group for the epidemic and transferred plague response to the Department of Defense (Price­Smith 
2002: 242). Only two years before, Surat had been the scene of Hindu-Muslim clashes that had fueled distrust in the local government, on both 
sides; the rumor that officials were planning to quarantine the city was 
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therefore another factor that led Surat’s citizens to flee. A lack of compe­tent public health measures and pre­existing social tensions, heightened by fear and rumor, therefore exacerbated an outbreak of plague that could have been controlled. 
Andrew Price-Smith (2002: 235) has argued that the psychological impact of the Surat plague was so great that it degraded the state capacity 
of India and impeded or weakened relations with countries around the world.2 India paid a high price for the panic. Its neighbors (China, Nepal, 
Bangladesh, and Pakistan) completely closed their borders. Travel restric­tions on people, imports, and in some cases mail were also imposed by 
other countries around the world. India lost an estimated 420 million dol­
lars in trade from the United Arab Emirates alone (Barrett 2008). In the 
midst of the plague, the Indian stock market plunged, and costs of blocked 
exports and lost tourism revenues have been estimated at $1.8 billion, a 
significant blow for a developing country (Price-Smith 2002: 242). Like the plague, an economic collapse in one country becomes rapidly conta­gious, triggering economic instability and consequently political instabil­
ity around the world (Price-Smith 2002; Koblentz 2010).
Only one year after the outbreak in Surat, the first antibiotic-resistant strains of Yersinia pestis were discovered in Madagascar (Welsh et al. 
2007). From 1995 to 1998, more antibiotic-resistant strains were isolated 
in that same offshore African island, including one that is resistant to all of the known antibiotics used for plague treatment and prophylaxis (Gali­
mand, Carniel, and Courvalin 2006). Like other bacteria, plague gains its resistance from a process called “lateral gene transfer,” acquiring genes from other species of bacteria that carry antibiotic resistance plasmids 
(small circular DNA shuttles). Yersinia pestis readily accepts such plasmids from other enteric bacteria like Escherichia coli and Salmonella enterica. 
For example, the multi-drug resistant (MDR) plasmid found in Yersinia 
pestis is “nearly identical” to those found in Salmonella (Welsh et al. 2007). 
Although similar antibiotic resistance has not been found in human cases outside of Madagascar, plague isolates must now be vigilantly screened 
for naturally occurring antibiotic resistance (Urich et al. 2012; Stenseth 
et al. 2008). At the media briefing for the CDC’s first threat-assessment 
on antibiotic resistance, in 2013, its director Dr. Tom Freiden warned: 
2 According to Price-Smith (2002: 339), “State capacity is the capability of the government, and its level determines the state’s ability to satisfy the most important needs: survival, protection of its citizens from physical harm as a result of internal or external predation, economic prosperity and stability, power projection, and ideological projection.” 
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“If we are not careful, we will soon be in a post-antibiotic era. . . And for some patients and for some microbes, we are already there” (quoted by 
McKenna 2013). Although Freiden was not speaking specifically of plague, antibiotics’ capacity to play a role in plague containment can no longer be 
assumed (Oyston and Williamson 2013; Stenseth et al. 2008). 
Maintaining State Capacity and the Threat of PlagueChallenges to state capacity (the ability of the state to maintain basic func­
tions) have existed since the beginning of settled civilization. The social and economic costs of these recent plague outbreaks are simply modern manifestations of trends that began with the sixth­century “Plague of Justinian,” or First Pandemic. For the premodern world, as for our own, 
plague was not just a health crisis. All plagues are a threat to civil society; they jeopardize not just individuals but the fabric of communities and the institutions that maintain order. Plagues also decimate workforces, caus­ing transformations in land use and the environment (see, e.g., Borsch 
2014, in this issue). In the past, they spread through maritime economic networks: those of the Roman Empire in the sixth century, the mercan­
tile empires of Italian city-states in the fourteenth century (Wheelis 2002; 
Horrox 1994: 14–26), and the British Empire at the turn of the twenti­
eth (Echenberg 2007). Long-distance transmission of the next pandemic, if there is one, will likely be via airline networks, as was the case for 
the Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) pandemic in 2003 and which appears to be the case for the unfolding threat of MERS (Middle 
East Respiratory Syndrome). SARS has also directed our attention to the role played by “super spreaders”: individuals who transmit disease to far 
greater degree than the average infected person (Stein 2011).3 As Myron Echenberg has observed, “comparisons between the beginnings of the 
third [plague] pandemic in 1894 and the arrival of severe acute respira­
tory syndrome, or SARS, in 2003 are remarkable and suggest that we can 
do better at applying the experience of the past” (Echenberg 2007: 308). 
Since the late 1990s, pandemics of all kinds have been considered mat­ters of national and international security on the same level as military 
and terrorist threats, climate change, and refugee flows (Koblentz 2010). 
On January 10, 2000, the United Nations (UN) Security Council designated 
3 When super-spreading is tied to a particular place, it is designated as a disease hotspot. For example, for plague, sites of grain storage are likely hotspots where 
infected rats and fleas are found in higher than average numbers, resulting in an increased number of human cases linked to that location. See further discussion below.
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the HIV pandemic as a global security issue, moving it beyond the pur­
view of the World Health Organization (WHO) (Price-Smith 2002). This 
set a precedent for allowing the UN to intervene in the governance of a sovereign state if it does not mount an adequate public health response to 
disease. Within this international security framework, plague is regarded as both a pandemic threat and a terrorist threat, given its potential to be 
used as a biological weapon. Indeed, Yersinia pestis is one of only three 
bacteria to have been labeled a “category A” biological weapons agent (the 
others being anthrax and tularemia). This top-level security designation is also shared by botulinum toxin, along with several hemorrhagic viruses 
and smallpox. Traits that define a “category A” agent include ease of dis­tribution or transmission, high mortality rate, likelihood of causing social disruption and panic, and the necessity for special public health prepared­
ness (CDC n.d.).
Major American initiatives are currently helping to build up global 
disease detection and response networks. For example, the United States has upgraded or rebuilt former Soviet anti­plague stations in the now­
independent states of Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan, equipping them for 
improved surveillance and biosecurity (Koblentz 2012: 138; Pasternak 
2013). The U.S. government also budgeted $5.54 billion for biodefense and 
disaster preparedness in 2012–13, of which $574.2 million was specifi­
cally dedicated to biodefense (Franco and Sell 2012). Some of this funding has already been used to answer historical questions relating to plague: 
ancient DNA (aDNA) confirmation of Yersinia pestis in specimens from a sixth­century Bavarian cemetery and the reconstruction of the ancient 
genome were supported in part by the Department of Homeland Secu­
rity (Harbeck et al. 2013; Wagner et al. 2014). The latest advance in aDNA 
work, the Microbial Detection Array, which can screen aDNA for mul­tiple pathogens, was developed in conjunction with the Lawrence Liver­
more National Laboratory (Devault et al. 2014). Of the full-scale federal response drills conducted to date, two of the exercises simulated plague 
attacks in multi-agent scenario exercises (TOPOFF 1 in May 2000 and 
TOPOFF 3 in April 2005; Inglesby, Grossman, and O’Toole 2001). These 
exercises involved thousands of participants, from local “first responders” 
to cabinet-level officials and governors.4Yet pneumonic plague remains a bioterrorism concern for several rea­
sons. With plague being endemic and enzootic in foci scattered around the 
world, natural sources cannot be fully identified or effectively controlled. 
4 For an accessible review of biosecurity drills, see Armstrong (2012).
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Furthermore, many enzootic foci in Central Asia, the Middle East, and 
Africa are located in poor, politically unstable areas where basic national security and public health institutions are already vulnerable or under­developed, as well as in several states that have known programs or have 
used biological or chemical weapons in the past, such as Syria, Iran, and North Korea. Moreover, Y. pestis can be processed into a crude weapon 
without sophisticated technology or expensive equipment. In 2008, forty 
al-Qaeda operatives in Algeria were discovered to have died of plague, perhaps as the result of a failed experiment in biological weapons devel­
opment (Lake 2009; “40 al-Qaeda Terrorists” 2009).But as we have already noted in the case of Surat, plague does not have 
to be deployed as a weapon to be a threat. War and infectious disease have 
a reciprocal effect. War weakens a society’s ability to respond adequately to infectious disease by disrupting the social order, destroying civic infra­structure, and causing mass movements of people. Conversely, epidemics destabilize society and reduce state capacity, creating the conditions for 
political and social unrest. A recent instance of the former was the self-limiting outbreak of plague that occurred during the Libyan revolution 
in 2011, which could not be clinically confirmed or effectively treated 
because of ongoing hostilities (Cabanel et al. 2013). Plague outbreaks in the Democratic Republic of Congo—over ten thousand cases between 
2000 and 2009—were also clearly exacerbated by ongoing political insta­
bility (Butler 2013). The violence and social disruption caused by the 
Vietnam War fostered a plague outbreak from 1966 to 1974, resulting in the loss of thousands of lives and the creation of endemic foci that persist 
to this day (Price-Smith 2009: 172–73). Outbreaks of plague and smallpox 
during the Korean War led to accusations that the United States had used biological weapons against North Korean and China. These accusations were later shown to be intentionally false; but here, again, environmental and institutional devastation contributed to the severity and persistence 
of disease (Hamblin 2013).
Plague Incidence and Causes Today Plague is considered a re­emerging infectious disease because the number 
of cases, overall, has been climbing since the 1980s (see, e.g., Neerinckx, 
Bertherat, and Leirs 2010). Old plague foci are producing new cases after long intervals of quiescence. Moreover, endemic poverty and political unrest in developing countries with plague foci, the appearance of anti­biotic­resistant strains of plague, and the potential use of plague as a bio­logical weapon are major concerns. 
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2000 and 2009, there were 21,725 cases reported to the WHO, with a case 
fatality rate of 7.4%. Of all these cases, 97% came from Africa (Butler 
2013). Bubonic plague makes up the vast majority of these reported cases, but it can also manifest as primary septicemic plague, primary pneumonic plague, gastrointestinal plague, and plague pharyngitis. The most common 
of these presentations are perhaps better classified by their primary mode 
of exposure: insect bite or the entry of infectious bodily fluids through 
cuts and abrasions (bubonic and septicemic), inhalation (pneumonic), 
and ingestion (gastrointestinal and pharyngeal), respectively. While the 
“classic” rat-flea-human pathway is currently dominant, there is well-documented and long­standing evidence that other pathways of human exposure were common in past outbreaks and could become common 
again under certain conditions (Stenseth et al. 2008; Green 2014, in this 
issue; Carmichael 2014, in this issue). The human flea, Pulex irritans, has 
been implicated in Tanzanian plague outbreaks between 1986 and 2004 
(Laudisoit et al. 2007) and may have been the agent of plague epidemics 
in medieval northern Europe, as well (Hufthammer and Walløe 2013). The human body louse has also been shown to be capable of transmitting Yer-
sinia pestis and is another hypothetical medieval vector (Houhamdi et al. 
2006; Drancourt, Houhamdi, and Raoult 2006). Here, it may be significant that combined epidemics of plague and louse­transmitted typhus were 
reported by contemporary physicians in Seville, in 1582 (Bowers 2013: 
50). It may also be significant that aDNA testing of individuals buried in 
a Venetian mass grave and in graves from Bondy, France, have identified medieval cases of co­infection with Y. pestis and louse­transmitted Bar-
tonella quintana (trench fever) (Tran et al. 2011a and 2011b). 
Like cases of plague transmitted by human ectoparasites (fleas and 
lice), gastrointestinal plague and pharyngeal plague are relatively rare 
today. In the past, they may have been more common in areas where cam­
els were the primary beast of burden (Christie, Chen, and Elberg 1980), 
and even a source of food. An outbreak of pharyngeal plague in 1997 was 
the first plague occurrence in Jordan since before the foundation of the 
modern state in 1921 (Arbaji et al. 2005). Three years earlier, a similar 
outbreak of pharyngeal plague occurred in Saudia Arabia, both caused 
by the consumption of infected camel meat (Bin Saeed, Al-Hamdan, and 
Fontaine 2005). An outbreak of gastrointestinal plague in 2007 is the first 
recorded outbreak in Afghanistan in the modern era and also the larg­
est known outbreak to date. In December of that year, eighty-three indi­viduals developed probable cases, some manifesting pharyngeal lesions, caused by consuming a visibly ill camel. The total case fatality rate was 
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20.5%, and the attack rate among those who ate the cooked camel meat 
was approximately 80% (Leslie et al. 2010). Gastrointestinal plague from consumption of camel meat has also been reported in Libya, and from 
the consumption of guinea pigs in Ecuador and Peru (Leslie et al. 2010; 
Stenseth et al. 2008). Consumption of diseased meat was not uncommon 
during the Middle Ages (Newfield 2012), and this should be considered as a possible route of infection for historic plagues, too, especially during food shortages. Moreover, gastrointestinal plague is not necessarily rare among other animals. Carnivores can contract the plague from the blood 
of their prey as well as from the prey’s fleas. Pharyngeal plague is also not uncommon in cats, which can in turn then transmit plague pneumatically 
to humans (Gage et al. 2000). Meanwhile, a recent upsurge in cases of bubonic plague heralds the re­emergence of very old plague foci around the Mediterranean and in Cen­
tral Asia: in Algeria (2003 and 2008), Libya (2009 and 2011), and Kyrgyz­
stan (2013). The 2009 Libyan outbreak has been shown to be completely 
distinct from those of Algeria, and also different from those of the entire 
Third Pandemic (1.ORI strains). Instead, the plague in Libya was caused 
by the reactivation of an ancient plague focus (Cabanel et al. 2013). Such foci, having gone unmonitored for decades, are now showing signs of life 
in other places as well: plague has recently been confirmed in a western 
Iranian focus that had not been surveyed in thirty years (Esamaeili et al. 
2013). Currently, the most active plague focus in the world is in the Ituri region of the Democratic Republic of Congo, which produces approxi­
mately one thousand bubonic cases per year (Butler 2013; Neerinckx et 
al. 2010). Large outbreaks often display multiple presentations of dis­
ease. For example, a 127-case Ugandan outbreak in 2006 produced 88% 
bubonic and 12% pneumonic cases (CDC 2009). Clearly, though, diagnosis and case reporting are still a major problem in resource­poor countries, which have widely divergent diagnostic abili­ties and levels of treatment. This can lead to over­diagnosis that lowers 
the reported case fatality rate (Neerinckx et al. 2010). Late diagnosis and delayed treatment can also cause extreme differences in case fatality rates between the beginning and end of a single epidemic. So if the reported case fatality rate is cumulative, it will not distinguish between fatalities that occurred before and after antibiotic treatment began.
The incidence and case fatality rates reported to the WHO meeting 
in Antananarivo, Madagascar, in April of 2006 illustrate this problem 
(WHO 2008). At that meeting, the host country reported that plague 
cases between 2000 and 2005 were 94% bubonic with a fatality rate of 
19%. The Democratic Republic of Congo reported a prevalent plague but 
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could not offer reliable statistics for the years 2000 to 2005, because no 
records were kept between 2002 and 2003. Tanzania reported that about 
90% of its cases were bubonic with an approximately 10% fatality rate. 
It also reported that deaths in family units were the result of secondary pneumonic plague caused by delayed treatment,5 and that the human flea, 
Pulex irritans, was suspected as the vector in the absence of cat and dog 
fleas. Mongolia reported that 90% of its 160 cases between 1971 and 2000 
were bubonic, with an astounding 40% developing secondary pneumonic 
plague due to lack of treatment. However, its officials also reported that 
only 4.2% of cases were primary pneumonic and reported a fatality rate of 
“up to 70%” due to lack of treatment and healthcare infrastructure. Neigh­
boring China reported 630 cases between 1994 and 2004 with a case fatal­
ity rate of only 6.67%. China also reported that Y. pestis from southern foci 
(transmitted by the rat flea X. cheopis) caused bubonic plague with a very low fatality rate due largely to the relatively rapid provision of antibiotic treatment; yet Y. pestis from its northern foci was primarily transmitted to hunters who skinned animals, causing pneumonic and primary septi­
cemic plague with a fatality rate over 50% due to the “remoteness” of the territory and delays in seeking and obtaining treatment. Little informa­
tion on the Americas was offered at the meeting, but Peru did report an 
epidemic of 1,248 cases between 1992 and 1994. Peruvian representa­
tives identified risk factors as “grain storage in the open air, which favors 
an abundance of rodents and fleas; promiscuity in housing; absence of 
rodent-proof devices, beds on the floor and infested with fleas; and the 
custom of raising guinea-pigs for their flesh” (WHO 2008: 20). 
Plague reporting on routes of infection (or presentations) is similarly 
problematic. All individuals with fatal cases of plague develop a secondary septicemia before death. To put it simply, primary septicemic plague skips the initial inoculation phase that creates a bubo or manifests as pneumo­
nia, and instead develops the systemic (body-wide) blood-borne infec­tion immediately. The total rate of primary septicemic plague is therefore unknown, because it is usually only diagnosed by blood culture in the 
United States, where it represents approximately 30% of all cases (mostly 
contracted by handling or skinning animals) (Butler 2013). This suggests 
that primary septicemic plague is significantly under-diagnosed globally. 
It can be acquired while skinning or butchering animals via small cuts in the skin, giving Y. pestis direct access to the bloodstream. People handling 
5 Secondary pneumonic plague is the development of plague pneumonia in a case of primary bubonic plague. Primary pneumonic plague outbreaks are begun by a case of secondary pneumonic plague in a human or animal index case. 
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by extant wounds coming into contact with infected body fluids. In short, variations in modern standards of diagnosis and reporting mean that the 
data reported to WHO is suspect, serving as a further reminder that we need to be cautious when we use medieval data, too. 
Although the vast majority of contemporary global cases appear to be bubonic, there have been a couple of recognizable pneumonic plague 
outbreaks in every recent decade. During this past winter of 2013–14, a pneumonic plague outbreak in Madagascar was widely reported in the news, but as of this writing it has not been formally reported to the sci­
entific community. There was a pneumonic outbreak in Ecuador in 1998, 
and two nosocomial (hospital-acquired) pneumonic cases in Peru in 2010 
(Schneider et al. 2014). Between 2000 and 2009, there were five natu­
ral pneumonic outbreaks affecting a dozen or more people: India (2002), 
Congo (2005 and 2006), Uganda (2006), and China (2009) (Joshi et al. 
2009; Butler 2013; Bertherat et al. 2011; and Wang et al. 2010). The 2002 
Indian outbreak in the Shimla district of Himachal Pradesh was caused by 
a strain distinct from the 1994 pneumonic epidemic in Surat (Kingston 
et al. 2009). The 2009 Chinese outbreak was chosen as a case study for a 
microbial forensic investigation (Yan et al. 2014) and was characterized 
as a 1.IN2 strain of Yersinia pestis (evolutionarily intermediate between 
the Second and Third Pandemic strain) and localized to Xinghai, in the Qinghai region of northwestern China. 
The study of Yan and colleagues (2014) allows us to glimpse what future plague tracking and surveillance will look like when resources and databases mature. The unusually low genetic diversity of Yersinia pestis requires the comparison of whole genome sequences with reference to a global database of samples collected from animals and humans over the last century, in order to localize the source of the outbreak strain. This 
could be critically important for the success of a public health response. In the case of a biological attack, furthermore, the ability to trace the source of infection would also help the international community to identify the 
responsible state or terrorist organization (Koblentz and Tucker 2010). The seemingly random aspects of pneumonic plague transmission are typical of pathogens that spread by heterogeneous transmission (Lloyd­
Smith et al. 2005). Like other respiratory “super-spreading” diseases, pneumonic plague is a high­impact, low probability event that can be 
explosive and catastrophic, as it was in Manchuria in 1910–11 (Summers 
2012; Hinckley et al. 2012). With the variety of transmission methods, multiple vectors, and the potential for super­spreading events, existing plague foci are fertile grounds for initiating the next large epidemic, or even a pandemic, if the correct conditions emerge. 
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Uniting the Study of Past and Present, for the FutureLearning what we can from past epidemics is the best way to predict and prevent the next major epidemic. The careful analysis and contextualiza­tion of historical sources are therefore vitally important to our under­standing of how plague functions as an epidemic pathogen. Combining 
historical data with a modern scientific knowledge also has the advan­
tage of providing checks and balances to both humanistic and scientific 
study. It prevents researchers in all disciplines from stopping at the easy answers and being stymied by a mysterious aetiology.
Ancient and modern Y. pestis genetics suggest that current Y. pestis strains are good candidates for investigation by researchers in historic 
epidemiology. But while our understanding and use of aDNA data will continue and expand, it is still unlikely that a “smoking gun” will be found in the genome to explain its virulence or transmission patterns. Plague is 
created, amplified, and transported in man-made environments, whether 
it is transmitted by commensal rat fleas, human ectoparasites, or personal 
contact. The global distribution of plague reflects human movements 
more than any other host (Achtman 2012; Green, forthcoming). Plague 
epidemics have human fingerprints all over them, and that is why we need to know as much as we can about human interactions and global connec­tivity in the distant past: hence, this special issue of The Medieval Globe.
In the Unnatural History of Emerging Infections (2013), medical 
anthro pologists Ronald Barrett and George Armelagos identify suste­nance, settlement, and social order as primary drivers in the emergence of epidemic disease throughout human history. They reintroduce the 
metaphor of “seed and soil” (first used by physicians of the late nine­teenth and early twentieth centuries, “who increasingly believed in Germ 
theory but continued to practice environmental medicine”) to explain the 
relationship between microbes and the environment (Barrett and Armel­
egos 2013: 11). Whether or not genetically identical seeds (i.e., microbes) 
flourish is dependent upon the conditions of the soil (i.e., the environ­
ment). Understanding these conditions—of settlement, social order, 
nutrition—are historical issues that science alone cannot address. If the human components of epidemics are not understood (or are misunder­
stood), then our expensive preparations for the future will fail to miti­gate not only the widespread return of diseases like plague, but also new 
emerging infectious diseases (Barrett 2006). The long history of plague gives us the rare opportunity to study a single disease over an unprec­edented period of time. Exploring the effects of nutrition on plague dynamics is a prime exam­ple of the need for interdisciplinary research. The expertise of historians is 
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essential to the identification and analysis of sources that provide data on agricultural yields and practices of animal husbandry, food shortages and 
famine, trade networks and the diversification of foodstuffs, and all of the 
other activities that cultivate and sustain a food supply (e.g., Newfield 2012 
and 2013). These efforts should dovetail with those of biologists working on the effects of nutrition on human immunology, Y. pestis itself, and rodent 
population dynamics (e.g., Crespo and Lawrenz 2014, in this issue; La Cava 
and Matarese 2004; Schaible and Stefan 2007). Biological anthropologists contribute, in turn, by analyzing bones for signs of malnutrition and disease, 
and tracing the sources and proportions of nutrients via isotopes (DeWitte 
2014, in this issue). The work of climatologists provides a broader context for all of this historically informed research, by analyzing long­ and short­term climate changes and their environmental and economic impact (e.g., 
Campbell 2010 and 2011). To understand the full complexity of plague, we need to pull together—rather than talk past each other. 
A fine example of cross-disciplinary collaboration is that of anthro­
pologist Sharon DeWitte and economic historian Philip Slavin (2013), who recently co­authored a study on the impact of the Great Famine 
(1315–17) and the food shortages resulting from the Great Bovine Epizo­
otic (1319/20), which lasted until at least 1332. Their goal was to deter­mine whether these catastrophic events had an impact on plague mor­
tality, as reflected in London’s East Smithfield cemetery, where victims of the Black Death were buried and where the full genome of Y. pestis was 
reconstructed in 2011. Slavin analyzed manorial accounts in order to doc­ument the depth and length of the famine and the subsequent food short­
ages resulting from the loss of cattle, while DeWitte assessed the ages and nutritional status of those individuals who lived through these privations 
only to die in the Black Death pandemic. Their failure to find a strong cor­relation between cohorts of people who survived the famine and food shortages, and increased susceptibility to the plague several decades later, is a good example of the checks and balances that the sciences and humanities can provide each other. The authors worked together to reach common conclusions, pose new questions, and suggest the next steps. Comparing bioarcheological evidence from one cemetery in the capital city of England to historical evidence from rural manorial accounts is a 
good start, but it does not settle the question of the influence of previous malnutrition on plague mortality, as they have noted. Many more collab­orative studies of this kind are needed.Settlement patterns, the conditions in which people live, and social 
stratification encompass another vast set of variables which must be 
understood from an historical perspective. As we saw in the case of Surat 
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in 1994, socio-economic status can explain how plague moves through a 
large urban environment. What is the thread of social proximity that links 
together the earliest cases and therefore shapes the epidemic? Were some 
occupations at greater risk than others? What aspects of poverty might 
make people more vulnerable to plague? How are existing social, politi­cal, and religious tensions catalyzed by the stress of an epidemic disas­
ter? How well does urban planning and the built environment correlate 
with plague incidence? What external factors (trade networks, new com­
modities, immigration) play a role in introducing or spreading disease? These are questions that historians and anthropologists are best suited to answer. Genetics and microbiology tell us little about these issues. 
In turn, the methods and observations of modern epidemiology can illuminate the study of historic epidemics. The transmission of infection is now understood to be a continuum across hosts and environments (Lloyd­
Smith et al. 2005). Heterogeneous transmission6 is defined as “variabil­
ity in the contribution of specific hosts or locations to the overall rates 
of pathogen spread” (Paull et al. 2012); extreme cases are better known 
by the more common term “super-spreading events” (SSE). Yersinia pes-
tis, as we have observed, spreads by heterogeneous transmission, and the pneumonic form produces such super­spreading events (Lloyd­Smith et 
al. 2005). It is therefore possible that some historic outbreaks of bubonic plague were also super­spreading events fueled by disease hot spots. Comparing plague to other insect­vectored zoonotic diseases provides further insight into transmission dynamics. Super­spreading events of Dengue fever, which like plague is transmitted by an insect vector that remains close to the place where it hatches, have been linked to sites where vector super­production intersects with human density (Padma­
nabha et al. 2012). In this study, vector super-production sites were as heterogeneous as would be expected of infection super­spreaders. More­
over, human density or traffic to these sites was as critical to disease trans­mission as vector production. Short distance or circular movements over the course of a day or week by humans has also been linked to increased risk of zoonotic disease transmission. For example, children at play or vis­iting friends can be exposed to more aspects or corners of a community 
than adults (Stoddard et al. 2009). A similar super-production of rodent 
fleas at sites of grain storage, which also draws in high human traffic, 
seems reasonable. It has often been remarked that outbreaks of plague 
6 In contrast, homogenous transmission occurs when all hosts have an equal 
chance of becoming infected. See also Lambin et al. (2010) and Paull et al. (2012) for a discussion of some general principles of landscape epidemiology. 
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(past and present) disproportionally affect the poor more than the afflu­
ent (e.g., Wrightson 2011; Carmichael 1986), and it has been suggested that poverty­induced grain hoarding in crowded homes of poor construc­
tion create an environment where plague can flourish: this was the case in 
Surat (1994) as well as in Peru (1992–94) and in more recent outbreaks 
in Madagascar (Andrianaivoarimanana et al. 2013; WHO 2008). Testing such a hypothesis for historic epidemics requires good urban environ­mental histories of multiple locations and time periods, as proposed by 
Guy Geltner (2012) and Carole Rawcliffe (2013). We cannot rely on the 
traditional assumption that medieval cities were seething sites of filth and vermin; the historical reality is not only much more positive than these 
modern prejudices would credit, it is also more complex (Rawcliffe 2013).So if there were historic plague hotspots in the medieval world, it will take much more research into the historical shaping of urban and rural environments in order to identify them: and this will require pulling 
together all available evidence, historical and scientific. So far, the east­ern Mediterranean has been the most fruitful place to look for such sites, 
with the possible identification of an enzootic focus in the late antique 
Levant (Tsiamis 2010) and an environmental and documentary analysis 
of plague in Ottoman Egypt (Mikhail 2008). Indeed, Nükhet Varlık (2014, 
in this issue) argues convincingly for the Ottoman empire’s central place 
in an historical understanding of plague. And importantly, Ann Carmichael 
(2014, in this issue) makes the first historical argument for a European 
plague focus. As part of an ongoing effort, the Environmental History Net­
work for the Middle Ages is beginning to gather the environmental stud­ies that are necessary to a contextualization of the plague and other medi­eval epidemics and epizootics.7 Patterns of land use constitute another critical factor in creating an environment suitable for the establishment of 
plague. In modern Madagascar, for example, deforestation and bush fires 
(to clear land for agriculture) have been associated with plague outbreaks 
because they appear to disturb enzootic foci (Andrianaivoarimanana et 
al. 2013). Looking at plague incidence and severity in regions where the demographic effect of the Black Death substantially changed land use and agricultural methods could test these observations. Related environmental change tends to occur after natural disasters 
like earthquakes and floods. An earthquake and monsoon flooding were 
both key catalysts for the 1994 outbreak in Surat (Barrett 2008). China has learned the importance of plague surveillance after earthquakes 
7 ENforMA <http://www.medievaleh.org/> [accessed September 22, 2014].
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(and probably originated). The association between plague and earth­quakes goes all the way back to the First Pandemic: Tsiamis and col­
leagues (2013) found an association between five earthquakes in the 
territories of the eastern Roman (Byzantine) empire and five plague out­breaks that occurred within a year of these respective events, in the era 
between 557 and 713. Extensive flooding was also associated with plague 
in Ottoman Egypt (Mikhail 2008), and the breakdown of infrastructures 
meant to regulate flooding and irrigation would have made matters worse 
(see Borsch 2014, in this issue). The first quantitative study of long- and short­distance transmission during the entire Third Pandemic in China showed that wet conditions facilitated spread of the plague: displacement 
of people and rodents by floods was proposed as a major factor in the 
increased velocity of transmission in South China (Xu et al. 2014). Indeed, a key feature in all of these natural disasters is that they displaced poten­
tial hosts (people, animals, rodents, insects) from their normal settings. Environmental histories should accordingly make historical epidemi­ology more robust and comprehensive, because plague transmission is 
dependent upon the environment. It is necessary to approach the study of transmission from both the environmental context and the epidemiologi­cal result. Looking at one variable in isolation will not produce an accu­
rate picture of transmission. If the epidemiological results do not match an expected plague pattern, then there is a missing piece to be found somewhere in the environment. For too long, plague researchers in both the sciences and the humanities were content to focus solely on the black 
rat and its flea, but we now know that over two hundred rodent species and their parasites carry and transmit Yersinia pestis; the black rat may 
be a common host but it is far from alone (Eisen and Gage 2011; Gage 
and Kosoy 2005). Moreover, fleas may be less abundant in the winter but some, such as Oropysylla montana, transmit Yersinia pestis effectively 
at temperatures as low as 6° C (42.8° F)—better, in fact, than at 23° C 
(73.4° F) (Williams et al. 2013). We must remember that Yersinia pestis 
evolved on the cold meadows of the Tibetan Plateau. It is not a tropical or near tropical disease. 
Another environment that needs to be accounted for in studies of plague virulence is the landscape of the human body itself, and its co­
infections and co-morbidities. What was the disease burden,8 chronic 
8 “Disease burden” is the total cost to a community of a type or category of disease. 
It can be measured in a variety of ways: mortality, birth rate and infant mortality, life 
expectancy, economic trends, declining productivity, etc. Each study should define its 
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Expanding aDNA work to include other pathogens not only yields a better understanding of the disease burden of these communities but also looks for potential synergistic effects, or syndemics, between pathogens affect­
ing the same populations (Barrett and Armelagos 2013). New methods 
are making the identification of all microbial contributions in an aDNA 
sample better and more efficient (Devault at al. 2014). Considering co-infection by other unrelated pathogens, such as malaria, is also impor­tant in estimating the overall health of the population and its response to plague. But again, because archeological remains always represent only a subsection of the population, this data must be balanced by study of sur­
viving documentary sources. All of our evidence will always be a fraction of what once existed, so we must use all available sources to assess the overall health of earlier populations and their susceptibility to disease. 
Identifying other pathogens, like typhus, can also tell us more about 
the parasite burden of these same populations (Tran et al. 2011a and 
2011b). For example, it has recently been shown (experimentally) that 
lice can transmit the plague (Houhamdi et al. 2006; Drancourt, Houhamdi, 
and Raoult 2006; Tran et al. 2011a; Ayyadurai et al. 2010). During the 
Thirty Years’ War (1618–48), there was a clear epidemiological transition between a dominant typhus phase yielding to a plague phase (Price­Smith 
2009). Could the same species of louse that transmitted typhus during the 
first half of the war have been transmitting the plague in the second half, throughout the lands of Central and Eastern Europe—which were already devastated by violence, forced migration, destroyed crops, and the other catastrophic side­effects of war? 
Conclusion
Interdisciplinary work is always a challenge, and it takes courage. It is 
daunting to confront another field with its own terminology and norms. 
But it is worth the effort. And happily, there are sources and people who 
can help to bridge the gap. In his Evolutionary History: Uniting History 
and Biology to Understand Life on Earth (2011), environmental histo­rian Edmund Russell lays out a methodology for integrating biological information into historical studies and provides multiple examples of the difference that this makes. There are a variety of online forums for discus­
sion, as well: these include the Medieval Medicine listserve (MEDMED-L) 
criteria and methods for measuring disease burden, as appropriate for the community 
(and time period). 
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History Network for the Middle Ages.9 All are very welcoming to people from a variety of backgrounds, with diverse levels of expertise. 
As I hope to have shown, all kinds of plague studies are relevant to understanding the modern experience of plague and are crucial to the development of strategies for handling future pandemic threats. There are multiple opportunities for interdisciplinary work and the formation of multidisciplinary partnerships that can lower the barriers between the sciences and the humanities. Linking historical studies to our cur­rent plague concerns is further proof of the important vital place of the 
humanities in our academic curricula and in the public sphere. Confirma­
tion that the East Smithfield cemetery in London was founded and used only for the burial of Black Death victims would have been impossible 
without the analysis of surviving documents and artifacts. Archeology alone, even with data from carbon dating, will not be able to date graves accurately enough to distinguish between plague epidemics separated 
by a twenty-year hiatus. We cannot discern the epidemiology of historic plagues without knowledge of the historical environment and human ecology. Only when the sciences and the humanities work together can we really begin to understand the medieval phenomenon of “the Black Death” and put that knowledge to work in our own world.
9 I also recommend Infectious Thoughts, by microbiologist Siouxsie Wiles <http://sciblogs.co.nz/infectious­thoughts/>; Powered by Osteons, by bioarcheologist 
Kristina Killgrove <http://www.poweredbyosteons.org/>; and Bones Don’t Lie, by 
anthropology graduate student Katy Meyers <http://www.bonesdontlie.com/> [all 
accessed September 22, 2014]. 
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Abstract This essay summarizes what we know about the spread of Yersinia 
pestis today, assesses the potential risks of tomorrow, and suggests avenues for future collaboration among scientists and humanists. Plague is both a re­emerg­ing infectious disease and a developed biological weapon, and it can be found in 
enzootic foci on every inhabited continent except Australia. Studies of the Black Death and successive epidemics can help us to prepare for and mitigate future 
outbreaks (and other pandemics) because analysis of medieval plagues provides 
a crucial context for modern scientific discoveries and theories. These studies prevent us from stopping at easy answers, and they force us to acknowledge that there is still much that we do not understand.
Keywords Black Death, epidemiology, biosecurity, global history, public health, re­emerging infectious diseases.

EPILOGUE: A HyPOTHESIS ON  
THE EAST ASIAN BEGINNINGS OF  
THE Yersinia PesTis POLyTOMy
robert HymeS
FOR ThE hISTORIAN of premodern Eurasia, the 2013 study of histori­cal variations in Yersinia pestis mutation rates by Yujun Cui and others signals a new departure in the cumulative study of the genetics of the 
bacillus over the preceding fifteen years. Whereas previous studies had 
been moving to define Y. pestis’s place of origin and dissemination only 
in a broad chronological framework of up to 20,000 years (Achtman et 
al. 2004; Morelli et al. 2010), Cui and colleagues’ work makes a histori­cal claim of much greater precision: that the evolution of Y. pestis since its divergence from its most recent common ancestor may have occurred within the past three to four thousand years, and more importantly that a polytomy (simultaneous or nearly simultaneous genetic divergence of 
multiple lineage branches) or “Big Bang” that yielded most of the cur­rent strains of Y. pestis, as well as the 1348 Black Death strain, took place 
between 1142 and 1339 (Cui et al. 2013: 580, table 1; their time interval 
has a confidence level of 95%). Their further finding, that the bacillus originated in or near the Qinghai­Tibet Plateau, offers historians both a period and place to look for human events that could produce a punctu­
ated genetic divergence. I will offer as a hypothesis that the “Big Bang” can be placed in space and time in historical sources, too: that the pol­
ytomy first manifests itself historically in the long destruction, by the 
Mongols under Cinggis-Qan (Genghis Khan), of the Xia state of the Mi or 
“Tangut” people in the early 1200s, and continues with the movement of the Mongols into north China, south China, and much of Eurasia. The new 
genetic evidence, I argue, merits revisiting the documentary evidence of 
epidemics in thirteenth- and fourteenth-century Central Asia and China, epidemics that earlier authors had proposed as possible Y. pestis out­
breaks. No piece of evidence I offer argues unambiguously for plague: in particular, the Chinese sources have little to say about clinical symptoms 
and nothing to say about rodents. The case I propose rests rather on how 
bits of evidence fit together and, as a starting point, on their fit with the 
Cui team’s findings on the Big Bang’s timing and the region of plague’s 
origin; and I point forward to the need for new research on China and 
Inner Asia.
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Table 7. States of “China,” 976–1644
Northwest (Gansu corridor) North China South China
Xia (Tangut)  
1038–1227
Song (Chinese) 976–1127  
except for sixteen prefectures in far north under Liao (Khitan)
Jin (Jurchen)  
1126–1234 Song (Chinese)  
1127–1279
Yuan (Mongol) 1227/1234–1279
Yuan (Mongol) 1279–1368
Ming (Chinese) 1368–1644
In 1205, the Mongols under Cinggis-Qan’s leadership began a series of 
incursions south into the state of Xia, founded almost two centuries before by the people whom some of their neighbors called (and historians usu­
ally call) Tangut.1 The Mongols attacked Xia cities in separate campaigns 
in 1205, 1206, 1209, 1217, and 1224. In 1225 Cinggis planned a final con­
quest, and in 1226–27 a pincer attack by two large armies, from the west 
and from the north, attacked and captured almost every Xia city until the capital, Zhongxing Fu, fell after a six­month siege. (For these campaigns, 
see Wu 1982: 122–38.)
What may make this destruction of a now obscure state important 
for the history of plague is that the territory of Xia, lying in the corri­dor between highlands encompassed today by the Chinese province of Gansu, directly adjoined the Qinghai­Tibet Plateau pointed to by Cui and 
colleagues: Xia lay just north and northeast of the Qilian mountains that mark the Plateau’s northern edge.2 The western pincer of the 1226 assault traced a west­east line very close to the Qilian, thus to the Plateau. Today, 
Gansu lies within the range of the Himalayan marmot (Marmota hima-
layana) that lives on the plateau just to the south and in which plague today is more or less stably resident, and is home to many other species of rodent that might carry or serve as intermediary transmitters of the dis­
1 They called themselves “Mi” or “Mi­nia.” The name for the state more commonly applied by modern historians, Xi Xia or its translation “Western Xia,” was an informal 
name used by Song scholars. “Great Xia” (Da Xia), or simply Xia, was its formal 
Chinese name. See Dunnell 1996: xiii–xiv.
2 The more recent article of Yan et al. (2014) points much more specifically to “a small region east of Qinghai Lake” as the possible origin point of Y. pestis. This area of 
Qinghai happens to be the closest part of the province to the territory of the Xia state in the early thirteenth century.
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of refuse will attract rodent scavengers. When armies moved on, such 
rodents and their fleas may have hitched rides in stores and feedbags. My hypothesis requires that Gansu, in the thirteenth century, lay within the bacillus’s homeland posited by geneticists, and that of the rodents that 
carry it today (questions for future research); and my proposal is that 
the Mongols unwittingly carried rodent plague hosts and their fleas east­wards into Jin and Song China as passengers in their stores.3 The Chinese sources begin recording new deadly epidemics exactly in the years of the 
Mongols’ spasmodic and then systematic Xia conquest.
William McNeill argued forty years ago that the Black Death that struck 
Central and Western Europe and the Mediterranean in the fourteenth cen­
tury began in East Asia, riding with the Mongols (McNeill 1976: 132–75). Michael Dols showed that many Middle Eastern plague accounts at the 
time assumed an eastern origin (Dols 1977: 38–43; for another view see 
Norris 1977; and see Dols’s reply in Dols 1978 and Norris’s further rejoin­
der in Norris 1978; cf. also Sussmann 2011). In 1995, Cao Shuji, using Chi­nese primary sources directly, built a similar argument—though placing the plague’s geographic origin in Mongolia itself rather than positing the 
Mongol passage through Yunnan in the 1250s as crucial, as McNeill does 
in one version of his hypothesis. (Cao 1995; McNeill 1976: 143, but see 
also 145).4 I owe many primary source passages I cite here to Cao’s work, which has been a crucial foundation for my own, though our arguments differ in important ways.Despite McNeill and Cao, historians of China remain skeptical about an 
East Asian origin of plague or indeed about any plague in China as early as the Song, Jin, or Yuan dynasties.5 The path­breaking volume on the Song­Yuan­Ming “transition” was noncommittal on the question (Smith 
and von Glahn 2003: 8–9); Timothy Brook’s recent general history of Yuan 
and Ming China is skeptical (2010: 64–66). In a more recent and thorough 
examination, Paul Buell (2012) has vigorously rejected the idea. Among 
3 For known long-distance travel by plague-bearing rodents and/or fleas in bags 
of grain etc., see Benedictow 2010: 150–93.
4 On Cao’s much more comprehensive 2006 treatment in collaboration with Li Yushang, see the afternote to this essay.
5 From outside the China field, see also the skeptical account in Sussman 2011, which however takes very little account of even the genetic work already known at that time.
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his arguments are: that early Ming (1393) population figures that seem 
to show huge losses since the end of the Song dynasty (1279) cannot be taken “at face value”—true, on simple methodological grounds; that the records McNeill used as evidence for epidemics (and those used in Twitch­
ett 1979, an inquiry into possible plague in China in the seventh through 
ninth centuries) are unevenly distributed across China, often vague, and 
faulty in other respects—true, and I attempt to improve to some degree on 
McNeill’s sources here; that Mongol movement (and movement of trade) from east to west in the fourteenth century was by no means as easy as some have imagined, thanks to the division of their empire into often com­
peting domains; and that plague could not travel via the Indian ocean, as 
distance would burn out any shipborne outbreak. I return to each of these 
points (except the problem of McNeill’s sources) at least briefly below, but 
I plan to consider all of Buell’s arguments at length elsewhere, as there is not room to treat them fairly here. Taken together, they still seem to me to leave room for an argument for plague drawing on evidence that Buell 
did not consider or have available. In particular, he seems unaware of Cao Shuji’s work on Song­Yuan epidemics, though he cites Cao’s later article on 
plague in the Ming and Qing (Buell 2012: 139). 
Buell’s assertion that “there was no demonstrable mass outbreak [of] 
plague in China” (2012: 129) bids to close the question prematurely: Is 
it “demonstrable” now? No—but this is what we want to find out. And till very recently, the same assertion would have held true for Europe, as important authors found it far from demonstrable that the Black Death itself was plague. That controversy is largely resolved after the multi­threaded genetics work of this millennium, culminating (for my purposes 
here) in the Cui team’s work.6 Monica Green (2014b, in this issue) sug­gests that the polytomy Cui et al. identify may have been “caused by the 
organism moving into new climatic environments and new hosts.” If we look for historical opportunities for such movement, the fact that these 
dates span the first explosive expansion of the Mongols is hard to miss.This is the background against which to consider the materials on thir­
teenth-century epidemics in China that Cao Shuji compiled in 1995, along 
with two sources he does not cite (see points 2, 4, and 5 below). I treat 
these in chronological order. Note that items 1–3 emerge from exactly the 
period of the Mongols’ long conquest of Xia.
6 On the arguments against plague and the swing of the pendulum the other way 
in the last decade or so, see Little 2011 and Bolton 2013. The major challenges were 
mounted in Twigg 1984; Scott and Duncan 2001; and Cohn 2002. On the genetics 
work, see Green 2014b, in this issue; Bolton 2013; and Little 2011.
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1. In 1211, the chief minister of the Jin state that governed the north­ern half of what is now China, then facing a Mongol incursion of its own, advised his ruler to submit to Cinggis to avoid costly direct con­
flict; and added, apparently as reassurance that Mongol dominance 
could not last: “I have heard that the men and horses of the Tar­
tars [i.e., Mongols], not appropriate to the water and land [in which 
they find themselves], are experiencing pestilence” (Yuanchao mishi 
1228/2005: 173; see also Cleaves 1982: 184; Cao 1995: 186). Note his clear opinion that the Mongols had not always suffered “pesti­lence” but had acquired it while in new country.
2. The physician Li Gao, in his account of the 1232 Kaifeng epidemic 
that appears in item 4 below, reported major epidemics in Dong­ping, Taiyuan, Fengxiang, and other cities of the Jin empire in the 
years between 1213 and 1222. Cao (1995: 187) notes the Kaifeng 
epidemic, citing Tuotuo et al. (1345b/2004, 1: 309a), but not the others, and does not cite Li Gao.
3. In 1226, the Yuan-period Chinese scholar Tao Zongyi (1316–?) tells 
us that the Khitan advisor Yelü Chucai (1190–1244) joined in the con­
quest of two cities in Chinggis Qan’s Xia campaign. “The commanders 
competed to seize boys, girls, jades, and silks; [Yelü] alone took only several volumes of documents and two camel­loads of rhubarb. Later there was epidemic in the army, and only those who received rhubarb 
were curable: nearly ten thousand men were saved” ([1366]/1959: 
chap. 2; quoted in Cao 1995: 189, with no reference). Here, both the association of epidemic in the Mongol army with the invasion of 
Xia and the strange mention of rhubarb as a medicine to treat it are 
important. On rhubarb see item 8 below.
4. The Jin dynasty doctor Li Gao, founder of the “internal damage” school 
of Chinese medicine, claimed to have witnessed the Mongols’ 1232 
siege of the Jin’s southern capital Daliang (modern Kaifeng, Henan):
At the time of the change of eras, in the renchen year [1232], the capital 
was at maximum readiness by the last ten days of the third month [April 
24 to May 4].7 In all it had been half a month since the enemy’s arrival, and after the siege was lifted,8 not one or two out of ten thousand of the 
7 According to the official Jin history, the siege began on April 28 (Tuotuo et al. 
1345b/2004, 1: 309a).
8 The siege was lifted on May 8 according to the official history (Tuotuo et al. 
1345b/2004, 1: 310a).
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another without end. At each of the capital’s twelve gates, [the dead] sent out each day were two thousand at most and no less than one thou­sand at fewest, and this was so for almost three months. Could all these million people have contracted wind­cold external damage? Needless to say, people in the besieged city had been harmed by irregular eating and drinking and by excess toil. From two or three months of hunger in the morning and gorging at night, rising and resting irregularly, and suffering cold and heat through displacement, their stomach qi had long 
been exhausted. Suddenly to eat their fill to great excess injures people, 
and if furthermore their [medical] treatment is inappropriate, they are 
certain to die. It was not only in Daliang that things were this way. Fur­
ther back, during the Zhenyou and Xingding eras [1213–22], [cities] like Dongping, like Taiyuan, or like Fengxiang were all the same in the illness and death they suffered after their sieges were lifted.9
“Wind-cold external damage” here refers to the “cold damage” school of Chinese medical theory and therapeutic practice, which had gained dom­inance in the preceding two centuries precisely for its perceived value against epidemics; its therapeutic methods had naturally been tried against this one. Li Gao recounts several treatments he saw other doctors apply in accordance with the theory, noting that they elicited changes in presentation that mimicked real cold damage, though the patients all died. 
He thus writes an entire book to distinguish “external” cold damage from 
the “internal damage” he finds in the 1232 events—damage caused, as we see in his account, by poor or erratic nutrition and by “excess toil” in the 
siege. What is important for my argument is that he clearly perceives the phenomena he is confronting as new to medicine, requiring new meth­ods. Further, he sees the same process at work in a number of cities of north China—he lists three, but signals with his recurrent “like . . .” that these are three of a larger number—starting about twenty years before. The three are major cities scattered widely across the north China plain: 
9 Neiwaishang bianhuo lun, bian yinzeng, yangzheng, in Li Gao (1247/1993: 
8–9). The Jin official history’s account (Tuotuo et al. 1345b/2004, 1: 309a–311a) 
is independent of Li’s, mentioning dates he does not and setting deaths at 900,000 
instead of a million. Li Gao’s account has finer-grained numbers: his “million” 
estimates what by his own details would lie somewhere between 600,000 and 1.2 
million. I thank my student Stephen Boyanton for calling my attention to this passage. 
My translation has started from his but diverges on some points. I thank him also for several productive conversations on the question of plague and for other source 
help cited below. He is exploring the larger significance of Li Gao’s shift from “cold 
damage” to “inner damage” in work of his own. See Boyanton 2014 and forthcoming.
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across two decades. In Kaifeng itself, mortality seems to have been at least 
40%, as its population when it finally surrendered to the Mongols the next 
year was about 1.4 million10 (Song et al. 1370/1976, 11: 3459]; Cao 1995: 
187). Most important, Li Gao places the moment of outbreak in all four cities not during a process of siege but at the lifting of a siege (each a 
step in the twenty-year Mongol conquest of north China and the Jin state), thus at a point of contact by Mongol troops either with city populations or with Jin troops who then relieved the cities.11 These two points—the perception of the epidemics as something new, and their association with contact with the Mongols—are critical, and will recur.
5. In 1235, the Mongol court debated the failure of already-conquered regions to submit fully to their rule. Some urged that Muslims from 
Central Asia (“the western regions”) be used to subdue China, and 
northern Chinese to subdue Central Asia. Yelü Chucai opposed this, arguing that “the water and land are of different appropriateness (yiyi); epidemics will arise” (Song et al. 1370/1976, 11: 3460; not cited 
in Cao 1995). Again, epidemic is blamed (now from experience, per­
haps) on movement of peoples into lands not “appropriate” to them.
6. In 1241, when the Mongols attacked Shouchun, in Song territory just 
south of the Huai River, they faced long summer rain. Li Zhen, a scion 
of the Western Xia royal house who had gone over to Yuan, told his 
commander: “If we camp the army below the walls, in the summer 
rain an epidemic will arise, and we will fail . . . I ask that you retreat 
10 I say “at least forty per cent” because of probable increase over time in the deno-
minator. The population of Kaifeng in 1232, at the time when the Mongols began their siege, was presumably greatly swelled by refugees from the surrounding 
countryside, probably to a considerable distance. A million people out of the resulting population, Li tells us, died in the epidemic. But in the year between this epidemic 
and the Mongols’ final taking of the city, its population would presumably have been 
increased again by new refugees fleeing the Mongols’ second arrival. Thus one cannot 
treat the 1.4 million remaining in the city at its final fall as the number left over after the epidemic a year before; that number may have been considerably smaller.
11 In Kaifeng, the official Jin history makes clear that the siege was lifted 
(temporarily) after the Jin sent a delegation out of the city to negotiate with the 
Mongols (Tuotuo et al. 1345b/2004, 1: 310a). For the other three cities, the siege appears to have been lifted after battle with the Mongols by Jin troops sent to relieve 
them, who would then have entered the cities themselves (Tuotuo et al. 1345b/2004, 
1: 253, 258, 263, 265, 270, 272, 278, 284–85, 292, 306–07). Direct contact with Mongol troops outside the city was thus common to all four cases.
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yield].” The plan worked, but of interest here is the connection that 
Li, who had served in the Kaifeng attack in 1232, saw between sieges 
and epidemics (Song et al. 1370/1976, 10: 3051; Cao 1995: 187, 
cites Li Zhen for his death in the 1259 campaign below, but does not 
cite Li’s testimony on sieges).
7. Several potential references to plague center on the Mongol inva­
sion of Sichuan in 1258–59. The official Yuan history records that, in 
1258, the general Shi Yuanze “followed Xianzong [Möngke] to attack 
the Song, entering via western Shu [Sichuan]. In the summer of jiwei 
[1259] he camped at Mt. Diaoyu in Hezhou; there was a great epi­
demic in his army” (Song et al. 1370/1976, 12: 3660; Cao 1995: 187). 
The same year, Xianzong ordered another officer “to prepare medi­
cated leaven [yeastcake] to treat the epidemic in the army” (Song et 
al. 1370/1976, 11: 3279; Cao 1995: 187). Elsewhere we read that, at this time, a Song general “was newly occupying [the Sichuanese 
city of] Chengdu, and his troops and horses could not tolerate the water and land and grew sick and died in great numbers” (Song et 
al. 1370/1976, 10: 3145; Cao 1995: 187).12 Here it is Song troops 
who suffer from being in places unfit for them; but this makes sense in the text’s terms, as Sichuan for most Song people was far from home.13 Song accounts record the sudden death of the Song general 
12 It might be asked whether this particular outbreak should be disqualified as 
plague because it affected horses. That would be premature, I think, though the 
question is worth asking. Horses do not commonly contract plague in the usual way, 
because fleas do not infest them. But Alexandre Yersin, after whom Y. pestis is named, 
did succeed in infecting horses (the usual host for serum manufacture at the time) in order to produce a therapeutic serum against plague. Yersin “was able to obtain a certain degree of immunity in a horse by injecting small quantities of the plague bacillus subcutaneously, and afterwards, as this produced suppuration, by making intravenous injections of the plague bacillus, these injections being repeated from time to time as the temperature went down, the glandular enlargements and joint 
tender ness disappeared, and the animal came to its normal condition” (emphasis 
mine). That is, Yersin produced suppuration, fever, and glandular enlargements in a horse even with carefully graduated small quantities of the bacillus: see “Plague” in The British Medical Journal (6 February 1897: 357). This was by direct injection, of course, and it does not necessarily follow that horses can contract plague in other ways; but the possibility that they could become sick by ingestion of the bacillus in contaminated food at least deserves further investigation. 
13 The text has earlier referred to large­scale nueli among Niulin’s own troops, a term that in modern discourse means “malaria,” and in the testimony of the Persian historian Rashid­al­din the epidemics of this campaign are called variously 
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Wang Deng: “He had agreed [with the Mongols] on a day for battle, and the night before was arranging army affairs when he suddenly 
collapsed, emitting blood from all five viscera.”14 Within moments 
he died (Tuotuo et al. 1345a/1977, 35: 12385; Cao 1995: 188 notes 
that Wang Deng’s troops had already been suffering epidemic dis­
ease, but offers no citation).
8. In 1273, as the Song state fell, a certain Liu Fu joined the loyalist min ister Chen Yizhong for a last­ditch campaign against the Yuan, but died on reaching Luofu in Guangdong. 
Before this, Chen dreamed someone told him: ‘This year a Heaven-sent disaster will spread, and nearly half the people will die; those who take 
rhubarb will live’. Afterward a great epidemic arose, and those who took 
[rhubarb] indeed did not die. When Liu was sick, [Chen] had him take 
it, but he could not be saved. (Tuotuo et al. 1345a/1977, 35: 12249; Cao 
1995: 188)This is the second mention of rhubarb as a treatment for these epidem­
ics we have seen. It may be that this was simply a regional folk remedy of 
which Yelü Chucai gained knowledge in the conquest of Xia and which he brought with him from Gansu, and that knowledge of it had spread to the 
Song side by the 1270s. Rhubarb is a commonplace item in Chinese tradi­tional pharmacology, but almost always as one element in a compound: to 
use rhubarb alone is quite unusual. In the great imperially sponsored Song compendium of prescriptions, the Prescriptions by Imperial Grace of the 
Taiping Era of 992, I have found just seven listings for rhubarb alone out of the many thousands of prescriptions the work collects. Only one of these appears in a section directly concerned with epidemic diseases, in this instance called literally “seasonal ethers” (shi qi). There rhubarb is the 
sole component of a prescription specifically for “pea sores in epidemics.”15 
“dysentery” and “cholera” (Boyle 1971: 228, 248). Cao Shuji quotes the latter passage in Chinese, and his term is huolan, the word for cholera in modern Chinese; but as he points out, none of these terms can necessarily be taken as equivalent to any modern biomedical disease entity, and the diarrhea suggested by Rashid al­din’s “dysentery” and “cholera” as well as the high fever suggested by the Yuan history’s nueli are 
consistent with plague (Cao 1995: 187).
14 “Blood from the five viscera” in this context probably means that Wang Deng 
bled from all bodily orifices.
15 Wang 992/1958: 428; the description of “pea sores” appears on p. 427; another 
description in connection with “cold damage” disorders (also epidemics) appears on p. 
285. Interestingly, three other prescriptions in the compendium that specify rhubarb 
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that are shaped like a pea (or “emerge like a pea”) and that are proba­
bly meant to be understood as pea-sized. Given their size, I think there is 
virtually no chance that the “pea sores” described here are buboes, and I would certainly not argue for plague as something widely enough known 
in China in 992 to make its way into an imperial compendium. If, how­
ever, one imagines that an official faced with an epidemic in 1226 or 1273 might consult this rather old but still quite authoritative volume, then the 
only entry for epidemic he would have found that specified rhubarb alone as a treatment was one intended specifically for an epidemic involving 
raised sores. To put it differently, if an official consulted this compendium about an epidemic and came away with rhubarb as a sole treatment, he must have been looking for help with a disease that involved raised sores. 
He would have been generalizing somewhat from a prescription originally meant for an epidemic involving a different kind of raised sores; but surely 
this would be a rational procedure in the face of a new disease. Again, we cannot know that the rhubarb treatment came from consulting this work, 
as opposed to from local knowledge in 1226 Gansu and/or 1273 south China, or from sheer improvisation; but it is possible that the mentions of 
rhubarb in items 3 and 8 may carry, for us, a tantalizing though indirect hint that the epidemics of this period involved raised sores.Cao Shuji judges the episodes he cites to be plague based on several 
factors: their mortality levels, clearest for 1232 Kaifeng (and the others 
that Li Gao likens to it, which Cao does not cite); their timing, as he goes 
on to trace epidemic records in the Yuan official history through the four­teenth century, a series that he appears to see as leading up to the spread of plague to Europe; and their association, in two sources, with rhubarb—
to which I return below. My own reason for urging that we take these scattered records as possible evidence of plague is also timing, but from a different angle: that the encounters with epidemic by Yuan armies, and then by those they invade, begin just when Mongol troops pass in force, and with great destruction, through a region that abuts the Qinghai­Tibet Plateau and where plague is now endemic in marmots and other mamma­
as the sole treatment also involve raised sores: these are a prescription against “fluid-
filled vesicles” on the face (p. 1213); one against “vermilion toxin sores,” i.e., large 
raised swellings on the skin (p. 2990); and one against “pox-like rash” in children: the section that includes this one mentions “cold damage” in its introductory matter, so we 
must take it as intended for a context of epidemic as well, though specific to children. The remaining three rhubarb­only prescriptions, none for epidemic contexts, are for 
two kinds of jaundice and for delirious speech in fever (pp. 480, 1685, and 1686).
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lian hosts. But one must also note (with Cao) the extraordinary mortality reported by the Jin history for Kaifeng, and by Li Gao for Kaifeng and three 
other cities: 40% or more is a level attested in Eurasia, to my knowledge, for no pre­nineteenth­century infectious disease but plague.The history of medicine, some time ago, moved away from “retro­spective diagnosis” toward attending to the constructions that histori­cal actors themselves placed on the phenomena of illness or health they experienced and recognized. This approach has illuminated much, though as a sole lens it may also obscure. The present volume, of course, is pre­
cisely focused on redefining “retrospective diagnosis” by incorporating the diagnostic capabilities of a new type of microbiological analysis. Yet 
one would still hope to know just what construction(s) contemporary actors placed on the thirteenth­century epidemics in China. Since all our 
sources (except perhaps Li Gao’s eyewitness account) lie at a considerable temporal distance from events,16 and (as works of official history) are the products of the state and of literati elites, it is very unlikely that they even come close to exhausting the constructions that contemporaries placed on these illnesses; we can only ask what our sources “construct.” But that is still worth asking. First, they see simply epidemic: yi or wen. For Chi­nese medicine at the time it was arguably “epidemicity” itself, and not 
specific symptoms, that most dictated classification: “cold damage” theory had arisen to treat epidemics as a single category. More importantly, our sources—brief mentions in chronicle­style accounts or in the biographies 
of officials or military officers taking part in campaigns or in debates over policy versus the enemy—are the kinds least likely to be specific about symptoms. Second, very importantly, they see something new: for Li Gao this required a remaking of the medicine of his time because it was an epi­demic that resisted usual epidemic treatment; for others, it needed expla­
nation, significantly, in the movement of people into spaces not customary for them. Third, they see something connected to the lifting of siege, thus 
to contact with the besieging Mongols. And fourth, in two cases (nos. 3 
and 8), they see something treatable with rhubarb, which as I have sug­gested above may convey indirectly our only hint about symptoms.
16 One diary of the Kaifeng siege has survived, as far as I know, written by Liu Qi 
(1203–50) and included in his miscellany Guiqian zhi. Surprisingly, his more or less month­by­month and sometimes day­by­day record jumps from the fourth month of 
1232 straight to the seventh month, simply skipping the entire period that our other 
sources tell us encompassed the epidemic. It seems to me very likely that he had left 
the city during that period. I am grateful to Stephen West for letting me know of Liu Qi’s diary.
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I would argue that, rhubarb aside, these are just the terms in which a Chinese­literate audience might well construct bubonic plague that they recognized as coincident with Mongol armies moving through their states and sacking their cities. They had no exact terms for it because, as they 
saw, it was new, and older exact terms were (according to Li Gao) failing. 
Most striking were its mortality (which should strike us too) and its speed, but perhaps these simply made it a particularly dangerous yi. Finally, as Cao suggests, the epidemics presented themselves to all involved as con­comitants of war and dynastic change, thus as just one of the forms of 
death and destruction prominent across China (Cao 1995: 190). If Chi­nese records do not proclaim a “Black Death” as European records do, this does not tell us that demographically damaging plague was absent: the Chinese could construct such damage in other terms.But is there, in any case, evidence of the demographic damage one 
would expect from plague? Were there large population losses in the Song­Yuan or Yuan­Ming transitions? Buell says no, but other serious 
scholars have thought so. In their book on Chinese population history, not 
(in Buell’s words) “taking at face value” official Ming totals but critically 
mining local sources as well, Zhao Wenlin and Xie Shujun place the com­
bined population of Song and Jin (ruling south and north respectively) in 
1210 at just over 108 million; the total population under Yuan (ruling both 
north and south) at a bit more than 75 million in 1292 and about 87 mil­
lion in 1351; and the total under Ming (also ruling both north and south) 
in 1381 at about 67 million (Zhao and Xie 1984: 310, 333, and 364). Sig­
nificantly, the population losses have different distributions: massive loss in the north from Song to Yuan, large loss in the south from Yuan to Ming. 
It is interesting to compare this distribution to Cao Shuji’s material. After his discursive treatment of thirteenth­century outbreaks, Cao simply lists 
epidemics from the Yuan official history for 1297 through 1362 (Cao 
1995: 190–01). These impressively number thirty-one for the sixty-five years and cover many prefectures and all regions, but offer little detail,17 most simply noting “great epidemic” for each place, with few numbers or 
percentages of dead. If we add Cao’s earlier cases to his post-1297 list, six 
cases of recorded epidemic emerge between 1211 and 1292 in the north, 
only two in the south (the 1259 Sichuan campaign and the 1273 Guang­
dong case), matching the higher northern population loss that Chao and 
Hsieh find across just those decades. At the other end the match is less 
17 Cao does not provide citations for this list, but the relevant passages I have been 
able to trace are in Song (1370/1976, 2: 413, 416, and 559; 3: 603, 620, 625, 740, 764, 
784, 800, 820, 912, 914, 918, 944; and 4: 1080 and 1111).
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clear: between 1351 and 1381 (without Ming data for 1369 on), we find 
eight epidemics recorded in the north to five in the south. The difficulty 
here is that by the 1350s China was in chaos, with civil war in the south, so that the Yuan court in the far north was in a poor position to record southern epidemics. Nor should we expect plague, if it was there, to do all 
the demographic work in a region constantly at war. We may never sort out the relative weight of war and disease here; yet no evidence we have excludes a role for plague in southern population loss.
Gaps in this picture cry out for research. As epidemic records after the 
Yuan conquest are (even) less circumstantial than those of the Sung-Yuan 
transition, Cao Shuji (1995) simply assumes that many of the epidemics 
in his post-1297 list are plague because he believes he has shown that 
earlier ones are. This is hardly sufficient and badly needs to be reinforced by further evidence. Some obstacles that seemed serious to earlier plague researchers, however, no longer seem so. No particular speed of local spread is too fast, any longer, to represent plague, as the potentially quite 
slow “blocked flea” mechanism of older theories is, we now know, not the only one available mode: newer research on early­phase transmission by 
“unblocked” ground-squirrel fleas, prairie-dog fleas, and even rat fleas has 
settled that problem and made rapid person-to-person spread via fleas plausible.18 Thus, for plague to ravage a city the size of Kaifeng (swollen, 
as we have seen, to something perhaps near 2.4 million by refugees from 
the countryside) and to kill nearly a million within fifty days presents no 
serious epidemiological problem as far as speed is concerned. All this also 
means that we do not need to find reports of mass rat death in our sources 
to find plague plausible: even if the sources were likely to attend to such things, neither rat epizootics nor rats themselves are necessary to spread plague.19 The apparent patchy character of plague in China (if many of 
these epidemics are plague)—now here, then silent for a while, then over there—need not be a problem either, as we now know that plague can be carried great distances even without rodents sick enough to die quickly: in 
food or feed contaminated by rodent or flea feces, or by fleas themselves 
18 Eisen et al. 2006; Eisen et al. 2007; Wilder et al. 2008; for a general review of 
this point, see Gage 2012: 86–91. Note that the ground-squirrel and prairie-dog fleas investigated are of the same genus, Oropsylla, as the marmot flea.
19 Katherine Royer shows brilliantly the process by which an awareness of a variety 
of mechanisms for plague transmission among early twentieth-century scientific plague researchers was transmuted into a collective and very long­lasting conviction 
that rats, the rat flea, and mass rat death were essential features of plague (Royer 
2014).
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(cf. especially Benedictow 2010: 150–93). I argue that it may also travel 
in (transported) rodents from populations with a history of coping with 
the disease: Gansu rodents—like those that I am suggesting hitched rides with the Mongols—having lived for a very long time in a region where the plague bacillus had long been present too, may offer this possibility.20 Finally, where other populations of potential host rodents are available, 
the bacillus may settle down in a new (or old) reservoir for a considerable time without new epizootic or epidemic activity. Many such reservoirs, or more accurately regional assemblages of reservoirs, are known in the world today.
This is a central point. We know that the reservoirs of plague-bearing 
rodents in contemporary North America, for instance, are the result of 
movements of people, rodents, and fleas from Asia in the late nineteenth 
and early twentieth centuries during the Indian and Chinese plague out­
breaks that stimulated the first scientific work on plague and Y. pestis. 
It is reasonable to assume (in fact it is the direct implication of Cui and 
colleagues’ work), and we should investigate the likelihood, that some of the other reservoirs known to exist in China and Eurasia were created by similar processes of movement in much earlier periods.21 Ann Carmi­
chael (2014, in this issue) proposes that the formation of such reservoirs 
in the Alpine marmot population can account for the periodic recurrence 
of plague in Europe after 1348 without necessarily new imports of rats, 
20 Wang et al. (2009) have shown the reservoir status of Himalayan marmots in 
Sichuan. Zhang et al. (2012) demonstrate actual plague tolerance and thus reservoir 
capacity in Central Asian great gerbils. Eisen and Gage (2009: 2) are skeptical of the idea of “truly independent epizootic and enzootic cycles” that they note “has dominated the literature.” Yet there seems no doubt that plague is resident long­term 
in certain rodent reservoirs, Himalayan marmots (as in the Wang et al. 2009 above) and California ground squirrels among them, and Eisen and colleagues’ explanation by difference of “rates of transmission and numbers of hosts infected,” though replacing a dichotomy with a possible continuum, may offer an explanation for the phenomenon more than deny it. The question would then be what factors can affect these transmission rates and numbers of infected. 
21 Cao Shuji (1995: 186) appears to assume that the Mongolian reservoir pre-
dates the Mongol conquests, and McNeill (1976: 145) appears to make the same 
assumption for both Mongolia and Yunnan. Yet Julia Riehm and her team (2012) argue from genetic data that the Second Pandemic strain did not come to Mongolia before about six hundred years ago, and my hypothesis here implies that the Mongols 
brought plague from Gansu both to Yunnan in their incursion in the 1250s and back 
to Mongolia at some later date. Cf. also Varlık (2014, in this issue), dealing with a late 
Ottoman context: “It may be erroneous to assume that the active foci of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries also existed before that time.”
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fleas, or bacilli from port cities or by major trade routes. Part of the bur­den of my hypothesis is that at least some of the existing rodent reservoirs in China and the rest of Eurasia were established by the movements of Mongol armies and are thus historical, human (not merely biological or 
zoological) artifacts with specific moments of origin that new research, 
both genetic and historical, may establish. Significantly, the work of Julia Riehm and colleagues shows that Mongolia itself seems to have become a reservoir for post­polytomy strains only after the Mongol conquests in the south.22 Are local rodent populations too, or their attendant flea popu­lations, historical human imports in some cases? On the human side we 
need archeological work combined with genetic ancient-DNA analysis to determine whether Y. pestis can be found in thirteenth­ and fourteenth­
century Chinese and Central Asian bones or teeth as it has been found 
in Black Death victims in Europe. The hypothesis I offer here may not be 
finally confirmable except by such evidence.
I offer no specific solution for how the plague gets from East (or Inner or 
Central) Asia to the specific Mongols at Caffa in 1346 (if that story stands), but if the Mongol expansions of the previous century or more did indeed establish new rodent reservoirs for plague in other parts of Eurasia, there may be no reason to assume an immediate Chinese origin for the events 
of 1347 and after in the Mediterranean basin and Western Europe; and in 
this respect Buell could be right. Alternatively, and I think more probably, his point about the Mongol empire’s division could explain plague’s pres­
ence in China and Central Asia for more than a century (1211–1340s?) 
before it goes west to the Golden Horde, to produce the Caffa incident. But 
we should also consider the possibilities of a second route. In the south 
there are major epidemics in 1331, 1333, 1344, and 1345, suggesting con­
tinuous presence by that time; and merchant ships sailing to the Indian Ocean, which since mid­Song had carried an extensive Chinese trade with 
both south Asia and the Middle East, departed from the south (Sen 2006; 
Chaffee 2006; Clark 1991; So 2000). Especially interesting in this connec­
tion are the epidemics recorded for 1333 and 1344. In 1333, the prefec­
tures affected included Songjiang, Jiaxing, and Hangzhou. The three lie in a northeast­to­southwest arc along the southeast China coast in what is now Zhejiang; more importantly, the major Shanghai and Ganpu ports where 
the emperor Khubilai had established official Offices of Maritime Affairs to tax but also encourage trade with the south seas lay within Songjiang 
and Hangzhou respectively: here, then, were major epidemics in 1333 
22 Riehm et al. 2012; see n. 21 above.
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at or near two of the four officially sponsored ports through which most 
Yuan trade with the Indian Ocean passed. The most important of those four ports, however, was Quanzhou in Fujian.23 The epidemics in 1344 were concentrated in Fujian and affected Fuzhou, Yanping, Shaowu, and 
Tingzhou prefectures. Quanzhou is not specifically listed, but both Fuzhou and Yanping bordered it directly, while Shaowu and Tingzhou were moun­
tain prefectures joined by overland trade and downriver traffic to the pre­
fecture in which Quanzhou port lay. Goods infested with rodents, fleas, or their feces could have found their way from any of these epidemic pre­fectures to the Quanzhou port and onto South Sea trading ships. The con­
siderations on distant transmission that I have already touched on seem to me to leave it possible that plague moved from China to, for example, the Persian Gulf by sea and thus contributed, if not to the European Black 
Death (it may be difficult to posit plague’s passage north from the Gulf to 
the Golden Horde’s territories), perhaps to its Middle Eastern equivalent.24 There is also the problem of siege conditions, and why plague would seem so strongly associated with them in China. This may go back to the identity 
of the rodent: if (for instance) marmots, or other rodents from the plague foci in Gansu and the Qinghai­Tibet Plateau, are unlike rats in being able to live for extended times as stable carrier­populations for the bacillus, then 
perhaps it is siege that turns stable carriers into unstable ones. If so—and this is speculation apart from my main hypothesis—perhaps nutrition is key. Perhaps in sieges the rodents brought from far away, like humans, begin to starve, or switch to new foods, and this changes their relation 
to the bacilli that some of them carry. We still know too little about how enzootic turns to epidemic; and a key element that my hypothesis glosses 
over for now is the identity of the plague-carrying rodents I am propos­
ing came with the Mongols from the territory of Xia. Marmots seem to be the main, though not necessarily the only, carriers of plague in that region today; but does Marmota himalayana descend low enough from the 
23 For Khubilai’s decree establishing Quanzhou, Shanghai, Ganpu, and Qingjiang as 
sites of Offices of Maritime Affairs, see Song et al. 1370/1976, 94: 2401.
24 On the practicality of sea-borne transmission, cf. Benedictow (2010: 185–87); on 
the possibility of Indian Ocean transport of plague, though not necessarily from China, 
see Green (2014b, in this issue). See also her introduction, in which she suggests that 
the genetic evidence may support the notion of two sources for plague in Anatolia 
and North Africa (Green 2014a, in this issue). This possibility is strengthened and 
extended to Europe by the work of Stephanie Haensch’s team (Haensch et al. 2010), showing that distinct strains seeming to belong to separate points on the polytomy 
later identified by Cui’s team are both present in European Black Death victims. This may support the possibility of separate transmissions both overland and by sea.
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moun tain slopes of the region to have had significant enough encounters 
with the Mongols and their encampments? Are marmots capable of enter­ing something like a commensal relation with human beings, at least for long enough to be transported into other regions of China in their store­wagons and feedbags?25 If not, could other rodents in the Gansu corridor have played this role? Studies of the distribution of plague among rodents in the larger region have concentrated more on Qinghai than on Gansu,26 
so new work may be needed there. And ultimately we need to know about Gansu rodents in the thirteenth century more than now, which argues a 
need for bio-archeological work in the old territory of Xia.
As a final point for further research there is the question of rhubarb. 
We have seen it used twice against the epidemics I have traced here, and I have traced how those mentions might constitute a hint as to symptoms. But the story of rhubarb and plague in China may not end there. Cao Shuji 
cites the traditional Chinese physician Li Jianshi who, in 1935, claimed suc­
cess in treating bubonic plague with very high rhubarb doses (Cao 1995: 
189; I have not so far been able to obtain Li’s book). Biomedically trained physicians in China are currently undertaking research on why rhubarb is effective against Y. pestis, apparently having already concluded that it 
is (Bai et al. 2008). We need not take our Song-Yuan sources’ word when they tell us that everybody who took rhubarb survived in order to believe 
that some ameliorative effect may have been at work. Where did Li Jianshi and current researches get the idea of trying rhubarb against plague in 
25 Voluntary stowing­away need not be the only plausible means for marmots to move with the Mongol armies into China. The Secret History of the Mongols, Marco Polo, and contemporary Chinese observers all report that the Mongols, in 
their native territory, hunted marmots for food (Cleaves 1982: 29; Smith 1984: 223; 
Buell and Anderson 2000: 45). It is likely that they made use of the pelts as well. 
John Masson Smith (1984: 227) has considered the possibility that marmots were an important food for Mongol armies on the move, and concluded that they “must have been a supplementary rather than a basic component of Mongol rations.” But 
a supplementary role would suffice for the purpose of my hypothesis if it should 
motivate Mongol troops in Xia territory to capture local marmots and transport them 
for future use, either as food or as furs. If Mongols were already eating or clothing 
themselves in marmot in Xia territory, a plague epidemic in their army might have begun there; but as this epidemic was likely also either to burn itself out or destroy the army outright on the spot, it is probably easier to account for the pattern of siege­related epidemics in China if we suppose that marmots carrying the plague bacillus, but not yet sick and transmissive, were transported alive to China and transmitted the disease to humans later under siege conditions.
26 See for instance Yang et al. 2014. I am grateful to Monica Green for making me aware of this article. 
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the first place? Did a belief in its effectiveness descend historically from Yelü Chucai and others in the thirteenth century? from the Prescriptions 
by Imperial Grace of 992? from local knowledge in Gansu? Does rhubarb actually inhibit Y. pestis, and if so, how?27 There is historical, medical­his­torical, and perhaps even medical investigation to be undertaken here.
I am proposing, in sum, that we may need to place the “beginnings of the Black Death” more than a century earlier than we have been accus­tomed to place them. My suggestion that the expanding Mongols were the 
27 Here I might risk an even more speculative expansion on my speculative suggestion above, about nutrition in rodents. Oddly enough, the Qinghai­Tibet­Gansu region that is the original home of plague is a natural botanical home of undomesticated rhubarb 
as well (Wang et al. 2010; Foust 1992). Marmots—again, the most frequent rodent carrier of plague in that region—are reported by contemporary travelers to eat large 
quantities of rhubarb leaves (Anon. 2013: 2). Awareness of a connection between 
marmots and rhubarb in this region is much older, however: the first European hunters of rhubarb for medical purposes noted how commonly marmot burrows were to be found surrounded and shaded by rhubarb plants, and argued that marmots were enabling the growth of rhubarb by aerating the soil with their burrowing 
activities: see Burke (1767: 84–85, quoting John Bell’s memoirs of his travels, in 
this instance with regard to Mongolian marmots and rhubarb). Rhubarb leaves are toxic to humans because of their high oxalic acid content; the content of the stems 
and roots, though lower, is significant as well. (Traditional Chinese medicine always used the root, dried; it should be noted however that drying vegetables typically 
doubles the proportion of oxalic acid; cf. Paul et al. 2012: 313, especially table I.) 
Oxalic acid compounds (oxalates) have been used by Y. pestis researchers to breed non­virulent strains in vitro (Higuchi and Smith 1961) or to detect virulent strains by their inhibited reproduction on oxalate­rich agar (Bhaduri, Chaney­Pope, and Smith 
2011). This works, it seems, because oxalic acid binds calcium, which the bacillus needs for its virulence plasmid: batches raised in calcium­poor conditions develop either without the plasmid or with drastically reduced reproductive rates. Rhubarb is not the only plant food high in oxalic acid: two more are oats and buckwheat, which a 
horse-borne army might carry with it in grain bags, just the way rats and fleas hitched 
train rides during the Indian and Chinese plagues of the last century (Benedictow 
2010: 160–61). Alongside rhubarb we have seen “medicinal leaven” or yeastcake as 
a treatment for the disease in our sources (no. 7, above); and after the 1232 siege and epidemic the Jin government, needing money to repair the city wall, put a special 
tax on tea-leaf sellers—along with coffin-makers, clergy, and physicians—because all 
these had “arrogated great profit to themselves since the epidemic began” (Tuotuo 
et al. 1345b/2004, 1: 311a). Coffin-makers for the dead, doctors for the sick, clergy for prayers and funerals, of course; but tea­leaf sellers? Tea­leaves, it turns out, are extremely high in oxalic acid, and so are many yeasts. Does in vitro modulation of 
Yersinia pestis virulence or reproduction via oxalates work to some extent in vivo 
too? Had Central Asian marmots benefited from this for millennia, and did some 
Mongols, Jurchen, and Chinese benefit from it, though of course theorizing its benefit in quite other ways, in a thirteenth century crisis? 
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in itself, nor in their passage through Yunnan into Sichuan fifty years later, but in their repeated assaults on and eventual highly destructive conquest of a state that sat cheek­by­jowl with what the new genetic evidence is 
telling us was probably the first home of plague. It has been crucial for the framing of the hypothesis that the genetic evidence points not only to a 
region but to a well-defined period. Most people in the world today have 
never heard of the state of Xia, or of the Mi (Tangut) people who founded 
it and successfully defied or coexisted with powerful neighboring Chinese and then Jurchen states for almost two hundred years. But if the hypoth­
esis I articulate here is correct, the Mongols’ choice to make Xia their first conquest outside of Mongolia has had enormous consequences for the history of the medieval and modern worlds.
Afternote
When Monica Green kindly invited me to contribute to the present issue, 
I had been away from the direct study of plague in Song-Yuan China for many years and had not followed all new developments. Thus, it was only 
when this article had reached its final stages that I was able to acquire Cao Shuji’s more recent book on the history of plague in China and its associa­
tion with war, coauthored with Li Yushang (Cao and Li 2006). I have been able to undertake only a quick review of the historical sections so far, and have not yet tracked down all the source passages that Cao and Li cite. On 
the Mongol-associated epidemics I discuss here, their evidence is essen­
tially the same as in Cao’s 1995 article (Cao and Li 2006: 79–99). More potentially problematic is their position, new for Cao, on certain epidem­
ics of the early Jin (1139–48), which they also believe to be plague (Cao 
and Li 2006: 60–65). Space does not allow a thorough examination of their evidence, but 
on my examination so far I find it very hard to agree that the datou wen, literally the “big­head epidemic” that their sources describe for the early 
Jin epidemics, is plague. Among the sources they cite, only retrospective accounts of Yuan or even Ming date mention sores of any kind (by which time, on my hypothesis, plague was known from recent experience in north China and later in south China, and retrospection could conceivably 
have conflated two different epidemic-associated diseases); and all their sources seem to describe a condition of general swelling of the throat­and­neck and often of the face, which they further describe as regularly 
involving “the throat closing” and an inability to open the eyes, a “filling” 
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I have not encountered any accounts elsewhere of blindness, deafness, inability to open the eyes, throat­closing, or generalized swelling of the 
neck-and-face area as standard symptoms of plague. A Ming source (cited 
by Cao and Li 2006: 57–67 but especially 60–65) that associates “big-head epidemic” with the popular disease names “frog epidemic” and “cormo­rant epidemic” similarly seems to point to a generalized swelling of the throat­and­neck, since a frog puffs out its whole throat and a cormorant famously expands its throat when it swallows a large food item. Neither seems a likely simile for a discrete bubo on the neck. 
I am currently undertaking deeper research into the medical sources Cao and Li cite on these issues, as well as other medical sources of the 
same period, and will publish my findings on them separately elsewhere. The scholarly discourse on plague among non­Chinese scholars has yet 
to take any notice, as far as I know, of this book. Nor has work in that 
discourse (that I am aware of, other than my own) paid proper attention 
to Cao’s 1995 article and his first heroic assembly of sources there. Such notice is well overdue.
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Abstract The work of Cui et al. (2013)—in both dating the polytomy that pro­duced most existing strains of Yersinia pestis and locating its original home to the 
Qinghai-Tibet Plateau—offers a genetically derived specific historical proposi­
tion for historians of East and Central Asia to investigate from their own sources. The present article offers the hypothesis that the polytomy manifests itself in 
the Mongol invasion of the Xia state in the Gansu corridor in the early thirteenth century and continues in the Mongols’ expansion into China and other parts of Eurasia. The hypothesis relies to a considerable extent on work of Cao Shuji 
(1995), but argues for a different means and direction for the spread of plague 
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DIAGNOSIS OF A “PLAGUE” IMAGE:  
A DIGITAL CAUTIONARy TALE
moniCa H. Green, katHleen Walker-meikle, 
and WolFGanG p. müller
A PARTICULAR ObJECTIvE of this special issue of The Medieval Globe, 
“Pandemic Disease in the Medieval World: Rethinking the Black Death,” 
is to interrogate how scientific and humanistic approaches to plague’s histories can enrich and expand one another. Science, we have argued, has developed methods to reconstruct the deep histories of pathogenic organisms in addition to studying them as they exist in the present­day 
world. At the same time, the humanistic disciplines retain their power to reconstruct human activities that may have contributed to Yersinia pes-
tis’s amplification throughout the world and to describe and explain how 
humans responded to that threat. All disciplines involved in the analysis of the past have rigorous standards of what constitutes evidence and what kinds of interpretations are valid. Multidisciplinary work demands due respect for those traditions.
This short essay offers a lesson in caution. It is a story of error, but also an opportunity to be reminded of the care needed to properly contextual­
ize all our evidence—to be reminded, as L. P. Hartley famously said, that “the past is a foreign country: they do things differently there.” To negoti­ate this country successfully, we need to learn its language.The image on the following page (Plate 3) has been reproduced in the past decade in a variety of popular media: Wikipedia, pamphlets for sale at tourist sites, the cover of an encyclopedia devoted to the Black Death, an 
exhibit on the Black Death at the Museum of London in 2012, a NOVA docu­
mentary, and an essay in one of the world’s leading science journals. It even appeared in one of our own publications, inserted by an editor without con­
Our thanks to Lucy Freeman Sandler for her wise counsel on the correct “reading” of the 
Omne bonum images; to Peter Murray Jones, for help transcribing the manuscript; and 
to the members of the 2012 National Endowment for the Humanities Summer Seminar, 
“Health and Disease in the Middle Ages,” for help spotting popular uses of the “plague” 
image. Monica H. Green’s contribution to this study was written, in part, during a leave 
supported by the Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton, and funded by the National 
Endowment for the Humanities and the Willis F. Doney Membership Endowment. 
Any views, findings, conclusions or recommendations expressed in this essay do not 
necessarily represent those of the National Endowment for the Humanities.
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Plate 3. James le Palmer, Omne bonum. London, British Library, MS Royal 6 E VI, vol. 2, 
fol. 301ra (Detail). Reproduced in accordance with the British Library’s guidelines for the 
reproduction of images in the public domain.
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sultation (Green 2011). It is accompanied by captions such as “monks, dis­
figured by the plague, being blessed by a priest” or “Plague victims blessed by priest.”1 Perhaps its most significant use was in Callaway 2011, which was an interpretive essay in Nature accompanying the announcement of the complete sequencing of the Yersinia pestis genome retrieved from the 
mid-fourteenth-century London Black Death Cemetery, the first pathogen 
fully sequenced from historic remains (Bos et al. 2011). There, it bore the 
caption “Historical descriptions of the Black Death have helped link Yersinia 
pestis with the disease.” One could say it has become the iconic represen­
tation of the Black Death. Available for download on the British Library’s 
website since at least 2007, it is ubiquitous, and people have accepted it as a representation of “plague” because they have been told that it is.There is certainly reason to connect the image to the Black Death, at least on chronological grounds. The medieval manuscript from which it comes has been securely dated to a couple of decades after the arrival of 
plague in England late in 1348. Moreover, the fact that all the “victims” are represented with similar lesions would suggest, from our biomedical perspective, that this is indeed an infectious disease. 
But connecting it specifically with plague is wrong. The modern cap­tions attached to the image offer several misreadings. First, medieval iconographic conventions indicate that the “priest” is not a priest but a bishop, shown with the distinctive bishop’s mitre. Second, his hand ges­ture tells us that he is not “blessing” the individuals in front of him but giving them instruction on the performance of their duties. The “plague victims” are all tonsured, indicating their clerical status, a fact one caption 
reflected by identifying them as “monks.” But clerics of various statuses were tonsured, so “monks” is too precise.So how should the image be “read?” It is an illuminated initial in a man­
uscript (specifically, the letter “C”), meaning that we know precisely the 
context for which it was made. The image (which measures 7.2 cm × 7.6 
cm in the original manuscript) illustrates a passage in a two-volume ency­clopedia of knowledge called Omne bonum, “All That Is Good,” an unfin­
ished opus by a London clerk, James le Palmer (b. before 1327, d. 1375), 
who was employed in the royal Court of the Exchequer (Sandler 1996).2 
1 The quotations come, respectively, from the British Library’s Images Online page 
(first accessed May 3, 2011) and the Wikipedia entry for “The Black Death” (first 
accessed February 12, 2007; most recently accessed April 24, 2014, where the 
reference to the “priest” is now gone). On the British Library site, see below.
2 London, British Library, MSS Royal 6 E VI (letters A–D) and 6 E VII (E–Z), together 
comprising almost 1100 folios, more than 1350 entries, with more than 750 historiated 
initials. All the images in the two manuscripts can be consulted free of charge at the 
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below) asks whether clerics should lose their benefices on account of 
(chronic) infirmity or sickness. The general answer (which varies depend­
ing on the cleric’s rank) is that if the debility is leprosy clerics below the 
rank of bishop should be removed from office, but a bishop should be given an assistant who receives part of the prelate’s income. 
If we look back at the image now—with a full understanding of its 
accompanying text—we see it anew. We notice, first, that the “victims” are 
standing, not lying prostrate as we would expect were they afflicted with 
a quickly lethal disease like plague. We see no buboes so characteristic 
of the bubonic form of that disease. While that is not a decisive indicator (after all, neither the quickly lethal pneumonic nor the septicemic plague 
would necessarily have produced visible buboes), the prominent, widely dispersed spots on these “victims” are a telling trait. Petechiae and ecchy­
moses (skin hemorrhages of varying sizes) are known to be an occasional 
complication in severe cases of plague (Carniel 2008, 118–19). However, that is not what spotted skin meant in medieval iconographic traditions. Depicting skin as spotted was the traditional way of representing leprosy 
in medieval European painted art (Boeckl 2011). Indeed, this conven­tional iconography is found elsewhere in this same manuscript, used to 
depict the Emperor Constantine (d. 330 CE), who is alleged to have been 
cured of his leprosy when he converted to Christianity (MS Royal 6 E VI, 
vol. 1, fol. 394r). In other words, a correct “diagnosis” of the depicted con­dition—“correct” in terms of medieval Europe’s own categories of analy­sis (an emic approach; see Green 2014, in this issue)—is that this image shows victims of leprosy, not plague. 
At what point, then, did this image become a depiction of “plague”? Medical historians have long referenced the Omne bonum’s useful images of anatomy, bathing, circumcision, dentistry, and surgery (MacKinney 
1965; Jones 1984 and 1998); but none associated its illustrations with 
either leprosy or plague. In 1996, art historian Lucy Freeman Sandler’s 
masterful two-volume study of Le Palmer’s work correctly identified this 
image as a reference to leprosy (Sandler 1996, 2: 110).3 That correct association with leprosy seems to have broken down, 
however, in two stages. In 2007, the British Library’s online Catalogue 
of Illuminated Manuscripts, though drawing broadly on Sandler’s work, 
described the image on fol. 301ra of the Omne bonum without any diag­
British Library’s Catalogue of Illuminated Manuscripts site: <http://www.bl.uk/
catalogues/illuminatedmanuscripts/welcome.htm> [accessed April 24, 2014]. 
3 On le Palmer’s medical interests, which “fall into the category of the endemic rather 
than the epidemic,” see Sandler 1996, 1:120-21.
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nostic specificity: “Detail of a historiated initial “C”(lericus) of a bishop blessing four clerics with faces covered with spots.”4 That diagnostic void 
in interpreting the “spots” was then filled in the British Library’s Images 
Online webpage (where high quality images are sold for a fee), when a photo of the historiated initial, posted around the same time, was newly interpreted with the caption “Plague victims blessed by priest.”5 The cap­tion is still there, at the time of this writing.Thus, the widespread error in “reading” the Omne bonum image as if it depicted plague is not an example of the dangers of retrospective diag­nosis: the taking of modern diagnostic categories and projecting them into the past (an etic approach; see Green 2014, in this issue). Sandler had in fact “diagnosed” it correctly as “leprosy,” a “reading” of the image supported by both the surrounding text and medieval iconographic tradi­tions. The confusion surrounding the Omne bonum image had its genesis rather in mundane, very modern phenomena: the mislabeling of the image in the act of separating it from its textual home in the British Library’s 
Images Online database, and then the willingness of users of that data­base to accept the label rather than attempt to recontextualize the image in its original manuscript or historical context. Moved to an online venue, stripped of its textual surroundings, the image acquired a free­association 
connection to plague. And from there it went (if you’ll pardon the phrase) 
viral. Had proper rules of analysis been applied when labeling the image, 
no error would have been generated. But given the nature of the Internet, it will now have an extended life under that mistaken rubric. This error is instructive in reminding us how important context is to the evaluation of the often meager evidence that survives from the medieval 
past, whether that be fragments of microbial DNA or chance references 
to illness in chronicles. In the case of the Omne bonum, which gathered together all sorts of information that contemporary clerics might need, leprosy—a disease prevalent throughout Europe since the early Middle 
Ages and a topic of concern in canon law since the twelfth century—was the more pressing concern, as its slowly debilitating effects impinged on clergy members’ ability to perform their tasks. The issue took on new urgency in fourteenth­century England, since a few decades before the 
Omne bonum was assembled the abbot of St. Albans and noted astrono­
mer Richard Wallingford (d. 1336) had had a contentious period of rule, 
4 British Library, Illuminated Manuscripts Online, <http://www.bl.uk/catalogues/
illuminatedmanuscripts/ILLUMIN.ASP?Size=mid&IllID=40313> [accessed April 24, 2014].
5 British Library, Images Online, <imagesonline.bl.uk/> [accessed April 24, 2014], 
image #062047.
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marked in part by claims that his leprosy disqualified him from office. Both the pope and the king became involved in the controversy. Notably, 
Richard Wallingford is depicted with spots on his face in the two known likenesses of him.6 The error in “diagnosis” that prompted this investigation is also instruc­tive in raising the question: “Should we expect visual depiction of a catas­trophe of such scope as the Black Death?” James le Palmer, who died in 
1375, must certainly have witnessed plague strike England in 1348–50, 
when he was a young adult, and again in 1361–63, when he had already started work on the Omne bonum. But what images did he himself have 
of that experience? We cannot know. The crowded cemetery he depicts in the Omne bonum (fol. 267v) may have had no more personal resonance for 
him than the images of (to take other examples from the letter “C”) corus-
cacio (lightning), corvus (raven), or crocus (the flower crocus). In contrast, 
the Belgian chronicler and abbot Gilles le Muisit (d. 1353), who was himself 
nearly blind at the time of the Black Death (Chareyron 1996), paid an art­ist handsomely to include illustrations in his Chronicle (d’Haenens 1969). These included three images that rightly remain emblematic of the social disruptions of the Black Death: a depiction of the burning of a community of 
Jews, a procession of flagellants, and a mass burial.7 Gilles’s project was, to 
be sure, unusual as an illustrated monastic chronicle (Vanderputten 2005), 
and it would not be until the fifteenth century that most of the images we associate with the experience of plague and a macabre outlook on life take 
hold in Western European culture (Boeckl 2000 and Gertsman 2010). No images that seem to depict plague are known from the late medi­
eval Islamic world, and none have yet been noted in Chinese sources.8 In neither case does that absence of visual evidence constitute evidence of 
absence of the disease. But it may reflect differing understandings of art 
or death or the functions of symbolism (Jones 2007). And that is the “for­eign country” whose languages we must continually attempt to learn.
6 North 2004; cf. Rawcliffe 2006: 253–54 and 266–67. The likenesses are London, 
British Library, MS Cotton Nero D.vii, fol. 20r; and MS Cotton Claudius E.iv, pt 1, fol. 
201r. On medieval leprosy generally, see Rawcliffe 2006 and Demaitre 2007. On the rich canon law tradition of discourse about leprosy among the clergy, see Fowler 
1972. On bioarcheological and genetics work on the form of leprosy caused by 
Mycobacterium leprae, see Mendum et al. 2014.
7 Brussels, Bibliothèque royale de Belgique, MS 13076–77 (1349–52), fol. 12v, Jews 
being burned alive on a bonfire; fol. 16v, procession of Flagellants; and fol. 24v, plague 
(mass burial) in Tournai in 1349.
8 We thank Stuart Borsch, Justin Stearns, and Emilie Savage-Smith for their counsel on this matter.
appendiX 1
TEXT OF oMne bonuM,  
“DE CLERICO DEBILITATO  
MINISTRANTE SEqUITUR VIDERE”
ThE FOLLOwING PORTION of Omne bonum was transcribed from 
the manuscript London, British Library, Royal 6 E. VI, vol. 2, fols. 301rb–
302ra. Its author, James le Palmer, originally pieced this passage together from two sets of sources.
Lines 2–63 (lines 2–64 of the English translation in Appendix 2, below) 
constitute an extensive excerpt from Hostiensis (d. 1271), Summa aurea 
X 3.6, a text which survives in numerous late medieval manuscripts, incu­nabula, and early modern printed editions (including Basle: apud Thomam 
Guarinum, 1573, cols. 702–03, digitally available through the website of 
the Bayerische Staatsbibliothek in Munich, Germany). Lines 64–109 (in 
the English translation: lines 65–112) are a miscellany of notes derived from the Glossae ordinariae on the Liber extra (lines 64–82; English: 
65–83) and the Decretum Gratiani (lines 105–109; English: 107–112), 
plus an extensive quotation (lines 83–96; English: 84–98) from a statute 
of Pope Boniface VIII, inserted under the same title (De clerico debilitato) in his Liber sextus VI 3.5.1 (compiled 1298), along with portions of its 
Glossa ordinaria by Johannes Monachus (lines 97–104; English: 99–106). The Ordinary Glosses can be consulted in any edition of the Corpus iuris 
canonici published before the 1620s. The spelling of the text follows the Latin original, except for consonan­
tal ‘u’ and ‘i’, which have been regularized to ‘v’ and ‘j’; both the capitaliza­tion of words and the punctuation have been modernized. Textual emen­
dations are shown in pointed brackets (<…>). The shortened legal refer­
ences (in round brackets) are given in full in Appendix 2.
[fol. 301rb] clericus debilitatus ministrans.
Clericus debilitatus per infirmitatem ministrans, quid juris? Et primo sci­
endum est quid sit infirmitas sive morbus. Aput Sabinum sic diffinitus invenitur: Morbus est habitus cuiuscunque corporis contra naturam qui usum eius ad id facit deteriorem cuius causa natura nobis eius sanitatem corporis dedit. Vel autem id in toto corpore accidit ut febris, alias in parte 5  
 316 MONICA h. GREEN, kAThLEEN wALkER-MEIkLE, ANd wOLFGANG P. MüLLERut cecitas. Balbus autem magis viscosus dicitur quam morbus.1 Videtur autem morbus sonticus id est dampnosus scilicet recidivus qui incidit in hominem postquam sanatus est. Sontes enim nocentes dicuntur.
An propter infirmitatem sive morbum amittat clericus beneficium suum distingue utrum sit prelatus. Et is etiam propter lepram non [fol. 
301va] removetur, sed datur ei coadjutor cui porcio competens reddituum 
episcopatus assignatur. Sic intelligas e<odem> titulo, De rectoribus (X 
3.6.3). An sit sacerdos parochialis vel minister inferior et talis propter 
lepram removetur, e<odem> titulo, Tua nos (X 3.6.4). Alia distinctio loquitur utrum morbus provenerit2 a natura: et sic loquitur capitulum, 
De rectoribus (X 3.6.3); aut divino judicio, et sic loquitur capitulum, Tua 
nos (X 3.6.4). Cuius cognicionem, determinationem et discrescionem physicis3 relinquo. Et potest esse divino judicio quia cognovit mulierem inmediate post leprosum4, vii q. ii c. Nuper (C.7 q.2 c.2). Hec tamen solutio 
reprobatur vii q. i <Cum> percussio (C.7 q.1 c.2). Vincentius dixit quod quamdiu potest quis in collegio remanere non removetur. Sed ex quo non potest removetur, sicut judex mutatur si non posset judicio operam dare.
Et si queras quid fiet si servire non potest, respondeo: si est prelatus 
dabitur ei coadjutor ut in dicto capitulo, De rectoribus (X 3.6.3). Si vero fuerit inferior sive simplex dabitur ei vicarius secundum Goffredum 
qui exponit illam decretalem, Tua (X 3.6.4) sicut Laurentius scilicet 
quod ibi removetur scilicet non a titulo, sed ab executione officii sue administracionis. Thomas5 notavit idem excepto morbo lepre, propter quem removetur indistincte quicunque ipsum incurrerit sive sit prelatus sive alius. Et hoc conprobatur in antiqua compilacione, De concessione 
prebende et ecclesie non vacantis, capitulo Ex transmissa (2 Comp. 
3.7.1); que hodie tamquam iniquitatem continens remota est secundum Goffredum. Bazianus distinctit utrum morbus esset curabilis et sic 
loquitur capitulum, De rectoribus (X 3.6.3), vel incurabilis et sic loquitur 
Tua (X 3.6.4). Prior intellectus magis placet et ipsum magis approbo, 
eodem titulo, Ex parte (X 3.6.5). 
1 A marginal entry to the right of this line reads: Nota hic plene et ex alia parte folii 
quando clericus amittit beneficium suum propter morbum et quando non videas (Note here in detail and also check on the next page of the folium when a cleric loses 
his benefice because of disease and when he does not).
2 MS: prevenerit. The likely formal source of Omne bonum, the Summa aurea of Hos-tiensis, has provenerit.
3 MS: prohibitis; Hostiensis: physicis.
4 Cf. the commentary in Appendix 2 below, note 2.
5 MS: Thomas; Hostiensis correctly has: T<ancredus>.
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non removeantur, inferiores vero removentur? Hoc est quod difficulter 
removetur episcopus, ut extra, De translatione, capitulo Quanto (X 1.7.3). Quamvis enim metropolitanus et episcopi possint cognoscere de crimine super quo accusatur episcopus non tamen possunt episcopum deponere 
sine legitima proprietate, iii q. vi Quamvis (C.3 q.6 c.7) et capitulo 
Dudum (ibid., c.9). Timendum enim est, ne concussis columpnis corruat 
edificium. Sed minores ex levioribus causis removentur. Sed propter alias 
infirmitates quam propter lepram non sunt clerici privandi beneficiis suis, sed pocius dandus est coadjutor etiam si paraliticus sit is de quo agitur, ne 
terreantur volentes Deo militare, ut e<odem> titulo, Percuscio (X 3.6.1), 
quia non est addenda afflicto afflictio ut ibidem. Idem est si factus sit 
impotens non ex culpa sua, e<odem> titulo, capitulo ii (X 3.6.2). Secus si 
culpa sua, ut notatur infra ubi agitur de corpore viciato. Alii distingunt 
inter morbum perpetuum et temporalem, sed reprobatur e<odem> titulo, 
capitulo penultimo et ultimo (X 3.6.5-6).6
Unum tamen non omitto quod si clericus leviter pateretur vel haberet veterem [fol. 301vb] quartanam que merito sperni posset et esset intentus circa negocia propria, nichil percipiet nisi serviret. Supradicta 
vero non de ficta infirmitate sed vera et gravi intelliguntur, <ff.>, De re judicata, <l.> Quesitum7, et si clericus infirmus potest officium suum exercere, nisi vexetur a demonio vel epilentico morbo et caderet assidue 
vel emissione vocis confuse et jactacione spume, vii q. ultima (C.7 q.2) per totum. Si vero raro caderet cum annua expectacione posset celebrare, 
xxxiii di. Communiter (D.33 c.3), ita tamen quod habeat vicini solaminis 
adjutorem, vii q. i Illud (C.7 q.1 c.15).
Item abbates facti inutiles penitus removentur, e<odem> titulo, Tua 
nos (X 3.6.4), secundum glossam et secundum Innocentium. 
Quid si ecclesia non potest sufficere utrique, scilicet leproso et sub-stituto? Dic quod ille qui servit habebit redditus et leproso providebit 
episcopus, ut in dicto capitulo, De rectoribus (X 3.6.3), secundum glossam. Et coadjutor datus egrotanti habet generalem et liberalem adminis­
trationem et invito dandus est coadjutor, vii q. i Scripsit (C.7 q.1 c.1), secundum glossam. 
An presbiter qui amisit digitos cum medietate palme poterit missam celebrare? Dic quod non quia nec secure propter debilitatem, nec sine 
6 A finger pointer appears here in the left margin of the ms.
7 MS: extra, de re iudicata, c. Omnium, is a garbled, non­existent allegation, prob­
ably reflecting a lack of familiarity with Roman legal references. The text here properly cites the passage from Justinian’s Digesta as given by Hostiensis. 
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 318 MONICA h. GREEN, kAThLEEN wALkER-MEIkLE, ANd wOLFGANG P. MüLLERscandalo propter8 deformitatem, sed ceteris officiis sacerdotalibus fungi 
potest, e<odem> titulo, Presbiterum (X 3.6.2).
Item nec potest infirmus ex certa sciencia vel ex affectata ignorantia sumere cibum sive potum ad debilitandum corpus suum quia faceret contra caritatem quia debet corpus suum diligere ut in eo deserviat Deo, 
extra, De homicidio, capitulo Tua nos (X 5.12.19). 
An archidiacono percusso morbo paralitico sit dandus coadjutor? 
Dic quod sic. Et idem est dicendum si amiserit officium oculorum, extra, 
e<odem> titulo, capitulo ultimo (X 3.6.6), secundum glossam. 
Item episcopus senio aut infirmitate gravatus ut suum officium nequeat exercere potest auctoritate apostolica duos coadjutores secum 
assumere ad dictum officium exeguendum et si episcopus factus fuerit demens et coadjutorem habere noluerit, tunc eius capitulum vel due partes auctoritate apostolica debent assumere unum vel duos curatores 
sive coadjutores ad dictum officium exeguendum. Sed si episcopus senio vel incurabili morbo gravatus noluerit habere coadjutorem tunc nichil innovabit capitulum, sed capitulum intimabit pape statum et conditionem 
episcopi et ecclesie et facti circumstancias et tunc fiet quod per papam fuerit ordinatum et coadjutores isti habebunt sumptus moderatos de proventibus episcoporum in quorum auxilium assumuntur. Sed bona prelatorum non alienabunt et reddituri sunt rationem episcopo si postea 
fuerit sane mentis eidem seu successori episcopi, extra, e<odem> titulo, 
capitulo Pastoralis, libro sexto (VI 3.5.1). 
Nec isti coadjutores possunt conferre beneficia vacancia quia in generali 
commissione non continetur beneficiorum collacio, e<odem> capitulo (VI 
3.5.1), secundum Johannem [fol. 302ra] Monachum et Guidonem. 
Item nec per metropolitanum est dandus coadjutor, sed per sedem 
apostolicam vel auctoritate eiusdem, ut in dicto capitulo, Pastoralis (VI 
3.5.1), nec mirum quia solum potest metropolitanus in sua provincia sibi decreta quod a jure reperitur concessum vel ex prisca consuetudine 
introductum, ut in dicto capitulo (X 3.5.1) secundum Johannem Monachum. 
An sacerdos leprosus posset licite missam celebrare? Dic quod populo non debet celebrare propter scandalum. Si autem velit celebrare privatim non est prohibendus dum tamen non sit nimis debilis vel deformis. Et dicit 
Hugo quod cessabit a ministerio suo quoad sanos, sed leprosis poterit 
cantare et ministrare divina, xlix di. Hinc etenim9 (D.49 c.1). 
8 At this point, the word debilitatem is first added and then deleted by the scribe. 
9 MS: Sed hec entenim; corrected after Hostiensis.
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appendiX 2
oMne bonuM, “ON MINISTRATION  
By A DISABLED CLERIC”
ThE ENGLISh TRANSLATION of this passage contains numerous ref­erences to the textbooks of late medieval jurisprudence which, in accord­ance with current scholarly convention, have been abbreviated as follows:
 2 Comp. 0.00.00 Compilatio secunda, book 0, title 00, chapter 00, ed. Emil Friedberg, Quinque compilationes antiquae necnon 
Collectio canonum Lipsiensis (Leipzig: Tauchnitz, 1882). 
 C.00 q.00 c.00  Decretum Gratiani, part II: Causa 00, quaestio 00, 
capitulum 00, ed. Emil Friedberg, Corpus iuris canonici 1 
(Leipzig: Tauchnitz, 1879).
 D.00 c.00  Decretum Gratiani, part I: Distinctio 00, chapter 00, ed. Friedberg, Corpus iuris canonici 1 (Leipzig: Tauchnitz, 
1879).
 Dig. 00.00.00  Digesta Iustiniani, book 00, title, 00, lex 00, ed. Paul Krüger and Theodor Mommsen, in: Corpus iuris civilis, 1: 
Institutiones, Digesta (Berlin: Weidmann, 1895). 
 VI 0.00.00  Liber sextus decretalium, book 0, title 00, chapter 00, ed. Friedberg, Corpus iuris canonici 2 (Leipzig: Tauchnitz, 
1881).
 X 0.00.00  Decretales Gregorii IX (Liber extra), book 0, title 00, 
chapter 00, ed. Friedberg, Corpus iuris canonici 2 (Leipzig: 
Tauchnitz, 1881).For further information on the legal references and most of the juristic 
authors quoted (indirectly) in the subsequent section of Omne bonum, 
see Brundage 1995: 190–232.
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on Ministration by a disabled cleric
What is the law regarding ministration by a cleric who is disabled by ill­
ness? First, it has to be known what an illness or disease is. This definition is found in Sabinus1: A disease is an unnatural condition of a body which weakens its use for the purpose that Nature assigned when it gave health to our bodies. This happens either to the whole body, as with a fever; or to one part as with blindness. Stuttering, however, is more of an impairment 
than a disease. A disease appears to be sonticus, that is harmful and caus­
ing a relapse, when it inflicts a person after she or he has recovered. For 
sontes means “harmful ones.”
[The next question is] whether on account of infirmity or disease a clerk 
should lose his benefice. It depends on whether he is a prelate. Then he is not removed even because of leprosy, but he is given a coadjutor to whom a suitable portion of the bishopric’s revenue is assigned. This is how you 
should understand X 3.6.3. Or he is a parish priest or lesser minister and 
someone like that is removed because of leprosy, as in X 3.6.4. Another distinction asks whether the disease happens naturally, and this is dis­
cussed in X 3.6.3, or [whether it happens] by divine judgment, as is said 
in X 3.6.3. The recognition, assessment, and differential diagnosis of this I leave to the physicians; and it may be by divine judgment, because he had 
sex with a woman immediately after (she has had sex with) a leper2, C.7 
q.2 c.2. This solution, however, is rejected in C.7 q.1 c.2. Vincentius3 said that as long as someone is able to stay in his clerical community, he is not removed. But if he is unable to remain, he is removed, just as a judge is changed if he is not able to render judgment.
And if you ask what will be done if he is not able to serve, the answer is that if he is a prelate, a coadjutor will be given to him as explained 
in X 3.6.3. But if he is of a lower order or a simple priest, a vicar will be 
1 The ensuing definition of illness (lines 4–8) is attributed to Sabinus, an ancient 
Roman lawyer, in Dig. 21.1.1.7.
2 This passage is problematic in its extreme brevity. Nevertheless, our rendering accords with certain medical understandings about the transmission of leprosy. For example, a quaestio from the “Prose Salernitan Questions” ([c. 1200]/1979: 9) reads: “Queritur si leprosus accedit ad mulierem mulier non leditur, qui vero post illum prius 
ad eam accedit quare leprosus efficitur?” (It is asked: Why if a leper has relations with a woman, the woman is not harmed, but if another man comes to her later, the latter 
man is affected?) The answer explains that the “corruption” of the leper remains in the woman’s womb, which is then sucked out by the penis of the next man with whom she has sex. 
3 Vincentius Hispanus (d. 1248); cf. Brundage, Medieval Canon Law 228.
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 dIAGNOSIS OF A “PLAGUE” IMAGE: A dIGITAL CAUTIONARy TALE 321given to him according to Goffredus4 who explains this decretal, X 3.6.4, just as Laurentius5 does, that is to say, that he is removed there not from 
the entitlement to his office but from the execution of the office under his administration. Thomas6 has noted the same except for the disease of leprosy, because of which everyone who incurs it is removed without distinction, be he a prelate or another, and this is proved in the ancient 
compilation, 2 Comp. 3.7.1, according to Goffredus.Bazianus7 distinguished whether the disease was curable, as in X 3.6.3, 
or incurable, as in X 3.6.4. The prior interpretation is more convincing 
and I rather approve of it, X 3.6.5. But what is the reason for the special 
treatment of bishops in that they are not removed from office on account of leprosy, whereas those in lower orders are removed? This is because it 
is difficult to remove a bishop as in X 1.7.3. For although a metropolitan 
and [his] bishops are able to investigate a crime of which a bishop is 
accused, they cannot depose a bishop without legitimate due process, C.3 
q.6 c.7 and c.9. Because it is to be feared that by smashing the columns 
the whole edifice [of the Church] will collapse. But those in minor orders are removed for lighter reasons. But clerics must not be removed from 
their benefices for other diseases than leprosy. Rather, a coadjutor must be given even if he who is concerned is paralyzed lest those wishing to be 
God’s soldiers be scared away, as in X 3.6.1, because an affliction must not 
be added to those afflicted, as is explained there.Likewise, if he happens to become debilitated through no fault of his 
own, as in X 3.6.2. It is different if the fault is his, as is noted below8 where the defective body is considered. Others distinguish between a chronic 
disease and one that comes and goes, but this is rejected in X 3.6.5-6. 
One topic I do not omit is what to do if a cleric suffers lightly or has an inveterate fever that recurs every fourth day and can simply be ignored, 
and who is willing to do his work? He will receive nothing unless he 
4 Goffredus de Trano (d. 1245); cf. Brundage, Medieval Canon Law 211–12.
5 Laurentius Hispanus (fl. 1215); Brundage, Medieval Canon Law 216.
6 “Thomas [Aquinas]” is a misreading in Omne bonum for “T(ancredus)” in the Summa aurea (ed. Basle, 1573), col. 702. It was uncommon for canonistic 
commentators like Hostiensis to cite theologians. On Tancred (fl. 1220), see Brundage, 
Medieval Canon Law 227-228. 
7 Bazianus (fl. 1180–90) was a canonist not to be confused with the contemporary 
Roman lawyer, Johannes Bassianus; cf. Donahue 2003. 
8 MS: infra, ubi agitur de corpora viciato; Hostiensis, Summa aurea (ed. Basle, 
1573), col. 703, reads: supra, de corpore viciato (above, on the defective body), a legal 
reference to X 2.20.
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serves. What is said above, though, needs to be understood in the case not 
of an imagined illness, but a real and serious one, as in Dig. 42.1.60. And if the sick cleric is able to perform his duties, unless he is vexed by a demon or the falling sickness and falls frequently or with confused speech and 
foaming at the mouth, as in C.7 q.2 throughout. But if he rarely falls, he can celebrate Mass if he has no incident for a year9, D.33 c.3, but in such a way 
that he has a coadjutor ready to help out, C.7 q.1 c.15. 
Likewise abbots who have become useless are removed entirely, as in X 
3.6.4, according to the Ordinary Gloss and Innocent10.
What if a church is not able to support both a leprous cleric and his substitute? Say that he who serves will keep the revenue and the bishop 
will provide for the leper as in X 3.6.3, according to the Ordinary Gloss. And the coadjutor given to the sick man has general and free administration, 
and the coadjutor is given even against the sick man’s will, C.7 q.1, according to the Ordinary Gloss. 
[If asked] whether a priest who is missing his fingers with half of his palm is able to celebrate Mass, say that he cannot because he cannot do it safely due to the debility nor without scandal due to the deformity, but he 
can serve in the other priestly functions, as in X 3.6.2. Similarly, a sick person cannot take food or drink to weaken his body either out of certain knowledge or feigned ignorance, for he would do so against charity because he ought to take good care of his body so he may 
serve God in it, X 5.12.19.
[It is asked] whether an archdeacon struck by a paralytic disease must be given a coadjutor? Say that he must be, and the same must be said if he 
loses the use of his eyes, X 3.6.6, according to the Ordinary Gloss.Likewise an aging bishop, or one aggrieved by illness so that he cannot perform his duties, can by apostolic authority assume two coadjutors to 
help him perform his office, and if the bishop has become demented and does not wish to have a coadjutor, then his chapter or two thirds of it must assume by apostolic authority one or two curators or coadjutors in order 
to perform the said office.But what if a bishop who is senile or burdened with an incurable disease does not want to have a coadjutor? Then the chapter will not undertake anything, but the chapter will inform the pope about the state 
9 MS: cum annua expectatione; cf. the alleged D. 33 c.3: quousque unius anni spatio 
[...] inveniantur ab incursu demonum liberati (provided they are found to be free of 
demonic possession for a year). 
10 Pope Innocent IV (Sinibaldo dei Fieschi, d. 1254), a famous canonist; Brundage, 
Medieval Canon Law 225–26. 
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And then that will be done which is mandated by the pope, and these coadjutors will have their moderate expenses covered by the bishops’ income in whose aid they are assumed. But they will not alienate the prelates’ goods and must render account to the bishop if afterward he 
returns to his sound mind or to the successor of the bishop, VI 3.5.1. 
Nor are these coadjutors able to confer vacant benefices because in 
their general commission the collation of benefices is not contained, as in 
VI 3.5.1 according to Johannes Monachus11 and Guido.12Likewise the coadjutor must not be given by the metropolitan, but by 
the Apostolic See or through its authority, as in VI 3.5.1. And this is not surprising because the metropolitan can only do in his assigned province 
what is found permitted by law or introduced by ancient custom, as in VI 
3.5.1, according to Johannes Monachus.
[It is asked] whether a leprous priest is licitly able to celebrate the Mass? 
Say that he must not celebrate before his flock on account of scandal. But if he wishes to celebrate it privately he must not be prohibited, at least as 
long as he is not too disabled or deformed. And Hugo13 says that he should cease his ministry among the healthy, but he may sing and minister the 
divine office to lepers, D.49 c.1. 
11 Johannes Monachus, author of the Ordinary Gloss (of 1302) on the Liber sextus; see Brundage, Medieval Canon Law 218.
12 Guido de Baysio (fl. 1300), who composed another gloss apparatus on the Liber sextus; Brundage, Medieval Canon Law 212–13. 
13 Huguccio (fl. 1188–90); Brundage, Medieval Canon Law 214.
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Abstract This brief study examines the genesis of the “misdiagnosis” of a four­teenth­century image that has become a frequently used representation of the 
Black Death on the Internet and in popular publications. The image in fact depicts another common disease in medieval Europe, leprosy, but was misinterpreted as 
“plague” because of a labeling error. The error was then magnified because of digital dissemination. This mistake is a reminder that interpretation of cultural 
products continues to demand the skills and expertise of humanists. Included is a full transcription and translation of the text which the image was originally meant to illustrate: James le Palmer, Omne bonum, cap. “De clerico debilitato ministrante 
sequitur videre” (On Ministration by a Disabled Cleric), London, British Library, 
Royal 6 E. VI, vol. 2, fols. 301rb–302ra.
Keywords Omne bonum; James le Palmer; Gilles le Muisit; art history; plague imagery; leprosy; canon law; Black Death, disability history.
